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introduction 1

INTRODUCTION

A NINTH-CENTURY DEFENSE OF 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE: AB— R$"I•AH AL-TAKR^T^’S

RESPONSE TO HIS MUSLIM CRITICS

Christians and the Rise of Islam

It is likely that Christians and Jews living in Mesopotamia at the 
beginning of  the seventh century could not have imagined the mag-
nitude of  the change that was about to descend upon their world. 
Life was continuing much as it had for centuries, albeit under the 
exhausting burden of  the warring Byzantine and Persian empires. 
Yet, from an obscure place in Arabia, a military and religious leader 
stepped on to the stage of  history, bringing a religion that would 
change the face of  the world in less than two hundred years. The 
man who came to be known as the Prophet MuÈammad was believed 
by his followers to have received revelations from God for twenty-
two years until his death in 632 a.d. In the last decade of  his life 
he gathered around himself  a small community and set in motion 
one of  the most breath-taking conquests in history.
 Initially the Arab conquerors essentially left the existing bureau-
cratic and legal structures they encountered in place, insisting only 
that their subjects pay taxes and refrain from slandering MuÈammad
or their religion. However, by the middle of the eighth century the 
Muslim community had developed a self-confidence that manifested 
itself in the desire to transform society according to the demands 
of the Qur"§n. The result was the appearance of a new dynasty, the 
#Abb§sids, and a new capital, Baghdad, founded near the ancient 
Christian city of TakrÊt. Under these new rulers, Arab-Islamic civi-
lization flourished and for five centuries relative peace and pros-
perity prevailed throughout the lands they dominated. Although 
the #Abb§sids never had direct authority over the entire territory 
controlled by Muslim rulers, their presence and influence was widely 
felt in every aspect of life. Through their leadership, Islamic civi-
lization entered its Golden Age and was able to attain exceptional 
achievements in science, medicine, law, astronomy, poetry, litera-
ture and art. While the #Abb§sids remained in power in Baghdad, 
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introduction2

Muslim society flourished until the Mongol invasions in 656/1258.1

 As the Islamic empire grew in power and stability, the Christians 
living within its confines were confronted with dramatic changes in 
their daily lives. Those living in North Africa and east of Byzantium 
who had been divided by their acceptance or rejection of various 
ecumenical church councils were now united under an alien rule 
that was having increasing influence over every area of their exis-
tence. Many of those who had supported Nestorius, Patriarch of 
Constantinople (428-431), as well as the champions of Cyril, Bishop 
of Alexandria (412-444) who subsequently rejected Chalcedon, had 
formed communities in the East. Before the rise of Islam, they had 
generally been able to maintain a degree of autonomy through politi-
cal and territorial separation. Now, all Christians, Nestorians, Jaco-
bites (Cyrillian Monophysites), Melkite Chalcedonians, Maronites 
and others, were faced with the challenges brought by Islam.
 The turn of the ninth century saw a rapid cultural transformation 
that deeply touched both the Christian and Islamic communities. 
The first #Abb§sid century was a formative period for all aspects of 
Islamic thought, as well as a time during which relations between 
Muslims and Christians were solidified into patterns that were to 
last for a millennium. The stablization of the Islamic community 
had established a more regulated and uniform society, creating the 
conditions for an intellectual and cultural flowering. For Christians 
and Jews, increased religious and social restrictions were accompanied 
by unique opportunities to participate in the nacent stages of what 
would become an explosion of scholarly activity. And so it was that 
the commencement of the #Abb§sid reign found the Syrian Jacobite 
community of Iraq in transition: as a new civilization grew out of 
the meeting of cultural streams from Persia, Byzantium, Arabia and 
Mesopotamia, a new language and legal system prevailed, and many 
were choosing to convert to the young religion of Islam. At this time, 
theological exchange between Muslims and Christians emerged in 
a form which had not occurred earlier and was to become rare in 
the following centuries. It was in this unique milieu that the Jaco-
bite \abÊb ibn Hidmah Abå R§"iãah made his contribution as a 
Christian apologist.

1 M.A. Shaban, The #Abb§sid Revolution (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1979).
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introduction 3

Christian Apologetic under Islamic Rule

It has been common in the West to regard the period of Christian 
intellectual history following John of Damascus in the seventh cen-
tury as one of decline, during which little other than commentary 
and copying of previous writers occurred. Yet, for those living in the 
Islamic context, the nature of discourse had changed, and Christian 
theologians were forced to come up with creative ways by which to 
express and explain their faith. While Christians and Jews remained 
the majority until well into the tenth century, the steady rise to power 
of Muslim Arabs after the death of MuÈammad pressed them to 
address challenges being made to their religions. During this time, 
the theological and philosophical agenda began to be set by Muslims 
who challenged Christians to defend the consistency and even intel-
ligibility of their faith.2 The initial appearance of the apologetical 
literature that resulted can be found in Syriac-speaking circles, but 
during the first #Abb§sid century, Christian intellectuals begin to feel 
compelled to write their defences in Arabic.
 The theological debate between Muslims and Christians had 
already commenced during the lifetime of MuÈammad, and by the 
beginning of the ninth century polemical writings similar to those of 
Abå R§"iãah authored by adherents of both religious communities 
were becoming common.3 Although the origins and actual content 
of the earliest discussions remain obscure, it appears that a number 
of areas of conflict arose very soon after MuÈammad’s initial reve-
latory experiences. Among these were whether MuÈammad’s own 
position vis-à-vis Israel’s prophets could be recognized by Christians 

2 Sidney H. Griffith, “Habib ibn Hidmah Abå R§"itah, a Christian mutakallim
of the First Abbasid Century,” Oriens Christianus 64 (1980):  161.

3 Among the most complete general overviews of Muslim-Christian polemical 
writings are Adel-Théodore Khoury, “Apologétique byzantine contre l’Islam (VIIIe-
XIIe siècle),” Proche Orient Chrétien 29 (1979): 242-300, Paul Khoury, Matériaux pour 
servir à l’étude de la controverse théologique islamo-chrétienne de langue arabe du viiie au xiie 
siècle, 3 vols. (Würzburg: Echter Verlag / Altenberge: Telos-Verlag, 1989, 1991, 
1997), and David Thomas, ed. and trans., Anti-Christian Polemic in Early Islam: Abå 
#^s§ al-Warr§q’s “Against the Trinity” (Cambridge, New York:  Cambridge University 
Press, 1992). For Christian writings defending the Trinity, see Rachid Haddad, La 
Trinité divine chez les théologiens arabes 750-1050, Coll. Beauchesne Religions 15 (Paris: 
Beauchesne, 1985), 25-83.
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introduction4

and Jews, the authenticity and authority of his religious experiences, 
and in particular, his call to absolute monotheism.4

 For the multitude of Christians living increasingly under Islamic 
rule, this last point became the primary source of friction in their 
relations with the Islamic community, because it precluded the two 
fundamental Christian beliefs: the Trinity and the Incarnation. Even 
when they could not agree on the exact expression and implications 
of these two doctrines, nearly all Christians had historically held that 
both were critical to authentic faith in Jesus Christ. Defining the 
meaning of the doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation, however, 
had not been an easy task, and continued to be a bone of contention 
among various Christian groups for centuries after the first ecumeni-
cal councils.
 The problem had arisen from the fact that, while Christians 
believed that both doctrines were clearly implied in the Hebrew and 
Christian scriptures (first as foretold in prophecy and later fulfilled 
in actual events), the inner character of neither the Incarnation nor 
the Trinity was explicitly stated in an unambiguous formula. The 
introduction of Hellenistic thought, primarily in the form of neo-
Platonic, Stoic and Aristotelian philosophy, had subsequently raised 
questions that the scriptures did not seem prepared to answer. For 
several centuries following the birth of Christianity, Christians had 
been engaged in a heated debate trying to work out an accurate and 
clear expression of the nature of the Incarnation and the Trinity, 
often resulting in some less than edifying incidents. The conflict had 
culminated in the Council of Chalcedon which, far from resolving 
the issue, precipitated several splits in the Christian community that 
eventually became irreparable. It was into the aftermath of Chalce-
don that Islam was born, with its own unequivocal condemnation 
of even the possibility of an incarnation or trinity in God.5

4 The Qur"§n makes numerous references to such discussions between MuÈammad
and Christians and Jews. Of particular interest here are the verses which defend 
the revelations to MuÈammad that contradict Christian teaching, especially those 
concerning his role as a prophet in a line of prophets (Sura 33:40; 5:19; 6:84-90; 
23:23-52), the Trinity (Sura 4:171), and the status of Jesus and Mary (Sura 4:172; 
5:17, 110).

5 It might be suggested that confusion and frustration with the christological 
controversies following the Council of Chalcedon played no small role in the relatively 
rapid conversion of the population to Islam with its simple message of one God. 
In response to this view, however, it is important to note that the majority of early 
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introduction 5

 The revelation to MuÈammad was at its heart the message of 
absolute monotheism. This seemed to put it immediately at odds with 
the Christian teachings of the Incarnation and Trinity. The Qur"§n
clearly and unambiguously rejects any notion that Jesus was more 
than a prophet (Sura 4:171; 5:75; 43:59, 63-64), and its cosmology 
expressly prohibits the possibility of God’s becoming incarnate by a 
refusal to admit a similarity between God and creation (Sura 6:100; 
112:1-4) or of God having a son (Sura 2:116; 6:101; 10:68; 19:35; 
23:91; 37:149-153). Further, in the struggle against the polythe-
ism of the nomadic Arab tribes, the Qur"§nic insistence on absolute 
monotheism made Christian Trinitarian doctrine suspect (Sura 4:171;
5:73; 6:22-23, 136-137, 163; 16:18). As a consequence, these topics 
became the central focus of debate between Muslims and Christians 
in the following centuries.
 By the end of the eighth century, Christians, too, were becom-
ing more aware of their Muslim rulers and beginning to recognize 
that Islam was not just “the heresy of the Ishmaelites”, identified 
by John of Damascus and many Greek writers after him.6 This 
increased awareness was probably the result of a combination of a 
growth in the number of converts to Islam, as well as the flowering 
of intellectual communities during the relative peace that decended 

converts were from polytheism in Arabia and later from Mazdaism in Persia who 
did not receive dimmÊ status (Marshall G.S. Hodgson, The Venture of Islam: Conscience 
and History in a World Civilization, 3 vols. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974), 
I/194, 200-206 and Richard Bell, The Origin of Islam in Its Christian Environment. The 
Gunning Lectures, Edinburgh University, 1925 [London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1926], 
esp. 190-191). Only in the following centuries did large numbers of Christians 
and Jews become Muslim, and many arguably under economic and social duress. 
Nonetheless, the poor witness of Christians in their relations with each other (as 
Sura 43:65 attests) and contacts with members of other religions (Sura 2:113), as well 
as a lack of interest on the part of the Eastern churches in evangelizing indigenous 
groups should not be underestimated factors in conversion to Islam. One can cite 
as evidence the apparent absence of an Arabic translation of the Bible before the 
first #Abb§sid century to be used for evangelization of nomadic tribes (Sidney H. 
Griffith, “The Gospel in Arabic: An Inquiry into its Appearance in the First Abbasid 
Century,” Oriens Christianus 69 (1985): 126-167). MuÈammad’s initial conviction that 
he was receiving the message of the Gospels and Torah in Arabic to be used in 
converting these tribes to monotheism also supports this idea. Only gradually did 
Muslims become aware of the extent of the discrepancies between the scriptures, 
indicating that they had a fairly limited knowledge of Christianity.

6 Daniel J. Sahas, John of Damascus on Islam: The “Heresy of the Ishmaelites” (Leiden: 
Brill, 1972).
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on the Mediterranean world after the #Abb§sid rise to power. More 
interchange between Muslims, Christians and Jews resulted in an 
increased awareness of the views of each other and the necessity to 
respond to their questions.
 The first written Christian accounts addressing such issues appear 
around the turn of the eighth century in Syriac.7 These initial 
responses generally followed one of two avenues. Either they saw 
the advent of the Arabs with their new religion in apocalyptic terms 
as fulfilling a prophesied eschatological stage,8 or they tried to treat 
the new theological challenges in a systematic way. Although Syriac 
writers did not take up the genre of apologetical debate with Muslims 
with as much enthusiasm as later Arabophone Christians, one finds 
in the early extant texts Christian replies to the topics which would 
later become standard for Muslim and Christian apologetics: the 
legitimacy of MuÈammad’s prophethood and the revelation of the 
Qur"§n, the status and authenticity of the Gospel, the Trinity and 
Incarnation, laws and practices governing Christian life (veneration 
of images, fasting, sacraments, etc.).9 All of these are subjects which 
Abå R§"iãah and his contemporaries deal with extensively in Arabic 
in their various writings in response to Islam.10

 In many ways, the central challenges of Islam were not new to 
the Christian community, and learned Christians were quick to 
acknowledge this fact. From the very beginning, Christians had 
been faced with the Jewish rejection of their claim that the Messiah 
had come in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, and that he in fact 
was God incarnated. They had also already confronted the absolute 
monotheism of Judaism, which, like that of Islam, denied the pos-
sibility of a multiplicity within the being of God. These two tenets 

7 Gerritt J. Reinink, “The Beginnings of Syriac Apologetic Literature in Response 
to Islam,” Oriens Christianus 77 (1993): esp. 186-187.

8 Sidney H. Griffith, “Muslims and Church Councils: the Apology of Theodore 
Abå Qurrah,” Studia Patristica 25 (Leuven: Peeters Press, 1993), 272.

9 Sidney H. Griffith, “The Prophet Muhammad: His Scripture and His Message 
according to the Christian Apologies in Arabic and Syriac from the First Abbasid 
Century,” in La Vie du Prophète Mahomet, Bibliothèque des Centres d’Études Supérieurs 
Spécialisés, ed. Colloque de Strasbourg (octobre 1980) (Paris: Presses Universitaires 
de France, 1983), 99-100 and “Disputes with Muslims in Syriac Christian Texts: 
from Patriarch John III (d. 648) to Bar Hebraeus (d. 1286),” Wolfenbütteler Symposion,
“Religionsgespräche im Mittelalter” (11-15 June, 1989), 253-257.

10 In keeping with his silence on specific aspects of Islam, Abå R§"iãah does 
not explicitly mention MuÈammad or the Qur"§n in his own works.
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introduction 7

of Christian faith conflicted so deeply with the Jewish concepts of 
God that Christians were forced to demonstrate the very continuity 
between their beliefs and those of the Hebrew scriptures.11

 This difficulty was compounded by the fact that the nascent Chris-
tian community existed within a predominantly polytheistic context 
where the possibility of beings who were the result of the inter-
course between humans and divinities was widely accepted. Pagans 
were not disturbed by the impression that Christians worshipped 
three gods (even if they were sceptical of the limitation to so few) 
and believed in the existence of a person half divine, half human, 
born of a god and a woman. Christians consequently were obliged 
within this milieu to clarify carefully what they meant by “trinity” 
and “incarnation” in a way that avoided tritheistic and polytheistic 
implications. Finally, the early encounter with Hellenistic philosophy 
added a tangle of questions, concepts and vocabulary foreign to Jew-
ish and Christian scriptures which had to be sorted through.12 As 
a result, early Christian theologians had occupied themselves with 
explaining the doctrines of Incarnation and the Trinity both to the 
members of their own communities as well as to their opponents in 
such a way as to preserve monotheistic belief while still maintaining 
what was divinely revealed. All of these ancient factors presented 
themselves again in different ways in the new encounter with Islam, 
and the multitude of texts preserved from this early period provided 
a blueprint for later Christian writers.
 Islam, too, arose out of a polytheistic nomadic society in which 
Judaism and Christianity had exercised some limited influence, espe-
cially among the sedentary population.13 The fight against àirk (idola-
try usually associated with polytheism) is one of the most common 
themes found in the Qur"§n, where it is contrasted with ihl§s (fidelity 

11 Jaroslav Pelikan, The Christian Tradition: A History of the Development of Doctrine,
vol. 1: The Emergence of the Catholic Tradition (100-600) (Chicago and London: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1971), 12-27.

12 See Bertrand de Margerie, The Christian Trinity in History, trans. Edmund J. 
Fortman, Studies in Historical Theology 1 (Still River, MA: St. Bede’s Publications, 
1982), 126-138; Jaroslav Pelikan, Christianity and Classical Culture: The Metamorphosis 
of Natural Theology in the Christian Encounter with Hellenism (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1995).

13 See for example, J. Spencer Trimingham, Christianity Among the Arabs in Pre-
Islamic Times (London & New York: Longman; Beirut: Librairie du Liban, 1979), 
esp. pp. 243-286.
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to God alone) and tawÈÊd (monotheism). Although àirk as such is 
generally tied to blatant worship of multiple gods, the Qur"§n identi-
fies Christians, and even Jews, as muàrikån (those who practice àirk)
because they in some way compromise the unity of God.14 Similar 
to earlier Jewish critique, much of its criticism of Christianity is 
directed particularly at the doctrines of the Incarnation and the 
Trinity which seem to lead to polytheism. This made it possible for 
Christian apologists confronted with Islam to draw on the arguments 
made by their predecessors against the charges of polytheism and 
tritheism by Jews.
 As a consequence, scholars of Abå R§"iãah’s day were faced with 
the task of explaining complex questions about the exact character 
of the unity of God, its relationship to the three hypostaseis, and their 
relationships to each other and to creation. The struggles of the 
early church in answering the challenges are well known and need 
not be enumerated here.15 However, it should not be assumed that 
Abå R§"iãah and his contemporaries simply repeated what they had 
received through the theological tradition. They were eminently aware 
of the differences between their situation and that of the Cappado-
cian fathers, on whom they relied for a great deal of inspiration.
 A significant reason why a defense of Christian doctrine could not 
be taken over wholesale from earlier apologists such as Justin Mar-
tyr, Origen, Cyprian and Irenaeus, was that the Qur"§n had added 
another problem to the mix: it claimed that scripture passages which 
supported such teachings had been falsified by the Jews and followers 
of Jesus.16 Many of the arguments about historical events (such as 
the crucifixion and resurrection, Jesus’ prediction of the coming of 
MuÈammad, and the role of Jesus’ disciples) had resulted in a stale-

14 Gerald Hawting, “’irk and ‘Idolatry’ in Monotheist Polemic,” in: Dhimmis 
and Others: Jews and Christians and the World of Classical Islam, Israel Oriental Studies 17, 
ed. Uri Rubin and David J. Wasserstein (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, Inc., 
1997), 107-126.

15 Detailed discussions of the relevant topics can be found in Pelikan, Christian 
Tradition, 1/311-325 and Bertrand Margerie, The Christian Trinity in History, trans. 
Edmund J. Fortman, Studies in Historical Theology, vol. 1 (Still River, MA: St. 
Bede’s Publications, 1982), 57-138.

16 The Jews are accused directly of tampering with the scriptures in the Qur"§n in 
several passages, including Sura 2:63-64, 77-79. Evidence in favor of the crucifixion 
and resurrection of Jesus, as well as the lack of any reference in the Gospels to the 
coming of MuÈammad was attributed by later Muslim scholars to the treachery of 
Jesus’ followers. This problem of taÈrÊf will be examined in detail below.
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mate between the two communities, since both sides appealed to their 
own scriptures as revelations from God for their primary evidence. 
Whereas Christians did not recognize MuÈammad’s prophethood 
and the validity of the Qur"§n, Muslims asserted that the Jews and 
Christians had tampered with their own scriptures. Consequently, 
Christians responding to this claim were obliged to limit themselves to 
scriptural texts that were not the object of great dispute. Abå R§"iãah,
for example, employs numerous scriptural references to prophets 
and persons who were recognized by the Islamic community in his 
replies to Muslims, including quotations from Jesus not connected 
to his death or resurrection.
 The effect of this limitation for writers such as Abå R§"iãah was 
to force them to appeal to reason and logical deduction (just as 
those who engaged pagan philosophers had done), supplemented 
with acceptable scriptural evidence. The rising interest in Greek 
philosophy by Muslim mutakallimån during the #Abb§sid period, in 
part prompted by the desire of the caliphs to create a new social, 
intellectual, and political ideology encompassing all peoples in the 
empire,17 provided a common basis from which to work, and allowed 
Christian scholars to actively participate, even if in a restricted and 
circumspect manner, in one of the most significant periods of Islamic 
thought.18

 Exactly during the decades around the turn of the ninth century in 
which Abå R§"iãah’s letters were composed, intellectual enterprises 
sprang up throughout the young empire. Scholarly centers were 
founded that aimed at collecting and publishing Èadit, and establish-
ing Islamic legal schools. Simultaneously, Muslims began massive 
translation projects of ancient Greek texts on philosophy, rhetoric, 
medicine, astrology, and the natural sciences. Soon, extensive efforts 
were under way to collect, translate and harmonize all of the known 
works of Aristotle, Plato, Galen, Hypocrates, Ptolemy, and a host of 
others. Unlike earlier Syriac translations that had been made in nearly 
every major Hellenized Syro-Christian city, the Arabic translation 

17 See the conclusions of Dimitri Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture: The Graeco-
Arabic Translation Movement in Baghdad and Early #Abb§sid Society (2nd-4th/8th-10th 
Centuries) (London, New York: Routledge, 1998).

18 Gerhard Klinge, “Die Beduetung der syrischen Theologen als Vermittler 
der griechischen Philosophie an den Islam,” Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte 58 (1939): 
346-386.
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movement was initially found exclusively in Baghdad, only a short 
distance from Abå R§"iãah’s Jacobite community.19

 The greater part of direct Christian participation in the effort 
can be traced to the Nestorian community because of its generally 
better relationship with Muslim authorities, but the effects were felt 
throughout the wider Christian church. As more texts became avail-
able in Arabic, Muslim intellectuals entered into an age-old debate 
and brought with them new questions and new perspectives. Because 
they were often drawn into discussions on religion, Abå R§"iãah and 
his Christian contemporaries became relatively knowledgable of the 
issues currently being argued in Islamic scholarly circles. Often, they 
were able to use the questions to their advantage, drawing subtle 
connections from controversies about the eternity of the Qur"§n as 
the Word of God and its relationship to the Divine Being, divine 
attributes, human knowledge of God, interpretation of the revealed 
text, and how one can determine the authenticity and status of oral 
tradition, to the christological and trinitarian topics on their own 
agendas.20 For example, although Abå R§"iãah never directly men-
tions Muslim discussions on the terms “being”, “knowledge” and 
“life”, he certainly assumes that his opponents accept the necessity 
of these eternal divine attributes. In fact, a clear parallel can be 
identified between these attributes and those of being, speech and 
will, which were the subject of extensive debates surrounding the 
createdness of the Qur"§n.21 As a result of this intellectual context, 
although Abå R§"iãah does devote some of his attention to tradi-
tional topics and evidence for them (especially in Proof), his primary 

19 Gutas, Greek Thought, 121-141; F.E. Peters, Aristotle and the Arabs: The Aristotelian 
Tradition in Islam (New York: New York University Press, 1968), 57-67.

20 The theological issues current in Islamic circles in the eighth and ninth 
centuries are discussed extensively in W. Montgomery Watt, The Formative Period 
of Islamic Thought (Oxford: Oneworld Publications, 1998), Majid Fakhry, A History 
of Islamic Philosophy, 2nd ed. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1970, 1983), 
Harry Austryn Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalam (Cambridge, MA and London, 
England: Harvard University Press, 1976) and Morris S. Seale, Muslim Theology: A 
Study of Origins with Reference to the Church Fathers (London: Luzac & Co. Ltd., 1964). 
The development of criteria for interpretation and collection of aÈ§dÊt can be found 
in Watt and Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1964, rep. 1986). The books of Wolfson and Seale should be used with care, 
however. In my opinion, both authors impute far too much Christian influence in 
development of Islamic theology than is warranted by the evidence.

21 Wolfson, Kalam, 112-132, 235-278.
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argument is a philosophical one concentrated on the triune nature 
of God.22

 It is here that a notable aspect of Abå R§"iãah’s method should 
be mentioned. In order to establish the soundness, indeed even the 
existence, of Christian monotheistic belief, he and his contemporaries 
depart from the Cappadocian emphasis on the triune economy in 
the one God23 and begin instead with the divine unity. In fact, 
Abå R§"iãah always develops his argumentation from the basis of 
God’s absolute oneness, to threeness, to incarnation. This does not 
mean that he overlooks the revelation of the Trinity in history, but 
rather shows how the One God is ultimately revealed through the 
Incarnation to be three. This, too, is necessitated by the assumptions 
of his Muslim audience. For them, the real questions are why and 
how God became human, while still maintaining continuity with 
previous (monotheistic) revelations and without introducing plurality 
into the divine being. It is for this reason that although Abå R§"iãah
mentions the Holy Spirit in connection to God’s threeness, he never 
elaborates on the third Person to the same extent as the other two. 
This move from de deo uno to de deo trino is a conscious and practical 
one. Without first firmly grounding Christian teaching in the one 
God, any further assertions put forth in response to Islamic critique 
will be useless.24

22 For the background to this contribution, see Harald Suermann, “Der Begriff 
‘ifah bei Abå R§"iãah,” in: Christian Arabic Apologetics during the Abbasid Period (750-1258),
ed. Samir Khalil Samir and Jorgen S. Nielsen, Studies in the History of Religions (Numen
Bookseries), vol. LXIII (Leiden, New York, Köln: E.J. Brill, 1994), 157-171.

23 Margerie, Christian Trinity, 122-138.
24 It seems this apologetical aspect of the theological shift away from the trinitar-

ian economy after the Cappadocians is a significant one that has been overlooked 
by critics of medieval theologians such as Catherine Mowry LaCugna. In her book, 
God for Us: The Trinity and Christian Life (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1991), 
LaCugna argues that with Augustine the relations between the divine persons and 
the economy of redemption were minimized, resulting in an emphasis on God as 
an impersonal divine source. This, she maintains, was extensively developed by 
Thomas Aquinas and had far-reaching consequences for all aspects of theological 
thought. While there may be truth to her argument for the Western church, it does 
not take into consideration the apologetical difficulties facing those who were forced 
to defend their trinitarian monotheism, and even of their influence on Aquinas, 
who was aware of Jewish and Islamic criticism of the doctrine of the Trinity. This 
is a topic which warrants further examination.
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Islamization and Conversion from Christianity

A second, and perhaps more significant difference between early 
Christian apologists and those of the #Abb§sid period was the context 
of an escalating number of Christians converting to Islam. Whereas 
most of the Church Fathers whose writings were available to Abå 
R§"iãah and other theologians of his time lived as minorities among 
pagans who were slowly turning to Christianity, the #Abb§sid age 
saw an unprecedented numbers of Christians accepting the new 
religion. Now the concern was not only to justify Christian beliefs 
which seemed absurd to non-Christians (previously a pagan major-
ity and now the growing Islamic minority),25 but to stem the tide of 
conversions away from the well-established and ancient Christian 
church. Clergy and scholars were prompted to make their case in 
favor of Christianity in such a way as to defend its intelligibility and 
legitimacy in the face of Islamic criticism, as well as to calm fears 
and encourage confidence within the Christian population.
 Although it is extremely difficult to gain an accurate picture of 
the trend of conversion to Islam during the #Abb§sid period, some 
general calculations have been made by modern scholars. Based 
on the estimate of the Umayyad governor, #Ubayd All§h b. Ziy§d,
around the year 64/675, only about three percent of the popula-
tion in Iraq had converted to Islam.26 Many of those who converted 
early on were women who married Muslim men, a practice explicitly 
condoned in the Qur"§n. However, beginning with the reign of the 
caliph Harån ar-RaàÊd (170-193/786-809), the rate of conversions 
increased dramatically. By the mid-ninth century, the Muslim popula-
tion of Iraq is thought to have reached nearly forty percent.27 This 
was surely a cause for alarm among Christians who had themselves 
been the majority for several centuries previous.
 The reason for this rapid increase in conversion to Islam can 
be found in the coincidence of the missionary zeal of individual 
Muslims and the more organized efforts to “Arabize” society under 
the recently formed #Abb§sid regime. The initial contact between 

25 J.N.D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, rev. ed. (San Francisco: Harper & 
Row, 1978), I/27-41.

26 Richard W. Bulliet, Conversion to Islam in the Medieval Period: An Essay in Quan-
titative History (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1979), 81.

27 Ibid., 81-82.
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Muslims and Christians had been for the most part characterized 
by tolerance so long as the conquered peoples paid the Æizyah, a 
type of poll tax, and submitted to their Arab rulers.28 This was in 
keeping with the explicit prohibition of forced conversion to Islam 
found in the Qur"§n: “Let there be no compulsion in religion” (Sura
2:256). Instead, non-Muslims were given the option of paying the 
Æizyah, which was also justified by the Qur"§n: “Fight those who do 
not believe in God or the Last Day . . . nor acknowledge the Reli-
gion of Truth from among the People of the Book until they pay the 
Æizyah willingly and are subdued” (Sura 9:29). In return for payment 
of the tax, specific groups of non-Muslims identified as “People of 
the Book”, the ahl al-kit§ b, were granted protection, or dimmah, and 
religious toleration by the state.29

 In spite of the Qur"§nic affirmation of Christianity and Judaism as 
legitimate religions, the underlying assumption that the truth of the 
revelation to MuÈammad would be apparent to all, and therefore 
that Islam would be embraced by everyone, does not lie far below the 
surface of the prevailing vision among Muslims, an expectation that 
was frustrated time and again. Disappointment that the revelations 
were not immediately recognized and confirmed by the Jews and 
Christians of Makka probably played a major role in MuÈammad’s 
move in 622 to the predominantly pagan city of Yatrib, later known 
as MadÊnat an-NabÊ (“the City of the Prophet”). Yet, adherents of 
the new religion for the most part seem to have respected the com-
mand that there be “no compulsion in religion,” and widespread 
attempts at spreading Islam were not undertaken until decades after 
MuÈammad’s death. Some have even speculated that conversion in 
the early Islamic world was discouraged because the Æizyah was an 
important source of income for the nascent government.

28 Wadi Z. Haddad, “Continuity and Change in Religious Adherence: Ninth-
Century Baghdad,” in: Conversion and Continuity: Indigenous Christian Communities in 
Islamic Lands, Eighth to Eighteenth Centuries, M. Gervers & R.J. Bikhazi, eds., Coll. 
Papers in Mediaeval Studies 9 (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1990), 
34. However, those who refused to pay the Æizyah or to convert risked death or 
enslavement if they did not prevail against the Muslim armies. See André Ferré, 
“Chrétiens de Syrie et de Mésopotamie au début de l’Islam” Islamochristiana 14 
(1988): 77-79.

29 Those considered to be included in the ahl al-kit§b are Christians, Jews, the 
‘§bi"a (a sect not positively identified) and, by some authorities, the Zoroastrians. 
Ignaz Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic Theology and Law, trans. Andras and Ruth 
Hamori (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1981), 33-36.
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 Initially, the payment of the Æizyah had seemed advantageous to 
non-Muslims. Consequently, as the Arab conquerers swept across the 
Mediterranean world, hundreds of Christian and Jewish cities and 
villages faced with the choice of conversion to Islam or payment of 
the tax accepted the latter and fell into Arab hands without a struggle. 
Many probably hoped that this would bring an end to the exhausting 
and burdensome wars between the S§s§nian and Byzantine empires 
that had been raging on and off for centuries. Others, particularly 
the Jewish communities, may have thought that the Æizyah would buy 
them religious freedom and ease the yoke of foreign rule.30 However, 
the apocalyptic literature of the period reveals the fears of those who 
saw another side of the current rulers. Many recognized in the new 
religion a serious threat to the Christian community, and correctly 
predicted it as the beginning of the end of Christian control of the 
eastern Mediterranean. This, they believed, could be nothing other 
than punishment from God, and the Æizyah was to become symbolic 
of this divine chastisement.31

 The enforcement of the Æizyah varied with time and place depending 
on the convictions of the local rulers,32 but some general observa-
tions may be made. As the Arab armies rapidly moved beyond the 
Arabian peninsula in the second half of the seventh century, they 
were able to take large areas of land with little force. Although many 
cities surrendered peacefully through treaty, usually involving some 
lump payment in return for remaining unscathed, those that did not 
submit were besieged and the inhabitants killed off until the city offi-
cials surrendered. Both groups, however, were subject to the choice 
of paying the Æizyah and kar§Æ (land tax) and accepting the status of 
dimmÊ, or conversion to Islam and exemption from all tax.33

30 Hodgson, Venture of Islam, I/200-203; Armand Abel, “La Djizya: Tribut ou 
Rançon?” Studia Islamica 32 (1970): 5-19.

31 See, for example, Armand Abel, “L’apocalypse de BaÈÊra et la notion islamique 
de Mahdî,” Annuaire de l’Institut de Philologie et d’Histoire Orientales 3 (1935): 1-12; F.J. 
Martinez, “The Apocalyptic Genre in Syriac: The World of Pseudo-Methodius”, 
in: H.J.W. Drijvers et al. (eds.) IV Symposium Syriacum 1984, Orientalia Christiana 
Periodica 229 (1987): 337-352; Harald Suermann, Die geschichts-theologische Reaktion 
auf die einfallenden Muslime in der edessenischen Apokalyptic des 7. Jahrhunderts (Frankfurt 
am Main, New York: P. Lang, 1985).

32 Daniel C. Dennett has made compelling arguments to this effect in his study 
Conversion and the Poll Tax in Early Islam (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1950). All previous analyses should be understood in light of his conclusions.

33 Ibid., 3-13.
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 In Mesopotamia, the villages and country peoples yielded with 
little resistance, but the capitol city of Edessa was subjected to a 
long, unrelenting siege, after which it finally surrendered and paid a 
fixed tribute. Those in the countryside were charged with providing 
provisions for the army, but no monetary payment was required of 
them. Both taxes were extremely moderate compared to other areas 
of the empire, such as Egypt, and apparently no kar§Æ was leveled in 
hard currency. However, the situation changed under the Umayyad 
caliph #Abd al-Malik ibn Marw§n (65-86/685-705).34 Dionysius of 
Tell MaÈr¿ records that in 691/2 #Abd al-Malik took a census and 
began to impose a four dinar tax on all adult non-Muslims to replace 
the previous one dinar tax. In his Chronicle, Dionysius points to this 
incident as the beginning of the Arab oppression of Christians and 
the evils that followed.35 A similar account is given by Michael the 
Syrian, who dates the census six years later.36 Indeed, the reformed 
Æizyah represented a four hundred percent increase on city dwellers 
and a shift from a tax in produce to money for those in the country-
side. Further, now the land itself, and not produce, was taxed based 
on its distance from city markets.37

 For non-Muslims the tax burden forced one of three choices. 
A landowner could continue to pay the Æizyah and the kar§Æ to the 
best of his ability. He could also choose to abandon his land and 
emigrate to a city, thus becoming free of the kar§Æ but still subject to 
the Æizyah. Initially, it appears that most Christians chose the latter 
option. Both of these entailed accepting dimmÊ status as “protected” 
citizens of the empire. However, as time went on and increasing 
social, political and religious restrictions were added to the tax bur-
den, the third option became more and more attractive: conversion 
to Islam. Through conversion a person was automatically exempted 
from both the Æizyah and the kar§Æ, and thus could continue to pos-

34 Ibid., 45.
35 Dionysius of Tell Mahré, Chronicon = Incerti auctoris chronicon anonymum pseudo-

Dionysianum vulgo dictum, ed. Jean-Baptiste Chabot, CSCO (Parisiis:  E Typographeo 
Reipublicae, 1927), 104/154, 507/116.

36 Chronique de Michel le Syrien, Patriarche Jacobite d’Antioche (1166-1199), Jean-
Baptiste Chabot, ed. and trans. T. I-III, French trans., T. IV, Syriac text (Paris: 
Ernest Leroux, 1899-1910), II/473, IV/447.

37 Dennett, Conversion, 45-48.
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sess property while being required to pay only the moderate zak§t
(alms tax) imposed by the ’arÊ#ah.38

 The expansion and defining of particular restrictions on the dimmÊ
apart from those connected to the Æizyah and the kar§Æ had already 
begun with the sporadic institution of policies and practices encour-
aging the Islamization and Arabization of areas under Arab control 
by caliphs of the Umayyad dynasty (41/661-132/750). Along with 
the tax reform, #Abd al-Malik initiated efforts to limit the public 
display of Christian and Jewish images and to replace them with 
Arabic inscriptions. This was particularly apparent in the monetary 
reforms whereby new coinage was issued eliminating notations and 
symbols other than Arabic, carrying instead Qur"§nic inscriptions 
and references to the caliphate.39 Road signs, too, begin to bear the 
àah§da, the Islamic profession of faith.40

 The most significant of all was the erection of the Dome of the 
Rock in Jerusalem with its Qur"§nic inscriptions directed explicitly 
against Christianity. As a public edifice, it was a symbol affirm-
ing the superiority and finality of Islam in the ancient holy city of 
Jerusalem.41 However, apart from isolated incidents, Christians and 
Jews continued to function within the new social structure relatively 
unhindered in their cultural and religious practices. The rarity of 
reports of harassment for religious reasons can be taken to indicate 
that pressure experienced by the dimmÊ in the Umayyad period was 
primarily economic and political.42

 With the accession of the #Abb§sid dynasty to the caliphate in 750, 

38 Ibid., 3-13; Ferré, “Chrétiens,” 79-84.
39 J.C. Miles, “The Iconography of Umayyad Coinage” Ars orientalis 3 (1959): 

207-213; André Grabar, L'iconoclasme byzantin: Dossier archéologique (Paris: Collège de 
France, 1957), 67-74.

40 Moshe Sharon, “An Arabic Inscription from the Time of the Caliph #Abd 
al-Malik,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 29 (1966): 367-372.

41 The inscriptions found on the Dome of the Rock are the oldest known writ-
ten texts of the Qur"§n. The citations chosen emphasize the essential beliefs of Islam 
such as the unity and oneness of God (Sura 112) and the belief that MuÈammad
is the prophet of God (Sura 33:54). However, a disproportionate space is given to 
verses which reject Christian beliefs (Sura 4:169-171; 19:34-37). Oleg Grabar, “The 
Umayyad Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem,” Ars Orientalis 3 (1959): 33-62, repr. in 
Studies in Medieval Islamic Art (London: Variorum Reprints, 1976), 52-62; Sidney 
H. Griffith, “Theodore Abå Qurrah’s Arabic Tract on the Christian Practice of 
Venerating Images,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 105 (1985): 62-65.

42 Ferré, “Chrétiens,” 104.
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the situation changed. Now, along with the stabilization of Islamic 
society and religion after a century of expansion and internal tur-
moil, specific policies encouraging the use of Arabic and privileges 
granted to Muslims were put into place. An important contributor 
to the success of the #Abb§sid rise to power was the promise of the 
new regime to assimilate all of the populations under the control 
of the Islamic caliph into full participation in political and religious 
life.43 In contrast to the previous practice of reserving high positions 
only for those who could trace their lineage back to the earliest Arab 
followers of MuÈammad, the #Abb§sid caliphs began to open society 
to Arabs and non-Arabs alike, extending the benefits to adherents of 
Judaism, Christianity, and Persian religions who converted to Islam.44

This stepped up an effort to encourage conversion already begun by 
the Umayyad caliph #Umar ibn #Abd al-#AzÊz (99-101/717-720) a 
few decades earlier.45 The consequence of his program was a slow 
but steady rise in the numbers of those turning to the new religion. 
Under the new #Abb§sid regime the tide swelled as more and more 
indigenous peoples began to be drawn to the advantages of conversion 
through the convincing arguments put forth by Muslim theologians 
in favor of Islam.46

 Simultaneously, dimmÊ status became less and less tolerable as 
limitations increased. In return for paying the Æizyah, non-Muslims 
were accorded freedom to maintain their own religious beliefs, exemp-
tion from military service and from the zak§t, as well as the right to 
be judged according to their own religious law.47 By the middle of 
the eighth century, however, these benefits were being diminished 
progressively by restrictions on public displays of religion, limitations 
on property ownership, and the requirement of distinctive signs and 
dress for all non-Muslims.48 This situation continued throughout the 

43 Hodgson, Venture of Islam, I/280-284, 303-305.
44 Ibid., I/247-254, 274-276; Arthur Stanley Tritton, The Caliphs and Their Non-

Muslim Subjects: A Critical Study of the Covenant of #Umar. (London, Bombay, Calcutta, 
Madras: Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, 1930), 18-23.

45 See Shaban, Abbasid Revolution, 168 and H.A.R. Gibb, “The Fiscal Rescript 
of #Umar II,” Arabica 2 (1955): 2-3.

46 Shaban, Abbasid Revolution.
47 Showkat Hussain, “Status of Non-Muslims in Islamic State,” Hamdard Islamicus

16 (1993): 67-70.
48 For Christians this included prohibitions against ringing church bells, wear-

ing or displaying crosses, public processions, repairing or building new churches, 
etc. Ferré, “Chrétiens,” 98-103.
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first decades of the #Abb§sid caliphate until Harån ar-RaàÊd (170-
193/786-809). At this point, evidence in Islamic historical records 
shows that the increasing strictures placed upon the dimmÊ were 
justified with an appeal to earlier practices, which were then further 
defined and expanded.
 The pretext for curtailing the rights of the dimmÊ was the so-called 
“Covenant of #Umar”.49 This text, which exists in several forms, 
presents itself as a contract between the caliph #Umar ibn al-Haãã§b
(13-23/634-644) and Christians in conquered cities. Essentially it 
is a rather long and explicit list of regulations covering a host of 
public and private actions, as well as guidelines governing relations 
to Muslims to be followed by the dimmÊ in return for their protected 
status. Oddly enough, the Covenant is written in the first person 
plural by Christians in some copies, and by Muslims in others. It 
would be strange, however, if Christians had imposed the multitude 
of restrictions contained in the Covenant on themselves. Further, 
there are no known treaties made with conquered cities that bear 
any resemblance to the Covenant.
 Instead, it is likely that the Covenant of #Umar first made its 
appearance in its present forms as much as a century later. Tritton 
suggests that it was developed by the emerging legal schools as a 
format for treaties. This can be seen in the extensive example of the 
Covenant found in the Kit§b al-Umm written by the jurist aà-’§fi"Ê at 
the beginning of the ninth century.50 The stimulus to spell out the 
implications of the Qur"§nic verses related to the dimmÊ probably came 
during the reign of the second #Umar, who was more interested than 
his predecessors in the creation of an Islamic state. Because it was 
obvious to the writers of the Covenant that these restrictions were 
implicit in the Qur"§nic prescriptions, they believed that the attribution 
of the initial formulation to #Umar I was logical. Nonetheless, sub-
sequent application of the regulations of the Covenant was irregular 
and appears to have been entirely dependent on the sensibilities of 
the local authority. In some places Muslims complained of the influ-
ence and wealth of the dimmÊ, while in others genuine persecution 
of them occurred.51

49 The most extensive study of the Covenant of #Umar available remains that 
of Tritton, Caliphs, especially pp. 5-17.

50 Ibid., 12-16.
51 Ibid., 229-233.
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 In the period between Harån ar-RaàÊd and al-Mutawakkil (232-
247/847-861), exactly the time during which  Abå R§"iãah is writing, 
relations between Muslims and Christians had become decidedly 
strained, and Christian chroniclers such as Dionysius of Tell MaÈr¿
began to identify their situation as one of religious persecution.52 Now 
the policy of the #Abb§sid caliphs to promote conversion to Islam 
through the promise of full participation in political and cultural 
life, coupled with the added incentive of relief from the Æizyah, and 
religious and social restrictions, made it increasingly attractive for 
non-Muslims to abandon their ancestral religions. It is within this 
context that sophisticated Christian apologetics directed against Islam 
develops.

Arabic: The New Lingua Franca

Along with strategies of taxation and limitations imposed on non-
Muslims, the #Abb§sids adopted the Arabic language for official 
government transactions and everyday speech. Previously, conquered 
peoples had continued to conduct business in Greek, Persian and 
Syriac, and local languages and dialects remained in use. In fact, 
numerous government officials had remained in their posts after 
having been defeated by Arab armies precisely because they could 
negotiate the language. Often an Arab governor or administrator who 
was not literate in any official language of commerce was appointed 
to oversee the affairs of an area that had surrendered, leaving him 
simply to rely on the infrastructure already present. Evidence of the 
resulting bilingual commercial and social transactions is ubiquitous 
throughout the seventh and eight centuries.53 Only with the caliph 
al-WalÊd ibn #Abd al-Malik (86-96/705-715) did all official records 
begin to be kept in Arabic.54 This now made bureaucratic positions 
available to those who did not speak the local language, including 
former soldiers and their family members. The trend was intensified 

52 Ferré, “Chrétiens,” 104-105.
53 Hodgson, Venture of Islam, I/206-207; Gutas, Greek Thought, 23-24.
54 Chronicon ad annum Christi 1234 pertinens, Jean-Baptiste Chabot, ed. and trans. 

Syriac text and Latin trans. CSCO, A. Abouna, French trans., (T. 15, series tertia) 
(Pariis: J. Gabalda, 1916-1920, 1937; Louvain: Secrétariat du CorpusSCO, 1974), 
81/298-299, 109/232-233.
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by the #Abb§sid intention to unify the empire into a single homoge-
neous community which necessitated a common language. Just as 
converts to Islam began to be rewarded with official positions, Arabic 
gained a privileged place and soon replaced all other languages for 
bureaucratic, as well as everyday matters.55

 After the #Abb§sid dynasty took up the reins of power and subse-
quently moved the capital of the Islamic empire from Damascus to 
the newly founded city of Baghdad in 762, the Arabic language began 
to take hold as the lingua franca of predominantly Syriac-speaking 
peoples. The Arabic that became the official language of the Islamic 
empire was, of course, that based on the Qur"§n. Muslims believed that 
the language in which the holy book had been revealed, the quraiàÊ
dialect spoken by MuÈammad, was sacred. This made it the object of 
serious study for theologians even before it became a developed liter-
ary language.56 Among the other scholarly disciplines which gained 
importance under the #Abb§sid caliphs was the intensive effort to 
classify the vocabulary and grammar of Arabic, providing the basis 
from which it grew to rival Greek, Latin, Syriac and Persian in the 
Mediterranean world.57 Yet, although Arabic developed dramatically 
as a language of literature and commerce, it retained its character 
as a sacred language heavily laden with Qur"§nic presuppositions and 
definitions.
 This state of affairs is reflected in the growth of Christian Arabic 
literature in the first #Abb§sid century. Initially, Christian writers 
had responded to the challenge of Islamic missionizing attempts on 
their community with treatises primarily in the scholarly languages 
of Greek and Syriac. As Arabic became more widespread and these 
languages began to be accessible only to a few of the learned, Chris-
tian apologists were obliged to turn to composition in the new lan-
guage in addition to traditional ones. Consequently, between 750 
and 850, along with the Bible, many Christian classics and liturgical 
texts were translated into Arabic.58 A second change can be detected 

55 Hodgson, Venture of Islam, I/235-236, 449.
56 Scattered inscriptions and poetry passed on orally constitute the limited pre-

Qur"§nic literary body of Arabic. Hodgson, Venture of Islam, I/151-153.
57 The initial lexicographers and grammarians were non-Arabs who had learned 

Arabic and were interested in understanding it better. SÊbawayh of Baßra (d. 177/793) 
was the first of these and is credited with producing the standard book of grammar 
used by later generations. Hodgson, Venture of Islam, I/296-297.

58 Griffith, “Abå R§"itah,” 162.
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in the intended audience of the texts. Previous to the middle of the 
eighth century, Christian polemic against Islam was generally directed 
inwardly in an attempt to ward off conversions.59 Such treatises 
could be written in languages understood only by Christians.60 The 
first centuries of the #Abb§sid period, however, witnessed a shift to 
Arabic as Christian writers were obliged to change their focus from 
internal defenses of the faith against Islam to more direct external 
apologies defending their beliefs from Muslim criticism.
 The Christian community was at this time apparently without an 
“official” translation of the scriptures in Arabic. To date, all evidence 
points to the first appearance of efforts to translate more than scat-
tered passages sometime in the beginning of the ninth century.61 Abå

59 The end of the seventh century also saw an increase in Syriac apocalypses. 
These were apparently intended to promote the idea of a future unified Christian 
empire brought into being after a final holy war in which armies led by the Byz-
antine emperor would vanquish the Arabs. Since the monophysite churches were 
especially suspicious that Byzantine efforts were designed to bring them into the 
Chalcedonian fold, the emperor was portrayed as a figure similar to Constantine 
and Jovian who would liberate Christians from pagan rule and restore the Chris-
tian kingdom in the hopes of preventing conversions to Islam (Reinink, “Syriac 
Apologetic Literature,” 183-184).

60 This is the case with nearly all Syriac apologetic literature of this period. An 
important example for our purposes here is letter recording a discussion between 
the Jacobite Patriarch of Antioch YoÈannan Sedr§ (631-648) and a Muslim official 
named #Amr, probably #Umayr ibn Sa#d al-AnßarÊ, that took place in 639. Although 
there is some dispute about the historical authenticity of the occasion, the intention 
of the author is clearly to establish Islam as a recent manifestation of Old Testa-
ment religion and Mosaic law which does not supersede Christianity. Written in 
Syriac, it displays an awareness of Islamic claims to be a new religion and shows 
special concern for the opportunity that the weakness of divisions among Christians 
provide in the face of Muslim proselytism. Based on this overall theme, the text in 
its current form can be dated around the beginning of the eighth century. (Reinink, 
“Syriac Apologetic Literature,” 176-182; Griffith, “The Prophet Muhammad,” 
99-100 and “Disputes,” 253-257. A French translation of the text can be found in 
François Nau, “Un colloque du patriarche Jean avec l’émir des Agaréens et faits 
divers des années 712 à 715 d’après le ms. du British Museum Add. 17193. Avec 
un appendice sur le patriarche Jean Ier sur un colloque d’un patriarche avec le 
chef des mages et sur un diplôme qui aurait été donné par Omar à l’évêque du 
Tour #Abdin,” Journal Asiatique 11/5 (1915): 225-279. A German translation has 
been prepared by Harald Suermann in “Orientalische Christen und der Islam. 
Christliche Texte aus der Zeit von 632-750,” Zeitschrift für Missionswissenschaft und 
Religionswissenschaft 67 (1983): 122-128).

61 Some scholars have suggestion that translations were made much earlier; 
however, no concrete evidence to support this has come to light.  Griffith, “Gospel,” 
128; Arthur Vööbus, Early Versions of the New Testament:  Manuscript Studies, Papers 
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R§"iãah’s own Jacobite community does not seem to have possessed 
liturgical or scriptural texts in Arabic, and the presence of citations in 
his writings appears to be based on his own translation.62 The Qur"§n
itself suggests it was the lack of initiative on the part of Christians to 
make the Gospel accessible to Arabic-speakers that was a factor in 
God’s initiation of revelations to MuÈammad. Numerous passages 
assert that Christians and Jews were concealing all that was present 
in the scriptures through various means of deception (Sura 2:42, 140, 
146, 159, 174; 3:71, 187). This is accompanied with an emphasis 
on the Qur"§n as an Arabic revelation (Sura 12:2; 12:37; 41:44; 42:7) 
which could be understood by everyone. The implication seems to 
be that the scriptures were in a language that was not accessible to 
the arabophone community, and that there was little interest on the 
part of Christians to make them available for purposes of evange-
lization. Now, two centuries later, the tables had been turned and 
Christians were the object of missionary efforts on the part of Mus-
lims. Regulations laid down by the Islamic rulers forbade Christian 
evangelization and laws based in the Qur"§n made conversion away 
from Islam apostasy punishable by death. At the same time, Arabic 
spread as the lingua franca of the empire.
 The transition from Syriac to Arabic is evident already within fifty 
years of the #Abb§sid rise to power. One of the most important Syriac 
apologies for Christianity that appeared roughly contemporary with 
Abå R§"iãah’s Arabic treatises is that of the Nestorian Catholicos 
Timothy I (727-823). In this letter, Timothy recounts his responses 
to the Caliph al-MahdÊ (158-169/775-785) who had asked him about 
the teachings of Christianity.63 Although it was originally composed 
in Syriac, the letter is more widely known in its Arabic version,64

of the Estonian Theological Society in Exile 6 (Stockholm:  [Estonian Theological 
Society in Exile], 1954), 271-277.

62 See the arguments made below in Witnesses.
63 Thomas Richard Hurst, “The Syriac Letters of Timothy I (727-823): A 

Study in Christian-Muslim Controversy,” unpublished Ph.D. diss., The Catholic 
University of America, 1985.

64 This letter is extant in both a longer and a shorter account. The longer Syriac 
version is available in A. Mingana, “Timothy’s Apology for Christianity,” vol. 2, 
in Woodbrooke Studies: Christian Documents in Syriac, Arabic, and Garshåni, ed. and trans. 
(Cambridge: W. Heffer & Sons Limited, 1928), 1-162, the shorter version is found 
in A. Van Roey, “Une apologie syriaque attribuée à Élie de Nisibe,” Le Muséon
59 (1946): 381-397. For Arabic versions see Hans Putman, L’église et l’islam sous 
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suggesting that an Arabic recension was more accessible and hence 
more useful. There is no evidence that Abå R§"iãah himself wrote 
in anything other than Arabic, even though it is likely that the gen-
eration preceding him was Syriac-speaking, and it is clear that he 
assumed Arabic was the language best understood by his Christian 
readers.
 While the Syriac apologetic tradition did not die out completely, as 
is evidenced by the later Syriac treatises authored by, among others, 
Abå R§"iãah’s younger colleague, Nonnus of Nisibis,65 Arabic was 
to become the primary vehicle for the defense of Christianity in the 
Muslim-dominated lands of the east. By the beginning of the ninth 
century, each of the three major Christian denominations which found 
itself existing in Arab-dominated lands had produced an important
apologist in Arabic: the Nestorian #Amm§r al-BaßrÊ (c. 800-850), 
the Melkite Bishop of \arr§n, Theodore Abå Qurrah (fl. 785-829), 
and the Jacobite Abå R§"iãah.66 After these three, Christian Arabic 
apologetic soon eclipsed the number of similar treatises appearing 
in Syriac.
 The shift to Arabic forced Christian apologists to contend with the 
difficulties it presented as a language. Whereas John of Damascus 
had composed his summary of Christian doctrine and the “heresy” 
of Islam in the first half of the eighth century in Greek, a language 
which had been fully mastered by the Christian community,67 later 
writers were confronted with the problem of translating complex 
ideas and doctrines into an idiom that explicitly precluded their basic 
premises, and in the beginning, had not yet acquired the vocabulary 
necessary for such an enterprise. The problem was thrown into 

Timothée I (Beyrouth: Dar el-Machreq, 1975); Robert Caspar, “Les versions arabes 
du dialogue entre le Catholicos Timothée I et le Calife al-Mahdî (IIe/VIIIe siècle), 
‘Mohammed a suivi la voie des prophètes’,” Islamochristiana 3 (1977): 107-175.

65 This text has been edited and translated in Van Roey, Nonnus.
66 For a brief survey of each of these authors and published editions of their 

writings, see Griffith, “The Prophet Muhammad,” 101-104.
67 The same can be said of Syriac, Aramaic, Coptic, Armenian, and Georgian, 

all of which were used by Christians to formulate anti-Islamic polemic directed at 
their specific communities. See, for example, Reinink, “Syriac Apologetic Literature”; 
Griffith, “Disputes,” “From Aramaic to Arabic: The Languages of the Monasteries 
of Palestine in the Byzantine and Early Islamic Periods,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 51 
(1997): 11-31, “Greek into Arabic: Life and Letters in the Monasteries of Palestine 
in the Ninth Century; the Example of the Summa Theologiae Arabica,” Byzantion 56 
(1986): 117-138.
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relief when Christians tried to articulate ideas in terminology already 
dominated by Qur"§nic images.68 For example, the notion of tawÈÊd
(monotheistic belief) had essentially been defined by the Qur"§n to 
exclude multiplicity in God, as contrasted to àirk (associating others 
with God). This made it difficult for Christians to explain and defend 
the doctrine of the Trinity in Arabic as consistent with monotheism 
without being accused of polytheism, and consequently idolatry.69

As a result, Christian apologists of the first #Abb§sid century were 
required to use imagination and skill in presenting traditional Chris-
tian teaching as consistent and credible.

Arabic Christian Apology and Theological Debate

The Arabic apologetical treatise has its roots in the well-developed 
Syriac apologetical tradition. Most of the subjects that emerged later 
in Arabic polemic are found defined already in Syriac literature.70

Eventually, a standard repertoire of topics and arguments was devel-
oped which appears in the works of numerous known and anony-
mous writers taking up the pen in defense of their own faith. The 
issues were generally formulated and organized in a treatise by the 
apologist to serve two objectives. First, it was intended to provide 
Christians with a sort of handbook of ready responses to be given to 
the questions posed by Muslims about their religion. A second and 
equally important aim was to encourage wavering Christians and 
sustain their faith in the face of Muslim missionary efforts. Often 
the authors were compelled to emphasize and defend the credibility 
of Christian claims concerning the Trinity, Incarnation, and certain 
practices for Christians themselves, since the Muslim argument that 
they were absurd and contradictory was beginning to sow doubt 
within the Christian community.71

 Georg Graf has identified two levels of debate behind these apolo-

68 Griffith, “Muslims and Church Councils,” 272-273.
69 Hawting, “’irk,” 120-123.
70 These include the above-mentioned Trinity, Incarnation, integrity of the 

Christian scriptures, free-will, sacraments, and numerous Christian practices, such 
as veneration of the cross, marriage customs, etc. Griffith, “Disputes,” 254-255.

71 Sidney H. Griffith, “Comparative Religion in the Apologetics of the First 
Christian Arabic Theologians,” Proceedings of the PMR Conference 4 (1979): 63-64. 
Abå R§"iãah, whose letters are addressed almost exclusively to Christians asking 
advice on how to answer these criticisms, takes great pains to demonstrate the 
consistency of the Christian faith.
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getical writings: first, scholarly polemic that took place between the 
intellectuals of the Muslim and Christian communities intent on 
laying out the issues in complex theological and philosophical cat-
egories, and second, popular polemic that extended to a wider range 
of participants, and was aimed at expressing teachings in a more 
simplistic form.72 These two types of polemic are indicative of the 
extent to which discussion on religion had spread; not just scholars 
but also common folk were pressed into defending their beliefs and 
urged to consider conversion to Islam. Such engagement is encour-
aged by the Qur"§n within the limits of fairness: “Do not dispute with 
the People of the Book except in a courteous manner, unless it is 
with those who do evil. Say: ‘We believe in [the revelation] which 
has been sent down to us and sent down to you; Our God and your 
God is One, and we submit to Him” (Sura 29:46).
 Scholarly polemical debate between Christians and Muslims ap -
pears to have evolved into a somewhat fixed form parallel to mun§íara
found in theology in Islamic intellectual circles. The origin of the 
mun§íara, or disputation, is connected to the development of #ilm 
al-kal§m, the “science of speech”. The latter is closely related to the 
form of äéÜëåîéò / äéáëÝãåóèáé employed by some church Fathers 
such as Clement of Alexandria, and, while it is not simply a transfer-
ence of the Greek or Christian form of debate into Islamic circles, 
the mun§íara seems to have drawn its inspiration from it.73 These 
rhetorical tools continued to be used by Christians well into the 
Islamic period to lay out their positions and were probably known 
by Muslim scholars and adapted for their own use.74

 Although general parallels can be found between the rules of debate 
laid out in certain known Aristotelian texts, such as the Sophistikoi 
Elenchoi and Topics VIII, and Islamic mun§íar§t, important differences 

72 Georg Graf, “Christliche Polemik gegen den Islam.” Gelbe Hefte 2 (1926): 
827.

73 Josef Van Ess, “Disputationspraxis in der islamischen Theologie. Eine vor-
läufige Skizze,” Revue des Études Islamiques 44 (1976): 24. See also, Josef Van Ess, 
Anfänge muslimischer Theologie: Zwei antiqadaritische Traktate aus dem ersten Jahrhundert 
der Higra, Beiruter Texte u. Studien, Bd. 4 (Beirut: Orient-Institut; Wiesbaden: In 
Kommission bei F. Steiner, 1977).

74 There are numerous examples of this, including John of Damascus, the 
Didascalia of James, Hieronymous of Jerusalem, etc. See Bernd Reiner Voss, Der 
Dialog in der frühchristlichen Literatur, Studia et Testimonia Antiqua IX (München: 
W. Fink, 1970).
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exist between them. In the late antique period, rhetoric was highly 
valued as a constitutive part of a good education and disputation 
was considered to be a necessary exercise. However, for Islamic 
theology, the mun§íara was seen as a means to arrive at the truth 
and not just a rhetorical exercise.75 In debates between Muslims and 
Christians, the goal becomes the ability of one side to convince the 
opponent of the truth of his religion. The presumption is that when 
one enters into the debate, one is already in possession of the truth. 
Exploration and study of a particular question was expected to take 
place among like-minded scholars, apart from the constraints of a 
mun§íara.76

 According to several historical accounts, it was understood that 
one was free to refuse to participate in a staged mun§íara, especially 
if he was convinced that the opponent was someone who did not 
understand the topic to be debated.77 For the one who lost the 
debate, there was a penalty. Although there are reports that losers 
were executed, there is little evidence that this actually occurred. 
Instead, the one who was judged to have been defeated was often 
fined, and failure to pay the fine could result in imprisonment. For 
non-Muslims who lost the debate, the expectation was conversion to 
Islam, but few seem to have done so. A number of mun§íar§t were 
staged by Muslim officials, such as those at the court of the Caliph 
Mu"§wiyah ibn AbÊ Sufy§n (41-60/661-680), who brought together 
Christians and Jews more for the sake of information or the fine to 
be paid than for purposes of conversion.78

 This, however, seems to have changed by the ninth century as 
the drive to draw all people into the Islamic umma increased. Con-
sequently, more Christians were being invited into conversations in 
which they were asked to defend their beliefs and encouraged to 
convert to Islam. This is suggested by the comments Abå R§"iãah
makes to those confronted with the risks of participating in such 

75 Van Ess, “Disputationspraxis,” 52-53, 55. Nonetheless, as a consequence of 
scepticism about the possibility of finding religious truth (tak§fu" al-adilla) it remained 
for some a form of entertainment and an opportunity to show one’s skill at rheto-
ric (Josef Van Ess, “Scepticism in Islamic Religious Thought,” Al-AbÈ§t 21 (1968): 
1-18).

76 Van Ess, “Disputationspraxis,” 44.
77 Ibid., 34. This was certainly the case among Muslim scholars, and Abå R§"iãah

implies in On the Trinity 2, 5 that this was also the case for Christians.
78 Ibid., 48.
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exchanges (On the Trinity 2). Christians appear to have been con-
stantly aware of their precarious situation in entering into mun§íar§t
and did not push the limits of the debate in defense of their faith. 
On the contrary, although difficult questions were asked, the discus-
sion was kept cordial. For example, the conversation between the 
Nestorian Timothy I and the Caliph al-MahdÊ does not end with the 
Catholicos “winning”, even though the account of it is written from 
the Christian point of view in Syriac. Few Muslims would have had 
access to this text, but apparently the Nestorians were unwilling to 
take the chance!79

 In most cases, the actual mun§íar§t are difficult to reconstruct 
because of the nature of the historical records. Certainly, it can be 
argued that debates actually took place among various Muslim intel-
lectuals, as well as between Muslims and Christians and/or Jews. 
In any case, there is enough evidence to put their existence beyond 
doubt.80 Some Muslim officials in particular, such as the Caliph al-
Ma"mån, are known to have been very interested in religious questions 
and staged debates for entertainment and their own edification.81

However, most accounts of mun§íar§t have obviously been redacted 
and the arguments softened by later editors. Sometimes people and 
places are not named clearly, making it difficult to determine to 
what extent or whether the events described actually occurred. Many 
accounts exist in several recensions in which different participants 
“win” the debate. Conclusions in which a person is able to triumph 
with a single well-phrased question or answer also raise the suspi-
cion that the ideal is presented rather than the reality. These texts 
betray the desire of the author to record the event not exactly as it 
transpired, but as it should have occurred in his eyes, perhaps after 

79 Ibid., 28-29.
80 It has been argued that existent texts claiming to be eyewitness accounts of 

debates were written much later as theological exercises and were simply effective 
literary forms for presenting apologetical arguments. However, the sheer number of 
Syriac and Arabic apologetical texts in this form which exist, as well as numerous 
outside references to such debates make it highly unlikely that they did not actu-
ally occur. In fact, their effectiveness as literary tools to some extent depends upon 
their plausibility (Sidney H. Griffith, “Reflections on the Biography of Theodore 
Abå Qurrah,” Parole de l’Orient 18 (1993): 156-157). 

81 Sidney H. Griffith, “Theodore Abå Qurrah, the Intellectual Profile of an 
Arab Christian Writer of the First Abbasid Century,” The Dr. Irene Halmos Chair of 
Arabic Literature Annual Lecture (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University, 1992), 24-25.
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some thought and research. The goal of these texts is to set before 
the reader ready-made, succinct statements that offer the strongest 
position possible for use in future debates.82

 In many cases, the evidence that exists for a mun§íara is not writ-
ten in the form of a transcript, but instead as a theological tract that 
includes the objections and even explanations of the opponent(s).83

While these tracts (often designated as a ris§lah or a radd) do not 
claim to reproduce mun§íar§t, one detects behind them the underly-
ing experience of actual participation by the authors in debate and 
their desire to formulate in a coherent form a sort of “handbook” 
for others who might also be engaged such activities.84 These are 
the type of texts that one finds among the writings of Theodore Abå 
Qurrah and Abå R§"iãah.
 Since one can identify numerous hints of Abå R§"iãah’s own 
participation in mun§íar§t in his writings, especially in Proof of the 
Christian Religion, On the Trinity and On the Incarnation, a brief sketch of 
the formal requirements for debate here is helpful for understanding 
the structure of the texts. The procedures for mun§íar§t in Islamic 
thought can be traced back as early as the mu#tazilÊ 4ir§r ibn #Amr
(c. 112-c. 184/ c. 730-c. 800) and were fully developed by the tenth 
century.85 The basic ground rules included the prohibition of gener-
ally obnoxious behavior, such as shouting, interrupting the opponent, 
or trying to enlist the support of other listeners, although one was 
allowed to point out repetitions or errors on the part of the adversary 
for the benefit of onlookers. At the conclusion, the person who had 
invited the participants, usually a caliph or vizier, would decide who 
had “won” the debate and the competitors were obligated to accept 
his decision graciously.86

 Before the mun§íara commenced, each person was to choose 

82 Van Ess, “Disputationspraxis,” 27, 39.
83 Ibid., 26, 29-30.
84 One finds evidence of this in a multitude of writings by both Muslims, such 

as AÈmad ibn \anbal (163-240/780-855), and Abå #^s§ al-Warr§q, and Christians, 
including Abå Qurrah, Timothy I, and of course, Abå R§"iãah.

85 4irar addressed this topic in a book called the Kit§b $d§b al-mutakallimån
(“Methods of the Theologians”), written at the beginning of the ninth century. The 
later book of Ibn al-R§wandÊ, Kitab $d§b al-Æadal (“The Method of Discussion”) had 
a tremendous influence on later theologians, who passed it down and corrected it. 
Van Ess, “Disputationspraxis,” 30-34.

86 Ibid., 33-34.
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whether he wished to be the questioner (½ÖBn»A) or the respondent 
(½é¼¨À»A). The former was considered to be the position of advantage, 
and usually the weaker party was allowed to begin. The interrogator 
was not allowed to give an answer or explanation, only to pose the 
questions, and thus lead the debate in a direction favorable to his 
own position. The respondent was permitted to answer the ques-
tions either with an agreement that substantiated the claim or with 
a refutation; however, he was required to give a reply even if he 
believed the question was pointless. If the questioner was defeated by 
the answer of the respondent, he was not allowed to begin again, but 
forced into the position of answering the questions of the opponent 
until he could regain control of the debate.87

 In view of these rules, the best strategy for the questioner was 
to force the opponent into precision and dominate the direction of 
the debate so that certain answers were given. The questioner could 
then show that all of the possibilities had not been considered by his 
opponent. Nonetheless, it was very important that it did not appear 
that he was stalling for time. By contrast, the respondent had to be 
careful that he had fully understood the question and weighed all of 
the possibilities before giving his answer so as to lead the debate in 
his own direction by anticipating the ensuing questions. A success-
ful respondent was one who could quickly move into the dominant 
position by skillfully gaining control.88

 Formal mun§íar§t was often structured according to the require-
ments for a proof (ÆBÇjI). First the questioner asked for a descrip-
tion of the proof. This necessitated the respondent to lay out the 
evidence or cause (Òé¼§) for the proof, and then general validity of it 
(Òé¼¨»A ej�). It is in the third step that the respondent put forth his 
most important arguments. In many cases one or more analogies 
were used to show the general validity of the proof offered.89 At this 
stage the respondent had to be aware of the types of arguments his 
questioner and listeners would accept. There were many among the 
Muslim theologians and jurists who did not accept analogy (pBÎ³)

87 Ibid., 36-38. At mun§íar§t between Muslims and non-Muslims the role of 
questioner was rarely given to the latter. While maintaining the required level of 
courtesy, usually the Muslim took the role of “missionary”, often enquiring at the 
outset why the opponent remained a Christian or a Jew.

88 Ibid., 40.
89 Ibid., 42.
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or consensus (ªBÀUA) as legitimate evidence, and between Muslims 
and Christians the problem of taÈrÊf (falsification of the scriptures) 
inhibited the use of scriptural proof-texts, aÈ§dÊt, or any ecclesial 
documents. The respondent was consequently required to find a 
common foundation or principle on which to base his argument 
that would be acceptable to his opponent. Many, most notably the 
Mu#tazilah, found a solution in rationalism. Christians were quick to 
pick up this approach and respondents such as Abå R§"iãah used a 
combination of reason and commonly accepted scriptural arguments 
to make their point.90

 According to Muslim logicians, there were two types of questions 
which a questioner could pose: the mas"alah tafwÊ· (|ÍÌ°M Ò»Dn¿) and 
the mas"alah ÈaÆr (jVY Ò»Dn¿). The first of these is a question open to 
the respondent and allows all possibilities, e.g., “what is a human 
being?” The second, which was used extensively by theologians, 
provided the options and the respondent was forced to chose one, 
e.g., “is A considered to be X or Y?” This latter form of question-
ing can be traced to Aristotle’s Topics VIII.2. It was customary to 
begin a mun§íara with a mas"alah ÈaÆr because it quickly exposed the 
opponent and revealed the extent of his knowledge. His success in 
the debate depended upon whether he recognized the full implica-
tions of the choices he had been given and how he chose to handle 
them.91

 Within either of these two lines of investigation the questioner typi-
cally proceeded by compelling his respondent to ever more precise 
distinctions. For example, if the respondent chose an undesirable 
option when presented with a mas"alah ÈaÆr, the questioner could pro-
ceed by saying, “if you say X, then there are only two possibilities, A 
and B. A leads to C, B leads to D, and both are unacceptable. Thus, 
Y is the only solution.” Two kinds of distinctions were recognized 
in debate, taqsÊm (Án´M), those differentiations made in the subject at 
hand and tafrÊq (μÍj°M), differentiations made between the meanings of 
a single word.92 TaqsÊm allowed the questioner to pursue distinctions 
within a single topic, such as those between different grammatical 

90 Ibid., 36.
91 Ibid., 40-41. Van Ess maintains that theologians did not recognize the two 

categories of questions until later, although one finds both types in the writings 
of Abå R§"iãah.

92 Ibid., 27; 40, n.8.
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categories, e.g., is a term being used as an adjective or as a noun? 
TafrÊq, on the other hand, emphasized the different meaning of a 
single term, e.g., in what way is the opponent using the word “one”? 
Both of these types of distinctions can be identified in Abå R§"iãah’s 
writings, but are especially clear in On the Trinity. Using taqsÊm, he 
asks his opponent whether the divine attributes are “single, absolute 
names” or “predicative names”, followed by an explanation and the 
implications of each (§11). The foundation of his apology, however, 
is based on tafrÊq, forcing a definition of the meaning of the term 
“one” according to Greek philosophical categories (§§8-10).
 In nearly all of his extant letters, Abå R§"iãah follows the stan-
dard pattern of question and answer common in the writings of his 
contemporaries. He begins each topic with the statement or question 
of the opponent, either in the singular or plural: “now, if they say, . 
. . then it should be said . . . .” (ÆA ÁÈ» ¾B´Í . . . AÌ»B³ ÆB¯). A similar 
style is found frequently in the Fathers and is probably the model 
for later Christian writers: åk äÝ öáôå . . . öáìcí ”ôé / dNí hñçôáé
. . . Pðïêñéíïýìåèá. This form is not a direct dialog following a pat-
tern of A–B–A–B, but rather a series of hypothetical questions or 
objections and responses.93

 In his own treatises, Abå R§"iãah lays out the series of questions 
in such a way as to pursue as many of the possible objections of 
the questioner as possible. In nearly every case, he assumes that his 
Christian reader will participate in the position of the respondent, 
and almost never the questioner.94 This, of course, gives his Christian 
reader the tools necessary to try and gain control over the potential 
debate and show the validity of the Jacobite view. As a form of 
apologetic primarily intended to instruct other Christians, it leads 
the reader to see the strength of Christian teaching in the face of 
difficult and convincing questions, and to assist Christian intellectuals 
in adopting the developing mun§íara structure and using it to their 
own advantage when they were called upon to defend their faith.

93 Ibid., 25.
94 In On the Trinity, for example, Abå R§"iãah begins with the challenge posed 

by Muslims for Christians to defend their faith. He gives them the option to choose 
their position in the debate, but then proceeds to raise questions that they are to 
answer (§7). However, in the remainder of the text he provides the questions that 
a Muslim questioner would ask, and the most effective answers and objections to 
them.
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 In summary, it is clear the Christian community at the turn of 
the ninth century living under Islamic rule was confronted with a 
new situation that necessitated a creative response. Faced with the 
rising number of Christian converts to Islam as a consequence of 
Islamization in conjunction with an increase in the Æizyah and restric-
tions on the dimmÊ, Christian theologians sought to ameliorate the 
circumstances through writings designed to give answers to com-
mon theological questions posed by Muslims that at the same time 
encouraged Christians in their faith. Because this occurred during 
the rapid supplanting of local languages by Arabic, those addressing 
the situation were obliged to formulate their thoughts and responses 
in a new medium initially not well-suited to accommodate Christian 
ideas. Further, with the Islamic rejection of Christian scripture as 
a starting point, writers such as Abå R§"iãah and Theodore Abå 
Qurrah began to produce treatises designed to aid Christians in 
scholarly as well as everyday debate with Muslims using reason as a 
common basis for argumentation. Consequently, in this period doc-
trinal apologetic between Muslims and Christians begins to flower, 
revealing a keen interest on behalf of the writers in each community 
in the beliefs of his opponent and the desire to articulate his own 
faith in a new mileu.

Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ, the Jacobite (c. 775-c. 835)

It is within this rapidly changing environment that \abÊb ibn Hidmah 
Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ makes his appearance. Although he is among 
the first Christians to write in Arabic whose name is known, very 
little can be said to date about his person. Traditionally, Abå R§"iãah
has been recognized as a bishop of the Jacobite Syrian Orthodox 
church, and his writings are preserved in collections of the Monophy-
site community, particularly those of the Coptic church. However, 
it is unlikely that he was a bishop, and the references to him as a 
member of the hierarchy of the Syrian Orthodox church in Nisibis 
are certainly incorrect. Nonetheless, the information that is currently 
available about Abå R§"iãah allows a certain degree of confidence 
in establishing the parameters of his life and its context.
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Name

The primary source for information about Abå R§"iãah is his name, 
which is found in some form in nearly all of the headings given to 
his works in the various extant manuscripts.95 The most complete 
version of his name is found the manuscripts of On the Trinity, Three-
fold Praise (II), and Refutation.96 In these three, his title is given as 
“\abÊb ibn Hidmah, known as Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ the Jacobite” 
(ÓIÌ´¨Î»A ÓNÍj¸N»A ÒñÖAi ÓIBI ²Ëj¨À»A Ò¿fa ÅI KÎJY). The kunya (sur-
name), Abå R§"iãah, is a relatively rare name. “R§"iãah” is known 
exclusively as a feminine name, and would not have been given as an 
honorific title. The most likely explanation is that Abå R§"iãah was 
a father of at least one daughter, but had no surviving sons. His ism
(personal name) HabÊb is, of course, a common name among both 
Christians and Muslims, but the nasab (kinship name) ibn Hidmah is 
more problematic. The various manuscripts in which Abå R§"iãah’s 
writings are found and references to him in outside sources give the 
voweled text as \adÊtah, \udaytah or \udaybah. This complica-
tion arises from the fact that in the early period the text was not 
pointed, leaving later scribes to add points as they understood it. 
Without the points, the name can appear as either É¿fY or ÉmfY.97

However, most modern scholars have followed the Coptic tradition 
and accepted Hidmah as the correct reading. A difficulty remains 
with this reading in that it means “service”, an unlikely name in any 
interpretation. To date, one can simply observe that it is an Arabic 
term, which would indicate his connection to an Arabic-speaking 
community; however, its unusual meaning casts doubt on its useful-
ness for determining his family origin.
 Finally, the nisbah (place of origin) “al-TakrÊtÊ” is commonly given 

95 The exceptions are the manuscripts containing Witnesses and Demonstration.
96 The texts of Trinity and Threefold Praise II are contained together in manuscript 

Par. ar. 169; all three are found in Bibl. P. Sbath 1001 and 1041.
97 See the comments of Khalil Samir in “Création et incarnation chez Abå R§"itah.

Étude de vocabulaire,” in Mélanges en hommage au professeur et au penseur libanais Farid 
Jabre, Publications de l’Université Libanaise, Section des Études Philosophiques et 
Sociales, 20 (Beirut: Département des Publications de l’Université Libanaise, 1989), 
190, and “Liberté religieuse et propagation de la foi chez les théologiens arabes 
chrétiens du ixe siècle et en Islam,” in Witness of Faith in Life and Worship, Tantur 
Yearbook, 1980-1981 (Tantur/Jerusalem: Ecumenical Institute for Theological 
Research, 1981), 99, n. 12. Samir has devoted some effort to solving this problem 
and has promised a full explanation of his findings in a future publication.
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to Abå R§"iãah. The city of TakrÊt, situated just a short distance 
outside of Baghdad, was an intellectual center of the Western Syriac 
community which reached its apex with Anthony the Rhetor (d. 845) 
and the Patriarch Cyriacus (793-817) during the period in which Abå
R§"iãah was active.98 At this time, Syriac was rapidly being replaced 
by Arabic as the lingua franca of the area. This was especially true 
of a city like TakrÊt because of its close proximity to Baghdad. It is 
clear from his writings that Abå R§"iãah was fluent in what is now 
known as Middle Arabic,99 but it is highly likely that he was born of 
Syriac-speaking parents and belongs to the transitional generation 
of those who were fluent in both Syriac and Arabic.100 One notices 
certain tell-tale aspects of his writing such as his use of ¾ to signal 
an object, which is forbidden in Arabic, but required in Syriac. He 
also commonly employs gA as a translation for the Syriac gheir, itself 
being a rendering of the Greek ãáñ.101 Both of these are indicative 
of Arabic-speakers living in the Syriac milieu.

98 Samir, “Création,” 189-190.
99 The transition to Middle Arabic through Ancient Southern Palestinian (often 

called Christian Arabic) for Syriac- and other Aramaic-speakers resulted in a form 
of the language which reveals some noticeable deviations from Classical Arabic. 
Abå R§"iãah’s writings exhibit a number of the characteristics associated with the 
adoption of Arabic by Christians, including the frequent use of B¿ as a negation, 
the predominance of subject-verb-object word order (more prevalent in Aramaic) 
instead of the usual verb-subject order found in Classical Arabic, and a haphazard 
use of B¯ and Ë. These variations from Classical Arabic, among others, often give 
the reader of Abå R§"iãah’s writings the impression of a carelessness and sometimes 
incomprehensibility not infrequently found among early Christian Arabic writers. 
For a full study of this transitional period see Joshua Blau, A Grammar of Christian 
Arabic I-III: Based Mainly on South-Palestinian Texts from the First Millennium, CSCO 
267, 276, 279/subs. 27-29 (Louvain: Secrétariat du Corpus SCO, 1966-1967): esp. 
267, subs. 27/42-58.

100 It is no accident that Abå R§"iãah chooses to write in Arabic and not in 
his native Syriac just at the turn of the ninth century. By this period, the #Abb§sid
Arabization policy was well under way. Among the many aspects and effects of this 
strategy was the #Abb§sid caliphs’ hope of unifying the various cultures under their 
control and providing a common medium for social participation and intellectual 
exchange. For a well-argued study on the transition to Arabic under the #Abb§sid’s, 
see Gutas, Greek Thought, esp. his conclusions, 187-192.

101 See Salim Daccache, “Polémique, logique et élaboration théologique chez 
Abå R§"ita al-TakrÊtÊ,” Annales de Philosophie 6 (1985): 38.
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Date

Only two datable events are connected with Abå R§"iãah which allow 
any possibility of narrowing the outside dates of his life. The first 
is the occasion of his sending the Archdeacon Nonnus of Nisibis (c. 
790-c. 870)102 to Armenia to represent him in a debate with Theodore 
Abå Qurrah. The request was made by the court of the Bagratid 
Armenian prince, the iàxan Abå ’l#Abb§s Aàot ibn Simb§t (d. 826), 
nicknamed Msaker, “the meat-eater”, who ruled between 804 and 
826.103 Abå Qurrah had arrived in Armenia during his missionary 
journey throughout the Mediterranean in an effort to gain converts 
from among Monophysite Christians to the Diophysite teachings of 
Maximus the Confessor (d. 662).104 At first he was successful and 
convinced the prince to adopt the faith as it had been expressed by 
the Council of Chalcedon (451). However, with the arrival of Non-
nus, Aàot Msaker was persuaded to accept the Jacobite objections 
to Chalcedon and turned away from the Melkite teachings.
 Two of Abå R§"iãah’s extant writings, On the Union and Threefold 
Praise (I), are explicitly addressed to the iàxan arguing against the 
position presented by Abå Qurrah. The first of these was meant 
to be a letter of introduction for Nonnus and a brief outline of the 
Jacobite doctrine. The second, which is much longer, is apparently 
a follow-up letter written to answer further objections which arose 
in the debate between Abå Qurrah and Nonnus.
 In On the Union, Abå R§"iãah apologizes for having been unable 
to respond to the request of the prince, asking that Nonnus, whom 
he has instructed, be accepted as a replacement. He writes:

Your letter, O Excellency, finds me shackled, detained, and prevented 
from hastening to your command and coming to you. Without a doubt 
this hindrance upon me is from God—villainy all around restricts me, 
and I complain to God of  my misfortune. Although I burn for release, 
I have found no one to aid me, so I have decided to send . . . the 
Deacon Ily§n [Nonnus], a relative of  mine, to you. (On the Union 2)

102 For complete biographical information on Nonnus of Nisibis, see A. Van 
Roey, Nonnus de Nisibe, Traité Apologétique, étude, texte et traduction, Bibliothèque du 
Muséon, vol. 21 (Louvain: Bureaux du Muséon, 1948), esp. 3-60.

103 Die Schriften des Jacobiten \abÊb Ibn ]idma Abå R§"iãah,  trans. Georg Graf, CSCO 
130 (Arabic text) and 131 (German translation), Scriptores Arabici 14-15 (Louvain: 
L. Durbecq, 1951), 131/ii. Graf gives the date of 824 for the end of Aàot’s rule; 
however, there is no evidence that he did not reign until his death in 826.

104 Griffith, “Reflections,” 146.
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Some have suggested that Abå R§"iãah’s excuse need not be taken 
literally, that he was simply otherwise occupied and did not wish 
to travel to Armenia.105 Indeed, in the absence of corroborating 
evidence, caution should discourage one from taking this statement 
at face value. However, the extent of his complaint and comment 
that he has not been able to find anyone to assist him in his troubles 
do support a more literal reading. The nature of his predicament 
remains unclear though, and could be anything from a chronic illness 
to physical detainment, yet it should be noted that imprisonment 
is not an impossibility. Nonnus himself was later imprisoned along 
with the entire household of the Armenian royal family, and Abå 
R§"iãah alludes to this danger in two of his other letters.106

 Throughout his writings, Abå R§"iãah is careful never to make 
explicit references to either the current Muslim authorities or the 
consequences of their rule or to Islam. Therefore, if he had been 
confined, it is improbable that he would jeopardize an apparently 
already difficult position by mentioning those who have imprisoned 
him and the reasons why in this letter if it were connected to his 
activities as a Christian apologist. On the other hand, if his refer-
ence is to a metaphorical imprisonment, he may simply mean the 
state of Christians living under Arab domination, although it is dif-
ficult to see how this would inhibit him more than Nonnus or the 
iàxan himself. In any case, at this point one cannot place too much 
weight on these brief remarks concerning his decision not to travel 
to Armenia.
 In contrast, the meeting between Nonnus of Nisibis and Abå 
Qurrah in Armenia is substantiated by several outside accounts. The 
Armenian chronicler Vardan (1198-1271) writes:

In those days a bishop, Epikur
.
a by name, came to Aàot and tried to 

convert him [to the theology] of  Chalcedon. When Buret, a certain 
vardapet in Mesopotamia, heard of this, he dispatched the deacon Nana, 
who came and disputed with Apikur

.
a, defeating him by the power of  

the Holy Spirit. So the iàxan expelled him and was confirmed even 
more in the faith of  Saint Gregory.107

105 See for example, Graf, 131/82, n. 3 and Van Roey, 19, n. 51.
106 In Proof 2, 5 and the Demonstration, Abå R§"iãah argues that fear of the 

sword provides no proof for the truth of a religion, nor is it an acceptable reason 
to change one’s beliefs. In both instances he uses the peacefulness of Christianity 
as evidence for its truth, and with the implication that his readers are aware of 
other religions, namely Islam, that do not fit this criterion.

107 Robert W. Thompson, The Historical Compilation of Vardan Arewelc#i, Dumbarton 
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The references to “Buret” (¢èòð×ï) and “Epikur.a/Apikur.a” (¥êÛßèòìÑ)
are certainly corruptions of the Arabic names Abå R§"iãah and 
Abå Qurrah respectively. Louis Mariès has made the argument 
that the use of the genitive in the transliteration of Abå Qurrah
indicates that Vardan employed an Arabic source for his chronicle 
here, plausibly an account of the discussion between Nonnus and 
Abå Qurrah itself.108

 Vardan places this event as having occurred “in those days” 
between two known dates, that of the death of the Emperor Leo V 
in 820, and the death of the iàxan Aàot Msaker in 826. However, his 
placement of the account does not necessarily indicate an historical 
sequence of events. Vardan often uses such structures as literary 
devices in his chronicle, rather than as indicators of chronology.109

Another chronicler, Mxithar of Ayrivankh (fl. 13th c.), puts the 
encounter between 801 and 821.110 It is, nevertheless, possible that 
he has used Vardan as a source, repeating what he had before him 
with a different emphasis on the course of events.111 A Georgian 

Oaks Papers 43 (Washington, DC:  Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Col-
lection, 1989), 183.  For the Armenian text, see J. Muyldermans, La domination arabe 
en Arménie.  Extrait de l’Histoire Universelle de Vardan (Paris:  Librairie Paul Geuthner; 
Louvain:  Imprimerie J.B. Istas, 1927), 60/9-14, Fr. trans. 115.  μÑòèòðíæ åÑåæèíÛß 
ÖÑåð ÕêÛíßèêèí äÛ ¥êÛßèòìÑ Ñæèòæ Ñì ¡çèï , Õ ëÑæÑåð ÔÑðÞèòñÑæÕÜ ÖæÑ. . . ÄÑâßÕÔèæÛ . Öèð 
ÜèòÕÑÜ ¢èòðÕï èäæ îÑðÔÑêÕï Û ´ÛëÑÓÕïí , ÑìÑô× ÖíÑðßÑòÑÓæ ¶ÑæÑ , èðèå ÕßÕÑÜ äÑðïæéÛ ØæÔ 
¡êÛßèòìÑå , Õ åÑâÙ× æäÑ ÖõðèòÙ×ÑäÒ . . . Õ àÑÜÑÞ× ÖæÑ ÛçÝÑææ , Õ àÑíïÑïÛ Õí ÑìÑòÕÜ Û àÑòÑïí 
íðÒèåæ £ðÛÓèðÛ :  The Vardapet Vardan’s Historical Compilation is a history of Armenia 
from creation to the year 1267.

108 Louis Mariès; “Epikour.a = Aboukara,” Revue des Études Arméniennes 1 (1920-
1921): 439-441. Thomson has noted that Vardan’s primary source for the ninth 
century was the history of Armenia by John Catholicos (r. 897-925). John identifies 
his own source for details concerning the origin of the Bagratid kings and events 
that are not found elsewhere as the writings of ’apuh Bagratuni (d. after 899). 
’apuh’s works are now lost, but from the coincidence of their lives, it is not improb-
able that John knew him personally. See Robert W. Thomson, “Vardan’s Historical 
Compilation and Its Sources”, Le Muséon 100 (1987): 350. Nonnus was imprisoned 
with the royal family when ’apuh was a young man, and it is probable that they 
were acquainted, making Nonnus the ultimate source for the Arabic.

109 Van Roey, Nonnus, 10-11.
110 Marie-Felicité Brosset, Histoire chronologique par Mkhithar d’Aïrivank, Mémoires 

de l’Académie impériale des sciences de St. Petersburg, 7e série, t. 13, fasc. 5 (St.-
Petersburg: Acad. Imp., 1869), 83. The relevant passage is: “Epicoura (¥êÛßèòìÑå)
s’efforce d’amener Achot (¡çèï) à la foi de Chalcédoine, mais le vartabeid Bouret 
(¢èòð×ï) envoie son diacre Nana (¶ÑæÑæ), qui triomphe d’Epicoura et explique l’Évan-
gile de S. Jean.” As quoted in Van Roey, Nonnus, 11.

111 N. Akinian, Theodor Abu-Qara and Nana (Nonnos) der Syrer in Armenien und die 
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chronicle paints a different picture of the meeting between Abå 
Qurrah and an unnamed “Armenian” who is doubtless Nonnus of 
Nisibis. Written from the Chalcedonian point of view, Abå Qurrah
is portrayed as the victor in the debate.112 Nonetheless, although the 
details of these accounts vary, all three substantiate the event itself. 
Further, the inclusion in the Armenian accounts of a reference to Abå
R§"iãah provide an added witness to his own part in the encounter 
between Nonnus and Abå Qurrah.
 The Chronicle of Michael the Syrian, Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch 
(1166-1199), reports that in 1125 (813/814), Abå Qurrah had trav-
eled to Alexandria and Armenia on a missionary journey to spread 
the teachings of Maximus the Confessor. In response to this threat, 
Nonnus was sent to Armenia during the reign of Patriarch Cyriacus 
(793-817) to engage in debate with him.113 If this is true, then Non-
nus probably arrived there sometime between 815 and 817, some-
what earlier than Vardan’s account suggests. Van Roey argues that 
the earlier date is most likely correct, since the source of Michael’s 
Chronicle here is the history of the Patriarch Dionysius of Tell MaÈr¿
(r. 818-845),114 who would have been unlikely to attribute such an 
initiative to his predecessor had it not been true. Instead, the date 
of 813/814 given by Michael probably reflects the date that Abå 
Qurrah began his missionary journey.115 In any case, the incident 
itself has not been contested, and is supported by numerous other 
sources (including Abå R§"iãah’s own writings), making it fairly cer-
tain that the appearance of Nonnus in Armenia, at the suggestion 
of Abå R§"iãah, can be dated sometime between 815 and 820.
 The second incident, which can be dated precisely, is Abå R§"iãah’s

armenische Uebersetzung des Kommentars zum Johannes-Evangelium von Nana, in: Handes 
Amsorya 36 (1922): col. 199.

112 See  N.  Marr,
              —“Ark"aun, The Mongol Domination of the Christians 

and the Question of the Chalcedonian Armenians,” (Russian) Bizantiskiï Vremennik,
t. 12 (1905): 1-68. As cited by Van Roey, Nonnus, 16.

113 Chronique, III/32-34, IV/496.
114 Dionysius of Tell MaÈr¿, Patriarch of Antioch, is most well-known for his 

chronicle, which is now lost. It was an important source for the chronicles of both 
Michael the Syrian and Gregory Abå ’l-FaraÆ (Bar Hebraeus). Sidney H. Griffith, 
“Dionysius of Tell MaÈr¿”, ODB: 1/628-629.

115 Van Roey, 14-15. Van Roey is suspicious of the report, however, since he 
believes that it was not Patriarch Cyriacus, but the “Bishop” Abå R§"iãah who 
sent Nonnus.

i i Àðê`àóíü, ìîíãîëâñêîå íàçâàè å êðèñò àíü, âü ñâÿçí 

ñü âîïðîñîìü îáü àðìÿíàõü-
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involvement in the deposition of a bishop of Nisibis. In the earliest 
direct reference to Abå R§"iãah known to date, Michael the Syrian 
writes in his Chronicle that Philoxenus of Nisibis was removed from 
his see in 827/828 on the basis of accusations made by Abå R§"iãah
and Nonnus of Nisibis. The passage states that:

In that year, a synod of  forty bishops convened to meet with the Patri-
arch [of  Antioch] M§r Dionysius [of  Tell MaÈr¿ at the monastery] 
of  Asphoulos, near Reà#ayna, on account of  Philoxenus of  Nisibis, 
whom he had removed from his episcopal see. The ones who brought 
the accusations against him were his Archdeacon Nonnus of  Nisibis 
and Abå R§"iãah of  TagrÊt, [both] scholars and philosophers. When 
[Philoxenus] was summoned [before] the synod, he did not come, and 
without giving leave he returned to Nisibis. At that time the synod 
declared Abiram and Philoxenus anathema, and the two of  them 
became associates.116

Based on Michael’s record of the event, it can be assumed that Abå 
R§"iãah and Nonnus were at this time in close contact, and that Non-
nus had returned from Armenia. Michael includes a letter written 
by M§r Dionysius which notes that the bishops had delayed making 
a decision for six years,117 bringing the accusations back as early as 

116 Chronique, III/50, IV/507.
117 It seems that Abiram was wearing the pallium and laying claim to the 

patriarchal seat. Apparently he had also accused several bishops of heresy and even 
denounced Cyriacus. He and his brother, Simeon, and a third excommunicated monk 
(probably Philoxenus) appealed to the Muslim governor, #Abdullah b. T§hir, for a 
commission and to be given authority. As evidence for his legitimacy, he produced 
a commission from #AlÊ b. AbÊ T§lib which had been given under the authority of 
al-Ma"mån. After at least two audiences with the governor, Dionysius was recognized 
as the legitimate patriarch of Antioch (Chronicon, 82/264-265, 354/198-199). While 
the bishops had the right of electing their own heads, the final approval remained 
with the government. Without a commission from the Muslim authorities, a church 
leader and his followers would have been considered heretics and not received 
dimmÊ status (Tritton, Caliphs, 80-84). The letter written by M§r Dionysius of Tell 
MaÈr¿, which does not mention Abå R§"iãah, explains the consequences of the 
situation for the church more clearly. Dionysius includes the following in his report: 
“Because of the terrible accusations against him which were presented to us by the 
Archdeacon Nonnus, a virtuous and estimable man, we had forbidden Philoxenus 
of Nisibis from returning to Nisibis before having been judged. We delayed his 
examination for six years, in the hope that God would provide the solution and an 
outcome which pleased him, so that by this examination the Holy Church could 
avoid becoming the object of derision because of him. [But] as he did not cease 
to stir up trouble and cast division into the village, we convened forty bishops at 
Raà #Ayna and pronounced his deposition.” (Chronique, III/65, IV/517). This letter 
is also reproduced in the anonymous Chronicon 1234, where it is clearly stated that 
Nonnus was the archdeacon of Philoxenus (Chronicon 1234, ibid.).
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822, during which time Nonnus must have been residing in Nisibis, 
or at least fully aware of the situation there. In any case, he appears 
to have left Armenia by the death of Aàot Msaker in 826.
 Since the synod at Raà #Ayna can be dated between 827 and 828, 
and no other evidence of Abå R§"iãah’s later activity is available, 
it can be taken as the terminus post quem of his death. Assuming that 
he was not exceedingly old at the time of the synod, and allowing 
that he was older than his nephew Nonnus (c.790-c.870), it is not a 
stretch to place his dates between 770 and 835. This time period in 
fact encompasses that of his known contemporary, Theodore Abå 
Qurrah, who probably lived between 785 and 829.118

 One might add here that these dates also increase the possibility 
that Abå R§"iãah was in personal contact with a known Mu#tazilÊ,
Abå Ma#an Tum§mah ibn al-Aàras an-NumaryÊ al-BaßrÊ, who died 
around 213/828. Samir has pointed out that the name “Tum§mah”
appears in the superscription of Sbath manuscript 1017 (15th century 
Egyptian) as the addressee of Abå R§"iãah’s short defense of Chris-
tianity through the use of reason (Demonstration). As Samir correctly 
observes, although this is the sole manuscript in which the name is 
given,119 it is doubtful that a later Christian scribe would have added 
the name of an earlier (relatively obscure) Muslim scholar with such 
precision, since Tum§mah ibn al-Aàras would have been known only 
to specialists. Further, the name is unusual, reducing the chance that 
it was added merely to give the text an addressee.120 The fact that 
Abå R§"iãah was nearly an exact contemporary to Tum§mah ibn 
al-Aàras adds weight to the veracity of the claim.

Ecclesiastical Status

The date range of 770-835 situates Abå R§"iãah’s period of activity 
during the Patriarchs of Antioch Cyriacus (793-817) and Dionysius 
of Tell MaÈr¿ (818-845) and the Jacobite Maphriens ’arbil (793-
798), ’am"ån I (798-805), ’am"ån II (805-815), Basilius of Balad I 

118 See Griffith, “Theodore Abå Qurrah.”
119 The text of Abå l-Barak§t ibn Kabar ’ams ar-Riy"§sah (d. 1324) simply 

notes that Abå R§"iãah is responding to a Mu#tazilÊ. See the first chapter of his 
Ò¿fb»A `BzÍA Ó¯ ÒÀ¼¤»A XBJv¿ translated in Livre de la Lampe des Ténèbres de (l’exposition 
lumineuse) du Service (de l’Eglise) (Louis Villecourt, Eugène Tisserant, Gaston Weit, ed. 
and trans., Patrologia Orientalis, 20/4, no. 99 [Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1928], 654).

120 Samir, “Liberté,” 98-100.
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(818-829) and Daniel (829-834).121 This was a period of ecclesiastical 
turmoil for the Jacobite church in TakrÊt with infighting and mutual 
excommunication among several bishops, the Maphriens and Patri-
arch Cyriacus. In part, the issue stemmed from the greed of Basilius 
and his attempt to collect a tax from the Muslims in TakrÊt. The 
consequence of this ill-conceived idea was the destruction of several 
churches and execution by the Muslim authorities of at least one of 
Basilius’ accomplices on the grounds of “insult to the Prophet”.122

No doubt this affair raised the tension level between Muslims and 
Christians in the city. In addition, unrest following the death of the 
Caliph al-AmÊn (193-198/809-813) brought uncertainty to Christians 
throughout the empire until al-Ma"mån (198-218/813-833) gained 
control of Baghdad in August of 819.123

 It has been noted that tradition has perpetuated the view that 
Abå R§"iãah was a bishop during this period, usually of the city of 
TakrÊt.124 Essentially the arguments have been tied to the nisbah “al-
TakrÊtÊ” given to him in numerous manuscripts and other sources. 
Generally, a nisbah indicates a place of origin; however, in the case 
of a cleric, it can also mean that one is bishop of that see. Georg 
Graf, following Coptic writers of the 11th to the 14th centuries, takes 
his nisbah to mean that Abå R§"iãah was the Jacobite bishop of the 
influential Syriac-speaking city of TakrÊt in the diocese of SaråÆ.125

121 Jean-Maurice Fiey, Pour un Oriens Christianus Novus: Répertoire des diocèses syriaques 
orientaux et occidentaux (Beirut: In Kommission bei Franz Steiner Verlag, Stuttgart, 
1993), 28-29; Giorgio Fedalto, Hierarchia Ecclesiastica Orientalis, series episcoporum 
ecclesiarum christianarum orientalium, 2 vols. [Padova: Edizioni messagero, 1988]), 
II/80.1.17.

122 Jean-Maurice Fiey, “Tagrit, esquisse d’histoire chrétienne,” L'Orient Syrien 8 
(1963): 313-314, (reprinted in Communautés syriaques en Iran et Irak des origines à 1552,
no. X, [London: Variorum Reprints, 1979]).

123 Jean-Maurice Fiey, Chrétiens syriaques sous les Abbassides, surtout à Bagdad (749-
1258),CSCO 420, subsidia tomus 59 (Louvain: Secrétariat du CorpusSCO, 1980), 
41-75, esp. 63-65.

124 One line of tradition does associate him with Nisibis, based on the heading 
found in the Vat. ar. 103 and Sbath 1017 manuscripts of Demonstration, but this is 
probably a confusion due to his relationship with Nonnus of Nisibis.

125 Graf, Abå R§"iãah,  131/i-ii. Graf states that Michael the Syrian has included 
Abå R§"iãah among the Jacobite bishops (ibid., i). However, this is not the case. 
One should point out though that Joseph S. Assemani’s Bibliotheca Orientalis Clem-
entino-Vaticana mentions “Abibum Episcopum Tagritensem” in his summary of the 
contents of the Kit§b I #tir§f al-$b§" (t. 2: De scriptoribus Syro Monophisites, 154), but 
not in the list of the prelates of the city of TakrÊt (t. 2, 437) (Rome: Typis Sacrae 
Congregationis de Propaganda Fide, 1721).
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Abå IsÈ§q al-Mu"taman ibn al-#Ass§l includes him in his list of 
Syrian authors (before 1260) as “\abÊb ibn \udaita al-TakrÊtÊ,
Bishop of the City of TakrÊt of the Diocese of SaråÆ, known as Abå 
R§"iãah.”126 Somewhat later, the encyclopaedist Abå l-Barak§t Ibn 
Kabar ’ams ar-Riy§sah identifies him as “\abÊb, known as Abå 
R§"iãah, the Bishop of TakrÊt.”127 Subsequent writers have relied on 
these sources and included Abå R§"iãah in bishop lists for TakrÊt.
 In the twentieth century the Syrian Orthodox Patriarch IÇn§tiyås 
Afr§m al-Awwal Barßawm, Patriarch of Antioch (1887-1954) put 
forward the suggestion that Ibn al-#Ass§l and Abå l-Barak§t were 
mistaken in believing that Abå R§"iãah was a bishop.128 His brief 
arguments have been summarized and expanded by Fiey in a short 
article published in 1986.129 However, because one still finds refer-
ences to Abå R§"iãah as bishop, it is helpful to give a summary of 
Fiey’s position, here, along with some further observations.
 The strongest evidence in favor of the tradition that Abå R§"iãah
was a bishop are two of the sources mentioned above: Michael the 
Syrian’s report of his involvement in the deposition of another bishop 
at the Synod of Reà#ayna in 827/8, and Abå R§"iãah’s delegation of 
the Archdeacon Nonnus of Nisibis to represent him in a debate with 
Theodore Abå Qurrah, Bishop of \arr§n, before the Armenian iàxan
Aàot Smb§t Msaker. Some scholars have argued that Abå R§"iãah
appears to have had an authoritative capacity in both instances, 
particularly in the second in which he was apparently invited as 
an official representative of the Jacobite community. Further, it is 

126 “ÒñÍAi ÓIBI ²Ëj¨À»A XËjm Ómj· Å¿ OÍj¸M ÒÄÍf¿ ±´mA ÓNÍj¸N»A ÒRÍfY ÅI KÎJY LÜA”
Georg Graf, “Das Schriftstellerverzeichnis des Abû IsÈâq ibn al-#Assâl,” Oriens 
christianus, Neue Serie 2 (1912): 212-213.

127 See Wilhelm Riedel, Abu 'l-Barakat Ibn-Kabar: Der Katalog der Christlichen Schriften 
in arabischer Sprache von Abu 'l-Barakat, Nachrichten der Königlichen Gesellschaft 
der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, Philologisch-historische Klasse, Heft V (Berlin: 
Weidmannche Buchhandlung, 1902): 666, 703.

128 IÇn§tiyås Afr§m al-Awwal Barßawm, LAeàAË ÂÌ¼¨»A cÍiBM Ï¯ iÌRÄÀ»A Û»Û¼»A LBN·

ÒÎÃBÍjn»A = Histoire des sciences et de la littérature syriaque (\imß: Académie Irakienne, 
1943, 1956, 1976; rep. Holland: Bar Hebraeus Verlag, 1987), 332.

129 Jean-Maurice Fiey, “\§bÊb Abå R§"iãah n’était pas évêque de TakrÊt,” pp. 
211-214, Actes du deuxième congrès international d’études arabes chrétiennes (Oosterhesselen, 
septembre 1984), ed. Khalil Samir, Orientalia Christiana Analecta 226 (Rome: Pont. 
Institutum Studiorum Orientalium, 1986).
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claimed that Abå R§"iãah could only have sent Nonnus if he had 
held a higher rank in the church.130

 In response one must first point out that neither Abå R§"iãah him-
self nor any of his colleagues make mention of his being a bishop,131

nor is he named in any of the contemporary lists of bishops of TakrÊt,
which to date are fairly complete.132 This certainly undermines the 
traditional view in light of the fact that two of the most well-known 
Christians engaged in debate with Muslims, the Nestorian Catholi-
cos Timothy I and the Melkite Bishop of \arr§n, Theodore Abå 
Qurrah, as well as the Archdeacon Nonnus of Nisibis, are always 
clearly named as ordained leaders in contemporary sources.
 One can add to this the evidence of the Armenian chroniclers who 
call Abå R§"iãah a teacher or vardapet (îÑðÔÑêÕï).133 Surely his status 
as bishop would have been recorded here, had it been known, since 
it would have given greater authority to Nonnus as a participant 
in the debate and his eventual capacity as adviser to Aàot Msaker.
Michael the Syrian’s account also adds an interesting detail to Non-
nus’ arrival at the court. It seems that Aàot did not immediately 
receive him as Abå R§"iãah’s representative since Nonnus was a 
“young man”, and Abå Qurrah refused to meet with him because it 
was not dignified for a bishop to debate with someone so young.134

While Michael may have added some of this story for effect, Abå 
R§"iãah himself seems concerned that Nonnus may not be accepted 
as a suitable replacement (On the Union 1). If Abå R§"iãah had in fact 
been a bishop, it is odd that no mention is made of the disrespect 
that such a refusal to receive his envoy would have meant. Instead, 
the account focusses solely on the success of Nonnus.

130 See for example Haddad, Trinité, n. 215.
131 Fiey, “Abå R§"iãah,” 212.
132 Ibid., 214.
133 “When Buret (¢èòð×ï), a certain vardapet (îÑðÔÑêÕï) in Mesopotamia, heard of 

this, he dispatched the deacon Nana (¶ÑæÑæ) , who came and disputed with Apikur
.
a

(¡êÛßèòìÑå),” Thomson, Historical Compilation, 183; Muyldermans, Domination, 60 
(Armenian text); and Brosset, Mkhithar d’Aïrivank, 83.

134 “When Nonnus arrived, he saw that Aàot was inclined toward the heresy of 
Pygla [Abå Qurrah]. Aàot thought that Nonnus, a young man, could not debate 
at the same level in his presence, on account of the renown of that man. And 
when Nonnus demanded a discussion, Pygla refused, under the pretext that it 
was not dignified for a bishop to debate with young man (because he believed 
he would be unmasked). However, he was obliged to do so by Aàot.” (Chronique,
III/33, IV/496).
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 Neither does Michael’s chronicle state explicitly that Abå R§"iãah
was present at the synod of Raà #Ayna in the capacity of bishop or 
otherwise, only that he “brought the accusations” against Philoxenus. 
Furthermore, it names Nonnus of Nisibis with his title before Abå 
R§"iãah. This is important for several reasons. First, the title “M§r”
is not given to Abå R§"iãah as it would have had he been a bishop. 
Second, the rank of each individual, very important in ecclesiastical 
circles, would have been indicated in the order that each is named. 
Michael would have known this, and been careful to use the proper 
titles and order. Third, it is striking that Gregory Abå ’l-FaraÆ,
known as Bar Hebraeus (Ibn al-#IbrÊ, 1225-1286), in his Chronicon 
Ecclesiasticum mentions only Nonnus in connection with the incident 
at Raà #Ayna,135 substantiating the letter of M§r Dionysius which 
Michael includes. If Abå R§"iãah had been a bishop, his accusation 
against Philoxenus would have been sufficient on its own, without 
the assistance of Nonnus, especially if he had held the right to par-
ticipate in the synod.136

 The second argument that Abå R§"iãah could only have sent Non-
nus in his place to the court of the Armenian iàxan if he had held 
a higher position has been countered by the suggestion that Non-
nus only accepted the request as a favor to his friend or relative.137

Even more compelling, however, is the further evidence found in 
Michael’s Chronicle that it was not Abå R§"iãah, but the Patriarch 
Cyriacus, who sent Nonnus to confront Abå Qurrah. Concerning 
Nonnus’ visit to Armenia, Michael writes: “The Patriarch Cyriacus 
then sent the Archdeacon of Nisibis to unmask [Theodore Abå 
Qurrah’s] heretical views, so that he did not deceive the Armenians. 
When Nonnus arrived, he saw that Aàot was inclined toward the 
heresy of Pygla [i.e., Abå Qurrah]. . . .”138 Previous scholars have 
assumed that the substitution of Cyriacus for Abå R§"iãah reflects 
an error on the part of the chronicler. However, it seems at least 

135 Gregorii Barhebraei, Chronicon Ecclesiasticum,Tomus I, ed. Johannes Baptista 
Abbeloos et Thomas Josephus Lamy (Lovanii: Excudebat car. Peeters, 1872), col. 
363: “On account of the terrible accusations brought against him by his archdeacon 
Nonnus, a virtuous and estimable man, Philoxenus of Nisibis was deposed by forty 
bishops gathered at the synod in Raà #Ayna.”

136 Fiey, “Abå R§"iãah,” 213.
137 Ibid.
138 Chronique, III/33, IV/496.
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plausible, if not more likely, that Abå R§"iãah, unable to travel to 
Armenia himself, sent the prince’s request to the patriarch along 
with the suggestion to delegate Nonnus, whom he would instruct on 
how to proceed in debate with Abå Qurrah. At a minimum, it is 
another strike against the view that Abå R§"iãah was a bishop—his 
involvement is not even mentioned in Michael’s report of Nonnus’ 
visit to Armenia.
 A few other counter-arguments have been added to the mounting 
evidence against the traditional view of Abå R§"iãah as bishop. Fiey 
notes that Abå R§"iãah’s letter to Armenia (On the Union 1) mentions 
that it was carried by his relative, a deacon named Eli§s (Arabic 
ÆBÎ»A),139 and this could indicate that Nonnus was not the only one 
he delegated.140 Contrary to Fiey, however, one must point out that 
all of the known sources that give an account of the meeting between 
Theodore Abå Qurrah and a Syrian Jacobite opponent before the 
iàxan Aàot Msaker name only Nonnus of Nisibis. The error can 
be reasonably attributed to a copyist of Abå R§"iãah’s writings (in 
transcribing ÆBÎ»A for ÆBÃBÃ) and does not necessitate the involvement 
of a second deacon.141 Finally, Samir argues that his name makes 
it fairly certain that Abå R§"iãah was married and had a daughter. 
While not precluding the possibility that he was a bishop, this adds 
more weight against it.142

 In view of the above evidence, the fact that Abå R§"iãah and his 
contemporaries make no mention of his status as a bishop of the 
Syrian Orthodox church forces one to conclude that this tradition 
is in fact an error. It is more probable that it was later copyists who, 
recognizing the high regard he received in the Monophysite com-
munity, took his nisbah “al-TakrÊti” to mean that he was a bishop of 
that important city.143 That being the case, the notable absence of 
a title associated with Abå R§"iãah in the earliest references to him 
must necessarily raise the question of his true position in the Jaco-
bite church. It is obvious both from his own writings and the later 
traditions surrounding him that he was a well-respected person who 
had the confidence of his own clergy and whose fame had spread.

139 Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 131/91; 130/73.
140 Fiey, “Abå R§"iãah,” 213.
141 Van Roey, Nonnus, 5.
142 Samir, “Création,” 191.
143 Fiey, “Abå R§"iãah,” 214.
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 A clue to Abå R§"iãah’s status may lie in the reference to him 
in the Armenian records that he was a “vardapet in Mesopotamia” 
(îÑðÔÑêÕï Û ´ÛëÑÓÕïí). In the period in which Abå R§"iãah lived, the 
ecclesiastical office of vardapet was in the process of becoming a more 
formalized position in the Armenian church. The origin of the Ira-
nian term is uncertain, but its earliest ecclesiastical usage Armenia is 
as a translation for the biblical word äéäÜóêáëïò, and sometimes for 
ñáââß. Although by the fifth century vardapets appear to have been 
ordained, they are not mentioned as a separate class of clergy, did 
not have a liturgical role, nor are they included in the nine grades 
of the hierarchy of the medieval Armenian church. In the century 
preceding Abå R§"iãah, vardapets have status as theologians, and the 
term is often used to refer to the orthodox teachings of the Church 
Fathers.144

 At this time, the primary function of a vardapet was to pass on and 
interpret church teachings. For this, an extensive knowledge of the 
Bible and scriptural exegesis was essential. As a teacher and exegete, 
a vardapet generally had disciples, and often took on the role of a mis-
sionary to gain converts to Christianity. This was especially important 
in times of anti-Christian pressure. The term apparently came into 
widespread use during the rule of the Sassanians over Armenia in 
the seventh century with their effort to assimilate Christians into 
Zoroastrianism. The majority of the Christian clergy were fairly 
uneducated, relying on vardapets to provide the teachers and scholarly 
effort needed for resistance. In the ninth and tenth centuries, the office 
of vardapet became clearly defined, and a distinguished vardapet was 
often regarded as an equal to the bishop. There are even records of 
vardapets participating in synods independently of their bishops.145

 In his own writings, Abå R§"iãah reveals himself to fit the descrip-
tion of vardapet exactly—he is a teacher, intellectual authority, and 
“missionary”, yet appears to act relatively independently within his 
church, making no mention even of his own patriarch. His various 
letters and treatises are concerned with explaining and defending 
difficult teachings (in several instances, apparently to clergy in nearby 
communities), instructing his readers on how to proceed in debate 

144 Robert W. Thomson, “Vardapet in the Early Armenian Church,” Le Muséon
75 (1962): 367-382.

145 Thomson, “Vardapet”, 383.
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with opponents of the Jacobite church, and providing examples 
from Scripture and the Fathers to support his claims. In his writings 
addressing Islam, he seeks to convince both Muslims and wavering 
Christians of the viability of Christian doctrine in the face of doubt 
and incentives for conversion to the new religion. In this manner 
Abå R§"iãah seeks to repel Islamization efforts just as the Armenians 
had resisted Zoroastrianism. It is little wonder that the Armenians 
identified him as fulfilling the role of vardapet in their own church.
 In fact, one finds in the Syrian Orthodox church a position simi-
lar to the Armenian vardapet in the malpÙnÙ. This Syriac term, also 
used to translate the Biblical äéäÜóêáëïò, refers to the less developed 
position of one authorized to teach church doctrine. Like a vardapet,
a malpÙnÙ was responsible for teaching the faith to converts and chil-
dren, even though this may not have been his primary occupation. 
Several saints and theologians are given the title (such as Ephraem 
the Syrian and Jacob of SaruÆ), denoting their status as recognized 
teachers of the faith.146 Abå R§"iãah himself gives Ephraem the title 
ÆB°¼À»A in Arabic (Threefold Praise (I) 13), a simple transliteration of 
the Syriac, rather than translation, suggesting that he understood it 
to be a particular title.
 Although the position of malpÙnÙ was not clearly defined until later, 
by the beginning of the sixth century the term appears as a title given 
to teachers at the Nestorian School of Nisibis.147 The School was a 
continuation of the one which had been suppressed in Edessa in 489, 
and it carried on the work of educating the Nestorian clergy and 
intellectuals. For over a century it was a center of Syrian Christian 
learning until the rise of Islam. It was followed by the creation of 
a further academy in Seluecia-Ctesiphon in the sixth century, and 
eventually a new school in the capital of the empire at Baghdad 
under the Catholicos SabrÊàÙ" (r. 830’s). In each of these institutions 
the title of malpÙnÙ was given to the learned teachers who taught 

146 R. Payne Smith, ed. et al., Thesaurus Syriacus, Tomus I (Oxonii: E Typog-
rapheo Clarendoniano, 1879; repr. Hildesheim, New York: Georg Olms Verlag, 
1981), 214.

147 The Canons of \en§n§ use the term for those teachers who are of high rank 
in the School of Nisibis. In some manuscripts it designates those of the highest 
rank, while in others it is applied to teachers in general. See Arthur Vööbus, The 
Statutes of the School of Nisibis (Stockholm: Etse, 1962), esp. 93, n. 15.
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Scripture and doctrine as well as relevant philosophical texts.148

Abå R§"iãah himself is nowhere given the Syriac title of malpÙnÙ,
nor is he known to have been associated with a particular insitution, 
but his erudition and apparent authority as a theologian is consistent 
with what is known of the Nestorian malpÙnÙ. Its similarity to the 
Armenian position further makes it very probable that it lies behind 
his designation as a vardapet. If this is the case, then his ecclesiastical 
status is greatly clarified.
 As a malpÙnÙ Abå R§"iãah would have been well-versed in bibli-
cal exegesis and church doctrine, and would have been involved in 
teaching at some level. He probably was not ordained, nor did he 
serve in any official capacity in his church, accounting for the silence 
about his position in the Jacobite church in Syriac chronicles. In fact, 
there is no obvious reason to believe that Aàot Msaker contacted him 
directly as a member of the hierarchy. It is more likely that the com-
munication came through another, perhaps the Patriarch Cyriacus 
himself, who contacted Abå R§"iãah because of his reputation as a 
scholar, or perhaps because of his fluency in Arabic, the language 
of Abå Qurrah. The position of malpÙnÙ also explains his role as a 
consultant but not participant in the synod of Raà #Ayna. There his 
rank as a theologian would have added weight to the accusations 
against Philoxenus, but in the Jacobite church he would not have 
taken part in the synod directly.
 A final observation regarding the Armenian epithet should be 
made here. It is clear from a careful examination of Abå R§"iãah’s 
writings that he saw himself as a defender of the true faith and a 
missionary of sorts in the face of both the efforts of Abå Qurrah to 
spread Melkite teachings and the challenge of Islam. It is not surpris-
ing then that the Armenian church should recognize him with the 
honorable title of vardapet in a time when the church was beginning to 
feel the pressure to abandon its traditional teachings. Thus, Vardan’s 
designation of Abå R§"iãah as a “vardapet in Mesopotamia” implies 
more than a simple attempt to translate the Syriac term malpÙnÙ into 
another language. It is a recognition of his important task as teacher 
and missionary in the changing times in which he lived.

148 Arthur Vööbus, History of the School of Nisibis, CSCO 266, Subsidia 26 (Lou-
vain: Secrétariat du CorpusSCO, 1965), esp. 325.
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A Christian Mutakallim

Although neither external references to Abå R§"iãah nor his own 
writings give direct information about his position in the wider intel-
lectual community of his day, it is important to make some initial 
observations before turning to his works. If the dates projected for 
his life are correct, Abå R§"iãah came of age during the formative 
stages of the two Islamic madahib al-kal§m in Baßra and Baghdad 
towards the end of the eighth century under the guidance of W§ßil 
b. #Aã§ (d. 131/749) and #Amr b. #Ubayd (c. 49-c. 144/c. 669-c. 
761), and 4ir§r b. #Amr (fl. 168-194/785-810), respectively. These 
two groups are traditionally recognized as the “forerunners” of the 
Mu#tazilah, who gained particular prominence under the reign of 
the Caliph al-Ma"mån (198-218/813-833) with the attempt to make 
their doctrines the standard for Islamic orthodoxy. The stabilization 
of the political and cultural realm under the #Abb§sid caliphs with 
its attendant interest in Greek civilization created an environment 
in which theological and philosophical questions could be pondered 
and studied. This intellectual ferment at the turn of the ninth century 
resulted in the development of kal§m as a science.
 Wensinck has noted that the term kal§m means “speech”, with 
the related meanings of “discussion” and “disputation”. Those who 
were engaged in the early debates of such topics as free will and 
the createdness of the Qur"§n were called mutakallimån, “those who 
discussed”.149 Initially, the term seems to have referred to those 
who used discursive arguments to make their case. Fairly early on, 
however, the science of kal§m (#ilm al-kal§m) came to mean especially 
theology, or the religious sciences, and the use of rational arguments 
to explain the faith and defend it against doubters. The role of kal§m
as an apologetical tool was particularly important in the early cen-
turies of Islam, and it has maintained this character throughout its 
history. Although modern scholars (and past critics) have tended to 
emphasize the importance of Hellenistic philosophy for the mutakal-
limån, it is crucial not to overlook the primary place which apologetic 
had for them, and the use of reason (#aql) in its service. Initially, the 
mutakallimån were chiefly concerned with defending their faith against 
the zan§diqa—the “unbelievers” who were influenced especially by 

149 A. J. Wensinck, The Muslim Creed: Its Genesis and Historical Development (Cam-
bridge: University Press, 1932; rep. New Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint Corpora-
tion, 1979), 79.
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Mazdaism, Manicheism, and later Greek rationalism. They wanted 
to protect Islam from those who would introduce “multiplicity” 
and anthropomorphism into God, innovations which were explicitly 
rejected by the Qur"§n.150 Later Christianity, with its doctrines of the 
Trinity and Incarnation, became a significant target and partner in 
the debate on the nature of God.151

 Those Christians who engaged these Muslim mutakallimån sought to 
use the same rational arguments to make their case for the Christian 
faith. Yet, the difficulty of finding common ground on which to meet 
the opponent was a formidable task. Without recourse to a com-
mon scriptural base or mutually acceptable authorities such as the 
Fathers, they were forced to construct their arguments on principles 
that could be embraced by those who rejected Christian doctrine. 
Certainly Christians had faced this challenge before with the spread 
of Christianity throughout the Greco-Roman world and beyond in 
the confrontation with numerous other religious systems, and many 
recognized that the earlier apologetical heritage could serve those now 
living under Islamic rule. Similar to earlier apologists such as Justin 
and Origen, Christians identified the fortuitous budding interest in 
the Islamic scholarly community in Greek philosophy towards the 
end of the eighth century as just such an opening through which to 
enter into debate and defend their faith. By appealing to logically 
constructed arguments about the being of God and His relationship 
to creation, as well as reasoned proofs refuting charges of deception 
and duplicity made against Christians, they aimed to show that 
Christian teachings were not irrational, but rather eminently complex 
and subtle.
 Although other Christian apologists are known to have engaged 
Muslims on key doctrinal issues before the beginning of the ninth 

150 Louis Gardet, “#ILM AL-KAL$M,” EI2, vol. 3: 1141-1143.
151 Although the writings of a few anti-Christian polemicists have been pub-

lished, including Abå #Utm§n al-@§Èií (158-254/775-868), Abå ’l-\asan #AlÊ 
Sahl Rabb§n aã-•abari (c. 192-c. 250/c. 808-c. 864), and Abå #^s§ al-Warr§q (d. 
247/861), the general unavailability of these works has obscured their importance 
for the history of Muslims and Christian thought. A significant contribution has 
been made by David Thomas, with his translation and commentary in Anti-Christian 
Polemic (see especially 31-50 for summaries of important early Islamic refutations of 
Christianity). The series to which this volume belongs promises to make more of 
these relevant texts available (The History of Christian-Muslim Relations, ed. D. Thomas, 
T. Khalidi, G.J. Reinink, M. Swanson [Leiden: Brill]).
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century, Abå R§"iãah is one of first whose name is known to have 
done so in the language of Arabic. As a Christian mutakallim and 
one engaged in theological debate with Muslims, Abå R§"iãah rec-
ognized the parallels between the exigencies of his own time and 
those of the past and used the experience of his predecessors as a 
spring-board for his own response to the crisis. But two important 
differences separate him from earlier apologists which demanded his 
own insight and innovation. First, the new language of intellectual 
discourse was Arabic, which was not easily malleable for expressing 
traditional Christian doctrine, and required the development of a 
vocabulary out of terms already heavily influenced by the Qur"§nic
world-view. Second, the new religion challenging Christianity was one 
of absolute monotheism, which shared neither a common scriptural 
nor cultural heritage, and rejected the very possibility of a Trinity 
or Incarnation.152 Christian mutakallimån accepted these challenges 
and began the process of explaining and translating their faith in the 
new milieu to make it coherent and rational for those to whom it 
appeared to be neither. In his writings, Abå R§"iãah reveals himself 
to be a full participant in this important period of intellectual history, 
and as one of the three most significant Arab Christian apologists 
of his day along with the Nestorian #Amm§r al-BaßrÊ and Theodore 
Abå Qurrah. These three notable Christian mutakallimån were among 
the very first to set down the basic points of controversy and out-
line responses to them which would form the foundations for Arab 
Christian thought in the centuries to come.
 On the one hand, the earliest Christian mutakallimån were at a dis-
tinct disadvantage. As first generation Arabic speakers, they often did 
not have an educated grasp of the language, which was in the process 

152 Although a common theme in early Christian apologetic was the refutation 
of Judaism, the debate generally centered around the interpretation of the Old 
Testament and showing that Jesus was indeed the Messiah. The Qur"§n, on the other 
hand, while acknowledging Jesus as the Messiah, explicitly rejects the Christian 
doctrines of the Incarnation and Trinity, and presents itself as the revelation which 
supersedes all previous revelation. Thus, although Christians and Muslims share 
certain themes and figures (such as Creation and the Last Judgement, Abraham, 
Moses, Mary and Jesus), Muslims refuse evidence contrary to the Qur"§n, leaving 
Christians without recourse to traditional scripture-based arguments. See Sandra 
Toenies Keating, “Refuting the Charge of TaÈrÊf: Abå R§"iãah (d. ca. 835) and 
His ‘First Ris§la on the Holy Trinity’,” pp. 35-50, in: Ideas, Images, and Methods of 
Portrayal: Insights into Classical Arabic Literature and Islam, ed. Sebastian Guenther 
(Leiden: Brill, 2005).
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of developing a technical philosophical vocabulary. This increased 
the risk of misunderstanding or disagreement with those in political 
power, sometimes with dire consequences. On the other hand, they 
had the benefit of a long tradition of engagement with those who 
disagreed with Christianity, as well as access to Greek logic, often 
in the original language or through good translations. In this way, 
they were able to take advantage of the growing interest of Islamic 
scholars in Hellenistic thought and occasionally to influence debates 
in Islam at a critical point in its theological development.153

 The goal of these Christian scholars was twofold—to counter the 
arguments put forward by Muslims concerning Christian Scriptures 
and central doctrines, and to commend Christianity as the true 
religion both to their fellow Christians and to Muslim partners in 
debate.154 To do this, Abå R§"iãah uses every tool at his disposal: 
traditional arguments from the Fathers (especially the Cyrillian tra-
dition and the Cappadocians), Greek logic, an extensive knowledge 
of the Christian Scriptures, and an accurate grasp of Islam and 
its theological implications. Although he rarely cites the writing of 
any particular author directly when he is addressing Muslims, care-
ful examination of his arguments exposes him as well-educated in 
the Syriac intellectual tradition, with an added awareness of Islam 
and a good knowledge of Arabic. Through controversialists such as 
Abå R§"iãah, the Syriac theological heritage formed the basis for 

153 One must be cautious here of attributing too much direct influence in the 
debate to Christian involvement. Although it is undeniable that important contro-
versies among early Islamic thinkers (such as those over free will, the createdness 
of the Qur"§n, and the attributes of God) bear significant resemblances to similar 
theological issues in Christianity, some modern scholars have seen these as merely 
a redux of Christian thought. Others have argued that the Islamic contribution 
is unique and even that it arose independently from Christian thought. However, 
the complex interplay between the two religions cannot be reduced to a one-way 
influence, often making it difficult to correctly identify the origin of a particular 
question or stream of thought. With this in mind, the following studies are still 
master works on the subject: Henry Austryn Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalam
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1976), Seale, Muslim Theol-
ogy, Richard M. Frank, “The Divine Attributes According to the Teaching of Abu 
al-Hudhayl al-#Allaf” Le Muséon 82 (1969): 451-506 and “Remarks on the Early 
Development of the Kalam,” pp. 315-329, in Atti del terzo congresso di Studi Arabi e 
Islamici. Ravello, 1966 (Napoli: Istituto Universitario Orientale, 1967), and Watt, 
Formative Period. Dimitri Gutas, in Greek Thought, adds an important perspective on 
the intellectual environment of the early #Abb§sid period.

154 Griffith, “Abå R§"itah,” 162-164.
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Christian thought in Arabic and the elaboration of new models in 
its confrontation with Islam.155

 It should be emphasized here that Abå R§"iãah’s knowledge of 
Islam appears to have grown out of direct engagement with Muslims. 
Several of his writings, especially the ras§"il On the Trinity and On the 
Incarnation, exhibit the signs of having been drawn from actual con-
versations and debates in which he had taken part. His accuracy in 
recounting the objections and argumentation of Muslims of his day 
suggests that he was probably a participant in the staged debates 
between scholars of various religions (Muslim, Jew, and the Christian 
denominations) which are known to have taken place in Baghdad.156

This would account for the context of several of his letters, as well 
as the extent and precision of his knowledge. By all accounts, he was 
considered by his fellow Christians to be an expert and successful at 
responding to interreligious theological issues.
 All of the conditions and constraints characteristic of the Christian 
community in the early ninth century are particularly apparent in 
Abå R§"iãah’s ras§"il and treatises written in defense of Christianity 
in light of the challenge of Islam. Abå R§"iãah does not launch an 
open attack against Islam itself, but rather constructs a complex web 
of questions and answers designed to lead his reader to the conclusion 
that trinitarian language provides the only appropriate predication 
of God, and consequently that Christianity is the true religion. He 
does this in a manner that follows the general pattern found in the 
apologies for Christianity of his contemporaries, #Amm§r al-BaßrÊ
and Abå Qurrah. Making use of the ancient Christian apologetical 
approach, they first emphasize the importance of miracles and proph-
ecies, supported by a comparison of Christian teachings, Scriptures, 
and prophets with those of other religions. These are measured 
according to various criteria; for example, Abå R§"iãah insists it is 
critical that these indicators be accessible to all people. Finally, by 
means of a set of negative criteria, all religions except Christianity 
are eliminated as being the true “religion of God”.157 As evidence 

155 Ibid., 165.
156 The earliest Syriac texts mentioning these debates record the interrogation 

of the Jacobite patriarch of Antioch, John III (d. 648) by Muslims in 644. He was 
questioned concerning the authenticity of the Christian Scriptures, along with 
a Jew, who was asked to show that the Torah had not been distorted. Griffith, 
“Disputes,” 257-258.
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in support of his thesis, he lays out common themes concerning the 
doctrine of the Trinity and Incarnation, and supplies explanations of 
various rituals and customs in a manner that he believes will be con-
vincing to those of his own community who are confused or inclined 
to embrace Islam, as well as to those Muslims who are engaged in 
polemics directed at exposing what they believe are inconsistencies 
and errors in Christian faith and practice. As note above, he does 
this as one of the very first to adopt Arabic as his medium, drawing 
on his knowledge both of the Christian apologetical tradition and 
of Islam.
 At its core, Abå R§"iãah’s apologetical approach assumes what has 
been recognized by modern scholars as characteristically Neoplatonic, 
with its philosophical premise that human beings can discover the 
existence of God through reason. Created humanity must in some 
manner reflect the God who created it, and human perfections point 
to those qualities in the Creator. Consequently, one must use rea-
son to evaluate religious doctrines in light of what can be known 
by the human mind. Further, the veracity of any religion can only 
be established when it can be shown that the sole motivation for a 
person to adhere to that faith is divine proof.158 That Christianity 
is the only religion which fulfills these criteria is the conclusion Abå 
R§"iãah and his fellow apologists set out to demonstrate.
 Abå R§"iãah was a mutakallim in his own right, the Christian coun-
terpart to those Islamic scholars at the turn of the ninth century 
who sought to defend their faith through rational arguments. He 
is one of the first, whose name is known, to defend Christian faith 
against those who, like Abå #^s§ al-Warr§q (d. 861), dismissed it as 
inconsistent and contradictory, making no sense in Arabic.159 In an 
effort to argue the legitimacy of Christianity, Abå R§"iãah broke 
new ground by helping to create a common language and influence 
the meanings of terminology and concepts in a period of intellectual 
development which would set the stage for centuries to come. This 
is certainly his greatest contribution.

157 Griffith, “Comparative Religion,” 65.
158 Ibid., 66-67; Klinge, “Bedeutung,” 375-383.
159 See Thomas, “Abå #^s§ al-Warr§q,” esp. 3-8.
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Conclusion

In spite of the limited historical references to him, it seems possible 
to narrow Abå R§"iãah’s period of activity as a teacher, participant 
in public debate, and writer to between 810 and 830. One can 
be almost certain that he had died before 840. This places him 
near Baghdad during the greatest period of intellectual ferment in 
the course of Islamic history, and makes him a contemporary of 
some of the most important Christian thinkers in the ninth cen-
tury Mediterranean world:160 the Nestorians #Amm§r al-BaßrÊ and 
Catholicos Timothy I, the Melkite Theodore Abå Qurrah, and 
#Abd al-MasÊÈ al-KindÊ (fl. 820-825). He was also alive during the 
intellectual careers of the eminent Mu#tazilah of Baßra, Abå l-Hudayl 
al-#Allaf (135/752-226/840)161 and his student, Ibr§hÊm ibn Sayy§r 
an-Naííam (d.c. 225/840),162 and of Baghdad, Biàr b. al-Mu#tamir 
al-Hil§lÊ (d. 210/825),163 and his student, Tum§mah ibn al-Aàras. It 
is further reasonable to assume that Abå R§"iãah lived under the rule 
of the #Abb§sid caliphs Harån ar-RaàÊd (169-193/786-809), al-AmÊn
(193-197/809-813), al-Ma"mån (197-218/813-833) and possibly al-
Mu#tasim (218-227/833-842), who represent an important period in 
the Muslim engagement with the Greek philosophical tradition, one 
in which Abå R§"iãah and his contemporary Christian and Jewish 
thinkers actively participated.

Abå R§"iãah was involved in the life of the Syrian Jacobite church 
as a theologian and teacher, probably in the capacity of malpÙnÙ.
Although nothing is known about his education, it is evident from 
his writings that he had studied the Scriptures and the Fathers and 
was fairly knowledgable regarding Greek philosophy, especially that 
of Aristotle. He was also likely a native Syriac-speaker who had 
learned Arabic well enough to participate in debate with Muslim 
scholars. Consequently, Abå R§"iãah was able to draw on his own 
first-hand experience of Islam through debate, and to gain more than 
a cursory knowledge of the Qur"§n. His use of all of these resources 
reflects his own social context and the Syriac intellectual tradition, 
which he then employs to respond both to the missionary activity of 

160 Samir, “Création,” 192.
161 GAL, S. 1, 338.
162 Ibid., 339.
163 Ibid., 338-339.
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the Melkite church and the challenge of Islam in order to convince 
both Muslims and Christians of the validity of Christian beliefs, 
making his works unique in this genre.

Writings

Abå R§"iãah’s writings can be divided into two general groups: refu-
tations of the theological positions of other Christians, namely the 
Melkites (Chalcedonians) and Nestorians, and responses to questions 
and accusations about Christianity on the part of Muslims. The 
first group reveals the continuing bitter struggle among the various 
Christian churches that grew out of the clashes over the ecumenical 
councils. As the churches in the East were slowly being cut off from 
those in the West, the Jacobites, Melkites and Nestorians continued 
their polemics against one another as they had for centuries. Abå 
R§"iãah and many of his co-religionists were beginning to become 
aware, however, of the tremendous challenge that Islam presented, 
as well as the degree to which the inter-confessional squabbles put 
Christians at a disadvantage in dealing with the difficulties arising 
out of their new situation. Abå R§"iãah’s contribution to this apolo-
getical literature provides a rare view of the issues at the heart of 
this conflict, particularly between the Jacobite and Melkite churches, 
while at the same time offering an insight into the effect that these 
historical controversies had on Christians living in the midst of the 
Islamization of society.164

Abå R§"iãah’s writings in response to Islam, which are contained in 
this volume of translations, are for the most part composed as letters 
to members of the Jacobite community (most likely clergy), advising 
them on how to construct an effective reply to the concerns of their 
Muslim neighbors about Christian doctrines. The ostensible purpose 
of these texts is to decrease the numbers of Christian converts to 
Islam by giving coherent answers to the questions of both Muslims 
and Christians. Using a dialectical method, Abå R§"iãah builds his 
case by finding points of agreement with his Muslim opponents and 
drawing out their logical conclusions in support of Christian teaching. 
Because of Muslim suspicions about the integrity of the Jewish and 
Christian scriptures, he finds his primary resources in philosophical 

164 An edition of these texts with an English translation is forthcoming in a 
separate volume.
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principles that are just becoming known in Islamic scholarly circles 
through the translation of Greek texts. Abå R§"iãah’s arguments are 
clearly designed to allay the fears and doubts of Christians being 
called upon to defend the coherence of their faith against Muslim 
criticisms. But the fact that he wrote in Arabic (unlike his predeces-
sors who primarily employed Syriac) and used sources available to 
Muslim intellectuals of the period suggests a second purpose—his 
desire to participate in the intellectual life of the emerging Islamic 
culture and gain a foothold for Christian thought within it.

At the present time, Abå R§"iãah can be credited with ten and pos-
sibly eleven writings, although only nine are known to be extant. Two 
additional texts, preserved in Coptic manuscripts, contain excerpts 
taken from other writings and an account of Abå R§"iãah’s participa-
tion in a debate with representatives of the three dominant Christian 
confessions. The eleven surviving texts have been edited and trans-
lated into German by Georg Graf using available manuscripts.165

Of the texts that can be attributed to Abå R§"iãah directly, just 
eight appear to exist today in complete copies; a ninth shows signs 
of having lost pages.166 To date this is all that can be identified as 
belonging to Abå R§"iãah’s corpus.
 The writings included in this volume belong to what remains of 
Abå R§"iãah’s defense of Christianity against Islam. Although only 
one of these texts (Demonstration) can be identified as having been 
written as a direct response to a Muslim in answer to questions raised 
about Christianity, all of these writings have such questions as their 
subject. This group also includes four major works: The First Ris§lah
on the Holy Trinity, The Second Ris§lah on the Incarnation, Witnesses from 
the Words of the Torah, the Prophets and the Saints, and A Ris§lah on the 
Proof of the Christian Religion and the Proof of the Holy Trinity, as well as 
the very brief text On the Demonstration of the Credibility of Christianity.
Included here is also an untitled account written by another author 
of a debate in which Abå R§"iãah supposedly took part designated 
Christological Discussion.

165 Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 130 and 131. See below for a complete list of manu-
scripts.

166 The Proof of the Christian Religion breaks off in the middle of the argument 
at the bottom of the page. The final word of the manuscript indicates the original 
presence of another page.
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 At least one and perhaps two writings can be presumed lost. The 
source for this conjecture is a text entitled From 'The Book of the Con-
fession of the Fathers’,167 which contains a brief summary of a few 
short excepts from either two or three writings by Abå R§"iãah.
What is noteworthy is that it mentions works that are not known 
to be extant. The editor states that the first citation is taken from a 
ris§lah written to the “Christians of the West”, that is, the Jacobite 
community168 living in BaÈrÊn,169 a city located in the district of 
•irh§n near Mossål.170 From the passages reproduced in Confession,
as well as Abå R§"iãah’s own reference to it in the On the Incarna-
tion (§85), it can be deduced that this ris§lah probably contained an 
explanation of the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation and perhaps 
the Trinity, including biblical citations as evidence for both. The 
references to this text indicate that the arguments made in it were 
primarily concerned with the true nature of Christ’s body and the 
Incarnation in general.
 The compiler of the text in Confession also gives a short excerpt 
from what he says is “the second ris§lah of the three ras§"il, in which 
[Abå R§"iãah] speaks of the Holy Trinity and the Incarnation” (§3). 
The citation can be identified as having been taken from the On the 
Incarnation, which belongs together with the On the Trinity. Both of 
these ras§"il are lengthy treatises addressed to Jacobite Christians 
living in close proximity with Muslims. Neither of the two ras§"il
makes reference to a third, and the statement in Confession could be 
interpreted to mean the previously mentioned ris§lah to the Chris-

167 The dogmatic florilegium ÕBIÜA ²AjN§A LBN·  appeared in the year 1078. It is a 
compilation of short summaries and citations drawn from theologians recognized 
by the Coptic church. Georg Graf, “Zwei dogmatische Florilegien der Kopten,” 
Orientalia Christiana Periodica 3 (1937): 345-402.

168 This is the Jacobite designation for themselves, as opposed to “Christians of 
the East”, that is, the Nestorians. See Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 131/195, n. 2.

169 In a private communication, Khalil Samir noted that this letter was addressed 
to those in BaÈrÊn, and not BaÈrayn, as Graf has assumed (Graf, Abå R§"iãah,
131/xxv). He is almost certainly correct, and the evidence that BaÈrÊn is known 
to have been a Jacobite community not far from where Abå R§"iãah lived adds to 
the probability that they were the recipients of the letter. More will be said about 
this below.

170 The city of BaÈrÊn was probably originally in the Nestorian diocese of 
BarhÊs, which became Monophysite after 605.  It was located in the district called 
•irh§n, which was a dependent of Mossål and whose capital was TakrÊt, Abå 
R§"iãah’s home.  Jean-Maurice Fiey, Assyrie chrétienne: Bét Garmai¨, Bét Aram§yé et 
Maià§n Nestoriens, vol. 2 (Beyrouth:  Dar El-Machreq Editeurs, 1968), 138-139.
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tians in BaÈrÊn. If this is the case, then the subject of that ris§lah
would have been a defense of Christianity intended for Muslims, not 
Melkites or Nestorians. It was not unusual for the three topics of 
Trinity, Incarnation, and Christian practices to be covered together 
in the apologetical works of writers in this period.171 Abå R§"iãah
in fact does address all of these subjects together in his Proof of the 
Christian Religion. Therefore, it is not implausible that a third ris§lah
belonging with On the Trinity and On the Incarnation, perhaps discussing 
Christian practices, did exist, but has been lost.

Genres
Among Abå R§"iãah’s nine generally complete writings, some rec-
ognizable genres emerge, two of which are common in Christian-
Arabic apologetic literature.172 The first is a general apology for the 
Christian religion, usually including an explanation of the doctrines of 
the Trinity and Incarnation, and certain Christian practices, as well 
as criteria for recognizing the true religion. This genre is particularly 
well-represented by Abå R§"iãah’s Proof. His contemporaries, Abå 
Qurrah and #Amm§r al-BaßrÊ,173 both wrote such apologies, which 
appear to have been widely circulated. These general apologies are 
a sort of vademecum intended to provide their reader with short, clear 
answers to questions and objections raised about Christianity.174 They 
usually do not go beyond the basic outline of an answer sanctioned 
by the Christian community they represent. Abå R§"iãah himself 
often suggests a further line of questioning that can be pursued to 
encourage the questioner to see the logic of the argument. The apol-
ogy format is also found in Abå R§"iãah’s treatises defending Jacobite 
practices against the charges made by Melkites in the Threefold Praise 
(II) and the Refutation.
 The second type of Christian Arabic apologetical literature repre-
sented in Abå R§"iãah’s writings is the ris§lah (Ò»Bmi), which is a sort 
of epistle-treatise format. A similar genre of epistle-treatise is found 

171 Griffith, “Disputes,” 254-255.
172 Graf, “Christliche Polemik,” 827.
173 Louis Cheikho, ed., “MÊmar li Tadurus AbÊ Qurrah fÊ WuÆåd al-H§liq 

wa d-DÊn al-QawÊm,” Al-Machriq 15 (1912): 757-774, and Michel Hayek, ed., 
#Amm§r al-BaßrÊ, Apologie et Controverses, Orient Chrétien 5 (Beyrouth, Liban: Dar 
El-Machreq Editeurs, 1977).

174 Griffith, “Abå R§"iãah,” 167.
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in Syriac literature, and can probably be traced back to the Greek 
erotapokriseis apologetical style.175 Abå R§"iãah’s twin ras§"il On the Trin-
ity and On the Incarnation are typical examples of this type, although 
aspects of it appear in nearly all of his writings. The Arabic ris§lah
is generally distinguished by statements from the author professing 
it to be a response to a request, followed by a letter whose contents 
are presented in a dialectical treatise form. The writing is charac-
teristically addressed to a person or community who has ostensibly 
consulted the author on particular doctrinal issues. As in the case of 
Abå R§"iãah’s writings, the persons are often only vaguely identified, if 
at all. In reality, the address to a particular recipient is only a thinly-
veiled medium to convey the material containted in the text. Abå 
R§"iãah uses the ris§lah format to communicate information obviously 
intended for a much wider audience. This is not to assume that the 
occasion for the ris§lah has been entirely fabricated, but rather that 
the author takes the opportunity to construct arguments that are of 
interest beyond the immediate circumstances in which he is writing. 
This intention is made particularly clear in Abå R§"iãah’s decision 
to write in Arabic, which made his texts available to those outside 
of the Syrian Jacobite community.
 In all of his ras§"il,176 Abå R§"iãah first gives a brief account of the 
occasion of the missive and then quickly turns to develop a treatise 
designed to address religious controversies of the time. The format 
of the treatise is dialectical, in which possible questions are posed, 
followed by an appropriate answer, and in many cases a counter 
question with several potential answers and their implications. As will 
be discussed in detail below, the more formal question and answer 
format adapted into a narrative style is reflective of that employed in 
the debates being staged in Islamic scholarly circles. It is also probable 
that this dialectical form lies behind the development of #ilm al-kal§m,
or dialectical theology, in Islam.177 By the turn of the ninth century 

175 Cf. Heinrich Dörries, “Erotapokriseis,” Reallexikon für Antike und Christentum
(Stuttgart, 1966): VI/342-370.

176 The term ris§lah (pl. ras§"il ) will be used exclusively to refer to texts falling 
into the genre described here. These include On the Trinity, On the Incarnation, and 
Proof. The latter is an extended apology for Christianity in the form of a ris§lah. The 
letters to Aàot Msaker, (On the Union and Threefold Praise (I)), have been designated as 
ras§"il in several manuscripts and by Graf; they are, however, written to a specific 
person for a particular purpose, and can be identified more properly as epistles.

177 Griffith, “Abå R§"iãah,” 167-168.
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when Abå R§"iãah is writing, one finds the essential characteristics 
of the dialectical format in Islamic theological texts.178 It is reason-
able to suggest that Abå R§"iãah chose the ras§"il format to convey 
his ideas both because of his familiarity with it in Syriac literature 
and because it was recognizable to his Muslim opponents.
 In addition to the more common apology and ris§lah, Abå R§"iãah
makes use of other literary forms to construct his arguments in defense 
of Christianity. The most important of these is the list of biblical and 
patristic citations in support of a particular doctrine. An example 
of this type is the extensive compilation found in Witnesses. Such 
lists are also contained in the body of some of his other works, for 
example the Proof, On the Union, and Threefold Praise (I). Although they 
are generally presented with little introduction, these collections of 
“proof texts” provide important information for understanding Abå 
R§"iãah’s apologetical method and his knowledge of his opponents.

Topics
In spite of the variety of genres and purposes found in his writings, 
some recurrent themes can be identified throughout Abå R§"iãah’s 
extant corpus. In keeping with the standard topics found in Muslim-
Christian controversial literature, those texts concerned with a defense 
of Christianity include the usual explanation of the doctrine of the 
Trinity and its relationship to monotheism, as well as an exposition 
and defense of the teaching on the Incarnation. This is, of course, 
in answer to the explicit rejection of these beliefs in the Qur"§n. Abå 
R§"iãah’s own treatment of the charges made against Christians 
about their doctrines reveals his clear insights into the problem, and 
much of his writing on the subject is taken up with clarifying the 
disagreement about the nature of monotheism and its implications 
for appropriate speech about God.
 In his general apology for Christianity (Proof ) he also deals with 
common questions about a multitude of Christian practices, such as 
veneration of the Cross, prayer facing East, the Eucharistic celebra-
tion, and the forty-day fast, as well as concerns about the Christian 
abandonment of certain Jewish practices, including animal sacrifice, 
circumcision, and the Law of the Covenant. The apology treats a 
further issue of particular concern in his day, ways to recognize the 

178 Cf. Van Ess, “Disputationspraxis,” 23-60.
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179 Griffith, “Abå R§"iãah,” 169-170.
180 The Armenian church subscribed to monophysite doctrines, but was estranged 

from the Syrian Jacobite church on account of certain liturgical practices.

true religion. In addition to the standard topics (Trinity, Incarnation, 
Christian practices, and the signs of the true religion) customary in 
the writings of Arab Christian controversialists of the early ninth 
century,179 Abå R§"iãah covers several specific issues, including valid 
reasons for conversion, parameters for discussing religious doctrines, 
proper use of analogy, and the problem of taÈrÊf. Each of these plays 
a key role in the development of his argument and is of special inter-
est for understanding his response to Islam. Taken as a whole, Abå 
R§"iãah’s writings touch on nearly every topic that can be identified 
as a point of theological contention between Muslims and Christians 
of his day.

Addressees and Opponents
In general, the immediate addressees of all of Abå R§"iãah’s writings 
can be identified as members of his own Syrian Orthodox community, 
whom he generally refers to as the “People of Truth” (μZ»A ½ÇA). 
The exceptions to this are texts explicitly addressed to the Arme-
nian iàxan Aàot Msaker180 (On the Union and Threefold Praise (I)), and 
Demonstration, which has evidence of being addressed to the Mu#tazilÊ
Tum§mah ibn al-Aàras. None of the remaining works is directed 
to a specific person, although in most of them Abå R§"iãah claims 
to have composed the document in order to provide information 
requested by an unnamed Christian individual either in defense of 
Christianity in general or of Monophysite teachings in particular, 
including On the Trinity, On the Incarnation, Refutation and Proof. Texts 
Threefold Praise (II) and Witnesses, which do not have clear introduc-
tions, probably also fall into this category. At the same time, it seems 
apparent that Abå R§"iãah intended all of these writings for a wider 
audience. This is the case both with regard to those texts taking up 
questions raised by Muslims and by non-Monophysites.
 In a quick survey of Abå R§"iãah’s known works, it is easy to rec-
ognize his primary adversaries as Muslims and Melkite Christians, 
with some references to the Nestorians. Throughout his writings 
against other Christians, Abå R§"iãah argues for the superiority of the 
position held by the Jacobites (ÆÌÎJ´¨Î»A). This is the name he seems 
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181 Griffith, “Comparative Religion,” 65.
182 Griffith, “Abå R§"itah,” 168.

to accept for the Monophysite community, even when he refers to 
it as the “so-called Jacobites” (ÒÎIÌ´¨Î»A ÅÎÎÀnÀ»A) (Threefold Praise (I)
7, 8). Generally, he contrasts the faith of his own church with that 
of the Nestorians and Melkites (ÆÌÍiÌ¸nÄ»AË ÆÌÎ¸¼À»A), the two other 
major groups of Christians living in the Mediterranean world at the 
time. These three, Nestorians, Jacobites, and Melkites, are often 
found together in the apologetical literature of the period, as well 
as in debates defending Christianity. The untitled text (Discussion)
mentioning Abå R§"iãah’s participation in a debate before a Muslim 
official reports that a representative from each denomination was 
asked to present the teachings of his own church, without attacking 
the other two. This combination of spokesmen for the three confes-
sions, (sometimes also including a Jew) appears regularly in accounts 
of staged debates. But, in spite of his disapproval of the teachings 
of his fellow Christians, he does not mention sectarian conflicts in 
any of his writings directed towards the questions of Muslims. He 
shares this habit with other Christian apologists at the turn of the 
ninth century who were aware that confessional disagreements were 
a topic in the Qur"§n and considered by Muslims to be proof that 
Christians had strayed from the original perfect revelation.181

 The second group of adversaries who are the object of Abå R§"iãah’s 
rebuttals are the Muslims. Although they are never mentioned by 
name, the texts concerning objections raised by Muslims against 
Christianity are so unambiguous there can be no doubt they are the 
subject. Instead, he identifies the Muslims as “those who differ from 
us” or “our opponents” (BÃÌ°»Bb¿). Speaking to his Jacobite reader, 
Abå R§"iãah refers to the partner in debate in On the Trinity 7 as “the 
one who is your opponent in religion . . . “(Ò¼À»A Ó¯ Á¸°»Bb¿).182 In 
other places, he speaks of “the People of the South” (ÅÀÎN»A ½ÇA), 
who are clearly Muslims. The identity of the “opponents” is also 
confirmed by the citations Abå R§"iãah produces from the Qur"§n
in order to illustrate his arguments in defense of Christian teach-
ings. These are accompanied by comparisons with Muslim practices 
and explicit engagement with questions about God that were being 
asked by the Muslim community in his time. Abå R§"iãah’s skilled 
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use of this material reveals an exceptional knowledge of theological 
discourse occurring among Muslim scholars.
 One can deduce from his care not to mention his opponents by 
name that Abå R§"iãah was particularly cognizant of the danger 
writing on this subject poses to himself and his Christian readers. 
The reason why he does not wish to be too obvious by naming his 
adversaries can be surmised from his context and hints in his writings. 
As he points out in the opening paragraphs of On the Trinity, public 
opposition to Islam could be risky, but was sometimes unavoidable. 
The lack of explicit reference to Islam or Muslims in any of the 
texts, even though the “opponents” can be no one else, may have 
been an attempt at protection from over-zealous government and 
religious officials. In the event that some difficulty did arise about 
the content of his writings and he was called on to explain himself to 
the Muslim authorities, he could argue that it was not the offended 
party who was meant, but rather some other less orthodox group. 
Another possibility is that he intended to claim he was directing his 
critique against another monotheistic religion such as Judaism. This, 
however, draws one’s attention to a second observation.
 By writing his texts in Arabic, Abå R§"iãah made them accessible 
to Muslims as well as Christians. In fact, his style of writing sometimes 
presumes a great deal of knowledge about Islam on the part of the 
reader. Unlike many other writers on the subject, Abå R§"iãah in 
no way distorts the teachings of Islam, but rather expresses them 
clearly, using terms and concepts so heavily Islamic as to suggest they 
are drawn from actual conversations with Muslims he has collected 
over his career. In addition, the care that Abå R§"iãah has given 
to avoid any mention of Islam while he continuously addresses his 
other enemies by name is evidence that he not only expected his 
writings to be read by Muslims, but probably even intended it. In 
making use of Arabic, Abå R§"iãah made certain that his serious 
engagement with Islam and the challenges it posed to Christian faith 
could be read by and perhaps be convincing to his opponents. In 
doing so, however, he placed himself and fellow Christians at some 
risk, and sought to protect them with a degree of anonymity. Whether 
this was effective or not cannot be determined from the texts them-
selves.
 As an apologist for the intelligibility and veracity of Christianity, 
Abå R§"iãah was a full participant in the intellectual milieu of his 
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day, a Christian mutakallim. Unlike many of his predecessors, he did 
not simply translate the Syriac tradition into the new language of 
Arabic. Rather, he began the attempt to communicate Christian faith 
clearly and coherently in a new idiom already heavily influenced 
by a religion hostile to it. In this way, he helped set the stage for 
future debates and determine the theological language which would 
be used in them. Abå R§"iãah’s influence on Arab Christian theol-
ogy has long been recognized by the Coptic and Syrian Orthodox 
churches. His insight and response to current questions provide an 
important window into the Christian engagement with the Islamic 
environment in a critical period of the intellectual development of 
both. Abå R§"iãah saw himself following in the footsteps of those 
apologists who had gone before him both as an evangelist and as a 
defender of the faith. Thus, he took up the pen in order to give his 
fellow Christians tools they needed to face a new challenge and to 
remain the “People of Truth”.

Translation Method

It is hoped through this translation to make Abå R§"iãah’s contribu-
tion to apologetical discourse with Muslims at the turn of the ninth 
century better known and appreciated. Each of the texts is preceded 
by a brief introduction, situating it within its context with what can 
be ascertained from the text itself and other historical materials. As 
with any translation, the primary difficulty is to communicate to the 
reader in clear language the subtleties and complexities of the argu-
ment of the author. This translation, too, finds itself subject to all 
of the pitfalls and limitations inherent in any endeavor to mediate 
between two very different languages. The problems here are further 
exacerbated by significant cultural differences and the passage of 
more than a millennium. An attempt to provide a faithful rendering 
of the original Arabic by following general sentence structures, rigid 
vocabulary choices and the complex development of the argument 
can allow the reader to gain a better appreciation of the rhetorical 
strategies of Abå R§"iãah and his opponents, as well as the intellectual 
and political milieu in which they lived. However, the result can also 
be decidedly inharmonious and even misleading when implications 
and idiomatic phrases are not translated into modern-day language. 
Thus, it is imperative for any translation of these texts to maintain 
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a balance between faithfulness to the original Arabic text and inter-
pretation of the intention of the author.183

 In the instance of Abå R§"iãah’s writings, the intention of the 
author is of paramount importance. The primary purpose throughout 
his writings is to convince his listeners, both Muslim and Christian, 
of the truth of Jacobite Christianity. Thus, he consciously chooses 
terminology and expressions from his own milieu which would appeal 
to his intended audience and draw them to his own position. Unfor-
tunately for the English-speaker, the “bridge” that Abå R§"iãah
carefully builds between his own faith and that of his opponent 
does not always reveal itself with as much subtlety in translation as 
one finds in the Arabic. This is especially true in the case of com-
mon vocabulary which had taken on new connotations as they were 
claimed by Islam. A particular example here is the word Æahada and 
all of its derivatives (Æih§d, iÆtih§d, etc.). Originally, the term means 
simply “to endeavor, to strive”, however, by Abå R§"iãah’s day its 
Qur"§nic and Islamic legal meanings were widely known. He takes 
advantage of this and uses it frequently with its original meaning, 
while contrasting the Islamic Æahada with that of the Christian.
 It must therefore be constantly borne in mind that Abå R§"iãah
himself was a translator, attempting to communicate to Muslim chal-
lengers his own Syriac Christianity, which was heavily informed by 
Greek thought and by the conclusions to theological controversies 
arrived at several centuries earlier. Abå R§"iãah was well aware that 
he needed to provide more than proof-texts from biblical, patristic or 
philosophical sources to convince his opponents. It was instead the 
meaning and implication of the Christian message that was important, 
and consequently he takes great pains to develop his arguments in 
terms that will strike the appropriate chord with “those who dif-
fer”.
 While some of his Muslim listeners were acquainted with Greek 
 philosophy and even Christianity (themselves being among the 
recently converted), many were sceptical of the validity of non-Mus-
lim authorities. Moreover, these would have been untutored in the 
standard philosophical and patristic texts to which Abå R§"iãah could 
have appealed among Christians. To contribute to the difficulty, Abå
R§"iãah was a linguistic pioneer. One finds throughout his letters 

183 The particular difficulties for translating Arabic texts from this period have 
been outlined in Richard M. Frank, “Hearing and Saying What Was Said,” Journal 
of the American Oriental Society 116 (1996): 611-618.
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terms for which he could not find an acceptable Arabic word and 
relied on a transliteration (Ó¼ÎÈ»A—Ÿëç) or Arabization of a word 
with which he was familiar (ÁÎÃB³A, for uqnåm, the Syriac translation 
of ›ðüóôáóåéò) to convey his ideas. Finally, Abå R§"iãah does not 
appear to have had an Arabic translation of the Bible available to 
him, and was forced to render the necessary passages himself, which 
he sometimes does rather freely. As a result, his own writings are 
disjointed in places, occasionally ambiguous and even impenetrable. 
All of this adds to the challenges facing the modern day translator.
 These considerations have informed the decisions made in an 
attempt to produce an accurate and understandable translation. 
The approach chosen here is to adhere as closely as possible to the 
Arabic text, but to give priority to the meaning of the passage where 
a literal translation may obscure the sense. This can sometimes result 
in an awkwardness in the English text. However, it is hoped that 
by preserving a degree of the “otherness” of the text, the reader is 
encouraged to enter more fully into the feel of the Arabic. This can 
also aid in reducing the potential for reading modern sensibilities 
into an early medieval writing. In light of this, no attempt has been 
made to “update” Abå R§"iãah’s language. For example, in several 
of his writings, he refers to his own Christian community as “the 
Jacobites”, the name by which they were known throughout the 
Mediterranean world, but are correctly referred to as the Syrian 
Orthodox community. Neither has his use of the masculine pronoun 
for God been altered, a practice that was universally unquestioned 
until recently, and which has less serious implications in a bi-gendered 
language.
 In general, a one-to-one correspondence between English and 
Arabic words has been maintained, except in instances of homonyms 
where an alternative word better conveys the Arabic meaning. A 
particular difficulty with the Arabic text is the habit of the Arabic-
speaker to multiply synonyms (usually adjectives) to communicate 
intensity, which becomes repetitive and unwieldy in English. In these 
instances unnecessary repetitions have sometimes been dropped in 
favor of a superlative or other appropriate choice. In the service of 
clarity, repeated pronouns have also been eliminated, and usually 
replaced with the nouns to which they refer. These are contained 
in brackets, as are all additions to the text which are my own. In 
order to reduce the confusion that can arise from the wordplays 
that Abå R§"iãah sometimes employs, this translation capitalizes 
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words referring to God (He, One, Who). Often these are clarified 
in Arabic through the use of a pronoun that is usually lost in an 
English rendering. Finally, the sentence and paragraph divisions 
made by Graf have generally been followed. He has identified the 
most appropriate sentence segments, as well as paragraph groupings 
in most cases, even if they are sometimes arbitrary in the original 
text. However, new section numbers have been assigned in order to 
create shorter, more convenient passages.

Abå R§"iãah’s letters offer an important insight into a critical 
period in the relations between Muslims and Christians, as well as 
in the development of Islamic theology, and warrant closer atten-
tion by modern-day scholars than they have previously received. It 
is hoped that the following translations will provide the non-Arabic 
speaker with a clear example of Abå R§"iãah’s thought and method 
of engagement with his adversaries and provide the possibility for 
further study.

Manuscripts

To date eleven relevant manuscripts containing texts associated with 
Abå R§"iãah have been identified. Georg Graf’s text from 1951, 
which made use of eight of these,184 provides a careful edition that 
has served as the basis for the present rendering.185 In preparing his 
own edition of Abå R§"iãah’s extant works, Graf relied primarily 
on Par. ar. 169 and Bibl. Sbath 1001, basing his transcription and 
German translation on the Paris manuscript and noting deviations 
from Sbath 1001, with additions from other manuscripts where they 
were clearer or more complete. Graf was also aware of the existence 
of Bibl. Sbath 1041, 1042 and 1017, as well as another unnamed 
manuscript, but they apparently were not available to him, since they 
were held privately.186 Further, he notes that while he was able to 
consult Bibl. Sbath 1001 during his own research in 1932, he was 

184 For a full listing of manuscripts containing Abå R§"iãah’s works, used by 
Graf, see, Abå R§"iãah, 130/ii-iv and 131/iii-iv.

185 Some other translations and editions of Abå R§"iãah’s individual writings 
have appeared, most notably that of On the Incarnation by Khalil Samir in “Créa-
tion”. These have not been incorporated into the present edition, since they do 
not offer significant changes to Graf’s work.

186 Paul Sbath, Al-Fihris:  Catalogue de Manuscrits Arabes, Première Partie (Cairo:  
Impr. al-Chark, 1938), 22, nos. 132-138.
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unable to locate it again after Paul Sbath’s death in 1945.187 However, 
Fr. Samir Khalil has discovered that the manuscript collection of 
Paul Sbath is now held by the Georg et Matild Salem Foundation 
in Aleppo, Syria. Consequently, I have been able to consult copies 
of these manuscripts and have included variations in the footnotes 
of the Arabic text.
 Based on the textual integrity of the Sbath manuscript (S) where it 
is more complete than the Paris manuscript (P), and on the improve-
ments made in (P), Graf concludes that neither is a copy of the 
other, but rather both are made from an earlier copy.  This earlier 
recension, he suggests, was probably a Coptic edition made in Egypt, 
where (S) was found.  Graf’s argument in favor of this is that Abå 
R§"iãah’s two writings defending the addition to the Trishagion against 
the Melkites (Threefold Praise (I) and (II)) include the Trishagion and 
FÏ ÌïíïãåíÞò texts in Coptic, which Abå R§"iãah, a Syriac speaker, 
would not have added.188 This in fact appears to be correct, since 
Abå R§"iãah himself refers to the Greek version of the Trishagion 
throughout these two writings. Further, the letters are intended for 
readers who would be Arabic speakers, perhaps understanding Syriac 
or Greek. But apart from these two passages, the Coptic community 
finds no reference in any of his extant writings. Graf also notes that 
the other later manuscripts, none of which were used for his edition, 
are all clearly of Coptic origin, supporting the theory of an original 
Coptic recension.189

 In general, the notes offered by Graf have been reproduced in 
English here (incuding his suggested readings of variant forms), along 
with notes of errors in the Graf text. This edition, however, has not 
used the manuscripts of On the Trinity found in the writing of al-
KindÊ, since it is certain that the latter is drawing from Abå R§"iãah
and the author has made numerous alterations and additions for his 
own purposes. These manuscripts have also been identified as much 
younger than those containing the works of Abå R§"iãah.
 The following translation has assigned abbreviated titles to each of 
Abå R§"iãah’s texts to make them easier to identify. Further, more 
extensive paragraph numbering has been added to allow more precise 

187 Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 130/ii, n.2.
188 Ibid., 130/v-vi.
189 Ibid., 130/vi.
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scholarly reference. Some attempt has been made to organize the 
text into topics, although since this does not exist in the original, 
no artificial divisions have been introduced. It is hoped that these 
additions have resulted in a text and translation that is useful both 
for those who are familiar with Arabic and those who are not, in 
order to make Abå R§"iãah’s works better appreciated by modern 
scholars.

Extant Manuscripts

S  Bibl. Sbath 1001 (16-17th c.;190 63r-157v)191 Includes Trinity, Incarna-
tion, Union, Threefold Praise (I), Refutation, Witnesses, Threefold Praise (II), 
Proof 

S2 Bibl. Sbath 1041 (18th c.)192 Includes Trinity, Incarnation, Union, Threefold 
Praise (I), Refutation, Witnesses, Threefold Praise (II), Proof

S3 Bibl. Sbath 1042 (14th c.)193 Includes Threefold Praise (II), Trinity
S4 Bibl. Sbath 1017194 Includes Demonstration
P Par. ar. 169 (1064 AH / 1654 AD; 51 v—98 r)195 Includes Trinity, 

Incarnation, Union, Threefold Praise (I)
T Ms. 320 (Theol. 177; 81 r—210 v)196 Includes Trinity, Incarnation, Union, 

ThreefoldPraise (I), Refutation, Witnesses, Threefold Praise (II), Proof 
V1 Vat. ar. 101 (1405 AH / 1688 AD; 374 v—375 r) Includes Con fes-

sion197

V2 Vat. ar. 103 (13th c.; 144 r)198 Includes Demonstration

190 This is Graf’s dating, although he does not give reasons for his conclusion. 
The Sbath catalog assigns it to the 11th c. (Sbath, Manuscrits, 118)

191 Paul Sbath, Bibliothèque de Manuscrits Paul Sbath. Catalogue; Tome I-II. Cairo: 
H. Friedrich et Co., 1928-. The page numbers given in Graf are incorrect.  The 
manuscript itself assigns a single number for both the verso and recto of each of the 
186 sheets, whereas Sbath numbered each page, arriving at a total of 371 pages.

192 Ibid., 156.
193 Ibid.
194 Ibid., 133.
195 William MacGuckin Slane, Catalogue des manuscrits arabes de la Bibliothèque 

Nationale (Paris:  Impr. national, 1883-1895), 41ff.
196 Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 131/11.  Georg Graf, Catalogue de manuscrits arabes chrétiens 

conservés au Caire, Studi e Testi 63 (Città del Vaticano:  Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 
1934), 201, n. 534, and Marcus Simaika Pasha, Catalogue of the Coptic and Arabic 
Manuscripts in the Coptic Museum, the Patriarchate, . . ., vol. 2, fasc. 1 (Cairo:  Govern-
ment Press, 1939, 1942), 134.  There appears to be an error in the order that Graf 
gives for Sbath 1001, but I was not able to consult the Catalogue of the Coptic Museum
myself to confirm whether the order of these manuscripts coincides with it.

197 Described in A. Mai, Scriptorum veteram nova collectio, tom. IV (Romae, 1831). 
This manuscript could not be found in the Vatican collection in 2001.
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V3 Vat. ar. 1492 (13th—14th c.; 30 r—31 r)199 Includes Discussion
O  Hunt. 240 (Bodl. ar. christ. Uri 38; 1266 AH / 1549/50 AD; 118 

r–119 r)200 Includes Discussion
Q  Par. ar. 183 (13th c.; 369 r—370 r)201 Includes Confession
R  Par. ar. 82 (14th c.; 95 r—97 v)202 Includes Discussion

List of Known Writings203

Writings in Defense of Christianity

I. “A Ris§lah of Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ on the Proof of the Christian 

Religion and the Proof of the Holy Trinity” (Ó¯ ÓNÍj¸N»A ÒñÖAi ÓIÜ Ò»Bmi
pf´À»A TÌ»BR»A PBJQAË ÒÎÃAjvÄ»A ÅÍe PBJQA )204 (Proof) (VIII)

II. “The First Ris§lah on the Holy Trinity” (TÌ»BR»A Ó¯ Ò»ËÜA Ò»Bmj»A
pf´À»A) (On the Trinity) (I)

III. “The Second Ris§lah on the Incarnation” (ÒñÖAi ÓIÜ ÒÎÃBR»A Ò»Bmj»A
fnVN»A Ó¯ ÓNÍj¸N»A) (On the Incarnation) (II)

* A third Ris§lah belonging with I and II now lost (S¼R»A Å¿ ÒÎÃBR»A Ò»Bmj»A
fnVN»AË Òmf´À»A TÌ»BR»A Ó¯ BÈ»B³ ÓN»A ½ÖBmi)

IV. “Witnesses from the Words of the Torah, the Prophets and Saints” 

(ÅÎnÍf´»AË ÕBÎJÃÜAË ÑAiÌN»A ¾Ì³ Å¿ PAeBÈq) (Witnesses) (VI)

V. “From the Teaching of Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ, the Syrian, Bishop 
of Nisibis: On the Demonstration of the Credibility of Christianity Which 
was Received from the Preaching of the Evangelists in the Holy Scriptures” 

(ÒÎÃAjvÄ»A ÒZu Ó¼§ ÉI ÜçfNn¿ ÅÎJÎvÃ ±´mA ÓÃBÍjn»A ÓNÍj¸N»A ÒñÖAi ÓIA ¾Ì³ Å¿
pf´À»A ½ÎVÃÜBI BÈI ÅÍjrJÀ»A ÅÎ§Af»A Å¿ Ò»ÌJ´À»A) (Demonstration) (X)

198 Also edited and translated in: Louis Cheikho, “Un traité inédit de \onein,”
pp. 283-291, in Orientalische Studien. Theodor Nöldeke zum siebzigsten Geburtstag (2. März 
1906), Erster Band, hrsg. Carl Bezold (Gieszen: Verlag von Alfred Töpelmann, 
1906).

199 This manuscript is very corrupt and missing the beginning of the text.
200 Johannes Uri, Bibliothecae Bodleianae codicum mss. orientalium . . . catalogus. Pars 

prima (Oxionii, 1787), 34.
201 Slane, Catalogue, 46.
202 Ibid., 20.
203 Each text title is followed by the abbreviated form used in this edition, and 

the Roman numeral assigned in Graf’s edition.
204 The second half of this is now lost.
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VI. Christological Discussion (ÌIAË ÔiÌñnÄ»A ÆAjñÀ»A ªÌrÍA fJ§ ÆA ½Î³
ÁÈÄ¿ K¼ñ¯  .ÕAikÌ»A fYA fÄ§ AÌ¨ÀNUA ÓIÌ´¨Î»A ÒñÖAi ÌIAË Ó¸¼À»A ±´mÜA Ñj³
ÉJYBu Ó¼§ ÉÄ¿ fYA ~jN¨Í ÜË lUÌ¿ ¾Ì´I ÊeB´N§A ÁÈÄ¿ fYAË ½· ±vÍ ÆA)
(Discussion) (XI)

*. “A Ris§lah to the Christians of the West in BaÈrÊn”, now lost 

(Lj¬À»A ÔiBvÃ Å¿ ÅÍjZJ»BI Å¿ Ó»A É» Ò»Bmi)

Writings in Defense of the Jacobite (Syrian Orthodox) Church

VII. “From the Third (Second)205 Ris§lah of Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ on 
‘The Refutation of the Melkites on the Union [of the Divinity and Humanity 

in Christ]’” (Ó¼§ ej»A Ó¯ ÓNÍj¸N»A ÒñÖAi ÓIÜ (ÒÎÃBR»A) ÒR»BR»A Ò»Bmj»A Å¿)

eBZMÜA Ó¯ ÒÎ¸¼À»A (On the Union) (III)

VIII. “The Third Ris§lah of Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ: ‘Evidence for the Three-
fold Praise of the One Who was Crucified for Us to Abå-l-#Abb§s al-Baãriq 
Aàåã ibn Sinb§ã from the Servant of God, Jesus the Messiah, \abÊb ibn 
Hidmah” ( Ôh¼» PBnÍf´M ÒR¼R»A Å§ XBVNYA  :ÓNÍj¸N»A ÒñÖAi ÓIÜ ÒR¼R»A Ò»Bmj»A
ÅI KÎJY \ÎnÀ»A ªÌnÍ É¼»A fJ§ Å¿ ¢BJÄm ÅI ¢ÌqA μÍjñJ»A pBJ¨»A ÓIÜ BéÄ§ K¼u
Ò¿fa) (Threefold Praise (I)) (IV)

XI. “A Treatise of \abÊb ibn Hidmah, Known as Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ
the Jacobite on ‘Evidence for the Threefold Praise for the One Crucified 

for Us’” (Ó¯ ÓIÌ´¨Î»A ÓNÍj¸N»A ÒñÖAi ÓIBI ²Ëj¨À»A Ò¿fa ÅI KÎJZ» Ò»B´¿
BÄ§ K¼u Ôh¼» PBnÍf´M TÝR»A Å§ XBVNYA) (Threefold Praise (II)) (V)

X. “The Fourth Ris§lah of \abÊb ibn Hidmah, Known as Abå R§"iãah 
al-TakrÊtÊ the Jacobite, ‘Refutation of the Melkites’” (KÎJZ» Ò¨IAj»A Ò»Bmj»A
ÒÎ¸¼À»A Ó¼§ éei ÓIÌ´¨Î»A ÓNÍj¸N»A ÒñÖAi ÓIBI ²Ëj¨À»A Ò¿fa ÅI) (Refuta-
tion) (VII)

XI. “From the ‘Book of the Confession of the Fathers’” (²AjN§A LBN· Å¿
ÕBIÜA) (Confession) (IX)

205 Ms. Bibl. Sbath 1001 labels this the “second” ris§lah.
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A RIS$LAH OF AB— R$"I•AH AL-TAKR^T^
ON THE PROOF OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION 

AND THE PROOF OF THE HOLY TRINITY

Introduction

Content and Context

Abå R§"iãah’s Proof of the Christian Religion and Proof of the Holy Trinity
is the most comprehensive and the longest of his writings in defense 
of Christianity against Muslim criticism. Although he covers many 
of the topics found in it more extensively in On the Trinity and On the 
Incarnation, it is his most thorough attempt to give a general overview 
of many of difficult questions posed by Muslims. In it, he treats 
six main topics: legitimate and illegitimate reasons to convert to a 
religion (§§2-14), the use of analogy as an aid to understanding the 
Trinity (§§15-25), biblical witnesses in support of the doctrine of the 
Trinity (§§26-28), questions about the Incarnation (§§29-34), biblical 
witnesses in support of the doctrine of the Incarnation (§§35-37), and 
Christian practices (§§38-46). Here, without a conclusion, the text 
breaks off, although the Sbath manuscript clearly indicates that at 
least one page is missing. Unfortunately, without the final pages of 
the text, it is impossible to determine the full extent of the treatise. 
It is notable that the copiest has given the title Proof of the Christian 
Religion and Proof of the Holy Trinity to the manuscript, implying that 
he had before him a text in two parts. It is therefore possible that 
the original text also included a more detailed treatise on the Trinity 
than is found in the first part of the existing manuscript.
 The text presents itself as a kind of handbook filled with responses 
for someone confronted with one of the most serious difficulties fac-
ing the Christian clergy in the early ninth century: how to stem the 
rising tide of conversions to Islam that were occurring for a multitude 
of reasons, but first and foremost as a result of social pressure. The 
Proof first addresses the issue of conversion, and then moves through 
the three major topics at issue between Muslims and Christians, 
the Trinity, the Incarnation, and particular Christian practices. For 
each of these, Abå R§"iãah offers three types of evidence—analo-
gies, scriptural passages, and parallels found in the Qur"§n or Islamic 
practice—in order to show the validity, and even superiority, of 
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Christianity. Several of the issues he touches on in the Proof do not 
appear in any of his other writings, particularly those of Christian 
practices, such as prayer facing the east, veneration of the Cross, 
celebration of the Eucharist, and abandonment of the Jewish custom 
of circumcision, making this text valuable for establishing the wider 
context within which he is writing.

Abå R§"iãah opens his apology for Christianity by examining the 
motivations for a person to convert to another religion. To substanti-
ate his argument, he provides a list supported by biblical citations1

of what he considers to be common reasons why people belong to 
a particular religion and categorizes them according to whether or 
not they are legitimate. From his ensuing defense of Christianity, 
it appears that Abå R§"iãah did not believe that the majority of 
Christians who became Muslims had done so as a result of an hon-
est search for the truth, nor that the Muslim community had gained 
many of its new members fairly. Instead, he implies that Islam had 
used two unacceptable means to coerce Christians into conversion, 
worldly temptations and fear. This is an underlying theme in all of 
his extant writings addressing Islam, which are plainly intended to 
provide the basis for theological discussions with Muslim contempo-
raries in an attempt to “level the playing field.” Abå R§"iãah does 
this while simultaneously setting out convincing proofs for Christians 
who were confused or intimidated by the arguments of Muslims in 
the hope of persuading them that their worldly desires were inap-
propriate reasons to abandon their faith.
 In spite of this obvious purpose, nowhere in his explanation is 
an example given which indicates that he is speaking of those who 
would convert to a particular religion. In fact, all of these reasons 
could be motivations to convert to a distorted version of Christian-
ity. Yet, it is striking that the six negative reasons given by Abå 
R§"iãah conform perfectly to common accusations made against 
persons who were becoming Muslim in the eighth and ninth cen-
turies: that conversions resulted from a desire for a better position 
in society (either to gain status or to ease the burden of restrictions 
and taxation on non-Muslims) or because of the incentives offered 
by the religion itself (polygamy and concubines, ease of divorce, and 

1 The biblical references are mostly found in Matthew, interspersed with citations 
from Luke and I Corinthians. See notes in Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 131/161-163.
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explicit descriptions of rewards and punishments in the Hereafter).2

Along with “fear of the sword,” as he puts it in Demonstration, he 
argues that these reasons are not fitting motivations for conversion 
to any religion. His conclusion is that the only legitimate reason for 
conversion to another religion is that one is convinced that it is true, 
and the only way one can be certain of its truth is that it has been 
confirmed by miracles and signs from God. Although not explicitly 
stated, his central argument here is that, while Christianity has been 
verified by the miracles of Jesus and his Apostles and disciples, the 
religion of MuÈammad has no such evidence. Therefore, adherents 
to Islam cannot be sure that their religion is the true one.3

 Without mentioning the problem explicitly, throughout his writ-
ings Abå R§"iãah hints at the primary crisis of the church in his day: 
the beginning of mass conversion from Christianity to Islam. Dur-
ing Abå R§"iãah’s lifetime, the Muslim population in Iraq appears 
to have increased from approximately ten percent to nearly forty 
percent. Further, since new converts tended to move to the larger 
cities, and the capital city of Baghdad was home to a large number 
of Muslim government personnel,4 Abå R§"iãah would have been a 
first-hand witness to the rapid changes that were occurring. Among 
the converts were Christians and Jews who made the Islamic profes-
sion of faith for different reasons, some more and less authentic in 
the eyes of their neighbors. Several writers of the period, including 
Abå R§"iãah, comment on this issue and respond in an effort to slow 
the rising tide of conversions.
 Unlike previous generations of Christians living under Islamic rule, 
those of Abå R§"iãah’s day experienced changes in policies under 
the new #Abb§sid regime which strongly encouraged conversion and 
the Arabization of culture throughout the empire. The parameters of 
these policies were dictated by the rights and obligations granted to 
Christians by the Qur"§n itself, which contains several verses relating 
to the relationship between Muslims and members of other religions, 
and Islamic law, based on the sunna of the Prophet. Essentially, the 
teaching of the Qur"§n is one of toleration and respect for the so-called 
ahl al-kit§b, literally “People of the Book,”5 that is, the Jews, Christians, 

2 Hodgson, Venture of Islam, I/301-308.
3 This is the main underlying theme in the proof found in Demonstration.
4 Bulliet, 82-83.
5 The ahl al-kit§b are mentioned numerous times in the Qur"§n, but are defined 
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Magians (Zoroastrians) and ‘§bi"a who have received a recognized 
scripture from God through a prophet.6 Forced conversion of these 
monotheists was expressly forbidden in the Qur"§n: “Let there be no 
compulsion in religion, for the right path is clearly distinguished from 
error.”7 Those to whom God had sent a messenger and a scripture 
where thus understood to have access to “the right path”. However, 
tension had grown between the followers of MuÈammad and the ahl 
al-kit§b on account of the latter’s refusal to accept the legitimacy of 
the final revelation of the Qur"§n.
 The Qur"§n portrays MuÈammad as the “Seal of the Prophets” 
(ÅÎÎJÄ»A ÁNa), the last in the line of prophets for each of the monotheis-
tic religions. Accordingly, the prophets of the ahl al-kit§b are honored 
figures as precursors to Islam who were sent by God with a message.  
The Qur"§n insists that this message is the same for all peoples, and 
that the discrepancies that exist between it and the scriptures of the 
other religions is simply the result of envy and deception on the part 
of the followers of the earlier prophets (Sura 42:13-14). The message 
given through MuÈammad in the Qur"§n is thus a corrective to all 
previous scriptures, and their truth can be known in comparison to 
it (Sura 41:43-45). To the extent that the ahl al-kit§b adhere to basic 
tenets of Islam (i.e., profess monotheism, revere Adam, Abraham, 
Moses, Jesus, observe a divine law, give alms to the poor, etc.) they 
are recognized as legitimate religions instituted by the one God.
 The vast majority of the ahl al-kit§b, however, did not accept the 
legitimacy of MuÈammad or the Qur"§n and were consequently not 
granted equality with Muslims. With the spread of Arab political 
control beginning already during the lifetime of MuÈammad, Chris-
tians and Jews were forced to accept the secondary status of dimmah
(“protection”) in society and to pay the Æizya. Initially this did not 

specifically in 2:62, 5:69, and 22:17. Verses 10:47 and 40:78 explain that to every 
people a messenger was sent with the revelation of God. These are the prophets 
of the ahl al-kit§b.

6 The ‘§bi"a are referred to in 2:62 and 22:17 among those having a revealed 
religion. Their identity is disputed, and many groups have claimed to be connected 
to them. However, the references imply that they were a monotheistic, baptizing 
community, suggesting they be identified with the Mandaeans or Elchasaites. Some 
Muslim scholars have argued that it is intended as a category for any religion 
deemed to be an authentic form of worshipping God. T. Fahd, “‘$BI#A,” EI2,
vol. 7: 675-678.

7 Sura 2:256: éÓ¬»A Å¿ fqj»A ÅÎJM f³ ÅÍf»A Ó¯ ÊAj·A Ü . . . .
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pose a serious problem for non-Muslims living in Arab-controlled 
territories. However, as the government began to stabilize, a more 
explicit program to establish the superiority of Islam and Muslim 
Arabs in society was put into action. By the beginning of the eighth 
century, under some of the last Umayyad caliphs, new policies favor-
ing Islam began to have a significant impact on non-Muslims. 
 Although Christians and Jews remained in high stations of govern-
ment and society, their freedom was becoming increasingly limited. 
With the rise of the #Abb§sid dynasty to power, non-Arab Muslims 
were raised to a status equal to Arab Muslims, Arabic was made the 
official language of government, and the gap between Muslims and 
dimmÊ was widened. This meant that the opportunities once enjoyed 
by Christians and Jews as government officials, court scholars, doc-
tors, etc. were severely reduced. Non-Muslims who had occupied 
local government positions and continued to conduct bureaucratic 
activities in local languages came under pressure to make way for 
Muslims and Arabic. The justification for this shift was the argument 
that Muslims should not be subject to the authority of a non-Muslim. 
The Umayyad caliph #Umar II had first declared that no Muslim 
should be in this position and commanded his governors to begin 
removing non-Muslims from higher government offices. However, this 
was not strictly enforced, and many Christians and Jews continued to 
retain their positions. Under #Abb§sid rule, policies favoring Arabic 
and Muslim workers were implemented more frequently so that by 
the reign of al-Mutawakkil in the middle of the ninth century the 
law prohibiting non-Muslims from government service was widely 
enforced.8 No doubt many of Abå R§"iãah’s Christian readers were 
beginning to feel threatened by this development and contemplate 
conversion to Islam to safeguard their positions. But, Abå R§"iãah
insists, this is not a sufficient reason for conversion.
 Simultaneously, added restrictions on religious displays (crosses, 
processions, ringing of church bells, building of churches and syna-
gogues, etc.) increased the burdens of daily life for non-Muslims. 
Many scholars believe that it is this period that the so-called “Cov-
enant of #Umar” reached its present form. The conclusion was that 
opportunities for full participation in society became limited only to 

8 Tritton, Caliphs, 21-23.
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Muslims.9 One can well imagine, as Abå R§"iãah hints in the Proof 
of the Christian Religion, that those who desired relief from the Æizya
or to have a better or more secure position in society (§2) would be 
strongly tempted to convert to Islam.
 This situation was in some way exacerbated by a growing Muslim 
scholarly community and the establishment of Islamic centers for 
study. The early #Abb§sid period saw the collection and publication 
of the aÈ§dit, the foundation of several Islamic legal schools, massive 
translation projects of ancient Greek texts on philosophy, rheto-
ric, medicine, astrology, and the natural sciences, and a distinctive 
architectural style. Now Islam had become an comprehensive way 
of life that could rival the local cultures with which it came into con-
tact. Intellectual arguments, as well as exegetical and legal methods, 
developed in light of Greek philosophy strengthened the claims of 
Muslim theologians.10 This in turn made Islam more attractive to 
those Christians who were wavering and who saw the advantages 
conversion brought. The simultaneous experience of the difficulties 
of being a non-Muslim and the growth of a vibrant Islamic com-
munity tempted many to abandon their Christian faith.
 Seen in this light, Abå R§"iãah’s Proof is a complete summary of 
Christian faith designed to respond to the charges leveled at Chris-
tians by Muslims, as well as to provide convincing arguments for 
Christians themselves. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the 
opening paragraphs where he lays out justifications for conversion. 
His six unacceptable reasons contrasted with the single legitimate 
motivation are directed both at Muslims, whom he believes are 
gaining converts through unfair means, and Christians, who are not 
examining the causes for their acceptance of a new religion carefully 
enough.
 Thus, in his ris§lah aimed at proving the truth of the Christian 
religion, Abå R§"iãah provides his reader not only with answers to 
common questions posed by Muslims, but with a method to be applied 
in any situation. He begins each of his arguments by identifying the 
central issue in the question, and systematically lays out responses 
designed to address his listener’s concerns. In general, he opens 
with a logical argument, eliminating absurdities and contradictions, 

9 Tritton, Caliphs, esp. 5-36,127-154.
10 Gutas, Greek Thought, 28-104.
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substantiated with analogies found either in nature or in Scripture. 
To these he adds scriptural passages as proof texts to support his 
position. In all of his arguments Abå R§"iãah takes care to provide 
examples and evidence that could be acceptable to both a Christian 
and a Muslim reader. He cleverly includes prophets and figures 
recognized in the Qur"§n in nearly all of his biblical citations, and 
only rarely chooses ideas blatantly rejected by the Islamic revelation. 
In this way, he provides his Christian brother the basis for a line of 
defense that might ultimately be convincing to all of his listeners.

Addressee and Date

In the opening greeting Abå R§"iãah gives no indication to whom 
his ris§lah is addressed, but instead simply acknowledges his reader 
in (§2) as “my brother”. One can deduce from the contents of the 
ris§lah that this person is himself a Jacobite and quite possibly a 
member of the hierarchy or a teacher like Abå R§"iãah—the argu-
ments given are complex and assume a fairly deep knowledge of 
both Christian doctrine and Islamic thought. Although the Proof
appears to be primarily intended as a handbook of answers to the 
most common questions asked by Muslims, it is also clearly aimed 
at convincing Christians to remain steadfast in their faith. In (§13), 
he advises the recipient of the treatise to adjust the arguments to his 
own situation using his own good judgement. Therefore, one might 
suggest that the addressee is some member of the clergy, perhaps 
a bishop, who is confronted with the problem of members of his 
flock slowly converting to Islam. It is also likely that Abå R§"iãah
assumed that his ris§lah would be read by those who had already 
left Christianity for Islam, as well as Muslims involved in missionary 
efforts directed at Christians.
 Because of the lack of internal evidence, it is impossible to date 
the Proof precisely.  The circumstances at which it hint—an increase 
in conversions from Christianity to Islam and in staged debates 
between Muslims and Christians may indicate that it was prompted 
by the activities of the court of the Caliph al-Ma"mån. This would 
put its appearance sometime between 813 and 833. Assuming that 
the necessity for such a work did not arise immediately, and that 
Abå R§"iãah responded relatively quickly, the date for the earliest 
appearance of the text can be narrowed to approximately 815.
 It is also notable that Abå R§"iãah does not give any hints of 
the turmoil that was taking place in the Muslim community near 
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the end of al-Ma"mån’s rule. As the Mu#tazilah gained more and 
more influence in the court, their doctrines became the standard by 
which orthodoxy was gauged. Already in 827 some scholars were 
being questioned about their views on the createdness of the Qur"§n,
and in 833 a full-fledged interrogation was begun.11 The MiÈna, or 
“inquisition”, lasted until the reign of al-Mutawakkil (232-247/847-
861), who ended it in 849. During this time many officials, scholars, 
and prominent people were questioned. Most capitulated, but a few 
were tortured and imprisoned, and several later died as a result of 
the harsh treatment.12 This affair was of considerable concern in 
theological circles, and many of the issues Abå R§"iãah touches 
on in his writings, including the unity of God and the eternity of 
the divine attributes, were at the center of the debate.13 If he had 
been aware of these events taking place at the court, it is difficult to 

11 The litmus test for orthodoxy became the question of whether or not the 
Qur"§n was created. In defense of the absolute unity of God, the Mu#tazilah argued 
that the Qur"§n was created, since there could not be two eternal things (God and His 
Word) without introducing plurality into the divine being. Traditionalists, including 
AÈmad ibn \anbal, continued to maintain that it was uncreated. This latter view 
seems to have arisen out of the concern to defend God’s complete omnipotence 
by insisting that the events recorded in the Qur"§n were eternally known, and thus 
preordained by God. Only in this way, the traditionalists argued, could God’s being 
be eternally unchangeable and unchallenged by His creatures. If one accepted that 
God’s Word was created, then God could have created it otherwise, allowing a degree 
of fluidity and uncertainty in the created universe. There were important political 
implications to this question. As the eternal, uncreated Word of God, the Qur"§n
could be used as the basis for the empire, which put its interpreters, the #ulam§", in 
a powerful position of authority. Consequently, it was in the interest of the caliph 
and his supporters to defend its createdness. Watt, Formative Period, 178-179.

12 Ibid., 178. An account of the trial of AÈmad ibn \anbal, who was widely 
recognized as a hero of the Traditionalists, and of the theological issues involved, 
has been published and translated by Walter M. Patton, in Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and 
the Mihna: A Biography of the Imam including an Account of the Mohammedan Inquisition 
called the Mihna, 218-234 A.H. (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1897).

13 There is evidence in the writings of some Muslim traditionalists that concern 
over the influence of Christian ideas in some circles was a partial cause for the 
friction between the Mu#tazilah and other Islamic scholars. See of the conclusions 
of Sandra Toenies Keating, “The Issue of the Createdness of the Qur"§n from the 
‘Refutation of the @ahmites’ by AÈmad Ibn \anbal,” Licentiate thesis, Pontificio 
Istituto di Studi Arabi e d’Islamistica, 1995. Cf. “Watt, Formative Period, 242-246; 
Wilferd Madelung, “The Origins of the Controversy Concerning the Creation of the 
Koran”, in: Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam (London: Variorum Reprints, 
1985); originally printed in Orientalia Hispanica sive studia F.M. Pareja octogenario dicta,
ed. J.M. Barral, vol. I/1 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1974), 515, 518-520.
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explain the apparent absence of any hint of the views of either the 
Mu#tazilah or their opponents, or any attempt to distance himself 
from the conflicts. This suggests that the Proof was written before 
the controversy had become intense sometime around 825.
 When compared to Abå R§"iãah’s two other longer extant works, 
On the Trinity and On the Incarnation, one notices immediately that the 
latter present arguments that are significantly more developed and 
complex. The questions posed by the interlocutors are elaborate 
and Abå R§"iãah’s responses follow the logical implications of the 
various possibilities to a greater extent. One also has the impression 
that the Proof has been written more with Christian readers in mind 
that the other two ras§"il. These considerations lead one to suspect 
that Abå R§"iãah wrote the Proof first, and later, after having had 
more experience as a controversialist and in confronting the issues 
presented by Islam, composed a longer trio of letters based on issues 
similar to the contents of the Proof.
 With these clues in mind, it is possible to propose a general date 
for the composition of the Proof at sometime between 815 and 825, 
followed by the trio of ras§"il including On the Trinity and On the 
Incarnation. Although a somewhat earlier or later date is plausible, 
this suggestion cannot be too far from correct.
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A Ris§lah of Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ
On the Proof of the Christian Religion

and the Proof of the Holy Trinity

1 May God give you and us success in arriving at the truth! And 
may He inspire you in the pursuit of what is correct, lead you to 
grasp perfection, and give you happiness and honor!
 You have asked, may God give you the benefit! that I explain to 
you the circumstances in the beginning in which both knowledgable 
and ignorant [people] were called to accept the Christian religion, 
and their eventual denial [of it]. In the reply to you, I am relying 
on the knowledge of One Who brought forth the proclamation and 
Who manifests grace, the Lord of the heavens and the earth, glory 
be to Him forever and always! We are speaking in this [book] in 
accordance with our beliefs and [drawing] from the teaching of the 
best [of our] chosen leaders and pillars of faith and religion, may 
the blessings of God be upon them, [and may] their prayers protect 
us and give us success. Amen.

2 Know, my brother, that in every ideology1 that has spread 
throughout the earth, and every religion which has appeared in the 
world, it does not fail that the conviction [of those who believe in the 
religion] necessarily has its source in one of seven types [of reasons]. 
One of these is the desire to gain advantage and other [benefits] in 
this world. The second is the desire for the Hereafter, and the hope of 
its attainment.2 The third [reason] is over-powering fear compelling 
one to accept [the religion]. The fourth [reason] which motivates 
[someone] is the allowance of everything desired that is forbidden. 
And the fifth is to be highly regarded, so that one is glorified and 
decorated. The sixth is collusion and tribal solidarity with a tribe to 
deceitfully [over-power another] tribe, and the attainment of influence 
and seizing of power, the realization of wealth, and the facilitation 
of success.

1 I.e., belief or school of thought.
2 Abå R§"iãah implies here and elsewhere that one must follow the laws of God 

(obedience, humility, chastity, charity) to receive the reward of heaven, and that 
this reward is something unimaginable. Simply being a member of a religion is not 
enough, nor should one expect a reward similar to earthly rewards.
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 [But] these six types [of reasons] diverge from the religion of God, 
and lie outside of obedience to Him, and so are separated from His 
religion because of the depravity which possesses them, and the con-
tradictions inherent in them. [However,] the seventh type is one for 
which there is proof, and upon it faith is sanctioned by the support 
of the Lord of Majesty. For understanding is too weak to grasp it, 
and creation is prevented from effecting [this true religion], apart 
from the rightly-guided3 People of Truth.

3 We find that the believers of the Christian religion reject the six 
types [of reasons to convert to another religion] foreign to the will 
of God, His remembrance is exalted! [and] contrary to the religion 
of truth. The first is the longing of this world, the desire of worldly 
people which [their] souls greedily accept, that is set up against the 
Gospel of God and promise of His Covenant by which, for which 
and to which the peoples were guided to the proclamation of the 
Messiah. Because that on which avarice is dependent is the attain-
ment of worldly ease, pursuing might and power and luxury, and 
gaining profit and spending money. We find that the people of the 
Christian religion are obligated by the divine precepts of the Gospel 
to renounce the attainment of the longing[s] of this world and to do 
away with them.
 What obligates [these people] is humility, submissiveness, obscu-
rity and poverty, and they are charged with patience and modesty. 
And they should be like the birds of the heavens in refraining from 
gathering up treasures4 and not expending great efforts in toil and 
being contented with [enough] food day to day,5 and proceeding 
step by step along the narrow paths.6 They should not boast [of 
living] in ease and comfort. That which they are assured of is that 
when, during their lives, they do acts of goodness and righteousness 
[and] all of what is enjoined upon them, [such as] the acceptance 
of hardship and exertion in obedience to God and for His pleasure, 
and if they count all of this to themselves, they say that they are 
useless servants, doing what they were commanded by Him [that] 
service [for] their Master made incumbent upon them, without [the 

3 Note the similarity of ÆËfqAj»A ÕB°¼b»A (“the Rightly-Guided Caliphs”) with 

ÆËfqjÀ»A μZ»A ½ÇA.
4 Cf. Mt 6:19, 26
5 Cf. Mt 6:11
6 Cf. Mt 7:14
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expectation of] praise or thanks.7 What [worldly] longing could lead 
someone in this position to accept a religion whose commandments 
are like these?

4 The second kind [of motivation] is to desire the Hereafter, 
[and] the hopeful expectation of its attainment. This, too, deviates 
from the law of the Messiah, for this hope [only] comes to obedient 
people, who put themselves under the obligation of His law, who 
struggle against the appetites of their souls [through] the restraint 
of their bodies by indifference and by continuous works of piety, 
[leading them] to act as the spiritual angels. They will be saved 
after their resurrection from the graves, and their awakening from 
the dust of the tombs, and their arrival in the Kingdom of Heaven, 
where they will be like the angels, without food or drink, clothing 
or marriage,8 property or [other] well-known benefits that souls rely 
on and hope for [in this life], the usual things coveted, like sensual 
delights, comfort, power and glory.9 Rather, instead of all of this, 
they attain something unknown, receiving [something] not perceived 
and not understood [in this world], that is, after they have made 
themselves dead to everything in the life of this world, they attain 
what no eye has seen and no ear has heard, and no human heart 
has imagined.10 What [earthly] desire of someone in this position 
could be linked to what he hopes to attain, [since] its usefulness is 
unknown?11

5 As for the third kind [of reason to convert], the over-power-
ing fear that compels [one] to accept the Christian religion, this is 
forbidden and foreign to the Christian religion. Its missionaries were 
obscure, weak, poor, needy, humble, scattered, fisherman. They 
dispersed themselves throughout the whole world, [were] scattered 
in small numbers, despised, of base lineage, weak, contemptible 
in body, powerless. Childlike in understanding, perfect12 was their 
speech, one was their garment, unshod were their feet.13 The earth 

7 Cf. Lk 17:10
8 Cf. Mt 22:30; Lk 20:35
9 Cf. Qur"§n 37:41-49; 38:49-52; 52:17-24; etc.
10 Cf. 1 Cor 2:9; Is 64:4
11 E.g., a reward in the next life that is unimaginable cannot fulfill any earthly 

desire.
12 Text is unclear.
13 Cf. Mt 10:10
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was their vessel, exile their dwelling, hope their cause, peace their 
teaching, prayer their comfort, forgiveness their recompense, folly14

their purchase.
 They taught among the peoples to whom they were sent, prohib-
iting and forbidding them to carry the sword,15 and the one who 
accepts their proclamation is restricted from battle and fighting, 
and the forgiveness of enemies and charity to the one in distress is 
incumbent upon them.16 What fear or hopelessness could frighten 
someone who is in this position into being associated with [this mes-
sage]?

6 The fourth kind [of reason], namely, the allowance of everything 
desired that is forbidden, this deviates from the Christian proclama-
tion, for it says “the one who looks on a woman with lustful eyes, has 
committed adultery with her in his heart”17 and “the one who divorces 
his wife without cause does wrong, and brings on her adultery. And 
the one who marries a divorced woman commits adultery"18 This 
contradicts [any] permission for license in the face of desire.19 As 
for the acquisition and accumulation [of worldly things], they have 
said “Just as it is impossible for a camel to pass through the eye of 
a needle, so is the rich man incapable of passing into the Kingdom 
of God.”20 And the one who does not deny and renounce himself, 
even die to himself, then carry his cross and follow God, separating 
himself from all worldly pleasures and desires, and make himself 
humble for His sake, he does not deserve to be a disciple for God, 
and he will not receive security against hell. Rather, the one who 
says to his brother, the believer, “The fool!”, desiring his downfall 
and his disgrace, he has earned hell.21 What license is implied in 
this belief and this religion?

7 As for the fifth type [of reason for acceptance of a religion], 
which is the approval to adorn and ornament oneself with finery, 
this is also not permitted in the law of the Gospel. Because the aim 
of worship, what is wanted in religion, is the storing up of treasure 

14 Cf. I Cor 1:18-24
15 Cf. Mt 26:52
16 Cf. Mt 5:44
17 Mt 5:28.
18 Mt 5:32.
19 Literally, “at the gate of desire”.
20 Mt 19:24.
21 Mt 5:22.
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for the end [of time], the reward hoped for, that on which [one] 
relies in this world and the next, is a Man crucified, weak in out-
ward appearance, seen as contemptible by those who crucified Him. 
They imposed on Him every punishment, resulting in His death and 
burial. What kind of approval could one cling to [by] accepting this 
[religion] and what ornaments and adornments are taken up by the 
one who has this as his conviction?

8 As for the sixth kind [of reason], which is collusion and tribal 
solidarity in acts of deception and an aid in the successful attainment 
of power and the realization of wealth, we find that for those who 
become known through the good news of this proclamation there is 
humiliation in it. [They wore] a lowly headcloth, their underdress 
was humility and their overdress was obscurity. They were scattered 
over the earth, separated from each other in the remotest countries. 
And they claimed that the one who had sent them to summon the 
peoples had commanded them: “Do not possess gold nor silver nor 
copper”,22 and “the one who is struck on his cheek, should turn the 
other [cheek] toward the one who struck him. And when he is pressed 
[by someone into going] a mile, he should go two miles with him. 
And if someone tries to take [his] garment, he should not refrain 
from giving the garment along with [his] cloak.”23 It is forbidden to 
them to possess two garments, or to carry provisions.24 And so they 
should make themselves well-known [far and wide], for He had sent 
them like lambs among the wolves.25 And any one who received26

them would think that he had offered a sacrifice to God.27 What 
is the increase or [advanatage of] collusion or means to an end for 
the achievement of power and realization of affluence, or appear-
ance [and] high rank for the whose condition is this, neediness, fear, 
hardship, poverty, and an unfortunate situation?

9 Since it has been shown that the Christian law differs from 
[these] six kinds [of false reasons to belong to a religion], it remains 
that the characteristic of it, the inherent property belonging to it, is 
that it is evident and demonstrated to be above every religion by the 

22 Mt 10:9
23 Mt 5:39-41
24 Mt 10:10; Lk 10:4
25 Lk 10:3
26 Arabic reads “killed”.
27 Cf. Mt 10:40; Heb 13:16
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confirmation of the Lord of the Worlds, Who confirmed with it those 
who proclaimed [the Christian law] through signs and miracles and 
clear proofs28 which led all of the peoples to accept it willingly.
 So [motivation for] the peoples’ acceptance of the Christian reli-
gion is clear, in spite of the diversity of their inclinations and the 
break from their origins [such an acceptance necessitated], [in spite 
of] differences in their values, great distance between their lands, 
the divergence of their intentions, not to speak of their [diverse] 
practices and word usages, [they accepted it] without [prompting 
by] worldly desires or fear, without aspiring to a known afterlife,29

without approval and embellishment, without licentiousness or permis-
siveness, without collusion to revive the prestige of [one’s heritage] 
in order to attain what is hoped for.

10 Thus, the seventh [reason for adhering to a religion] is neces-
sary, which understanding is [too] weak [to grasp] and the intellect 
is at a loss [to understand], crowds [of seekers] go astray [in search 
of it], analogy is in vain. And it exposes the opinions [of it] as false, 
kills heresies, gives life to the unknown, incapacitates subterfuge, 
contemplation fails [to reach] an understanding of it. And this is 
done with the confirmation of the Messiah, God, may He be praised! 
Who by it confirms His Apostles, and by it He has destined30 His 
company [of Apostles], by it He has given power to His dear friends, 
by it He has bestowed honor upon those who love Him,31 by it 
He has granted favors to His beloved, and by it He has adorned 
[them]—His company [of Apostles], namely, gave life to the dead in 
His name, they opened [the eyes] of the blind by His permission and 
healed the lepers by His strength, and [performed] other wonders by 
His power, and visible and perceptible marvels that no one is able 
to reject, be he king or servant, high-born or low-born, educated 
or ignorant, wise or foolish. They proved the authenticity of their 
proclamation by these true signs, and were able, because of these, 
to dispense with its authentication through embellished and affected 
speech, practiced style, with setting aright what is absurd, joining 
together what is unknown, and explicating what is obscure, because 

28 Cf. Sura 2:213; 2:253; 57:25; 61:6, etc.
29 I.e., in contrast to the explicit promises of the Qur"§n.
30 Graf: crowned; for XÌM, not `ÌM
31 Text is unclear here.
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the word is able to be rejected without difficulty and refuted, even 
when it [has reached] the greatest [level of] credibility and clarity. 
But it is not possible to deny and reject the signs and wonders in 
[one’s] heart, even if the tongue denies them because of prior envy 
or hatred.

11 Someone may say: “What is the harm if God shows His reli-
gion to be true through things of the world that are desired and 
feared, [either all] in general or one of them in particular? You see 
that Moses, son of #Imr§n32 and the other prophets accepted by you, 
proclaimed a religion and they revealed it and confirmed it with 
desire and fear together. As for the desire, it is just as the statement 
of Moses that “God made you heirs to the land of Canaan and the 
gardens of a land from which flow milk and honey,33 and in them 
are pomegranates and lemons for you, and other things that souls 
long for and please the eyes.” As for the fear, it is also just as his 
statement to the Sons of Israel, offering to them that “Surely God 
has made you heirs of the land of the peoples, so you shall kill them 
until not one of them remains, in order that they not lead you astray 
nor incline you to their heretical ways in service of their idols and 
their evil works. Root them out from your midst and do not show 
mercy to them. And do not contract a treaty or pact with them, 
and do not accept ransom from them.”34 Which of these promises is 
more desirable than this, and which fear is more terrible than what 
I have described?”
 We say that if Moses awakened the desire of the Sons of Israel, 
o Wise One, to have a preference for the Holy Land over the land 
of Egypt or any other lands, and commanded them to kill its inhabit-
ants and to shed the blood of its tyrants, [this was] correct. This was 
not in order to affirm the religion and prove it true through desire 
and fear. Rather, [through this] he brought about the protection 

32 It is notable that Abå R§"iãah uses the Qur"§nic name for #Amram, the father 
of Moses and Aaron according to Ex 6:20. The Qur"§nic account of the birth of 
Mary, the mother of Jesus found in Sura 3 ($l #Imr§n), as well as 66:12, identifies 
her father as #Imr§n. However, the father of Moses and Aaron is also called #Imr§n,
probably the result of confusion between Mary (Maryam) and Miriam. To avoid 
attributing error to the Qur"§n, later exegetes explained this difficulty by claiming 
that the text means two different men named #Imr§n. Abå R§"iãah’s use of the Arabic 
epithet suggests that he was aware of these references in the Qur"§n.

33 Cf. Ex 3:8, 17; Lev 20:24; etc.
34 Cf. Sura 7:133-141; 43:48-56
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of the religion, and its acceptance through signs and wonders that 
God revealed and caused through the hand of [Moses] in the land 
of Egypt, as the example of His sending the locusts and lice and hail, 
and transformation of  the Nile in the land into blood, and [causing] 
the appearance of the death of their first-born, and His drowning of 
Pharaoh and his armies, and the sea opened for the passage of the 
tribe. And He made the bitter water sweet for the Sons of Israel, 
and gave [them] manna and quail to eat. The water, which had 
been held back, flowed from the rock. He shaded them with clouds 
by day, and made a pillar of fire shine by night. Now, these signs 
proved the religion of God by the hand of Moses [and] are among 
the wonders widely-known by the all of the peoples.35

12 Since He had chosen a rebellious people and a young36 tribe, 
who did not obey Him on account of their37 weak judgement and 
crude understanding, and instead obeyed their [own] yearning for 
destruction because of their foolishness and hardness of their hearts; 
[they had] destroyed38 their idea39 of the remembrance of God, glory 
be to Him! and [their] adherence to His religion and acceptance 
of His Covenant because of the oppression40 of the Egyptians and 
their own belief in the [Egyptian] idols, their depravity in worship-
ing them, their desire for [Egyptian] food and their [own] ignorance 
about the Holy Land to which they were called and its food, and its 
desirableness for them, [a tribe]who denied and rejected the religion 
[of the Egyptians] after it was shown in their presence to be true with 
various signs and diverse wonders, [because of this] He commanded 
the killing of those peoples who resisted the religion of God and He 
announced to [the Israelites His bestowal of] the favor of the Holy 
Land, in spite of their [previous] beliefs and their yearning for the 
Land of Egypt and its food.
 The proof of this is the statement of God, may He be praised! 
to His intimate friend, Moses, when he begged Him to save the 
Sons of Israel from the hand of Pharaoh and from the error of his 

35 This account bears a strong resemblance to the story of Moses found in Sura
20:9-36, and especially verses 17-20.

36 In comparison to the ancient civilizations of Egypt, Babylon, Assyria, etc.
37 Arabic pronoun is singular, referring to ‘tribe’.
38 Literally, “killed”.
39 Or, contemplation.
40 Graf: godlessness.
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people, from his enslavement and oppression of them with every 
painful torment, and to reveal to them His religion and send down 
to them His book with His practices and His law41 by His [own] 
hand in mercy to them here [on this earth],42 when the Merciful 
One said to His servant Moses: “I have seen the humiliation of my 
people dwelling in the Land of Egypt, and I have heard their cries, 
and I have descended to save them. And so, I send you for this.” 
So Moses began speaking: “Who am I to be able to do something 
against the mightier Pharaoh and his armies for the salvation of the 
Sons of Israel?43 I cannot devise [convincing] speech, for I am an 
insignificant man. My words and my tongue are defective. Give this 
task to someone whom You wish to burden with it.”

13 God said to Moses: “O Moses! Who created the mouth and 
tongue? Or Who gives sight to the blind and makes eloquent and 
dumb? Is it not in My power? I am with you and inspire you and 
stand by you.”44 And He said to him: “What is this in your right 
hand, O Moses?” and he answered Him: “My staff.” Then He said 
to him: “Throw it [down]!” So he threw it down, and suddenly it 
became a snake, a moving serpent.45 This terrified Moses, but God 
said to him: “Grasp it with your hand!”. So Moses did this, and it 
became a staff in his hand. Then He commanded him to hide his 
hand in his garment, and he hid it in it, and [then] showed it again, 
and it was white as snow. And He commanded him to hide it a 
second [time], then he drew it out [and] it had returned to being 
like his [own] flesh. So Moses was strengthened in himself.46

 Then God commanded him to fight against the Pharaoh and his 
armies, and to strike him and them with this paltry staff with vari-
ous signs and [every] sort of wonders, as unshakable, far-reaching 
evidence for the whole world, so that they would remember [God] or 
fear [Him]. So with [the staff] He drowned Pharaoh and his army, as 
the punishment He sent down upon them, after [Pharaoh] hardened 
his [heart] and he had been prohibited from pursuing [the Israelites]. 
Through signs, [God] affirmed His religion and confession of it and 

41 Arabic: sunan and àar§"i#
42 Cf. Sura 6:154
43 Ex 3:7, 8, 10, 11
44 Ex 4:10-12
45 Cf. Sura 7:117
46 Ex 4:2-4, 6-7; cf. Sura 20:18-21
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the knowledge of His signs in the hearts of the Sons of Israel, and 
He thwarted all of the doubts and errors which sorcerers of Pharaoh 
gave to them, turning them against Moses and his proclamation.

14 And this [occurred] because the staff [of Moses] bore the 
greatest mysterion of the staff which was to come in the Cross, through 
which the people of the world would be delivered. For this is the 
customary practice47 of God, from the first to the last [peoples], in the 
establishment of His religion and erecting His banner and affirming 
His proof for His creation: correction through signs and clarification 
through miracles, which are not comprehended by creaturely under-
standing and are not located in the memory of a created heart,48 [it 
is] not in the many opinions, nor eloquent speech, nor the strength 
and courage [of human beings], as I have described.
 Since this has happened, it is not justified to battle49 Christianity 
and to remain firm [against it] with unswerving opinions and eloquent 
speech, because they are incapable of attaining the essence of its 
truth and reaching the utmost limit of its veracity, as I have [already] 
described before this. [In fact,] the place [where] the elucidation 
[necessary] to reach the utmost limit of its veracity [is found] is in 
the signs and wonders which humble obstinate difficulties [in the 
search for the truth] and overcome hardness of heart or uncertain 
comprehension and perception of a being which is being described 
in itself. Can an opinion, that is, [any] statement, be certain [and] 
complete in comprehension? Our statement (that is, a description 
of our opinion), is incapable of attaining a description of something 
whose description cannot be attained, nor the perception of it in its 
essence or the knowledge of this or the confession of it.
 A clear indication and an evident proof confirming our teaching 
and the correctness of what we say is what we have said about the 
leaders of Christianity and what we have taken from the Old and 
New Books of God, which confirms the truth of their proclamation 
by what we have described of the signs and wonders, without [resort-
ing to] opinion or analogy.

15 If someone asks us about [any] part of our teaching about 
God, may He be praised! concerning the Trinity and the Unity, and 

47 Arabic: sunna.
48 The heart as the location of the mind.
49 Here meant in the figurative, not military, sense.
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the matter of the Incarnation and becoming human, and anything 
else about His attributes, and we answer with a deductive proof or 
an analogy or evidence from a book, and if [the answer] happens 
to approach the goal and the questioner is happy with the answer 
[given to] him, then we thank God for this! If it is found, [however], 
to be far from [the goal], not appropriate for [the question] in all or 
most respects, this is [still] good and holds true for His predication, 
for according to His statement: “The understanding of the one who 
describes Me with descriptions is not capable of succeeding.”50

 We mean by this that it is easy to give you and others an answer. 
For if it happens that what we might answer you is appropriate and 
suitable,51 then this is from God alone, may He be praised! And if 
we are short of your expectation and we fail in your opinion in what 
you had hoped for and requested from us, then it behooves you to 
rectify this with your [own] understanding, to ignore [the shortcom-
ings of the answer] out of your honor, and to trust in the good will 
[of the one answering] out of your amicability.
 It is reprehensible, by my life! for one to be stingy with what he 
has and even worse is the one who is incapable of spending words. 
So, these [conditions are what] I will insist upon for your answers 
and your desires, if God wills!

16 Our opponents say: “O Christian people! You describe God 
as three gods,52 in that you affirm [God is] three hypostaseis and a 
single one in number.” [But in reality] we describe [the hypostaseis]
by what is appropriate to them in all of the relations of their ousia
and their quiddity. Know, O my brothers, it is inevitable that [these 
people who oppose us] fall into one of two categories. Either [they 
are] people who do not know the content of our doctrine and the 
purpose of our faith ([and then] they can be forgiven in their ascrip-
tion to us of something other than what [we hold], because they 
are ignorant of it, for it is permitted to forgive someone for igno-
rance), or they are people who, in [their] difference [with us] exhibit 
knowledge and learning without careful attention or constraint, and 
they are necessarily at fault and disgraceful, so one does not need 
to give them an answer, as [for example] when they require it [in 

50 Cf., Sura 21:22; 23:93, etc.
51 Text unclear.
52 Cf., Sura 4:171; 5:73
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response to] their confession of the One alone, with neither [their 
own] examination nor investigation into their teaching on this. If 
they wish to clarify this [teaching], why do they articulate it in this 
[manner]? If they made a careful investigation and were sincerely 
concerned for themselves,53 they would find in the analogy [we offer] 
a basis for what we have described in some of its aspects, [if] not in 
all of them.

17 The term ‘analogy’ is used by those having knowledge besides 
for the exalted predication of God, glory be to Him! for every attri-
bute predicated of spirits and corporeal beings in general. And if 
our goal is to present the analogy, and our need for its use increases 
in an explanation of our teaching to the one requests this from us, 
then effort and intense [care] in its correct [application] are neces-
sary for us [in order to find] the best possible things [to use for the 
analogy] and the simplest approach, even if this is far removed and 
is considered to be difficult, on account of its distance from the things 
that are compared to it in all of its relations.
 Now, the one who seeks to take this on must derive an analogy by 
gathering it together from various different things [so that] it satis-
fies the questioner in its appropriateness for that which an analogy 
is used, because one [thing] is incapable of attaining a [complete] 
description of that for which the analogy is sought, and [so] the 
questioner must accept it wholeheartedly, even if he does not find 
this [completeness] in the elements of the things [compared]. For 
that for which the analogy is sought is above every analogy found 
among what is intelligible and perceptible, as we have [already] 
described.

18 What do you say about three lamps whose light has been 
ignited (I do not mean the being of the lamps themselves): is it one 
particular [light] or only three [lights] or one and three together? If 
they say: “It is one particular, that is, counted as one, not three, in 
light”, we say: We do not count the light of all of them to [a single] 
one of the lamps which, in emitting its light, does not have [anything] 
particular apart from the [other] lamps. Nor do we see that its light 
takes something away, or deprives the other lamps of their [own] 
emission [of light]. And the emitting of light is also perfect in being, 
not [just] a part of the light.

53 I.e., for the correctness of their own search for truth.
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 Now if they say: “[It is] three [lights]”, we say: Why is this? There 
is no difference among them in the light and the illumination, and no 
separation in the place [of the light]. Rather, what is necessary for 
light is proper [to them] in all of their states. So they should know 
that the light described is one and three together [simultaneously]: 
one with regard to the quiddity of the light and its ousia, and three 
with regard to the number applicable to the being of the particular 
lamps necessary for each one of [the lights].54

19 This is like the teaching about God, may He be praised and 
glory be to Him! but more excellent than this, because [for Him] 
there is no likeness nor measure: [God is] one in ousia, eternity,55

knowledge, power, honor, majesty, and substantial attributes other 
than these, and [God is] simultaneously three in hypostaseis in Himself 
because of the mode of being proper to each one of them. What is 
proper [to each hypostasis] is constant in its union and harmony with 
the other hypostaseis, as well as in its uniqueness and its individuality 
apart from them. And the demonstration [that this is correct is that] 
the application [of the individual property] to [one of the hypostaseis]
to the exclusion of the [other] united hypostaseis is the same as this 
in the relations of the indicative attributes to its ousia, although it is 
absolutely not possible that one find in anything else His likeness, 
as we have described.56

20 They may say: “The light which you describe, is it a plurality 
and a unity together, [so that] one speaks of it generally as ‘light’ and 
‘lights’? [Either] each one of them stands alone without a relationship 
to another, or they are related, one to the others. What prevents you 
from describing these hypostaseis which you have presented as ‘God’ 
and ‘gods’? If each one of them is a cause in itself and stands [alone], 
without being related to the other hypostaseis, then this contradicts 
your statement itself [that they are] Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Is 
one of these lights related to the other as you have related one of 
the hypostaseis to the other, and which you have named Father, Son 
and Holy Spirit?”

54 I.e., ‘one’ refers to the light itself, and ‘three’ refers to the particular number 
of the sources of light necessary to produce the light.

55 Eternal being.
56 There is a great deal of similarity between Abå R§"iãah’s explanation of 

the relationship between the ousia and the hypostaseis and that found in Basil’s Ep.
236.6 (PG 32, col. 884).
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 We say: Have we [not] shown and been successful in the sum-
mary and explanation of the terms of the analogy we offered to you? 
[There are] many things for which you might persist in requesting 
an analogy—[for example], heaven and its heights and its size—from 
what is beneath them in rank—a roof or a tent. So we ask you about 
the rotating heavenly bodies and the stars: do we find in a roof or 
[even] in a large tent an analogy for them, o Wise One? In the 
general case of what is used as an analogy, a likeness is equal to it  
and is not different from it; when, however, it [concerns] the thing 
in itself, there is no analogy for it.57

 We have only taken the light as a sufficient analogy in the partial 
similarity of its unity and its threeness simultaneously, as we have 
described concerning God, may He be praised! according to [our 
teaching] as one ousia and three hypostaseis simultaneously, not [as 
an analogy] in the relationship of some of them to the other or in 
the naming of the plurality and unity of [them] together (that is, the 
light and the lights). It is not necessary for us in this teaching [to 
speak of] gods and God, or lords and Lord, as you think.

21 When we have found something among the elements of the 
things that can be known and understood that can carry at least two 
attributes, and this is in part similar to it, that is one and three simul-
taneously, without it being an absurd statement, it is necessary for us 
[to provide] for the remaining aspects present in [the thing], which 
are different from that other [thing to which it is being compared] 
that has been presented, a reason for [the difference] and to instruct 
[the listener] on its truth and its correctness.
 Know, o my brother, that one can make two sorts of statements 
about things that are applied to [other] things.58 The first [of these] 
is applied to the ousia of the thing and its quiddity: everything that 
is a component of [the thing] participates in it, without increase or 
decrease in its measure or its members. What are distinguished in this 
[category are other things that] correspond to [the thing described] 

57 Here Abå R§"iãah is reiterating a point he makes elsewhere (On the Trinity
19) that an analogy is only useful from the perspective of the general point it is 
trying to illustrate, and cannot be taken to be identical in its particulars, as, for 
example, the analogy of the heavens as a tent does not account for the movement 
of the celestial bodies.

58 I.e., names or designations given to existent things.
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in ousia (which we have [already] described), as when one says “liv-
ing” and “human being”.
 The other [kind of statement describes each individual] member 
and its differentiation in itself, not what is has in common [with 
other things] in the ousia. [The thing] is described by a [specific] 
property, as when one says “Sa#d” and “H§lid”. What is peculiar 
about [the thing] is related to the name of the general [category], 
because of its real participation in [the general category] entirely, 
without decrease [to itself].59 [However,] substituting [the name of] 
the general [category] with the name of the specific [property], so 
that it’s position is changed in the statement, no, [that is not possible]. 
Rather, “Sa#d” and “H§lid” are described as “living” and “human 
being”, and this is so, but “the living” and “the human being” are 
not described conversely as “Sa#d” and “H§lid”, because there would 
be ugliness and falsehood in [this].

22 Now, when we have clarified the name of the general and of 
the specific completely, let us examine the meaning of each of them 
in its application to the thing of which it is said. Is it permissible to 
employ the general [category] with a plurality [of things] or a single 
[thing], with the individual or a group, as we have described, or 
not? For “human being” is a name applied to the ousia [of a human 
being], as well as to one [individual] human being, without increase or 
decrease. Now, although all human beings, that is, the individuals, are 
one ousia whose name is “human being”, it is not correct to name [the 
individual] also as a plurality, that is, as “human beings”, otherwise 
the meaning of [the name of the individual] would be “ousia”, and 
the word would be changed and what is described would become a 
falsehood.60 This is the same with our description of the light as an 
analogy: [our analogy refers to] the name of the ousia of the light. If 
it were permissible to describe “light” and “lightnesses”, this would, 
on the contrary, mean the ousia, and this is impossible in itself, that 
one ousia be various different ousiae, as we have described.61

59 I.e., the specific property (tall, female) is related to the general category 
(human being) because to be tall or female does not make one less human.

60 The ousia is not a plurality, only specific individuals can be many. See Aris-
totle, Categories 5, esp. 3b34-4b19.

61 Abå R§"iãah means here that in the analogy “light” refers to the ousia, which 
is only one, not to the individual sources of the light, which are three. Therefore, 
it is incorrect to argue the individuals are “gods”, since the divine ousia is one.
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23 This is the case with creatures, in which the error in [the 
argument] can be easily refuted. However, applying this to God, 
exalted and powerful, Who is without error in His description, be it 
an increase or a decrease, leads [one] away from blessing and towards 
chastisement. For the name of God, glory be to Him! is the name 
of the ousia with the beings of three hypostaseis, without increase or 
decrease. These hypostaseis are one ousia, not ousiae.
 It is not permissible for us to describe [the ousia] as a plurality, 
that is as “gods”, but rather [only] as one, as we say about the sun, 
for it is a being of three existent individuals and [three] substantial 
attributes, without difference or separation from their one ousia. [It 
is] that which is called “one sun” because of its genuine existence 
and uniqueness in its singularity, a being, one ousia, comprehending 
three known properties, that is, the sun disc which is described with 
two substantial attributes, which are the light and the heat, since 
[the sun] does not cease to be described with the two [attributes], 
in that it does not cease to generate the light, [which is] generated 
simultaneously with the existence of the sun disc from before time, 
without one of [the attributes] having existed prior to the other 
two.
 This is the same with the heat: it proceeds from [the sun disc] in 
the light generated from it eternally and before time. The sun disc 
is not the light and the light is not the heat, on account of the dif-
ferentiation of the specific existence belonging to each one (the sun 
disc, the light and the heat). Rather, [it is] one ousia, one nature, 
one power and three properties, comprehended and known as one 
sun.

24 Now if this is possible of things created and made, should 
this be denied of the Creator and Maker, Whose remembrance is 
exalted? In this way, His being is described by His existence as living 
and speaking, with life eternal and a substantial word.62 His word 
is begotten from Himself from eternity without ceasing, and His life 
proceeds from Him without time: three existent properties (that is, 
three substantial hypostaseis), a Father, Who begets His Word cease-

62 It is unusual for Abå R§"iãah to use the Arabic μñÃ instead of ÂÝ· for “word” 
or “speech”. His choice may be meant to imply the philosophical connotations of 

μñÃ and its connection to the rational principle of the logos, rather than the Qur"§nic
Word of God.
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lessly, and a Son, Who is begotten without time, and a Spirit, Who 
proceeds from Him, without interruption, One God, one Lord, one 
ousia.
 As for the relationship of the Son and the Spirit to the Father, it is 
a substantial, unceasing relationship, because the Father is the eternal 
cause of the Son and the Spirit, for they are from Him (in spite of 
the difference of their properties), He is not from them, without being 
earlier or later [in time], two perfects from a perfect, two eternals 
from an eternal, because of the identity of each one of them with the 
others in every way with their ousia and their quiddity. [This is] like 
the relationship of Abel and Eve to Adam,63 who were from him: 
two perfects from a perfect, one ousia, three hypostaseis, each one of 
them differentiated by its particular inherent properties and related 
through them, that is, fatherhood, sonship and proceeding, completely 
together in their harmony and their unity in the ousia. And just as it 
is the case that Adam and Even and Abel, when each one of them 
is regarded [from the perspective] of the existent characteristic of 
“human being”, [each] is in truth a perfect human being, [fulfilling] 
the definition of “human being” completely. [Each] is truly living, 
speaking, mortal, and the three of them are also [only] one human 
being, that is one ousia.

25 This is the same as the teaching about God, may He be 
praised!: each one of the three hypostaseis, when it is regarded [from 
the perspective] of the characteristic of His being is perfectly God, not 
a part or a component [of God], and the three of them are also one 
God, that is, one ousia (without their being affected with separation 
in place64), because of [the] generality of their being, the mixing of 
their ousia, and [the] commonality of their nature. [However,] they 
are not like corporeal things nor like bodies, which are separated 
and divided, since they do not have a body or flesh.
 This is part of the substantiation of our teaching about the unity 
and trinity of God, glory be to Him! in as much as an analogy is 
possible from what is created, visible, and limited, that is, [an analogy 

63 Abå R§"iãah is the only Arab Christian writer from this period known to 
cite this analogy, which is found frequently in the Fathers, especially, Gregory of 
Nyssa, Cyril of Alexandria, Gregory of Nazianzus and John of Damascus. Haddad, 
Trinité, 122-123.

64 To be an individual is to occupy a specific place, which Abå R§"iãah empha-
sizes here is not a characteristic of God.
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with] light, and Adam, Abel and Eve, and the sun, for One Who 
brings analogy into being, and in proportion to what the created 
and weak [human] intellect can bear in order to arrive at a proper 
attribute [of God], aside from the fact that [the intellect] is far from 
reaching [even] a part of God’s attributes, glory be to Him!

26 Now it is necessary for us to pursue the teaching of the anal-
ogy for the unity of God, may He be praised! glory be to Him! and 
His trinity in the prophecies and witnesses and signs of the old and 
new Books of God that have been sent down, as a verification of 
our teaching and instruction for the one who disputes us, the Chris-
tian community. Truly, we do not innovate,65 nor express anything 
which was not sent down in a Book and which the prophets and 
the ancient pious ones and the Apostles, the messengers of the new 
[Covenant] passed on themselves concerning God, Who revealed to 
them His mysteries and charged them with [passing them on], by 
His permission,66 and each one of them explained67 [the teaching] 
to the people of his age and time, in as much as they were able to 
accept the mysteries.

27 The intimate friend68 of God said in his book, the Torah, that 
God, glory be to Him! said at the creation of Adam: “Let Us create 
a human being in Our image and Our likeness.”69 [Moses] began 
with the unity, when he explained that “God said”, and concluded 
with the trinity in his statement: “in Our image and Our likeness.” 
And [in another place] is his statement that: “Adam has become like 
one of Us”,70 similar to the first statement concerning [God’s] trinity 
and His unity. Also, [in the Torah] is his statement that God said 
when all of the people had gathered in Babel and sought to build 
the tower, because the land was [too] restrictive for them, “Truly, 

65 Probably in response to the charge in Sura 57:25-27 that Christians have 
innovated in their religion.

66 Revelation, miracles, punishment, victory and death all occur, according 
to the Qur"§n, by God’s permission (cf. 2:97; 3:49; 2:102, 249, 251; 3:145, 166; 
4:64; etc.).

67 Interpetation of scripture is a legitimate exercise, when God opens the hearts 
of the prophets and messengers to its true meaning (cf. a similar idea in Sura 16:106; 
29:22; 94:1; 6:125; 20:25).

68 Moses
69 Gen 1:26; that Adam is only a creature, cf. Sura 20:116-123
70 Gen 3:22; cf. Sura 2:30-39; 7:19-25
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let Us decend and divide the languages there.”71 With this He indi-
cated both of His attributes, His trinity and His unity.
 Also is [Moses’] statement: When God appeared to His servant 
Abraham at the door of his tent, God appeared to him in the form 
of three men,72 and Abraham hastened toward them and prostrated 
himself, before them, saying: “O Lord, if I have [found] mercy before 
you, do not turn from staying [a while] with your servant. I shall 
bring a little water, and I shall wash your feet.”73 From [this] it was 
made known to Abraham that He is truly one and three. And there 
are statements of Moses other than these, but if we were to take up 
[the task of] writing them down, the extent of the sayings and their 
great [number] would draw us away from the answer [we wish to 
give].

28 Then, David, the Prophet, verified [Moses’] statement, that the 
Word [of God] is a [self-]existent being, true God from true God, not 
an inconsistent74 Word, when he said in speaking to his Lord: “You 
are our eternal Lord, Your existent Word is present in heaven.”75

And also his statement: “To the Word of God I give praise.”76 The 
Word is, then, true God, deserving the praise of David and other 
creatures.
 In addition is what the Messiah, may He be praised! said to His 
disciples and His Apostles when He sent them to proclaim the truth, 
[and] abolish the invocation of many gods and worship of them, to 
announce and proclaim the One God, when He, the Praiseworthy, 
said to them: “Go and announce [the Good News] to all people, 
and purify77 them in the name of the Father and the Son and the 
Holy Spirit, and I am with you until the end of the world.”78

 This description [of God as three and one], (as well as other 
things which God, glory be to Him! made known), which has never 
ceased and does not cease [to be true], was hidden from the fore-

71 Gen 11:7
72 Cf. Sura 11:69-73; 15:51-56; 51:24-30
73 Gen 18:1-3
74 Abå R§"iãah probably intends a double meaning here, both the inconsis-

tency of human speech, and the Islamic idea that plurality is inconsistent with a 
definition of ‘God’.

75 Ps 119:89
76 Ps 56:10
77 I.e., baptize.
78 Mt 28:19
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fathers because they were incapable of perceiving its meaning, was 
revealed to later [people] so that they would be more perfect in 
knowledge and understanding, and because the meaning available 
to them concerning the teaching and faith in [God] became [more] 
subtle and refined. The disciples preached [this description of God] 
in their dispersion [over the earth] to the ones who followed them 
and among others who described God with His honorable descrip-
tion, and by it proved [the disciples’] proclamation to be the true 
one, having [also] the power [to perform] countless other signs and 
every wonder, as we have described.
 Now this may be enough for the first of their questions, so that 
remarks do not become too drawn out and become boring because 
of its extent.

29 As for their statement: “What was it that caused God, may 
He be praised! to become incarnate and become human?79 Was the 
salvation of humankind not possible for Him in [a way] other than 
this?”
 Know, o my brother, that that which caused God, blessed is His 
name! to become incarnate and become human (as much as our 
weak understanding is capable [of grasping] and [based on] what 
we are able to draw from the Books of God and what they pass on 
[to us]), is [found] in His righteousness, His goodness, and His grace 
and favor [He shows] to His creation in accordance with its need of 
these from Him, and His great mercy on them, because they had 
fallen into destruction and death, and [He wanted to] resurrect them 
and create them anew, for every affliction had mastery over them, 
and every kind of sin had overcome them.
 The most suitable [one] who could undertake their renewal was 
alone the One who had created them in the beginning. If His incli-
nation towards them for their salvation and their deliverance was 
finally in vain, then that which caused Him to create them in the 
beginning would not be a glorification [for Him]. But He is glorified 
and exalted, He is extolled in the beginning and the middle and the 
end. [And thus His victory is apparent.] The one who understands 
this is wise, and he does not know [it] who is ignorant.

30 As for their statement “Was the salvation of humankind not 

79 Literally, “what was it that prompted God . . . to the Incarnation and the 
becoming human.”
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possible for Him in [a way] other than this?”, the questioner is 
astonishing, [that] his comprehension is [so] disgraceful and that he 
would deny that God, may He be praised! does [things] small and 
great, and [deny] His power over them, and His comprehension [of 
all things] because of His foreknowledge in ordaining things and 
bringing them into being. It is not possible for Him to contradict 
Himself and He, glory be to Him! only does what He knows is use-
ful to creation in the manner which it is possible for humankind to 
accept. For everything that He wills, He has the power [to do],80

for nothing He wills is difficult for Him, and nothing hinders Him 
from being able to do something.
 Would it not be necessary if someone asked81 about God’s gov-
ernance [over human beings], glory be to Him! and His sending 
of messengers to them: “Did He [really] do this, because it was 
possible when He sent [the messengers] to them [to do] something 
else? Why did the Merciful One do this?”, [to answer him]: So that 
[the messengers] would be profound evidence for all [human beings] 
and so that He could instruct them in what He loves and wills, and 
warn them against what He hates and abhors. And [also] because 
it is necessary that they obey [Him] without compulsion, becoming 
worthy of His good reward for their preference of obedience to Him 
against their [own] desires and with good intentions drawing near to 
Him [to receive] His generous reward, and so keep themselves distant 
from His severe punishment for pursuing their [own] cravings and 
preferring them for themselves in this world over their happiness in 
the next, which cannot be grasped.

31 Now if they say: “His sending out of the messengers and 
effecting His becoming flesh and becoming human, which you have 
described, are not the same,” we say: Certainly, if He were the same 
in ousia and in power, then without doubt His sending people out 
according to His desire would be easier for Him to do than to wish 
for [the Incarnation] and effect it. If, [however,] He, glory be to Him! 
is different from us in ousia and power and His other attributes, then 
His permitting82 and His commanding and His sending of out of the 

80 This idea is found throughout the Qur"§n, as in Sura 24:45: “God creates what 
He wills, for God has power over all things”.

81 Literally: “if they asked them . . . .”
82 I.e., God permits signs and wonders to occur.
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messengers is not easier for Him to do than His becoming flesh and 
becoming human, and His effecting it Himself for the salvation of 
His servants from the error of the oppressor, Satan, that is, [from] 
sin, which was master over them, because they were ruined [by it] 
and they scoffed at it.
 What would cause Him, exalted be His praise! to neglect this? 
Is He not83 merciful towards them, or is He wary of changing or 
altering Himself or being overcome by suffering and pain? Rather, 
this is the gift of goodness and mercy, and the greatest righteousness 
and reconciliation, might and power.

32 Now, if they say: “Do you confess that He is unchangeable 
and unalterable? How is it possible that something arrive at a state 
[different] from [its] first state, without alteration or change or any-
thing else that you have mentioned, to accept change and alteration, 
unless it is a composite,84 according to what our weak minds can 
understand?”, [we say]: we, too, do not understand [God’s] making 
and creating by permission and speech without a tool or implement 
or talking, or taking great care against mistakes and error.85 What 
do you say? Is it like this with God’s creation, and what do you 
think?86 Should we deny His creation because of the incapacity of 
our understanding to grasp it, as we have described, or should we 
accept it eagerly in [our] hearts since it belongs to God, glory be 
to Him? For we accept the teaching about His Incarnation and 
becoming human without change or alteration, even though [our] 
understanding fails to comprehend it.

33 Now then, it is necessary for us to explain our teaching about 
His Incarnation and becoming human without change or alteration, 
and His acceptance of suffering and death, [although] He is living, 
does not die, and does not suffer pain. It is thought that we describe 
a doctrine that is inconsistent with itself, since we teach the incarna-

83 Arabic manuscript is corrupt here.
84 Literally “it has received composition into itself”.
85 Abå R§"iãah is making a distinction here between the use of words (ÒÀ¼·)

and God’s creative speech (¾Ì³). The former is a tool which can be used to con-
struct an argument or express thoughts and ideas; the latter is truly creative, and 
results in the instantaneous manifestation of God’s will without any intervening 
time, activity or agent.

86 According to the Qur"§n, when God determines something, He only has to 
say “Be!” and it is (Sura 2:117; 16:40; 36:82; 40:68; cf. also 54:49-50).
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tion and becoming human without change or alteration of one who 
dies and suffers, [but] who does not die nor suffer.
 We teach that the Messiah, may He be praised! is the Word of 
God, which has not ceased to endure, and will never cease, incar-
nated in a body possessing a rational soul, newly fashioned, created, 
mortal, and able to experience suffering, from the pure virgin Mary. 
He is united with [the body] in a natural and substantial87 union, 
just as the spiritual soul is united with the human body (which is 
constructed from the four temperaments), without change to either 
of the two that are united, that is the Word and the body. And 
because of this, the numbering of the two ousiae comes to result in 
one existent ousia in Him, on account of His combining and uniting 
two different things, namely the Word and the body possessing a 
rational soul. The description of the isolated Word alone is different 
from the description of the body which is incarnated in a garment 
of the [kind of] bodies that are human88 and composite.
 He is true God and true human. He is Himself alone, not two, 
and sustains both [types of] predicates, that is, living, not dying, and 
not suffering, invisible, not perceptible [by the senses] in His divinity, 
and He is also Himself dying, suffering, perceptible [by the senses], 
limited in His Incarnation and His becoming human, one from two, 
not two, as we have described. If we would describe Him as living 
and dying, suffering and not suffering, visible and not visible from 
a single aspect, this would be an absurd teaching and obviously 
inconsistent. However, since we describe this [by saying] that He is 
at the same time in [one] state and in [another] state, from [one] 
aspect and from [another] aspect, it is not absurd and inconsistent, 
without what is described by the two states and two aspects89 both 
together being two [separate things] absolutely.90

34 Now, in as much as it is permissible to offer an analogy for 
what has no analogy and no likeness, let me say this. This [teaching 
describes what] is like the human being composed of two ousiae: from 

87 Later hand in the manuscript adds “hypostasis”.
88 Arabic also: like Adam
89 Abå R§"iãah employs the two terms “states” and “aspects” to avoid implying 

that the divinity and humanity exist as “natures”, as the Melkites maintain.
90 That is, since the opposing predicates are attributed to two different aspects 

and states of the same Messiah simultaneously, it is not necessary to say that there 
are two different Messiahs.
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the living, rational, spiritual soul preserved [for eternity] through 
immortality, and from the sensible, visible body that suffers and 
dies. [The human being] is one, not two, without the soul altering 
its state or the body its state, and carrying himself both descriptions, 
in that he is visible and not visible, living and dying, perceptible and 
sensible, and not perceptible and not sensible, suffering and not suf-
fering. That means that the body and the spiritual soul united with 
it permit two [opposing] aspects [to be attributed to it], not [just] a 
single aspect, as we have described.

35 Now it is necessary for us to explain what we have preached 
concerning the Incarnation and becoming human, and the revelation 
of God in this as the intimate friend of humans for their salvation 
and deliverance from error [found] in the Books of God and what 
they passed on, just as the prophets have attested. We have presented 
this to [our opponents] previous to this point.

The Prophet of God, David, said in his book called “the Psalms”, 
imploring God, may He be praised! and asking for help, reported 
what happened before [his very eyes] in accordance with [other] 
authentic prophets: “Our Lord inclined the heavens and descended 
and drove back the mountains, like smoke.”91

And from [David’s] sayings: “God comes openly and is not 
silent.”92

And from his sayings: “The God of the gods is seen in Zion.”93

And from his sayings: “He sent His Word, and exonerated them 
and saved them from corruption.”94

36 Then, the Prophet Micah began his book, saying: “Hear, o 
heavens, and hearken, people of the earth, for the Lord will be a 
witness against you. Surely, God goes out from His place, descends 
and treads upon me.”95

91 Ps 144:5
92 Ps 50:3
93 Ps 84:7
94 Ps 107:20
95 Mic 1:2,3
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Then, the Prophet Jeremiah said in a part of a letter to Baruch, 
as an indication of his Lord, that: “This is our God, [Who] has 
no other partner beside Him, Who holds the whole world, and all 
the ways of peace. He bestows it upon His servant Jacob, and His 
beloved Israel from the beginning. Then He appeared after this 
walking upon the earth and was a companion and friend of human 
beings.”96 And this was because of the sin of Jacob and because of 
the offenses of Israel.

And the Prophet Isaiah, who is praised because of his prophecy, [for] 
his word and eloquent speech cannot be surpassed, said: “The virgin 
shall conceive and bear a son, and his name shall be proclaimed 
#Imm§nuel97 (the explanation of it is ‘our God is with us’).”

And [another] of his sayings is: “A child is born to us, and a son is 
given to us, whose leadership is upon his shoulder, God the Almighty 
of the worlds, the Ruler of peace, and he shall be proclaimed King 
of the great council, Father of the ages to come.”98

37 Moses, the intimate friend of God, told this story about Jacob 
Israel, when he instructed his sons and established the things certain 
to come with the approaching hour [of his death] in order to verify 
the prophecy concerning them: “The king will not withdraw from 
Judah, nor the chief from his tribe until the One to whom the king-
ship belongs comes and for whom the peoples hope and expect.”99

To whom does the kingship belong, other than God, glory be to 
Him?

There are other statements besides these in all of the prophets which, 
if we were to give a citation of them, would make the pages longer 
and many. [Our opponents] should know that our teaching of [the 
Incarnation] is from the Books sent down by God or those who trans-
mitted them, and this is not a fabrication by us or an innovation.

38 As for their statement concerning our exaltation of the Cross, 
while we forbid the worship of idols, our exaltation of it, o my 

96 Bar 3:35-37
97 Is 7:14
98 Is 9:6
99 Gen 49:10
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brother, [even though] it is especially contemptible, is a clear indi-
cation of our rejection of the worship of idols, and our repudiation 
of the veneration of graven images [of them].100 Because if we were 
to accept worship of [idols], we would not refrain from the image 
most precious and of the finest material,101 nor limit ourselves from 
what is crafted from gold and silver, emerald and sapphire. But 
when [we] do not turn to anything other than this despised form, 
[it must be asked]: if we were to make it from the finest and most 
beautiful things, would not someone who is intelligent think of us 
that we are seeking to worship graven images in some way or other? 
Rather, we turn ourselves to this form itself, just as I have said, it 
has become for us a qiblah,102 and something particular apart from 
all other things.
 God, glory be to Him! has been revealed in His Incarnation, praise 
be upon Him! and has delivered us from worship of [everything that 
is] other than God, [the Cross] is His sure sign upon the earth, which 
one who intends to worship Him manifestly103 believes in, and hopes 
for His return to the earth in the end [times] with honor and esteem, 
as He truly promised when He said through His evangelists that: 
“There they shall see My sign preceding before Me when I return 
in the end [times] together with My armies and My angels.”104 O 
what a terrifying fear this is for the clear enemy105 and his rebellious 
soldiers because it exposes them and puts them into flight! And he 
and his soldiers will never cease to beware and be fearful.106

. . . For how is it possible that the one who turns his face toward 
worship of his Lord be oriented to a qiblah other than His qiblah?
Now the cross is for us a qiblah and a glorious [thing], deserving of 

100 The issue of the veneration of holy objects, particularly icons and the Cross, 
has been taken up by several contemporaries of Abå R§"iãah, most notably Theo-
dore Abå Qurrah, see for example, Griffith, Holy Icons.

101 Here Abå R§"iãah uses the term jÇÌU as a common term to mean the sub-
stance or material from which something is made, rather than in its philosophical 
sense of ousia.

102 The direction of prayer; for Muslims this is the direction of Makka.
103 That is, one who intends to be an open worshipper of Christ, God incar-

nate.
104 Cf. Matt 24:30.
105 This is a Qur"§nic expression (Sura 2:168, 208; 6:143, etc.).
106 Beginning here the manuscript is corrupted.
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exaltation and honor and devotion, and who takes up [this] qiblah,
apart from [all] other things, is saved. We, the Christian community, 
worship our Lord and our God, and do not worship another god 
from among creatures.107

39 When we turn to the east at the times of our prayers, and 
not toward any of the other three directions, it is because of two 
[reasons]. The first is that the land where our father Adam dwelt 
before his Fall, according to the agreement of what is found in the 
Fathers, was the east, and the land of the Fall to which [he went] after 
[his] downfall and ruin through disobedience was a land of exile and 
[a land] of banishment, a wretched house and a prison. The heart 
yearns for the first home, longing for the return to it, lamenting for 
it in sadness. In his heart, [one] raises up his ideal vision, fixes on 
it with his mind, hoping for the success of his journey.
 [The second is] that our Lord the Messiah, may He be praised! 
granted His apostles and disciples when they asked the question 
concerning the time of His return at the end [times], saying to them 
and proclaiming: “Do not let doubt overcome you in this. But no 
knowledge of this with [explicit] expectations [will be given to you]. 
I say to you, just as the lightning flashes in the east and is seen in 
the west, like this will be My appearance when the hour draws 
near.”108 So we, the Christian community, expect His coming from 
the east, as He truly promised, and we turn our faces at the times 
of our prayers toward it.

40 As for their statement that: “All of the prophets and all of the 
forefathers did not take the east as the qiblah,” know, o my brother, 
that God, glory be to Him, took Jerusalem as a particular qiblah
from [all of the places of] the whole world. He commanded them 
to turn their faces toward it wherever [they are], and this is because 
God, glory be to Him, appeared in His Incarnation and becoming 
human in it, and He bore the cross of salvation in His humanity 

107 Abå R§"iãah is drawing the connection between Muslim worship in the 
direction of the Ka#bah, which is symbolic of the Divine Presence radiating out 
throughout the earth, and the Christian veneration of the Cross. In both cases, it
is not the object itself—the Black Stone or the Cross—that is worshiped, but rather 
the God Who is brought to the mind of the worshipper. As such, the qiblah deserves 
honor and devotion because it is a sign of God’s presence and care for the world, 
not because the object itself carries any intrinsic value.

108 Mt 24:27
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before its people and He affirmed faith in the certainty of the future 
resurrection when He resurrected His holy body, after it had fallen 
and had accepted death, forever. This is the mysterion for why the 
prophets and all of the honorable [fathers] turned towards Jerusalem 
from the beginning, and [the reason] we finally turn towards the 
east [in prayer].

41 As for our receiving the Eucharist as a customary practice 
and [why] we describe it as the body of the Messiah and His blood, 
this because our Lord and our God, glory be to Him! the Messiah, 
whose remembrance is exalted! said in His book, the Gospel, to His 
disciples who believed in Him, speaking when He gave bread to 
them and saying: “‘Eat, for it is My body freely given for all and for 
you for the forgiveness of sins.’ Then He gave them the cup, saying: 
‘Drink, all of you, for it is My blood freely poured out and shed for 
all and for you. Do it like this as a new Covenant from me with 
you and a new pledge, until My return.”109 Now we, the Christian 
community, do this because He commanded us for the purification 
of our sins, and a renewal of the remembrance of His death for us 
and the remembrance of the Resurrection until His return.

42 As for their statement that we have renounced circumcision 
and sacrifices, although the Messiah, Who is worshipped and all of 
the prophets and righteous people of old adhered to them, know, o 
my brother, that God, glory be to Him! charged His servants with a 
command only for a [particular] reason, and the cause of this may 
be known to all of them or unknown. And He is the Perfect [One], 
sufficient in Himself, Who does not have a desire of something but 
that it comes to Him, or He causes it draw near to Himself, and He 
does not regret what slips away from Him. The proof of this is His 
statement, glory be to Him! through the mouth of His prophet David 
(not to speak of the other prophets): “I do not eat the flesh of bulls 
nor drink the blood of goats, because the whole earth is Mine.”110

 Rather, the Merciful One commanded that they be slaughtered 
when the Israelites came to the land of Egypt,111 and their stay there 

109 Cf. Mt 14:19; 15:36; 26:26-29; Mk 14:22-25; Lk 22:17-19; 1 Cor 10:16; 
11:23-26. This is not literally taken from any of the biblical texts, nor is it found in 
any of the Syriac anaphoras known to date. (Graf, Abå R§"iãah,  131/189, n. 1)

110 Ps 50:13.
111 Cf. Sura 2:67. This section has numerous parallels in the Qur"§n.
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became longer, and they became accustomed to the practices of the 
people of Egypt and their laws in worship and to the food. And they 
practiced animal sacrifices until it became for them a customary 
practice, as [it was for] the rest of the people of Egypt. Swine [flesh] 
was food for them and the bull and the sheep were something to be 
worshipped by them. So they became accustomed to this and were 
in thrall to it, and love of it was deeply rooted in their hearts, until 
they did not prefer anything except [the form of] worship and food 
[of the Egyptians] because the time had grown so long [that they 
had accepted] them and the ignorance that overpowered them had 
become great, until God sent Moses to them as a prophet and one 
to save them from worship of what is not God. And he led them 
out of the land of Egypt, driving out their longings for the pleasures 
of its people. He brought down to them [from Sinai] a Book from 
God, his Lord, that is, the Torah, and commanded what was dif-
ferent from the worship and food [of Egypt] and what was superior 
to them. So with this He cut them off from worship of [anything] 
other than Himself, and He commanded the  slaughter of what they 
had [previously] worshiped, and permitted them to eat its flesh. 
And swine [flesh] was forbidden them after they had eaten it to the 
exclusion of other flesh.

43 The verification of this is their reproach of Moses after he 
had taken them and their cattle and their sheep, not to mention the 
gold and silver, out [of Egypt]. When they were regretful and had 
remorse over the food and meats they had left behind in Egypt, they 
said “If we had stayed in Egypt, we would have eaten and had our 
fill of meat.”112 Now when they thought about being satisfied with 
meat and lamented [it], you must know, o my brother, that the meat 
that they lamented [not having] was the meat of swine, for surely 
there was no other kind of meat that was not with them.
 The act of our Lord, may He be praised, permitting the Sons 
of Israel animal sacrifices, even though they accepted them at a 
designated time,113 was [out of] the desire to strengthen them and 
return them to worship of Him, destroying the love of anything other 
than Him in their hearts, strengthening their inner devotion with 
firm love and friendship to Him and [establishing] their longing for 

112 Ex 16:3
113 E.g., after a period of time that had a purpose in God’s plan.
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Him and persistence in knowing Him in every human being, and the 
confession [of faith] in Him, even as these were [becoming] deeply 
rooted in their hearts.
 And in His permitting animal sacrifices there was another myste-
rion—the mysterion of the likeness of the sacrifice which was for all of 
humanity, that is, the Messiah, our Lord and our God, may He be 
praised! and this [brought] the possibility by His Incarnation, glory 
be to Him! to accept [the sacrifice on our behalf] not in His divin-
ity, which is exalted over death and extinction, [but rather in His 
humanity]. For if by the sacrifice of these beasts sins were forgiven, 
how much more is the forgiveness through the blood of our Lord 
and Our God, the Messiah, may He be praised!

44 It is like this with the teaching on all of the laws concerning 
the body, for they are a sign and a mark of the adherents of God114

from the beginning, so they would be known particularly by [the law] 
apart from the other peoples. And this was for a fixed time and it is 
not necessary to follow them for all time. As God commanded Abra-
ham with this after he had passed ninety years of his life, when no 
one in his time knew God and believed in God except him, so He 
marked [Abraham and his descendents] with the circumcision, so that 
they would know that they were the tribe of God, who acknowledged 
His divinity, apart from the rest of the peoples.
 The witness for this is the statement of God, praise be to Him, 
through the tongue of His prophet, Jeremiah, when he gave [this] 
account according to his Lord: “The days are coming upon you 
when I will make a New Covenant with the Sons of Judah, not like 
the first Covenant which I made with their fathers at the time I led 
them out of the Land of Egypt. Because they disobeyed My  Covenant, 
so I have abandoned them.”115 And like His statement also through 
the tongue of Ezekiel the prophet, when he said to all of the Sons 
of Israel: “I remind you of My Covenant with you, and I will raise 
up a New Covenant with you.”116

 The first Covenant that [God] made with their fathers in the 
beginning was without doubt the Torah, in which [the revelation of] 
the general confession of the oneness of God has been sent down, 

114 Or: the party of God.
115 Jer 31:31-33. Note addition of the final phrase to the received text.
116 Ez 16:60
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without an explication, [the command of] circumcision, the obser-
vance of the Sabbath, animal sacrifices, and other revealed laws, as 
we have described.

45 The New Covenant, which is not similar to the first Covenant, 
is the pure Gospel, abrogating117 the laws of the Torah and its limits 
with its [own] laws, [yet giving] proper sanction to [the Torah] in 
the belief in God and in the truth of His oneness. Therefore, the 
laws of the Torah are abrogated by the laws of the Gospel, and [the 
confession] of [God’s] oneness is established in it, and its explanation 
is given and clarified, and [God] is named Father and Son and Holy 
Spirit.
 As for the Torah, it is not necessary for us to accept it nor to take 
up its practices nor its duties, after our knowledge of the oneness of 
His ousia is correct. And we describe His attributes in truth, since the 
Messiah, may He be praised! established them and affirmed them in 
His becoming human and His Incarnation. Because He had assumed 
them from the beginning, without abolishing anything of them or 
abrogating them with something better.
 What a difference in worth there is between the duties of the 
Gospel and the duties of the Torah, like the difference in prefer-
ence between injustice and justice! This is the reason the duties of 
the Torah were left behind, not because of a denial of something of 
them or invalidity.

46 As for the cause of our forty-day fast, this is necessary for all 
human beings for various reasons. The first is the fast of Moses, and 
others of the prophets, for by this number [of days], without increase 
or decrease, they were made worthy of refuge in God, praise be to 
Him! and of speaking with Him and of their faces being adorned by 
Him with the ornaments of fire and His radiance. It is fitting that 
they be emulated and their example of the obligatory fast be fol-
lowed, from the first to the last [human being], for its great benefit 
and many helps in gaining grace and the protection in it [while] 
drawing closer to God, may He be praised!
 As for the second [reason], we have received [the obligation of 

117 The term “abrogation” (dmBÃ) would call to mind the Islamic exegetical 
principle, based in the Qur"§n (2:106, 22:52, 17:86, 13:39, 57:6-7, 16:101), by which 
certain verses given to MuÈammad are “modified” or revoked (dÌnÄ¿) by others, 
often through the later revelation of a more specific directive.
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the fast] from the Messiah, may He be praised! upon His participa-
tion with us in His Incarnation and His becoming human for us, He 
became for us a leader and fighter in His struggle and His labor, 
and cast off our offenses and drove from us the stain of IblÊs, and 
his armies who had been master over us. Because we had pursued 
their inclinations for the desires of our flesh and the burning and 
flaming delights of our bodies, we had become slack and had been 
led to them by our neglect. [The Messiah] gave to us an example 
for the flesh [in] His fight and His struggle and set up before us 
His strategy by which He, may He be praised! deceived [IblÊs] in 
His flesh during His fast for forty days and nights, because of His 
capability [of doing this], glory be to Him! So He put [IblÊs] to flight 
and crushed him and shattered his power, and erased his image from 
His mind and He warned him against fighting all human beings. For 
[this was accomplished] from the first pain He tasted, and the great 
outrage [done to] His body which is like our bodies.
 We find in the Book118 sent down [by God], besides what we have 
described about accepting this number [of forty days], concerning 
the purification and cleansing of sins, that God, glory be to Him! 
after He had destroyed humanity in the age of Noah, the righteous, 
at that time sending down on them the punishment of the flood for 
forty days and nights, the punishment of forty lashes for the one of 
the Sons of Israel who had sinned was fixed in the Torah. And they 
remained wandering in the desert for forty years as a punishment 
from Him, the Merciful, because of the excess of their evil deeds. 
Now this is the reason we limit our fast . . . . 

118 The Torah.
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THE FIRST RIS$LAH ON THE HOLY TRINITY

Introduction

Background and Contents

Arguably the most important of all of Abå R§"iãah’s treatises is The 
First Ris§lah on the Holy Trinity, which, along with The Ris§lah on the 
Incarnation, is written in the form of a letter answering the request of 
an unnamed member of another Jacobite community. Together, these 
two ras§"il provide his most complete treatment of Muslim objections 
to central Christian doctrines. Evidence also suggests that a third 
ris§lah related to them has been lost. The short compilation found in 
the Confession of the Fathers of excerpts from several of Abå R§"iãah’s 
writings refers to The Ris§lah on the Incarnation as being “the second 
ris§lah of the three ras§"il in which he speaks of the Holy Trinity 
and the Incarnation”.1 The reference is somewhat ambiguous, and 
the third ris§lah may be the one written to the Christians of BaÈrÊn, 
which Abå R§"iãah himself refers his readers to at the end of On the 
Incarnation 85 as containing more information on a similar topic.2

 However, the possible existence of third letter in connection with 
On the Trinity and On the Incarnation is not unlikely. The note in Con-
fession 3 implies that its subject was the Trinity and Incarnation, 
although this is not certain. One might also speculate that the topic of 
the missing ris§lah was an exposition of religious practices questioned 
by Muslims, perhaps with an emphasis on eucharistic celebrations, 
and other liturgical customs connected to the Incarnation. It was not 
unusual for the three subjects of Trinity, Incarnation, and Christian 

1 (Confession §3):  TÌ»BR»A Ó¯ BÈ»B³ ÓN»A ½ÖBmi S¼R»A Å¿ ÒÎÃBR»A Ò»Bmj»A
. . . fnVN»AË Òmf´À»A.

2 There are several reasons to assume these are two different letters. The compiler 
of the excerpts in the Confessions refers to the ris§lah to the Christians in BaÈrÊn as a 
separate letter, unlike his mention of On the Incarnation. Also, both On the Trinity and 
On the Incarnation have been given the titles of “first” and “second” ris§lah followed 
by their topics. It is doubtful that the ris§lah to those in BaÈrÊn would have been 
designated as the “third”. Not only was it obviously written before the other two, 
it can probably be safely assumed that the style was conspicuously different, since 
it was composed on a separate occasion for a particular purpose.
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practices to be treated together in Syriac liturature, as Abå R§"iãah
did in Arabic in his own Proof of the Christian Religion.3

 The significance of the extant texts On the Trinity and On the Incarna-
tion lies in the purpose for which they have been written. Abå R§"iãah
presents his reasons for composing the ras§"il in the opening sections of 
the On the Trinity: he has been asked by an unnamed person to “write 
a book explaining what is obscure to you concerning the teachings 
of the peoples and their claim that what they hold is correct” (§2). In 
fact, nowhere does he speak directly of “the teachings of the peoples”, 
that is, the Muslims. Rather, the central intention of these texts can 
be identified in his statement at the beginning of On the Trinity that 
it is a clarification of the teachings of “the People of the South”, and 
that he will provide for his reader the “confession” of “the People 
of the Truth”, that is, the Jacobite community, and the proof for 
it (§2). The “proof” or burh§n is certainly a reference to the Qur"§nic
testimony that Christians will be called upon to produce their proof 
for the truth of their religion on the Day of Judgement (Sura 2:111, 
28:75). In particular, they will be compelled to give a justification 
for their belief in the Trinity and the divinity of Christ. The two 
ras§"il Abå R§"iãah offers to the Christian (and Muslim) reader are 
a sort of compendium of ready responses to possible questions and 
objections that could be leveled against Christians, a kind of kit§b 
al-burh§n, to exactly these issues raised by Muslims about Christian 
beliefs.
 Like the Proof of the Christian Religion, these treatises were written 
within a context of rising external pressure on Christians to convert 
to Islam, as well as increasing doubts within the Christian commu-
nity itself. In On the Trinity and On the Incarnation, Abå R§"iãah takes 
up nearly all of the same questions concerning these topics found 
elsewhere in his writings. Many of the issues addressed in the Proof
appear in a more fully developed treatment using additional philo-
sophical and scriptural evidence. Nonetheless there is a noticeable 
shift in the tone between the Proof and the two ras§"il. Whereas the 
former is intended as an overall apology for Christianity, usually 
providing explanations and replies that might be accessible to any 

3 Griffith, “Disputes,” 254-255. Among the numerous examples of this in Syriac 
is the apologetical text authored by Abå R§"iãah’s protegé, Nonnus of Nisibis (Van 
Roey, Nonnus).
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educated Christian, the ras§"il on the Trinity and Incarnation are 
intended to rebut charges made by Muslim mutakallimån. The form 
of the Proof is often discursive, giving detailed explanations of teach-
ings designed to convince and bolster the faith of the believer, and 
is written primarily with other Christians in mind.
 The ras§"il On the Trinity and On the Incarnation, on the other hand, 
are dialectical and follow the rules of debate more closely. In both 
of these treatises, Abå R§"iãah provides his reader with clearly for-
mulated questions intended to identify the source of the conflict, 
followed by an arsenal of responses drawing on a variety of sources. 
Often he assumes a great deal of knowledge on the part of his reader, 
sketching only the barest outlines of his arguments, and giving brief 
references to significant theological and philosophical concepts. These 
are scholarly treatises, not general apologies.
 It is in this structure that another important aspect of the texts can 
be identified. At this critical moment in the development of Islamic 
theology, Abå R§"iãah offers an insight into the mutual knowledge 
that Muslims and Christians had of one another, and what topics 
were of concern to them. With the transition to Arabic and the 
formulation of Islamic doctrines in light of newly-translated Greek 
texts, terminology and categories were being defined and solidified, 
often in ways that excluded Christian understandings of them. The 
long history of conflict among the churches over the same issues of 
precise definitions is evidence that Christians did not consider this 
to be an academic exercise. Now, it appeared that Christianity was 
being overcome by an alternative religion on the grounds that it was 
itself inconsistent with reason and what could be known about God. 
These ras§"il reflect the attempt of a significant figure in the Jacobite 
church to regain control over those categories and provide a “proof” 
that the Christian doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation are nei-
ther contradictory nor nonsensical. In fact, Abå R§"iãah argues, an 
openness to the evidence necessarily leads one to the conclusion that 
the Christian understanding of divine attributes and the relationship 
between Creator and creation can be the only appropriate way to 
speak about God.
 The approach Abå R§"iãah takes to counter the challenges his 
community is facing displays his exceptional understanding of the 
problem. After a brief introduction, he lays out the problems con-
fronting the person who would engage in debate with the opponents, 
and the pros and cons of entering into such a conversation (§§1-4). 
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This is followed by what amounts to a creedal statement put into the 
mouths of the Muslim interlocutors, and Abå R§"iãah’s request for 
fairness in the ensuing debate (§4). The next section is an extensive 
discussion of the definitions of terms and their application to God 
using logical principles and analogies (§§5-32). The treatise concludes 
with some examples taken from the “sacred books” demonstrating 
that it is not inconsistent to say God is a plurality (§§33-38) and some 
further analogies found in the created world (§§39-45).

Abå R§"iãah begins On the Trinity with a long invocation asking 
God’s blessings on the addressee of the letter and on Abå R§"iãah
himself and the unidentified “us”. While one finds brief introductions
in several of his other letters, (e.g., the opening greeting of Proof ), the 
first ris§lah is extensive. In fact, the introduction itself (§§1-3) bears a 
strong resemblance to the format of the Syriac preface, which was 
already well-developed by the end of the sixth century. The composi-
tion of the Syriac preface has its roots in Greek sources, but came 
to be a form in its own right under the influence of Neo-Platonic 
commentators of Alexandria and Christian Syriac writers.4

 Numerous elements of the traditional Syriac preface can be identi-
fied in Abå R§"iãah’s text, such as an address to a person without 
an actual greeting, an appeal to God for assistance (§1), a brief 
explanation of the occasion and purpose of the letter, a declaration 
of his unworthiness and fear of the task before him, and his feeling 
of obligation towards the addressee, as well as supporting biblical 
citations (§2-3).5 A typical aspect of the preface found in the ris§lah
is the tendency to emphasize that what is being presented is not 
something new, but rather a simple exposition of what has already 
been given in the Scriptures and other esteemed authorities, in this 
case, the ancient philosophers.6 Although Abå R§"iãah does not say 
this directly at the outset, his objective is unmistakable—he intends to 
establish that Christianity is consistent with what has been recognized 
as the truth throughout the ages and is neither self-contradictory nor 
an innovation.
 The opening of the preface in On the Trinity is a series of peti-
tions begging for guidance in the search for the truth and support 

4 Eva Riad, Studies in the Syriac Preface, Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studia 
Semitica Upsaliensia 11 (Uppsala: Uppsala University; Stockholm, Sweden: Distributer 
Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1988), esp. chapters 3 and 5.

5 Ibid., 187-207, 214-218.
6 Ibid., 208-211.
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for those seeking to live in God’s ways (§1). The language is flowery 
and complex, and no doubt intended to impress the reader. One 
notices immediately that in his introductory lines Abå R§"iãah has 
chosen terminology that is strongly reminiscent of Qur"§nic and Islamic 
ideas: clinging to God’s divine precepts (|ÖAj¯) and the obligation 
of His laws (©ÖAjq), fighting for God’s ways (ÉÄÄn»ÅÎIjZN¿), holding 
fast to God’s Word (ÂÝ·), rejoicing7 in His religion (ÅÍe), rejecting 
the unbeliever (j°¸»A ÅÍfYBU)8 and the Deceiver (PÌ«Bñ»A) (§1).9 All 
of these would be recognized by a Muslim, as well as an Arabic-
speaking Christian reader, as identifiable aspects of Islamic faith. 
Yet Abå R§"iãah cleverly turns the phrases slightly to make them 
Christian. For example, his reference to the fight for God’s “ways”, 
or sunan, would have been contrasted in the mind of the reader with 
the sunna of the Prophet MuÈammad, the basis for Islamic religious 
and legal practice. The term sunna itself simply means “practice” or 
“tradition”, but within the context of Abå R§"iãah’s list it carries with 
it an implied distinction between Islamic and Christian practice.
 This brief inventory of appropriate attitudes of the believer sets 
the tone for the two ras§"il. By choosing common vocabulary and 
concepts, Abå R§"iãah lays out Christian teachings in such a way 
as to show their similarity to Muslim beliefs (and thus demonstrates 
that they are not incoherent), while at the same time presenting them 
as superior. Consequently he can respond both to the scepticism 
of Muslims and the doubts and fears of Christians confronted with 
Islam.
 After his short preface, Abå R§"iãah turns to the project at hand. 
He states that he is writing this letter in response to a request by 
the addressee to answer a number of questions and objections con-
cerning “the teachings of the peoples” and their claim that their 
own religion is correct. In particular, he notes, he will explain the 
religion of “the People of the South” (ÅÀÎN»A ½ÇA), who say that their 
faith is superior above all other religions (§2). The phrasing of this 
is interesting, for it implies that Abå R§"iãah intends to look first at 
the “teachings of the peoples”, and then more specifically at those 

7 Sura 13:36 speaks of rejoicing on account of the revelation of the “Book” 

(LBN¸»A).
8 Sura 29:47, 49; 31:32; 6:33; etc. state that it is the unbelievers who reject the 

signs of God.
9 Sura 2:256-257; 4:51, 60; etc.
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of the “People of the South”. The identity of the latter is certainly 
believers of Islam.
 In keeping with his habit of never mentioning anything Islamic 
by name, Abå R§"iãah uses the unusual phrase “the People of the 
South” (ÅÀÎN»A ½ÇA) to identify his Muslim opponents. This epithet 
also appears in a list of religious groups he gives in Threefold Praise 
(I) 5. It has been suggested that the designation of “the People of 
the South” refers to the direction, or qiblah, of the Ka#bah in Makka 
toward which a Muslim should pray when one is located in TakrÊt
near Baghdad.10 This theory has some support in a later Syriac 
chronicle which distinguishes Muslims as praying while facing the 
south,11 making it a plausible suggestion. However, it seems just as 
likely that the designation refers simply to the place of origin of the 
Muslim conquerors. This would better explain Abå R§"iãah’s other-
wise odd statement about “the teachings of the peoples” and further 
clarification “especially the teaching of the People of the South.” Since 
it is obvious from the text that he only intends to address questions 
about Islam (hence, the teachings of the Muslims), “peoples” probably 
refers to Muslims in general, including Arabs, Persians, and other 
converts.12 The “People of the South,” then, are likely the Arabs, 
who saw themselves as bringers of the message of the Qur"§n to the 
Mediterranean world.13 An advantage of this explanation is that it 
accounts for the two parts to Abå R§"iãah’s statement.
 Further, while the Arabs could truly be called “southerners,” the 
designation of “those who pray facing south” would be somewhat 
arbitrary. Muslims are very careful and precise about the specific 
direction of the qiblah, making it relative to one’s own position. The 
direction of “south” would be a rather vague description, and not 
necessarily the same for Abå R§"iãah as for his readers. This theory 
also presupposes that his non-Muslim readers would be familiar with 
this Islamic practice, not an improbable assumption, but a considera-
tion nonetheless.

10 Griffith, “Abå R§"iãah,” 169.
11 Chronicon 1234, 81/230, 109/180.
12 Bo Holmberg argues that this term is also associated with numerous apoca-

lyptic expectations concerning the Muslims. Holmberg, “Ahl/farÊq at-tayman—ein 
rätesvolles Epitheton”, Oriens Christianus 78 (1994): 83-103.

13 This distinction between Arabs and later converts was a common one before 
the #Abb§sid dynasty, and no doubt still existed in the consciousness of the people, 
even among non-Muslims.
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 In any case, in spite of the lack of an explicit identification, there 
is no doubt that Abå R§"iãah is setting out to refute only Islamic 
doctrines in the following two ras§"il. Muslims would have recognized 
themselves immediately in his lucid summaries of their teachings, 
as well as the allusions to, and in some cases, near exact citations 
from the Qur"§n. There are at least two possible explanations for this. 
First, it may be that Abå R§"iãah wishes to deflect some emphasis 
away from his primary intention to refute Islam. This follows his 
general approach of never mentioning MuÈammad, the Qur"§n, or 
anything Islamic by name. Perhaps he thought to argue that it is not 
particularly Islam that is the object of his rebuttal in the event he 
was called to task by the authorities. However, this seems improb-
able, since no one reading the remainder of the text could confuse 
or mistake his purpose.
 A second possibility is that his contrast between the “peoples” 
and the “People of the South” points to the actual phenomenon 
of those accepting Islam. The period in which Abå R§"iãah lived 
saw the conversion of many indigenous peoples to Islam. After the 
#Abb§sid dynasty came into power, the ethnicity of Muslims shifted 
from predominantly Arab to a majority of non-Arab descent through 
marriage and conversion.14 By the time in which Abå R§"iãah is writ-
ing there were many “peoples” who had accepted Islam, although 
it was well known that the religion originated with the “People of 
the South”.
 In view of this, one cannot help but notice his choice of the plural 
umam and think of its common usage in Islam in connection with 
the Muslim community, or umma. Abå R§"iãah appears to be mak-
ing a tacit comment on the Islamic claim that all Muslim believers 
are united into the single umma.15 Contrary to this assertion, he is 
reminding his reader that the acceptance of Islam by these various 
“peoples” is a recent occurrence, and not to be thought of as equal 
to the ancient religions to which they had adhered before. The move 
of society in the direction of a single religion, culture and language 
did not erase the fact that converts to Islam were coming from a 
multitude of peoples.16

14 Bulliet, Conversion to Islam.
15 R. Paret, “UMMA,” EI2, vol. 4: 1015-1016.
16 Gutas has pointed out that the #Abb§sid program to create a common Islamic 

culture based upon a universal religious and linguistic foundation was particularly 
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 As a prologue to his own explanation and refutation of those who 
reject the Trinity and Incarnation, Abå R§"iãah commences the body 
of his treatise with a statement put in the mouths of Muslims about 
what they believe. Although he does not cite it again throughout his 
writings, nor does he discuss every aspect of it in his response to the 
assertion, it provides the backdrop for the ensuing discussion. The 
essential argument of the “People of the South”, according to Abå 
R§"iãah, is that Christians and Muslims agree on the basic attributes 
of God. Therefore, it does not make sense for Christians to reject 
what they know to be true. As evidence, the opponents put forward 
a list of all of those attributes which they know are recognized by 
Christians. However, they add the caveat that their refusal to accept 
the Trinity is justified, because it is incorrect.
 This summary, which is a list of commonly held attributes of God, 
clearly reflects a developed Islamic theology at the turn of the ninth 
century. One can identify within it attributes found in the Qur"§n, as 
well as in the very long and complex statement of Islamic faith com-
monly known as the Fiqh Akbar II from the end of the ninth century.17

Although the final form of the Fiqh Akbar II appears almost a century 
after Abå R§"iãah, it contains more terms found in On the Trinity than 
any other known #aqÊda.18 A number of the terms and phrases which 
cannot be directly connected to the Qur"§n or the Fiqh Akbar II can 
be traced to other sources found in Abå R§"iãah’s milieau. Another 
#aqÊda, and one of the most comprehensive from the early to the 
middle of the eighth century, is that of the Mu#tazilah reported by 

prominent in this period. If this is so, then Abå R§"iãah’s comment may reflect an 
attempt to counter the endeavor. Gutas, Greek Thought.

17 It is in this period that more formalized creeds reflecting theological and 
philosophical concerns appear. According to Wensinck, Islamic creedal statements, 
or #aq§"ida (singular #aqÊda), previous to the beginnings of the #Abb§sid period tended 
to be very brief and concise, often reflecting the solidification of certain positions 
concerning particular practices and beliefs. The earliest of these #aq§"ida is the Fiqh 
Akbar, attributed to Abå \anÊfah (700-767/81-150), which makes no mention of 
the unity of God or of any of the questions of attributes. The turn of the ninth 
century saw the development and expansion of the #aq§"ida. The Fiqh Akbar II, which 
is an extensively developed version of Abå H¬nÊfah’s Fiqh Akbar, to the period of 
Abå-l-\asan #AlÊ ibn Ism§"Êl al-Aà"arÊ (260-324/873-935) as an expression of the 
final rejection of the Mu#tazilah movement by the Islamic community. Wensinck, 
Creed, esp. chapters I and II.

18 To date I have not found other relevant #aq§"ida apart from those published 
in Wensinck.
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al-Aà"arÊ, which expresses their teaching about God almost entirely 
in the characteristic negative language.19 The #aqÊda of the Mu#tazilah,
of course, develops these in much greater detail, and the order of the 
terms is not exact. Nonetheless, one can identify a general form in 
the summary provided by Abå R§"iãah which is similar to the later 
#aqÊda. It is also notable that the conclusions of both reflect a clear 
rejection of certain Christian teachings. Abå R§"iãah’s text ends with 
the Muslims denying the possibility of a Trinity in God, while the 
#aqÊda refuses to admit divine incarnation.20

 In light of the similarities between the teachings of the Mu#tazilah
and the statement found in On the Trinity, it might be suggested that 
Abå R§"iãah’s questioners are adherents of that well-known group.21

Baghdad was one of the two important centers of the Mu#tazilah,
and during the reign of al-Ma"mån, exactly at the time in which 
Abå R§"iãah is writing, they exerted significant pressure on impe-
rial policy and on the development of theological thought.22 In fact, 
there is strong evidence that Abå R§"iãah’s Demonstration is written 
to an eminent mu#tazilÊ who had moved to Baghdad and was very 
influential there, Abå Ma#an Tum§mah ibn al-Aàras an-NumaryÊ 
al-BaßrÊ. There are some important indications, however, that it was 
not only the Mu#tazilah who were Abå R§"iãah’s opponents. In par-
ticular, he uses analogies throughout his treatises as a significant 
aspect of his argumentation. However, the Mu#tazilah are known 
to have rejected analogy as valid, along with any other ideas that 
compared God to creation. Nonetheless, Abå R§"iãah may have 
included analogies simply because he intends to provide his reader 
with every possible type of argument, in order to reach the widest 
audience possible.
 In fact, however, all of the terms and ideas found in the summary 
of Muslim faith presented by Abå R§"iãah in the ris§lah can be gener-
ally accounted for either in the Qur"§n, or in other Islamic sources.23

19 Ibid., 73-74.
20 Abå-l-\asan #AlÊ ibn Ism§"Êl Al-Aà#arÊ, Kit§b Maq§l§t al-isl§mÊyÊn wa ihtil§f 

al-mußallÊn, ed. Helmut Ritter (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag Gmbh., 1963), 
156.

21 Daccache argues that the list of attributes given by Abå R§"iãah bears enough 
resemblance to the tenets held by the Mu#tazilah that his interlocutors can be identi-
fied with them. Daccache, “Abå R§"ita,” 43-47.

22 Watt, Formative Period, 221, 224-225.
23 Only three phrases cannot be found directly, but are still known to have 
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It does not appear that Abå R§"iãah has created the summary on 
his own, but rather reproduced what he has heard directly from 
Muslims with whom he is in conversation, allowing one to accept it 
as a reliable description of orthodox Islamic faith as it was expressed 
in scholarly circles in Baghdad at this time. Although the evidence 
is too limited to identify it as a sort of proto-#aqÊda, it certainly can 
be counted as one of the earliest summaries known to date.
 Second, and equally important, is the extent to which the ris§lah
reveals the knowledge that Abå R§"iãah, as a Christian intellec-
tual, had of Islam. Unlike later Christian accounts of the beliefs 
of Muslims, particularly those coming from Western writers, Abå 
R§"iãah’s writings exhibit a profound and accurate understanding 
of the central issues which separate followers of the two religions. 
He clearly recognizes his “opponents” as adherents of another faith, 
not just supporters of a heretical strain of Judaism or Christianity, 
and proceeds in a suitable manner. The evidence and arguments 
Abå R§"iãah puts forward in defense of Christianity are intended to 
address the matters that divide it from Islam, and he believes that he 
will only be successful if he accurately describes Muslim beliefs and 
takes them up honestly. The summary of faith which he provides 
lays out the issues up front and leaves nothing to be disputed for its 
deception or inaccuracy. His conscientious and meticulous approach 
make his writings all the more valuable for understanding the intel-
lectual atmosphere and level of exchange that occurred between 
Muslims and Christians in this period.
 With the summary of faith of the “People of the South” as the 
premise, Abå R§"iãah has constructed his argument in such a way as 
to get to the heart of the problem of the nature of God (how does one 
speak appropriately about divine attributes? and, can God become 
incarnated?), while avoiding the use of any traditional sources to 
substantiate his position that might provide a basis for his opponents 
to dismiss his case out of hand. For this reason he begins his trea-
tises by defining the meaning of “one” and its relationship to other 
predicates, and then moves in the second part to the possibility and 
reasons for the Incarnation.
 This overall structure of his apology is completely determined 

been acceptable to Muslim scholars. See my forthcoming article for an extensive 
analysis of this passage from Abå R§"iãah.
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by an issue he only mentions briefly in (§33) and (§39) at the end 
of On the Trinity, taÈrÊf, the claim that Christians and Jews have dis-
torted their scriptures and consequently obscured the truth of God’s 
word. This concern for avoiding rejection by Muslim thinkers on the 
grounds of taÈrÊf fully informs Abå R§"iãah’s project of explaining 
and defending the doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation. Knowing 
that much of the traditional evidence employed earlier by Christian 
apologists against Judaism will be denied because it contradicts the 
Qur"§n, he is one of the first to build his argument using principles of 
logic and elements drawn from Greek thought.24 Only then does he 
give further evidence and analogies taken from scriptural examples 
that he believes will pass the scrutiny of those suspicious of taÈrÊf. It 
is for this reason he uses passages from the Old Testament almost 
exclusively, as these can be shown to be acceptable even to “our 
enemies the Jews” (§39).25

 Like the Proof, Abå R§"iãah’s On the Trinity and On the Incarnation
are written in the dialectical format common among Arab Christian 
apologists, and show some signs of following the patterns dictated by 
the formal mun§íar§t occurring in Islamic circles in this period.26 In 
general, a mun§íara was expected to follow a three-part structure: a 
question (description of a proof), a first response (evidence or causes 
for the proof) and second response (general validity of the proof, 
often using analogies).27 The overall outline of the On the Trinity
follows this approach, beginning first with the Muslim question in 
the creed-like statement (§34), followed by Abå R§"iãah’s rebuttals 
which include a refutation and evidence for the disagreement, and 
analogies or examples supporting his position.
 For the convenience of the reader, Abå R§"iãah has used the 
standard apologetical format and organized the text as a series of 
questions by his opponents followed by the most appropriate way 
in which to develop a response. In order to produce a successful 
counter-argument in a mun§íara, it was first necessary to know what 

24 Harald Suermann argues that Abå R§"iãah may be the first Christian to 
use Aristotle in engaging Muslims on these topics. See “Trinität in der islamisch-
christlichen Kontroverse nach Abå R§"iãah,” Zeitschrift für Missionswissenschaft un 
Religionswissenschaft 74 (July 1990), esp. 221-223.

25 Keating, “TaÈrÊf,” 35-50.
26 See the Introduction for a detailed discussion of formal mun§íar§t.
27 Van Ess, “Disputationspraxis,” 39.
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types of argument the opponent will accept. For example, certain 
groups of Muslim theologians in Abå R§"iãah’s day were unwilling to 
accept analogy or consensus as legitimate elements of argumentation. 
Christians had the added difficulty of responding to the accusation 
of taÈrÊf.
 Most importantly, if one was to succeed in the debate, it was criti-
cal to find a common starting point. The Mu#tazilah used rationalism, 
and evidence shows that Christians generally adopted this approach. 
Indeed, Abå R§"iãah begins both On the Trinity and Proof with the 
issue that is at the root of the disagreement: a clear definition of the 
meaning of the statement that “God is One” (§7). He then proceeds 
with a mas"alah ÈaÆr (insisting that one of several provided catego-
ries be chosen), asking whether God is “one” in genus, species or 
number. This strategy is recognizable as tafrÊq, forcing the opponent 
to differentiate between multiple meanings of a single word. Abå 
R§"iãah also uses taqsÊm throughout On the Trinity, On the Incarnation,
and Refutation, in which distinctions within a single topic are made 
until the opponent is led to the appropriate conclusion.28

Abå R§"iãah’s skill in using these strategies in making his case 
support the suggestion that he actually participated in mun§íar§t
with Muslims. The complexity of his arguments and his ability to 
 predict how his adversaries will proceed indicates that the On the 
Trinity and On the Incarnation are closer to edited transcripts of actual 
debates in which he took part, than to hypothetical exercises de-
signed as teaching tools. While the texts may have been used in 
 academic settings for this very purpose, there can be no doubt 
that Abå R§"iãah’s personal experience during which he honed his 
responses and rhetorical skills lies behind the current form of the 
text.
 Throughout the ris§lah Abå R§"iãah forces his questioners to for-
mulated ever-more precise definitions of their terms, and to define 
attributes more clearly, until they are compelled to admit the truth of 
Christian doctrine. Although he does not mention any of the “people 
of wisdom” specifically, one can identify the Greek philosophers, 
especially Aristotle, behind many of the distinctions he makes. He 
has also drawn on the insights of the Cappadocian fathers here, 

28 Ibid., 27; 40, n.8.
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whom he mentions explicitly in his writings in defense of Jacobite 
teachings against the Melkites.
 It is only at the conclusion of the text that Abå R§"iãah adds 
some well-known analogies, and even a few biblical citations that 
he believes will be helpful to illustrate his argument. At this point 
he concludes, with the intention of picking up the implications of 
the Holy Trinity in the Incarnation in his second treatise.

Addressees and Date

The structure of On the Trinity and On the Incarnation follows the form 
of the ris§lah noted above, exhibiting the two-fold purpose of being 
written for an unnamed person or group, while at the same time 
intended for a much wider readership. The vague reference to an 
individual at the beginning of the text is someone with whom Abå 
R§"iãah appears to be acquainted. After this opening remark, he 
does not mention this person again until the very end. Nevertheless, 
there is no reason believe that the text was composed under entirely 
fabricated circumstances, and something may be deduced about the 
addressee.29 In the introduction to the first ris§lah, he asks the blessings 
of God on himself and on an unidentified “us”. The references in 
the opening paragraphs are to a single masculine person, using the 
familiar (¹Î»A) rather than the formal form (Á¸Î»A) of address, which 
can be understood either as a singular or plural. This suggests that 
he is writing to an individual whom he knows well and who belongs 
to the same ecclesial community to which Abå R§"iãah belongs.
 Given the remark at the end of the On the Incarnation (§85) that he 
has written “to the people of BaÈrÊn”, it seems that Abå R§"iãah’s 
addressee lives somewhere in the same general vicinity and would be 
familiar with this Christian community in the district of •irh§n near 
Mossål. This is in keeping with the general assumption throughout 
the two ras§"il that the addressee is having similar experiences with 
his Muslim neighbors as Abå R§"iãah. It is also clear that, although 
the bulk of the ris§lah is presented as a question-answer exchange 
between Muslims and Abå R§"iãah, the primary expected reader-
ship is his own ecclesial community, whom he calls the “People of 
Truth” (μZ»A ½ÇA) (§2). That this is the Syrian Jacobite community 

29 Griffith, “Abå R§"itah,”167.
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is readily apparent from the monophysite christological position he 
puts forth in the On the Incarnation.

One can also assume that the unnamed recipient of these two ras§"il
was an educated lay person like himself, or a cleric with whom he 
was on friendly terms. The contents of the text assume a great deal 
of learning, both in the Christian tradition, and of basic concepts 
and intellectual trends in Islam, and would be useless to someone 
who could not follow the argument himself. Abå R§"iãah has written 
the ras§"il as a guide to those who would be invited to participate 
in debates with learned Muslims and who would presumably be 
well-versed in the issues that might arise, but who could benefit 
from the experience and successes of a renowned debate partner. 
The addressee might also be a clergyman, priest or bishop, who is 
concerned that members of his flock are unable to defend themselves 
when confronted by questions put to them by Muslims during their 
daily activities.
 Without any internal evidence for support, it is difficult to pinpoint 
a date for the two ras§"il, although it is quite probable that they were 
written together. The smooth transition between the two and the 
similar degree of care and deliberation in their composition allow 
the assumption that Abå R§"iãah intended them (perhaps along with 
a third) to be considered as a unit. Other factors suggest that these 
writings belong to the middle or latter part of Abå R§"iãah’s career. 
In particular, many of the arguments found in the Proof have been 
developed more fully and show a degree of polish that is not appar-
ent in his other writings. If the dates of Abå Ra"itah’s intellectual 
activity are put between 815 and 828, the two ras§"il coincide with 
the period of theological controversy that was beginning to arise in 
the Muslim community in Baghdad.
 These particular writings reveal a high level of knowledge on Abå 
Ra"itah’s part about the positions of his Muslim opponents. In fact, 
he addresses nearly every topic known to be a point of contention 
between Muslims and Christians in this period. This knowledge, along 
with the extent and completeness of his responses and explanations, 
argues for a good deal of experience on the part of the writer. In 
addition, Abå R§"iãah probably began to be invited to participate 
in staged mun§íar§t after he was known as a Christian theologian. 
The purported occasion of the ras§"il is a request on the part of a 
distant Christian individual for help in responding to questions raised 
by Muslims, suggesting that his reputation as a controversialist had 
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spread beyond his home. These factors lead one to the conclusion 
that the date of composition for both ras§"il is not sooner than 820, 
and more likely to be assigned sometime towards the end of that 
decade.
 A brief word should be said here about the relationship between 
On the Trinity and another text containing excerpts from it identified 
as an epistolary conversation between the Muslim al-HaàimÊ and the 
Christian al-KindÊ. This document, whose authors have not been 
conclusively identified, is an extensive exposition of Muslim beliefs 
and Christian responses to them, including an invitation by each 
to convert to the religion of the other. The letters claim to be an 
exchange written during the reign of the caliph al-Ma"mån, which 
has been convincingly corroborated. However, it is unclear of which 
community the Christian is a member, and even whether the letters 
reflect an actual conversation between a Muslim and a Christian or 
are fabrication for an unknown purpose.30

 In any case, of special interest is the long excerpt of Abå Ra"itah’s 
ris§lah On the Trinity found in the letter of al-KindÊ.31 The passage 
has not been lifted in its entirety from Abå Ra"itah, but has instead 
been edited and abridged to fit the overall argument made by the 
author of that letter. Some have suggested that internal evidence 
points to Abå Ra"itah as the one who has borrowed from the letter 
in his own writings. However, this forces one to assume that a lesser 
known person with only one identifiable writing was considered by 
Abå Ra"itah to be an authority worthy of plagiarizing. It seems 
instead that some other interesting possible explanations present 
themselves. Abå Ra"itah states that his purpose for composing the 
ras§"il is to answer the request of another person who is in need of 
information on this topic, presumably to defend himself against vari-
ous charges being made against Christianity by Muslims. al-KindÊ’s 

30 For a French translation and examination of the questions surrounding the 
text, see Georges Tartar, Dialogue Islamo-Chrétien sous le calife al-Ma"mûn (813-834): 
Les épitres d’Al-Hashimî et d’Al-Kindî, Etudes Coraniques (Paris: Nouvelles Editions 
Latines, 1985) and «L’authenticité des épitres d’al-H§àimÊ et d’al-KindÊ sous le 
Calife al-Ma"mån (813-834),» pp. 207-221, in: Actes du premier congrès international 
d’études arabes chrétiennes, ed. Khalil Samir (Roma: Pont. Institutum Studiorum Orien-
talium, 1982).

31 Graf has reproduced a German translation of the text in al-KindÊ and identi-
fied the passages drawn from Abå Ra"itah’s ris§lah. Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 131/32-36.
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letter is exactly that. One cannot help but speculate that the author 
of the letter is in some way connected to the request to which Abå 
Ra"itah is responding. The dating of both Abå Ra"itah’s first ris§lah
and the letter of al-KindÊ to within ten years of each other supports 
this possibility. That Abå Ra"itah can in fact be identified as the 
author of the letter is less likely, but nonetheless a suggestion that 
bears further investigation. At the very least, the dates proposed 
here for Abå Ra"itah’s ras§"il seem to be confirmed by what can be 
substantiated about the letter of al-KindÊ.
 In summary, Abå Ra"itah offers his two ras§"il On the Trinity and 
On the Incarnation to fellow Jacobites as compendia of clear responses 
to inquiries about Christianity by Muslims. It is probable that both 
were written together sometime later in his career, after he had had 
considerable experience as a controversialist and had become known 
beyond his own city of TakrÊt. This situates them sometime between 
820 and 830. Using all available resources, he sets out to construct 
a set of arguments in defense of the doctrines of the Trinity and 
Incarnation which will be convincing to his readers.

It can be established that following the objectives characteristic of 
Christian mutakallimån of this period, Abå Ra"itah’s goal is three-
fold in On the Trinity. First, he wishes to appropriate the categories 
of philosophical thought and especially Greek logic into Arabic as 
a medium for discourse with members of a new religious tradition 
determined by its own patterns of expression. Second, in order to 
find common ground with adversaries who reject much of the tradi-
tional scriptural foundation of Christian doctrine, he seeks to move 
the debate to the level of rational proofs, and consequently pushes 
his opponent toward the rules governing the art of controversy. 
Finally, through a dialectical method he forces the discussion to 
move towards an ever more precise definition of the terms so as to 
purge it of every ambiguity and come to the logical conclusion that 
he intends.32 It is only when he believes he has succeeded in these 
aims that he adds non-controversial scriptural evidence to support his 
arguments. Through this strategy, Abå Ra"itah seeks to reestablish 
the credibility of Christian thought by showing that it is not logically 

32 Daccache, “Abå R§"ita,” 34.
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contradictory, and in fact is authentically based in revealed Scripture. 
Ultimately, his hope is to introduce Christian definitions into the 
scholarly debate and give Christians a voice in society where Islam 
was becoming the dominant world-view.
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translation 165

From the Ras§"il of \abÊb Ibn Hidmah,
Known as Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ, the Jacobite

The First Ris§lah on the Holy Trinity

1 May God inspire you and us with what is correct, and give us 
the greatest of all support. May He put both of us among those who 
seek His truth and His light, who are led by the light of His lamps of 
knowledge, and those who follow His bright lights, which show the 
way to those who seek enlightenment by means of them, to a grasp 
of the true things. They are the ones persisting in [what is true], 
clinging fast to His precepts, and the obligation of His laws, fighting 
for His ways, holding fast to His Word, rejoicing in His religion, 
spurning those who differ from Him, avoiding those who anger Him, 
rejecting the unbeliever and the Deceiver, giving credence to God 
and to what comes from Him. He is the Patron of all grace and the 
End of all desire.

2 Now then. You have asked that I write a book explaining what 
is obscure to you concerning the teachings of the peoples and their 
claim that what they hold is correct, and especially the teaching of 
the People of the South, and their description of the superiority of 
their own religion, and its excellence and preeminence above the 
other religions. And so, along with this [clarification], I shall set forth 
for you the confession of the People of Truth,1 and what they love 
and what they offer [in defense] of it by way of wisdom and proof, 
and I shall communicate this in the form of questions and answers. 
Now, you have asked something which is among the most difficult 
[things to do, something] which is allotted to no one except God, 
may He be praised eternally! This is because of the dilemmas [we 
face], of which I am [now] going to speak, if God wills!
 The first of these [is this]: If one is in a position similar to mine, 
one of those who are defeated by error and excellence of speech, and 
has little wealth, and is rarely in the presence of his [own] people, 
then it is better for him to refrain from what he has neither the apti-
tude nor the encouragement to do. Further, the one who is weighed 
down by [the duty to] provide food [for others] and [by] the things 

1 I.e., the Jacobite Christian community.
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of his worldly livelihood has no possibility to express his opinion 
or demonstrate signs of his intellect in his unjust [situation]. In his 
endeavor he should be on guard [to avoid] mistakes and blunders.
 The third [dilemma] is that which tears away the passion [to 
speak] and impedes one from [taking up] this burden, the thing 
which puts the bridle and reins on my lips: Beware of the stupidity 
of the fools and the discord sown by ignorant people among them, 
and their presumption, pride and conceit coming from their power 
and might. For one is not safe in their company from becoming 
entangled in that from which there is no deliverance nor release, 
except by the aid of God and His protection.

3 Consequently, confusion reigns in my mind and the supports 
strengthening me have collapsed and I have lost the way. I am at 
my wit’s end, babbling, and deliberating with myself about advanc-
ing upon this [path], and afraid of what I will mention or omit. But 
the worst and the most distressing is my fear and my dread of the 
shame and disgrace which is flung upon me, because I am weak 
and I am afraid of speaking in haste. And so I hide the truth, and 
do not make an effort to make it known.
 Yet the argument compels me to write this, and my survey is only 
an insignificant [example] of what our Lord, the Messiah, exalted 
is His praise! referred to when He instructed His disciples in His 
book2 and encouraged them when He said: “Do not be afraid of 
the one who has the power to kill the body, but does not have the 
power to kill the soul. Rather, fear and beware of the one who has 
the power to hurl the soul and the body into the fire of Hell, which 
is never extinguished, and has no end to its torment.”3 And He also 
said in the Gospel: “If someone asks of you, then give to him, and 
if someone seeks something from you, then do not withhold it from 
him.”4

 With this in mind (and other similar [commands of Jesus] which 
I have not mentioned in this book), and because you have charged 
me, I myself take refuge in what He said: “Do not have doubts about 
what you will say, for you will be given according to the need to 
articulate it clearly.”5 And so, I set out on the journey to comply 

2 I.e., the Gospels.
3 Cf. Lk 12:4-5
4 Cf. Mt 5:42
5 Cf. Mt 10:19
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with your needs, and to attempt to illustrate and explain the claims 
of the two parties6 concerning the issue of their religion, so that the 
one who believes the truth is compelled to acknowledge what is true 
and the liar to admit his deception.

4 The first [issue] is the following. The People of the South say: 
“The evidence is in our possession and the proof is in our teaching. 
For you agree with us, and give witness to the truth of what we pos-
sess, in as much as you do not deny our description of God as one,7

always was and always will be, living, knowing, seeing, hearing, having 
no partner in His ousia or in His dominion. And He is the first and 
the last, Creator of what is seen and what is unseen, without want, 
perfect [in] His being, He is not described by those who [wish to] 
describe Him, [He is] exalted above diminishing and weakness, not 
described by division, nor by [having] an envoy, Ruler, powerful 
Doer of what He wishes, not seen, not sensed, not comprehended, 
not limited, comprehending everything [in His] knowledge. The 
obvious demonstration that our teaching is the truth and our religion 
is the correct one (and that the one who follows another [religion] 
is among those who are lost), is in your confession and your assent 
to our teaching in which we describe God by His true description. 
However, if your claim and your description of God is threeness, 
together with His oneness, then this is not [something] which is 
incumbent upon us, because we reject it and deny it.”
 They should be answered in this way: Oh people! Verily we are 
called upon to a debate with you. Let us get down to8 our dispute 
about what stands between us. It is hoped that you will treat us 
justly in the discussion and that you will share with us just as com-
mon brothers share in the portion of goods they inherit from their 
father—all of them have a portion and some of them do not have 
something apart from the others. Then we and you will be equal in 
the discussion. If your are of the opinion that you need not hasten 
to impose a judgement on us until you have examined the answer 

6 I.e., Christians and Muslims.
7 Cf. Sura 29:46.
8 Ar. cÎÇ B¿ cÎÇ. According to Kazimirski, this is a figure of speech, coming 

from the command for a camel to kneel down (A. de Biberstein Kazimirski, Dic-
tionnaire Arabe-Français, 4 tomes [Caire: Impr. V.R. Egyptienne, A. Boulec, 1875), 
IV/779). See also Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 130/4, n. 2.
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we give to what you ask, so that your case against us made with 
knowledge and information, then do that.

5 As for your claim that the evidence is in your possession and that 
which is correct and true is in your teaching (in particular, that we 
also bear witness to you that God is one together with His remaining 
attributes), it is necessary that the People of Truth9 do not refuse what 
is correct, nor reject it, no matter who may possess it. Rather, they 
should wholeheartedly accept it with beautiful praise and excellent 
words for those people [who have it in their possession]. For this is 
what puts them in a favorable light, and bears witness that they are 
among those who seek what is correct in their endeavor, and adopt 
the truth, insofar as possible. And as for your indignation at what 
is enjoined upon you by [our] teaching or the evidence of it estab-
lished against you ([namely,] that God is described along with His 
oneness by threeness), although you deny this and reject it, I think 
that the issue will be found to be different from what you describe. 
For the one who simply declares unshakable evidence invalid has 
not hindered his opponents from accepting it.

6 Rather, it is necessary for us to seek information about [the 
questions], examining and investigating with genuine regard, and not 
be prejudiced by an inclination to turn from the open path. If it is 
the case that what we have said concerning the matter of the Trinity 
is true, then it should be accepted; and if the thing is otherwise, and 
found to be false, then the winds are more deserving of it,10 and it 
cannot be forced upon anyone in his heart.
 Nevertheless, even if we reach an agreement with you on your 
teaching, that God is one, what a great distance lies between the 
two statements in what you think and what we describe! And the 
confirmation of what I say lies in the difference between your11

description of His oneness and our description of it. If we ask you 
about this, and you answer us according to how many ways “one” 
can be described as one, when you explain it to us, we shall know 
that you are confirming what you claim, namely, that we bear wit-
ness to you of what you describe. But if you are discovered to be 
unlearned in how many ways “one” is described as one, then your 
demand that we bear witness to you in this is unjustified.

9 I.e., those who search for the truth.
10 I.e., this should be thrown to the winds and abandoned.
11 Arabic: their description.
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7 Do you say that “one” may only be spoken of in three ways: 
either as genus, or as species, or as number?12 No one among you 
who is reasonable will regard this as an innovation.13 For we only 
engage those among you who are intelligent and judicious, firmly 
grounded in knowledge [and interested in] penetrating the issues, not 
with such Christians who, when faced with the subtlety of a difficult 
question, are incapable of a response to it, and no answer comes 
to them other than “God be praised! Yes, God be praised until the 
world is set on fire and as long as the Hereafter endures!” Rather, 
[we wish to discuss the issues] with someone who is incapable of an 
answer like this.
 Now we return to your opinion14 which we mentioned [above]. 
Do you [wish] to answer yourselves, and that I [sit] among the 
listeners, or do you wish to force [your opinion] on me, and that 
I mimic it according to [your desire]? I myself will respond justly 
to what is to be answered. But if I am only to mimic you, while in 
truth I am forced into it, then choose for yourselves someone of 
your own opinion. I do not doubt that you would refuse if I forced 
this [on you], because the word of someone who is your opponent 
in religion is unacceptable to you. But if you refuse [to let me speak 
freely], then it is incumbent upon you to give the answer.

8 [Which] of the ways that we have mentioned in the [above] 
descriptions (in genus, or in species, or in number) is the way you 
actually describe God? If you say in genus, then [God] becomes a 
common one, encompassing various different species;15 this is not 
permitted in a description of God. And if you say [God is] one in 
number, then this is a contradiction of your statement that nothing 
is like [God].16 Now, I do not doubt that if each one of you were to 
ask himself, how many is he, [he] could only say that he is a single 

12 Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics 5.6 [1016b-1017a] (Metaphysics. Books I-IX, vol. 17, 
trans. by Hugh Tredennick, The Loeb Classical Library [Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press; London: St. Edmundsbury Press Ltd., 1933, repr. 1996]). Abå 
R§"iãah does not include analogy in his list here, probably because it is problematic 
for many of his Muslim opponents.

13 The Trinity and Incarnation are considered in the Qur"§n to be innovation 
and exaggeration. Cf. Sura 4:171; 5:72, 77, 46:9, etc.

14 I.e., that Christians agree with Muslims and therefore should convert to 
Islam.

15 Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics 5.6 [1016b].
16 Sura 112:4. Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics 5.6 [1016b].
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[individual] one.17 How can your intellects accept this description 
which does not distinguish your God from the remainder of His 
creation?
 And how do you assert that nothing is like [God], and that those 
who [wish to] describe [Him] do not describe Him? Which description 
is the best of these or is similar to your description? For by number 
you describe Him with division and imperfections. Do you not know 
that the [numerical] one is a single [number which is] a part of a 
number? For the perfection of number is what encompasses all spe-
cies of number, so “one” is a part of a number, and this contradicts 
the statement that He is perfect without being divided into parts.

9 Now if you say that He is one in species, “species” is [com-
prised of] different beings, not one single [being], even if [they] are 
one in ousia.18 It is necessary for us to ask you: according to you, 
is the description “one in species” different [from] the description 
“one in number”? Truly, you mean “one in species” [in the sense 
of] “one in number”. For if you say that they are different, we shall 
say: according to the People of Wisdom19 the term “one in species” 
is a name encompassing various numbers,20 and the term “one in 
number” according to them, is what does not encompass [something] 
other than itself.
 Do you confess that God is one in ousia encompassing various 
individuals, or do you only describe one individual? If the mean-
ing of your teaching is that “one in species” is “one in number”, 
and you do not define what “one in species” is and how it is, then 
you return to your first statement, that [God] is “one in number”. 
However, this is a description of creatures, just as we explained it 
[previously].

10 If you say, “How are you able to describe God as ‘one in 
number’ neither [as] a part, nor as a perfect [whole]?” It should be 
said to you: We describe Him as one perfect in ousia, not in num-

17 Cf. the example of the man and the animal in Aristotle, Metaphysics 5.6 
[1016b].

18 The Arabic AfYAË jÇÌV»A Ó¯ is the equivalent of ¿ìïïýóéïò here.
19 I.e., the philosophers.
20 Cf. Aristotle, Categories 5 [2a-2b] (The Categories. On Interpretation. Prior Ana-

lytics, vol. I., trans. and ed. by Harold P. Cooke and Hugh Tredennick, The Loeb 
Classical Library [Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press; London: William 
Heinemann, 1983]).
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ber, because He is in number (that is, in hypostaseis) three. [This] 
description of Him is perfect in both ways: When we describe Him 
as one in ousia, then He is exalted above all His creatures, be it His 
perceptible or His intellectually comprehensible creation—nothing 
is comparable to Him, nothing is mixed with Him, He is simple, 
without density, incorporeal, His ousia approaches everything closely 
without blending or mixing.21

 And [we describe Him] in number because He encompasses all 
of the species of number. For number can only be counted in two 
species: even and odd.22 These two types are included in the three 
hypostaseis. In whatever manner we describe Him, nothing is equiva-
lent to His perfect description. So you know: we describe God as 
one, [but] not as you describe Him. This is the beginning of our 
statement on this.

11 As for your description of God as living, knowing, hearing, 
and seeing, and your presumption that we agree with you in this 
and witness to what is correct [in your view], we wish to examine 
everything closely concerning these descriptions of living and seeing 
and knowing. [Are they]23 single, absolute names, or predicative 
names,24 indicating the predication of one thing to another thing? 
It is necessary for us to examine which are the predicative names, 
and which are the single, absolute [names].
 The absolute [names] are those such as when one says “earth”, 
and “heaven”, and “fire”, and anything similar of which it can be 
said that is not predicated of another thing.25 As for the predica-

21 Abå R§"iãah’s approach here is similar to the Cappadocian arguments, par-
ticularly those of Basil. Cf. Ep. 8 (PG 32, col. 248 [TCF, 272]).

22 Such numerical “proofs” are common in patristic texts, although this particu-
lar one may be original to Abå R§"iãah. Griffith points out that a more extensive 
explanation is found in the Syriac apology of Nonnus of Nisibis: “One is an odd 
number, but two is an even number. While three is even and odd at the same 
time, one even [digit], and one odd [digit]. Every number above three, either does 
not preserve this completeness of the species of numbers (e.g., four is two even 
numbers, and there is no odd number; while five, even though it includes an odd 
number, also has two even numbers.) or, if they somewhere preserve the appear-
ance [i.e., of the completeness of number], they are doubled, and they procdeed 
to an infinite magnitude without cause.” Van Roey, Nonnus, 7-8, as translated by 
Griffith in “Abå R§"itah,” 181.

23 There appears to be a word missing here. KindÊ has added ÓÇA.
24 Cf. this distinction in Basil, Contra Eunomius (PG 29, cols. 497ff.)
25 Cf. Aristotle, Categories 1-4.
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tive names, [they] are related to something else, just as “knower” 
and “knowledge” [are related to each other], “seer” and “seeing”, 
“wise” and “wisdom”, and anything similar to this.26 So the knower 
is knowing through knowledge, and the knowledge is knowledge of 
a knower. And the wise person is wise through wisdom, and the 
wisdom is wisdom of a wise person. This teaching pertains to much 
of what we have [already] described. We shall leave it [here] so that 
we do not draw the discussion out too much, and do not compel the 
listeners to boredom and place a burden on them.

12 When we have clarified what are the single [absolute] names 
and what are the predicative [names which are] related to something 
else, it is then necessary that we ask you about what is described by 
these descriptions of inherent properties: Do they belong to [God’s] 
ousia eternally, or did He acquire them and merit the description only 
later, just as He merited being described by creation and creatures 
when He created and brought forth, [as well as] the rest of the names 
referring to attributes27 which I do not mention [here]? And is He 
described by and spoken of with them because He causes them?
 If you are saying that [those terms] by which you describe Him, 
[such as] living and knowing and wise, are on the contrary derived 
from Him, and that He merited them just as He merited everything 
by which He is named [after] He completed it by His act, as when 
He is described as having existed and having had no creation and no 
creatures until He came to this by the act [of creation], it should be 
allowed as a consequence to say in the same way that God existed 
and had no life, no knowledge and no wisdom until the attributes of 
life and knowledge and wisdom began to exist in Him. And it is a 
contradictory statement [to say] that God, may He be praised! was 
for [even] a blink of an eye, lacking life and knowledge.

13 And if you say: “The issue is not what you think and what 
you have described to us, [because what you say] would be ugly, for 
God would be described as having a creation and creatures before 
He distinguished any of them by the acts [of creation],” then we 
say: There are two possibilities: Either God, the Exalted and Most 

26 Cf. Aristotle, Categories 7 [6a].
27 At this point in the text, the term Ò°u begins to take on the specific philo-

sophical meaning of ‘attribute’, rather than simply ‘description’. The remainder of 
the translation will employ the term most appropriate to the context.
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High, [Who] alone has never ceased to exist and has no equal, is 
originated. Or, you28 are asserting that creatures are eternal also, 
and are not originated. We do not consider you to be among the 
unfortunate who describe creation by something such as this. If it 
most certainly can be said that God, may He be praised!, existed 
before anything created, then how is it possible that creation and 
creatures be attributed to God, but that He did not create and did 
not bring forth until after the time came in which He wanted to 
create what He created?

14 But if you say:  “On account of the fact that He possesses 
the power to create when He wants,29 it is necessary that creation 
be attributed to Him before He created”, then we say: If therefore, 
creation is attributed to Him on account of the fact that He pos-
sesses the power to create when He wants, then it must [also] be 
attributed to Him that He has not ceased resurrecting, bringing the 
dead back to life, and calling [the dead] forth from the tombs, and 
that He [has not ceased] leading all of the righteous into the Gar-
den, and making Hell eternal for the ones who are deserving. Now, 
I do not think that anyone of the People of Knowledge accepts this 
[understanding of] the attribute.
 If you return to the truth and that which is correct, relinquishing 
an argument from which you have nothing to gain, and you say 
that these two attributes are different (a natural attribute does not 
cease [to exist] and describes an inherent property in [God], and an 
acquired attribute, which He has acquired, is an attribute of [God’s] 
operation), [then] we return to our first question.

15 We ask you: Are you of the opinion that these names by which 
[God] is named indicate single [absolute] names? We have already 
explained the single [absolute] names in the first part of this book 
when we described the single [absolute names] are similar to when a 
speaker says: “earth” and “heaven”, or “a human being” or “horse” 
and the like. On the other hand, the construct [names which are] 
connected and related to something else, are [those] like “living”, 
and “knowing”, and “wise”. If God has not ceased to be living and 
knowing, then [His] life and knowledge are eternal.

28 The switch to third person plural (AÌÀ§lÍ) in the Arabic text appears to be 
a copiest’s error.

29 Cf. Sura 36:81-82
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 And if the issue is as we have described, then most certainly these 
are related to Him, that is, life and knowledge, either as other than 
Himself, as [one] partner is related to [another] partner,30 or as 
from Him. “From Him” also has two aspects: either [the attributes 
are] an act He has done from Himself, but we have refuted this 
[description of ] the attribute, and this is an abominable thing (which 
was mentioned previously), or they are what is from His ousia. And 
further, if they are from His ousia, then this has two aspects. Either 
[they are] something perfect from something perfect, or [they are] 
parts from something perfect. However, if [they are] parts, this is 
not possible in a description of God, because He is above this. So 
they must certainly be something perfect from something perfect.

16 And if this is the case, then it is necessary that [the attributes 
of life, knowledge and wisdom] be described either as divided and 
dissimilar, having no continuity, or as continuous and connected, 
having no dissimilarity, or as connected and divided simultaneously. 
If they say that they are divided without being continuous, then they 
are describing God as limited, because it is not possible that part of 
a single thing is divided and separated from the other part, unless 
it is outside of its ousia, so that the two parts are isolated from each 
other. And this is a contradiction of what they have described in the 
first part of this book, [namely], that God is not limited, and not 
grasped by the one who [intends to] limit Him.
 If they say that [the attributes of life, knowledge and wisdom] are 
connected and continuous without being dissimilar, this statement 
also belongs to what they claim contradicts their teaching that [the 
attributes] are something perfect from something perfect. Because this 
[would be] a description of parts and divided things, not a description 
of something perfect. Now, if these two [descriptions of] the attributes, 
that is “division alone” and “continuity alone”, are invalidated, then 
there is no doubt that the correct one of the three descriptions [of 
the attributes] is “continuous and divided simultaneously”.

17 With this statement, they will try to obstruct our way, and ask 
us: “How can a single thing31 be continuous and divided [simultane-
ously]? Do you not understand what you describe?” Then we must 

30 The worship of anything other than the One God is explicitly rejected by 
the Qur"§n (Sura 6:22-23, 163; 17:111, etc.).

31 Ar. j¿A. Previously, the text uses ÕÓq.
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answer them against this [accusation]: On the contrary, we have 
understood what we have described. If our description of [God] as 
continuous and divided simultaneously, [means] that according to 
the way by which we have described Him, He is continuous and 
connected, and we have [at the same time] also described Him as 
separated and divided, then by my life! there would be confusion in 
our understanding. However, if it is found that the issue is contrary 
to what you think, and the error is not what your hearts suspect, 
then we will throw cotton [around ourselves] and strike with whips 
of colored wool. For the one who joins us is one who will suffer. I 
will strike you like the one who takes himself from the calm tranquil 
breeze to the highest point of the pine tree.

18 For we only describe [God] by continuity in ousia, and by 
dissimilarity in the individuals, that is the hypostaseis. If they refuse 
this description because it is obscure to them, and say that this is 
contradictory because the one whose ousia is other than his hypostaseis,32

and whose hypostaseis are something other than his ousia cannot be 
described because it is contradictory and not appropriate, it should 
be said to them: Have we described [God’s] ousia as other than His 
hypostaseis as you have described?
 If they say: “Nonetheless, you meant this when you assert that the 
manner of [God’s] unity is different from the manner of His divi-
sion, and the manner of His division is different from the manner of 
His unity”, it should be said to them: The issue is not as you think 
it is. We only describe [God] as unified in ousia and divided in the 
hypostaseis, and [God’s] ousia is His hypostaseis, and His hypostaseis are 
His ousia, as with the placement of three lights in one house.
 None of us thinks that we mean three lamps, rather, we mean their 
light, even though God, blessed is He, is above every analogy. For the 
lights are three and one—they are identical with each other. They 
are three because each one of them is self-subsistent and enduring 
in its being, even if there is no obstruction in the space between it 
and the other lights, and [they are] one, because they are all united 
in light. And the demonstration of this (that they are one and three 
[simultaneously]) is that each one of them is not the others in the 
proper state of its being. Because, were one of these lamps to be 

32 Abå R§"iãah has repeated this assertion using the plural ÁÎÃB³A instead of 
the singular hypostasis, as would be expected.
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removed from the house, its light would be removed with it, and 
nothing of it would remain.

19 If they say: “Is it possible that the three lights exist apart 
from three lamps? In this way, you describe the three hypostaseis as 
having a source, like source of the lights of the lamps previously 
mentioned,” then it must be said to them: According to the ahl 
ar-ra"y,33 the analogy is limited to what is similar in one way, for 
the most part there is difference. If the analogy bears resemblance 
to what is compared in every manner, and there is no difference in 
any [part] of it, then there would be a question as to whether it is 
a sound analogy. Only what is necessary may be derived from the 
analogy, not what is not needed [to make an argument].
 Now, if God, may He be praised! that is, the hypostaseis, were a 
luminous and perceptible light, then, by my life! each one of them 
would be in need of a cause from which it emerges, just as it is nec-
essary that the perceptible lights have sources. [However,] when we 
briefly described the lights, which are above all of the senses and all 
knowledge, we are not compelled to describe each one of them as 
having a cause. Rather, one of them is the cause of the other two, 
without beginning and without time. And the two are related to 
the one in a substantial, natural relation. And both are something 
perfect from something perfect, just as Eve and Abel, who are from 
Adam, are something perfect from something perfect. And the two 
of them are related to Adam by a substantial relation. They are one 
in humanity, and three in hypostaseis.

20 The ousia of the Godhead is the three hypostaseis, and the 
three hypostaseis of the ousia of the Godhead are the ousia. For the 
difference between the ousia [and] the single hypostasis is like the dif-
ference between a whole thing and one of its properties, because its 
difference lies in the plurality of what it consists of, not in the ousia.
So the whole of humanity (that is, all humans) is not differentiated, 
as Moses to Aaron (that is, the individuals), except it consists of a 
plurality.
 As for the ousia, they are one, because Moses alone and Aaron 
alone have everything that human beings have collectively, except 
that they do not consist of a plurality. Now, if one wants to define 

33 This is probably a general reference to the group of Islamic legal scholars 
who were known for their extensive use of reason and opinion.
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the whole of humanity by its true definition, he would not hesitate 
to define it as living, having the faculty of speech, and mortal. If he 
also wishes to define Moses and Aaron individually, he would not 
hesitate to define each by what he had defined the whole of humanity, 
because each is [also] living, having the faculty of speech, mortal.

21 If they say: “If these three hypostaseis, according to you, occur 
in the ousia, then each one of them is described by a proper attribute 
of [one of] the others: begetter, or begotten, or processing, so that 
there is no difference between one and the other,” they should be 
answered: By my life! If each one of them were not a perfect hypos-
tasis, particularized from the others by a property, then each one of 
them would exist just as you have described. However, when each 
one of them exists as a perfect hypostasis, bound by its property which 
differentiates it from the others, then none of them are required to 
take on the attribute of the other as a property. Rather, each one of 
them is recognized by its own property: the Father by His Father-
hood, and the Son by His Sonship, and the Spirit by His Procession 
from the Father.
 And the difference of their properties is not something which 
makes its ousia different, like Adam and Abel and Eve, whose ousia is 
one with no difference in it, because all of them are human beings. 
The description of the property of one of them is not the description 
of the property of the other, because Adam is the begetter and not 
the begotten, and Abel is the begotten and not the begetter, and 
Eve is the one who proceeds from Adam, [she is] not the begetter 
or the begotten. Each one of these is inseparable from that which 
differentiates it from the other, yet the ousia is not different, as we 
have explained. And Adam and Abel and Eve are a mysterion for 
the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, to the extent that it is 
possible for what is perceptible and visible to be a mysterion for that 
which is neither perceptible, nor visible.

22 If they say: “If the three hypostaseis described by you as divine 
have the same relationship to each other according to your account 
as Adam and Abel and Eve, then what obstacle stands between you 
and describing them as three gods, just as Adam and Abel and Eve 
are described as three human beings?”, then they should be answered: 
It is only permitted to describe Adam and Abel and Eve as three 
human beings on account of the difference which exists between 
them. It is absolutely not possible that [a difference] like [this] exists 
in these three [divine] hypostaseis.
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 If they say: “What is this difference which separates Adam and 
Abel and Eve from each other, of which nothing like it exists in these 
hypostaseis you described as divine? Clarify it for us, so that we can 
know it”, then they should be answered: We shall clarify it for you, 
since you have asked us this. Their first difference is that they have 
a beginning and an end. Some of them are older than the others in 
existence, because they became beings at different times, and lived 
earlier and later [than the others].
 Further, they require completely separate places, so that their 
bodies can grow. And they are different in power and in ambition, 
because they are not equal in power and ambition. They are endowed 
with difference in even more than what we have mentioned: the dif-
ference of each one of them within himself, so that there is scarcely 
blink of an eye, or a moment [when] he is peaceful. For this and 
similar [reasons], Adam and his wife and his son are described as 
three human beings.

23 As for the One Who is in agreement34 in all of His affairs, 
Who is harmonious in all of His states, [both] earlier and later, but 
utterly first [and] only, before and after, above the need of a place 
on account of He being spirit and the immateriality of His ousia,
without difference in His power and without variation in His will, 
nor in His operations: one ousia. How is it possible to describe one 
whose state is this as three gods? If it were the state of Adam and 
his wife and his son to be in agreement in all affairs, without differ-
ence in a single aspect, [then] it would be necessary to say of them 
that they are one human being. However, the cause for their being 
identified as three human beings, which is because of the reality of 
their difference, is as we have explained.

24 If they say: “How is it possible that you describe God with 
these attributes of continuity and division simultaneously? Is it not 
the case that continuity is anticipated by a division, or a division 
is preceded by continuity?” it must be said to them: If you would 
be so kind as to examine what is presented to you about how we 
describe God with continuity and division simultaneously, you would 
regard this as of great importance, and your astonishment would 
increase.

34 I.e., never conflicted within oneself.
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 Now, if you are so kind as to examine [the issue], and you are 
honest with yourselves, you will find in some of the attributes of bod-
ies and other things similarities to the way we have described God 
(even if He is above analogy and similarities). For it is necessary for 
the one who is honest with himself and is cautious and concerned 
[to take care], lest he repudiate a truth presented to him because 
of hatred left in his heart by an enemy of grace, and because he 
is ignorant of it. Rather, he [must] pursue his examination [of the 
evidence] and devote his thoughts [to the truth] and apply himself 
in search [of it], and its acceptance and adherence to it.

25 Now, what do you say about the soul and the intellect and 
the faculty of speech? Are they continuous or are they divided, or 
do they have both attributes, I mean continuity and division? Was 
the soul ever separate from the intellect and the faculty of speech, 
or one of these two from the others, then joined [together] later? 
Or is it not the case that their continuity and division [occurred] 
together from their very beginning, [so that] one of them did not 
precede the other?
 Now, the thing is [in fact] as our description [explains] the conti-
nuity of the soul with its intellect and its faculty of speech, and their 
division. Yet perhaps someone who reflects on this is not convinced 
by it, and it does not measure up to his [level of] sophistication, [so] 
it is necessary for us to provide him with an explanatory and obvious 
analogy.

26 Tell us about the sun and its light and its heat:35 is it continu-
ous, one part with another part, or is it separate and not continuous? 
Or does it have both attributes together, I mean continuity and 
division? Now, does its continuity precede its division, or does its 
division precede its continuity? Or did it have both states together 
from the beginning at its creation, as we have described? And what 
do you say about the five bodily senses: Are [they] continuous, one 
part bound in the body with another part, or are they divided and 
separated, and [the body is] not bound to them? Or do they have 
things in common? [There is] nothing suspicious in your question to 
us about what is illustrated by our clear evidence and lucid proof.

35 Among others, Graf notes this analogy is found in the disputations of the monk 
Abraham of Tiberias and the Catholicos Timothy I, as well as in the anonymous 
Tract on the Trinity and the writings of Abå Qurrah (Abå R§"iãah, 131/19, n.1).
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 Now, does continuity precede division in the senses of the body, 
or does division anticipate continuity? For if the soul and the body 
and the senses are creatures, created things [which are] continuous 
and divided simultaneously without continuity anticipating division, 
and division [preceding] continuity, then [this] is established as fact 
as we have described [it, namely] that God, may He be praised! is 
three hypostaseis bound through the coincidence of their ousia, and 
separated through the state36 of existence of the being of each one 
of them, without their continuity preceding division and division 
[preceding] continuity.

27 Now, if they say, “And on what basis are your analogies of 
the soul and its intellect and its speech, and the sun and its light 
and its heat, and the senses and their difference comparable to your 
description of the three hypostaseis? Are they are divided things and 
parts of that to which they belong? Is this the way you describe your 
God, that He is [a composition] of divided things and parts that do 
not fit together? Then this [God] would be composed of different 
divided things, like the differences of divided things [such as] the 
soul and the sun and the senses. Each one of them is differentiated 
from the others in every relation.”
 It should be said to them: we did not give you the examples of 
the sun and the soul and the senses [as] a [complete] analogy. We 
want to compare the division of what is divided in them [to that of 
the hypostaseis and] we only connect them analogously because of the 
state of their simultaneous continuity and division, [where] one of 
them does not precede the other. And we have said before this point 
(above in this book), that an analogy bears resemblance [to what is 
compared] in some aspect, but the difference is predominant.
 Truly, they are two perfect [things] from a perfect [thing], I mean, 
the Son and Holy Spirit from the Father. Now, we have constructed 
an interpretation of this according to our description of Adam and 
Abel and Eve. And we have explained the teaching by them, in that 
Eve and Abel are from Adam—two perfect things from a perfect 

36 Abå R§"iãah employs the Arabic ¾BY (state) here instead of ÌZÃ (mode) to 
express what is meant by ôñüðïò Ÿðáñ÷åùò (mode of existence.) The reasons for his 
use of it are twofold. First, it communicates more concretely the idea of a property 
as a state of the divinity. Further, Arabic grammarians defined it as that which is 
predicated of a subject when it is specified by a particular attribute (Griffith, “Abå 
R§"iãah”, 185, esp. n. 91).
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thing—three hypostaseis, one ousia, because God, May He be praised! 
created them according to the mysterion of the number of His hypos-
taseis, and the unity of His ousia.

28 Now, if they say: “What prompts you to describe God, May 
He be praised! as three hypostaseis rather than ten or twelve, or fewer 
than this or more?”, it should be said to them: Truly, we do not 
describe Him as three hypostaseis instead of one ousia. These three 
hypostaseis are one ousia in all aspects. It is not possible to find an 
equivalent or a likeness for this.
 As for when you say: “What prompts you to describe three hyposta-
seis without adding or subtracting?”, we say that that which prompts 
us to describe [God] by this attribute is the existence of the hypostaseis
themselves. Because they, without ceasing to be three, are one ousia.
As we have already explained, God possesses knowledge and spirit, 
and the knowledge of God and His spirit are permanent and per-
petual, not ceasing. For it is not permitted in a description of God, 
May He be glorified! that He be described in His eternity without 
knowledge or spirit.

29 Is this statement not absurd in itself? If it is asked, “For what 
reason [is this the case]?”, it should be said to them: Why did this 
or that occur? Because it had a beginning or one who caused a 
beginning. So one answers, “Because its cause is such and such.” 
As for the One Who does not have a beginning nor a maker, it is 
not permitted [to ask]: “Why did He occur?”, because He is eternal, 
never having ceased, and never ceasing.
 And what could you possibly answer, if one of those who denies it 
asks you about the one single [God] Whom you worship: “Why did 
He occur, according to you, as one single [God], rather than as two 
or three or more than this? And what [is it] which prompts you to 
describe Him by this attribute? Do you have a cause or a reason for 
this?” [It should be said to them:] Let us know your answer about 
the one single [God], so that we might make take your example in 
the answer to your question to us about the three. For what you find 
concerning the one single [God], this is [also] our answer concerning 
the three.
 But you do not answer, whereas we prove that God, May He be 
exalted! is both one and three, apart from what the [sacred] books 
report in agreement with all people (in spite of the difference of their 
religions!) that nothing is like God. All people should see how God 
is described in every religion. When a religion finds that it describes 
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God by the attribute “nothing is like Him”, then it [truly] worships 
of Him and knows Him. And if a religion discovers it describes 
God with anthropomorphism and comparison with creatures, then 
ignorance of Him is its perpetual goal. Each of those professing the 
unity of God, with the exception of the Christians, do not hesitate 
to describe Him as one, single, and numberable.

30 What do you say about one human being, and one king? Is 
not each one of them a single [individual]? Which comparison is 
more important than what you describe? As for the Christians, they 
reject any comparison [of creatures] and likeness with [God] when 
they describe Him as three hypostaseis and one ousia. And if the ousia
of God, May He be praised! were a single number, then it would be 
a lesser ousia than the ousia of creatures, which is two [principles]: 
the matter (that is, the instrument) and the species (that is, the form). 
And if it were the case that He is two [principles], then He could be 
compared [to creatures] and there would be something comparable 
to Him. But when it is found that He is three hypostaseis and one 
ousia, then His description is above every comparison and likeness 
[with creatures], because it is not possible that a single ousia [hav-
ing] three hypostaseis, which is identical in all of its essences, exists 
in creation.

31 This description of God is true, without adding or subtracting, 
for His description is perfect in two ways. [It is perfect] with regard 
to the number [one], because [the hypostaseis] are identical in every 
way with what describes their essences, and [they are perfect] with 
regard to the [number] three, because it isolates the substantial being 
of each one of them. [This description is also true] because of the 
perfection of the species of number, for the species of number are 
two: the even [numbers] are one and the odd [numbers] are one. 
And the two exist in [the number] three. Now, more than three are 
a repetition in the number, and fewer than [three] are a decrease in 
it, and no person having good judgement accepts this in a descrip-
tion of God.37

37 Such arithmological proofs are common in the writings of pagans and Chris-
tians alike before the modern period. In general, they can be traced through Neo-
Platonism to one or more of the writings of Plato, particularly the Timaeus. Although 
the source of this reference has not been identified, similar arguments are found 
throughout the Parmenides of Plato and in Aristotle’s De Caelo, 1.1 [268a-268b]. 
Aristotle attributes the insight that the world and everything in it is determined by 
the number three to the Pythagoreans. This is because three includes a beginning, 
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32 For they are coincident, distinguished, and different: coincident 
in their quiddity and their existence, and distinguished because of a 
distinguishing characteristic of the substantial being of each one of 
them, just as we have explained before in this passage. And [they 
are] different because of the difference in property of each one of 
them, although their ousia is not different because of a difference in 
their properties. Because the properties indicate the attributes of the 
relation of [one] hypostasis to [another] hypostasis, not the essences 
of the [things] related, just as the properties of Adam and Eve and 
Abel are different, although their ousia is not different because of 
the difference of their properties. For Adam is the begetter and not 
the begotten, and Abel is begotten and not the begetter, and Eve is 
the one who proceeds, neither the begetter nor the begotten: [they 
have] different properties belonging to distinguished hypostaseis, [and] 
coincident ousia.

33 Now it is necessary for us to notice in the teaching about 
analogy that “God” is not counted as a single one, in keeping with 
the witnesses of the [sacred] books, cautioning the one who differs 
from us, and strengthening with support the one who follows us, 
even if the ones who differ from us on it declare it to be false when 
they claim we have altered [the sacred books] by adding to them 
and taking away from them.
 The intimate friend of God, Moses, said about God that at the 
creation of Adam, [He said]: “Let Us fashion a human being in 
Our image and Our likeness.”38 He did not say: “I shall fashion 
[a human being] in My image and My likeness.” And He39 said in 
another passage in His book: “It is not a good situation, that Adam 
is alone, therefore, let Us make a likeness for him as his helper.”40

He did not say: “I shall make.” And in another passage of his book, 
he said: “Adam has become like one of Us,”41 reproaching him with 

middle, and end, and consequently, the gods are worshipped with the triad. Many 
of these ideas would have been familiar to Abå R§"iãah’s readers. Cf. Christopher 
Butler, Number Symbolism (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1970), esp. 22-44 
and Vincent Foster Hopper, Medieval Number Sumbolism: Its Sources, Meaning, and 
Influence on Thought and Expression (Morningside Heights, NY: Columbia University 
Press, 1938), esp. 1-42.

38 Gen 1:26
39 The speaker here is God, not Moses.
40 Gen 2:18
41 Gen 3:22
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this. He did not say: “like Me.” And in another passage, He said, 
“Come, let Us descend and divide the languages.”42 He did not say: 
“I shall descend.” And Daniel the Prophet tells us that God said to 
Buhtanaßar: “We are speaking to you, O Buhtanaßar!”43 He does 
not say: “I am speaking.”

34 You recall that in your book is [something] similar to what 
we have referred to from the sayings of Moses and Daniel is writ-
ten in accounts concerning God: “We said”,44 “We created”,45

“We commanded”,46 “We inspired”,47 “We destroyed”48 and “We 
annihilated”,49 along with many others comparable to these. Does 
one who thinks doubt that these words are the speech of several and 
not the speech of one single [individual]?
 If they say: “The Arabs permit this [type] of speech,” it should 
be said to them: If it were the Arabs alone who had invented it, 
then they could refer to it [as an argument]. However, since the 
Hebrews, the Greeks, and the Syrians, and other languages anticipate 
the Arabs in this [type of] speech, what they describe as permitted 
for the Arabs is not evidence for this. And on what grounds do the 
Arabs permit this [kind of] speech?
 If they say: “Certainly, it is permitted when one man says “We 
command” and “We have sent” and “We have said” and “We have 
encountered” and similar things,” it should be said to them: This 
is correct and permitted in a composite of different things, and a 
composition of members which are not similar, because it is one 
[thing with] many parts. The primary parts of the human being are 
the soul and the body. And the body is also a construction of various 
basic elements and many members. For this reason it is necessary 
that what you have described be clearly specified. As for the One, 
simple [God] Who is in agreement in all manners and does not have 
members or parts, how is it possible that He be specified clearly in 
the way you have described (by “We said” and “We commanded” 

42 Gen 11:7
43 Dan 4:31
44 Sura 2:34, 35, 37; etc.
45 Sura 15:26, 85; etc.
46 Sura 10:24; 11:40; etc.
47 Sura 4:173; 7:117; etc.
48 Sura 6:6; 10:13; etc.
49 Sura 7:137; 26:172; etc.
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and “We revealed”), when He is counted as one, just as you have 
asserted?

35 If they say: “When [God] says: ‘We sent’ and ‘We commanded’ 
and ‘We revealed’, this is a reverence to God and to honor Him 
and show respect,” it should be said to them: By my life! If this 
were not said of what is not deserving of glorification, then your 
teaching would be permissible. However, if one who is mean and 
base is greatly exalted by it, your teaching that this is a glorification 
for Him is not proven. So you should know that God is one and 
three when He speaks in both [types] of utterances: “I commanded” 
and “We commanded” and “I created” and “We created” and “I 
revealed” and “We revealed”. For “I commanded”, “I revealed” and 
“I creat ed” indicate that His ousia is one, and “We commanded”, 
“We revealed” and “We created” indicate three hypostaseis.

36 The clarification of this is from the teaching of Moses the 
Prophet. He reports in the Torah concerning Abraham, the Friend 
of God, saying: “God appeared to Abraham [while] he was before 
the door of his tent in the place of such and such. As the daylight 
became hot, Abraham sat before the door of his tent. He lifted his 
eyes, and beheld three men standing before him. So he stood, facing 
them, and bowed to them, and said: ‘Lord, if you regard me with 
merciful eyes, then do not pass by your servant.’”50

 Do you not see that those who Abraham saw with his own eyes 
were three in number, because he said “three men”, yet he called 
them one Lord, humbling himself before Him, and asking Him to 
stay with him? Now the number three is a mysterion for the three 
hypostaseis. And he called them “Lord”, not “Lords”. [This is] a mys-
terion for one ousia. So in three can be one, just as we have described. 
Then Moses also reports: “Hear, O Israel, your God is one Lord.”51

This means that God, Who is described by three hypostaseis, is one 
Lord.

37 And David said in his book: “By the Word of God the heav-
ens were created, and by the breath in it all of their hosts.”52 Now 
David clearly expresses the three hypostaseis when he says God, and 
His Word, and His Spirit. In our description, are we adding to what 

50 Gen 18:1-3
51 Deut 6:4
52 Ps 33:6
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David describes? Then, in another place in his book he confirmed 
that the Word of God is true God, when he said: “I give praise to 
the Word of God.”53 Now, can David be among those who give 
praise to something other than God?
 Then he said: “The Lord said to my Lord: ‘Sit at my right hand 
until I place your enemies beneath the footstool for your feet.’”54 By 
this he means the speech of the Father to the Son after His Incar-
nation. Then he says in another place: “He sent his Word, healing 
them and rescuing them from death,”55 so that you might know that 
the Word which was sent is a perfect being from a perfect being.

38 Then Isaiah, the one who was praised among the prophets, said 
in his prophecy: “‘Since I have begun, I have not spoken secretly, and 
since I was, I am there’, and now the Lord, God has sent me, and 
His Spirit.”56 And now God, and His Word and His Spirit are they 
[of whom] we say: Father, and Son, and Holy Spirit? How [else] is it 
possible that the Spirit send Isaiah, if it is not God, a perfect being? 
He also described God appearing to him, and the angels trembling 
with fear before [God], glorifying Him saying: “Holy, Holy, Holy is 
the Lord, to Whom belongs the Power, the Heavens and the Earth 
are filled with His Praise.”57 The angels give praise three times, and 
their restriction to this, without adding or subtracting, is the mysterion
for their praise of the three hypostaseis, one God.
 These are some of the testimonies of the prophets that God is one 
and three, and three and one. And if we have restricted ourselves 
[only] to some of the prophets, it is so that the discussion will not 
become too much and tiresome. If this were not the case, then we 
would produce many witnesses from everything [in the Scriptures], 
until the compulsion [to accept the Trinity] increases, and the pages 
multiply. One can know this by reading the books [of the proph-
ets].

39 Now, if they deny this teaching, and reject it, saying: “The 
prophets did not say this, rather, you have altered the words from 
their places,58 and you have made [the prophets] say what is false 

53 Ps 56:10
54 Ps 110:1
55 Ps 107:20
56 Is 48:16
57 Is 6:3
58 Cf. Sura 4:46; 5:13,41; 2:75
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and a lie,” it should be said to them: If these books were only in our 
possession, and not [also] in the hands of our enemies the Jews, then, 
By my life! one could accept your teaching that we have changed 
[them] and substituted [words for other words]. However, if the 
books are also in the hands of the Jews, no one can accept your 
teaching, unless it were found that the books that we possess differ: 
[but] what is in the hands of the Jews is in harmony with what we 
possess.59

 If they say: “Those who are responsible for the alteration [of the 
books] are the Jews, who are attempting to deceive you with this,”60

we should say to them: If the matter were as you have described, 
then there ought to be in their possession genuine [copies which 
have] not been altered. Because the one who seeks the destruction 
of another does not seek his own destruction. Now, we find what 
they possess and what we possess to be one [and the same], with 
no difference in it, just as we have pointed out. [Consequently,] no 
one can accept what you have reported about alteration.

40 Now, if they say: “You assert that God is only three hypos-
taseis, as your books witness. And if each one of them is described 
as Lord and as God, then why your indignation at describing them 
as three lords and gods?” it should be said to them: By my life! If 
it were the case that the books describe each one of the hypostaseis
as Lord and God, without bringing any of the hypostaseis into rela-
tion with another, and it were necessary that each one of them is a 
cause, not caused, then what you have described is permitted and 
right. However, if it is true that the Son and the Spirit are from the 
Father, then there are not many causes, [nor are] three gods or lords 
ascribed [to God].
 Now, if they say: “Is not every human being from one cause, that 
is from Adam, not from multiple causes? However, you describe 
multiple human beings. So these three hypostaseis should be described 
as three gods, in the same manner as human beings are spoke of,” it 
should be said to them: Certainly, when one names multiple human 

59 Abå R§"iãah assumes a desire within the Jewish community for fidelity to 
the original revelation, even if there is an attempt to mislead others. The Qur"§n,
however, claims that the revelation was distorted almost immediately after its rev-
elatin to Moses, and that no authentic copy was preserved (cf. Sura 5:13, 41; 2:75-
76; 4:46).

60 Cf. Sura 2:75; 4:46; 5:13,41.
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beings, what is meant by this is ‘multiple hypostaseis’, not ‘multiple 
ousiai’, because the name ‘human being’ is only a name for the ousia
in general. And because of this, all of the hypostaseis participate in its 
name. So the name of the single hypostasis, such as #Abd Allah, and 
Moses, and Aaron, and other names like this are similar to what we 
have explained.

41 Now, if they say: “Is the name ‘God’, according to you, the 
name of the ousia [in general]? Then you ought not describe each 
one of [the hypostaseis] as God, instead of all three of them [together 
as God], since, according to you, they are [collectively] the ousia.” 
It should be said to them: Certainly, if the name ‘God’ is the name 
of an ousia, that is, the name of all three of them, then each one of 
them is entitled to be called by the name of the whole.
 For [none of them] is different in its being from the being of 
another of the hypostaseis, together with which it is the ousia in gen-
eral, just as the name of ‘gold’ in general is for all gold, and for a 
piece of gold. It is perfect, not [just] a part of what is golden. Now, 
when one of the hypostaseis is mentioned, it is permitted that it be 
described as ‘God’, and ‘Lord’, and ‘ousia’, and other names for the 
ousia like this, but [it is] not [permitted to describe the individual 
hypostasis] by the plurality of the collective. And if two [hypostaseis]
are brought into relation to the one, that is, the Son and the Spirit 
to the Father, then they are described as ‘one God’.

42 Now if they say: “If the Father is the cause of the Son and 
the Spirit, as you have described, then it ought to be the case that 
the Father [exists] before the one of which He is the cause. And if 
the Father does not [exist] before the Son and the Spirit, and they 
exist eternally together, then one of [the hypostaseis] is not [more] 
worthy than the others of being the cause of [the others]. And your 
teaching that one is the cause of two is false.”
 It should be said to them: By my life! Some causes, such as you 
have described, [exist] before those [things] for which they are the 
cause. However, this is not as you have described with all causes. 
You see the sun, and it is the cause of its rays and its heat. In the 
same way fire is the cause of its light and its heat. And it is never 
lacking its light and its heat. The teaching about the Son and the 
Spirit from the Father is the same as this: [they are] two [things 
which are] eternal from [something] eternal, although the Father 
does not anticipate them.

43 Now, if they say: “Is it not necessary that when a thing has 
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its origin in [another] thing, it is either its part or its operation? It 
is one of two things: either the Son and the Spirit are a part of the 
being of the Father when you describe them as being from Him, or 
they are His operation. Now, if you say that they are a part of Him, 
then the part does not deserve the name of the perfect [whole], that 
is, ‘God’. And likewise, if [they] are His operation, in the same way 
they are not deserving of the name ‘God’, because it is the name of 
the perfect [whole].”
 It should be said to them: By my life! If everything which is 
described as being ‘from something’ were a part of [the thing’s] being 
or its operation, then the matter would be as you have described. 
However, when it is found that a thing from a thing, and a part from 
a part is not as you have described, then it is necessary for you to 
examine what we describe closely.

44 Now, ‘part’ is described in two ways: Either it is a part of 
a number, and it is perfect in its being, just as Moses and Aaron, 
or [someone] other than these two patriarchs,61 who are a part of 
‘human beings’, that is, a part of their number. And each one of 
them is a perfect human being. Or it is like hands and feet, which 
are parts and pieces, although none of them merits the name of the 
perfect [whole], that is, the name ‘human being’.
 This is also the case with ‘a thing from a thing’. One may say 
it according to the aspect of an operation, and of a part, and of a 
perfect [whole] from a perfect [whole]. Now, an operation is like the 
writing of a writer. And a part is like the hands and feet of body. 
As for a perfect [whole] from a perfect [whole], it is as the begotten 
is from the begetter. Now, one says ‘he is from him’, not [as] an 
operation, and not as a part of him, rather, [as] a perfect [whole] 
from a perfect [whole], just as we have described. And [the thing] 
merits the name of that from which it is from, that is, a human being 
from a human being.

45 And one may say that things are from a thing in another [way] 
besides these three ways, just as Eve is described as [being] from 
Adam. She is from him, but not a part of him, and not his opera-
tion, and not his child—a perfect [being] from a perfect [being], a 
human being from a human being. This is the same as the teaching 

61 Text unclear: Sbath gives LB³j»A (“persons”); Graf corrects with LBIj»A.
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about the Son and the Spirit from the Father, May He be praised! 
Each one of them is a part of the number, not a part of the being, 
of the Father. Rather, [they are] two perfect beings from a perfect 
being. The Son is from Him, just as the begotten is from the beget-
ter. And the Spirit processes and emanates from Him, just as Eve 
proceeds [from Adam] as we have explained. [Yet,] truly God is 
above all attributes, and is not commensurate with the teaching in 
this regard.

Now the conclusion has been reached. The first teaching has been 
completed with the help of God, May He be praised! and to the 
Giver of grace, abundant thanks, and glory to God!62

62 S: and glory forever! and we shall make plain the second teaching, if God 
wills, exalted is His remembrance!
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THE SECOND RIS$LAH OF AB— R$"I•AH 
AL-TAKR^T^ ON THE INCARNATION

Introduction

As was outlined above, Abå R§"iãah"s Second Ris§lah on the Incarnation
was written in conjunction with the previous ris§lah on the Trinity 
to an unnamed Jacobite with the purpose of answering questions 
raised by Muslims about these two Christian doctrines. The style 
and internal evidence further substantiate the suggestion that it was 
written later in Abå R§"iãah’s career after he had had considerable 
experience as a controversialist and become known beyond his home 
of TakrÊt.
 Essentially the aim of this text is the same as that of On the Trin-
ity: to establish common ground with the Muslim mutakallimån with 
whom he was in conversation in order to show first that the Jacobite 
teaching on the Incarnation is not contradictory, and second, that 
Christianity is in fact the true religion. In the ris§lah on the Incarna-
tion, the opponents in the debate have challenged Abå R§"iãah to 
explain how God can have become human (oÃDM) and incarnated 
(fnVM) without change or alteration. Muslims point out that Christian 
teaching on the Incarnation demands that Christians hold opposite 
statements about God as true: God is mortal and immortal, passible 
and impassible, eternal and born in time, etc. This, they insist, is 
impossible and must be rejected. As in the On the Trinity, Abå R§"iãah
proceeds in this ris§lah with a response clarifying the doctrine and 
providing examples to demonstrate that what appears incompatible 
with what is known by human beings about God can be demonstrated 
to be a logical truth.
 In the ris§lah on the Incarnation, Abå R§"iãah treats some of the 
most troubling problems for Muslims about Christianity using both 
those concepts and strategies developed in the previous ris§lah on the 
Trinity and additional material taken from the Muslim and Chris-
tian Scriptures. On the Incarnation begins with a short transition from 
the previous ris§lah (§1) and moves directly into the issues at hand, 
addressing first the question of the relationship between the three 
divine hypostaseis and the one incarnated in a body (§§2-7), turning 
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eventually to the difficulty of how God can enter into the limitations 
of creation (§§8-18). The interlocutors raise the inevitable problem of 
whether it was necessary for God to bring about salvation through 
incarnation (§§19-23). The underlying issue is the true nature of Jesus 
and his mission: is he God incarnated to redeem creation as Christians 
believe, or is he a Messenger sent to announce God’s commands 
as the Qur"§n claims? But at the heart of the conflict lies a question 
that is a ultimately unanswerable by human beings: why did God 
choose this particular means to reconcile creation to Himself? Abå 
R§"iãah gives his Muslim questioners a standard Christian response, 
and turns the question to back to them, asking for a justification for 
their teaching that God sent messengers (§§24-35). The problem 
returns to the question of God becoming what has the definable 
properties of a creature (§§36-62) and concludes with an examination 
of the Messiah’s knowledge of the future (§§63-77) and His willing 
the crucifixion (§§78-85). More details, Abå R§"iãah concludes, can 
be found in his letter written to the Christians of BaÈrÊn (§85).
 One notices some important differences between the approach 
found in the previous treatise and this much longer one. First, Abå 
R§"iãah’s knowledge of Islam is revealed to a much greater extent 
in this ris§lah than anywhere else. Not only does he mention Islamic 
beliefs explicitly, he even offers passages from the Qur"§n to make 
his point. The reason for this candid approach is doubtless to be 
found in the precise references to Jesus and Christian beliefs about 
him in the Qur"§n. Its unambiguous rejection of the possibility that 
God generates or is generated (Sura 112) and an emphasis on Jesus’ 
humanity (Sura 5:75) could not be easily manipulated or reinter-
preted so as to admit the Incarnation. In addition, contemporary 
issues being debated in Muslim scholarly circles did not readily lend 
themselves to exploitation in support of the Incarnation.1 Although 
Abå R§"iãah is able to credibly demonstrate the plausibility of three 
hypostaseis in the Divine Being through philosophical principles, it is 
more difficult to show how and why one of those hypostaseis became 
human. Consequently he must take up the counter-claims to the 
doctrine of the Incarnation asserted in the Qur"§n directly.
 This leads to the second difference in this ris§lah: whereas the 
emphasis in On the Trinity is on redefining certain terminology so as to 

1 Griffith, “Abå R§"itah,” 191-192.
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allow for the conceptual possibility of trinitarian descriptions of God, 
On the Incarnation relies much more on scriptural evidence. Here one 
finds citations from the Old Testament as well as the New Testament 
used in support of Christian beliefs. This is especially necessary, since 
the New Testament witness is considered to be the primary basis for 
faith in the Incarnation. As a result, the problem of taÈrÊf arises in this 
context with more serious implications. Abå R§"iãah has already laid 
some of the groundwork for introducing these passages as evidence 
in the last part of the On the Trinity with his defense of the integrity 
of the Scriptures against the charge that they have been altered,2

but in On the Incarnation, Abå R§"iãah chooses a different means to 
counter the charge of taÈrÊf. Instead of focussing on a defense of the 
integrity of the Scriptures, he draws examples from the Qur"§n and 
Muslim beliefs to argue that Christian teaching is not contrary to 
what can be said about God. Although his primary arguments are 
made with regard to the Old Testament, his goal is clear: to prove 
that Christian teaching is reliably based on the Scriptures and that 
they are an authentic source for knowledge about God. Nonethe-
less, the most important disagreement, whether the crucifixion and 
resurrection actually occurred, must remain unresolved. It is with 
this final problem Abå R§"iãah leaves his Christian reader.
 It is also notable that Abå R§"iãah gives brief, succinct answers 
to a series of questions, without entering into the long and complex 
development of an argument found in many of his other writings. 
In fact, many of the arguments made in this text are simply drawn 
from On the Trinity and applied to the relevant question. This style 
gives the ris§lah the feel more of a transcript of a conversation than a 
full-blown treatise, suggesting once again that his personal experience 
lies behind the present work. The questions put in the mouths of the 
adversaries seem to reflect actual, and in some cases perhaps even 
verbatim, reports. It is noteworthy, for example, that exclamations 
and epitaphs associated with Islam (e.g., “the Messiah, glory be to 
Him!”) are always included in the Muslim questions. Yet, in spite of 
the more terse format of the ris§lah, it remains Abå R§"iãah’s project 
to provide his reader with the best possible responses, even if given 
briefly, in order to assure success in the defense of the doctrine of 
the Incarnation.

2 Keating, “TaÈrÊf.”
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 One detects a recognition on Abå R§"iãah’s part that in the end, 
one cannot convince the Muslim opponents of the truth of the Incar-
nation, but at best can show that it is not contradictory or absurd. 
In this sense, the second ris§lah on the Incarnation appears to be 
more directed at supporting Christians in their faith than that On 
the Trinity. Whereas the first ris§lah contains carefully constructed 
technical arguments allowing for the possibility of a plurality in 
the One God, the second ris§lah appeals to the Christian reader by 
reminding him of God’s plan of salvation and the necessity of faith 
to believe it. For, as stated in the Proof of the Christian Religion: “We 
accept the teaching about His Incarnation and becoming human 
without change or alteration, even though [our] understanding fails 
to comprehend it.” (Proof 32)
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The Second Ris§lah of Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ
on the Incarnation

1 The discussion following from the beginning of this book until 
this point has been the predication of God, may He be praised! and 
the characterization of His oneness and His threeness, an explana-
tion of the hypostaseis, of their coincidence and the proper mode of 
being of each one of them, and of the differences of their properties. 
This was done through clarification and presentation of proper and 
accurate analogies, abundant and enduring arguments, and clear 
and illuminating evidence for the one seeking the truth and pursuing 
it.
 We have not mentioned anything about the subject of the Incar-
nation of one of the hypostaseis, that is the Son, the eternal Word of 
the Father, and His becoming human without change in His state or 
alteration in His ousia. And this is because you have refrained from 
asking about it up to this point. Now it is necessary for us to examine 
what you have asked us concerning the subject of the Incarnation and 
the incarnated One, and give you a satisfactory and suitable answer 
in this, so that no one may have grounds to reproach us concerning 
[our teachings about] God, whether he agrees or disagrees with us, 
is peaceful or obstinate.

2 Our opponents say: “Tell us about the incarnated One, as you 
claim—[is he] a god or human?” It should be said to them: Accord-
ing to us, the incarnated One is God become human.
 If they say: “If according to you the incarnated One is God, and 
at the beginning of your account [of your teachings] you [argued] 
it is necessary that God is [several] hypostaseis, then the incarnated 
One is three hypostaseis. How do you claim that the incarnated One 
is one of the three hypostaseis and not three [himself]?” it should be 
said to them: According to us, the name ‘God’ is [both] general and 
specific.1 The three are in general divinity and each one of them is 
the same as the other in quiddity, just as we have described concern-

1 This distinction is made in Aristotle, Categories 5 [2a] with regard to primary 
and secondary substances.
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ing gold—all of it may be characterized as gold, even the smallest 
piece of it is also gold. However, we mean [here] that the incarnated 
One is divine, that is, one of the hypostaseis, and He is the Son, the 
living Word of God, eternally divine, not three hypostaseis.

3 If they say: “Tell us about the incarnation of the incarnated 
One. Is he an act [of God] or a part [of God]?” it should be said to 
them: You have asked us about the incarnated One. Now, you are 
asking about an incarnated being, in which the body and the incar-
nation are united, because it is not possible to describe [something] 
incarnated without incarnation and body. But in which manner? 
You have asked us whether He is an act or a part [of God]. [In 
asking] is it a part or an act, you are speaking about the body of 
the incarnated One, that is His ‘becoming a body’. However, we 
say that the Incarnation of the incarnated One is something other 
than an act or a part, rather, it is a means to the act.
 If when you say “incarnation”, you mean by this the body, [and 
ask] is it a part of the incarnated One, or an act, we will argue, ask-
ing you, too: Do you say that the body is a part of the incarnated 
being, or do you only mean a part of that from which the incarnated 
being is composed and constructed? Then, if you say: “Is he a part, 
that is, a part of the divine Being?” we deny that the body is a part 
[of the divine Being], because the divine Being is above division or 
separation. If you say: “Is it a part of the composite of the being of 
God and the body?” we must [say] to you it is a part and an act.

4 If they say: “Who has the authority [over] the ‘becoming a body’, 
which you have described as a part of the composite?” it should be 
said to them: That which has authority [over] His becoming the 
incarnated Word of God is Himself. Now, if they say: “Are we to 
allow that something makes itself a part?” it should be said to them: 
Have we described something as becoming a part [separate] from 
its own being? We have only said that the Word has taken to itself 
a body, without the body being a part of [the Word]. Rather, [the 
body] is a part of the composite of the [incarnated] Word and is in 
it. The body is a part of the composite, not a part of the Word, as 
we have [already] described.

5 If they say: “Tell us about the incarnation of the Word in the 
body, by whom was it done?” it should be said to them: Have we 
not already told you before this point [in the discussion]? In which 
manner do you mean “by whom was it done”? Are you saying of the 
body “who created it?” If this is what you mean concerning what 
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we have [just] described, then we say that the body was an act of 
the three [hypostaseis], [at the same time] we say, [an act of] one of 
the three, not of the three.
 If they say: “Clarify for us the act of the three [hypostaseis]: is it a 
proper act of one or of each one of them apart from the others?” it 
should be said to them: From the perspective of creating and willing, 
everything that happened or is happening through [the hypostaseis] is 
one. As for manifestation and revelation, each one of [the hypostaseis]
is in any act or state it wills, and this is specific, not common [to all 
of them]. This is because a mode of being distinguishes each one of 
them. If the three of them were one and not three, then the revela-
tion of something from them or a manifestation in any way, would 
be a revelation and manifestation of the three of them.
 However, although each one of the hypostaseis is coincident in its 
being with the being of that which is not itself of the [individual] 
hypostasis, it is [still] a particular hypostasis distinct from the others, 
so there is no doubt that what [an hypostasis] wills belongs only to 
itself. For one of them willed to become incarnated, possessing a 
rational soul, through the pure Virgin Mary. And the revelation in 
the Incarnation is a property of one of them exclusive of the other 
two. As for the creation of the body or their will for one of them to 
become incarnated, [this] is common to the three of them.2

6 The example of this is your description of God, [when you 
say] He knows, wills and is powerful. Is God’s knowledge about a 
thing His willing it and His power over it? If they say: “Yes”, then 
it should be said to them: Has God already willed and have power 
over all of what He knows? Then since He knows the Resurrection 
will occur, it has already happened, because according to you His 
knowledge is [the same as] His will, and He has already willed it and 
has power over it. What teaching is a more repugnant and worse 
absurdity than this?
 If they say that [God’s] knowledge of things is something other 
than His willing it and power over it, because He knows what He 
does not will, such as vile deeds, and He has power over what He 
does not will, such as leading the unbelievers into the Garden, it 
should be said to them: Just as according to you it is permissible 

2 This argument is directed against any suggestion of modalism.
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that God knows things that He does not will and has power over 
them, and everything comes from God, not something other than 
Him, just so is it with the teaching of the Incarnation of one of the 
hypostaseis, exclusive of the other two, even though the three are one 
ousia.

7 One should not think that we are ignorant of the great dif-
ference of what we compare to [God, the incarnated One] in His 
hypostasis, [and] even more so in3 all of His relations. [Yet, a possible] 
example are the light and illumination of the sun, incarnated in the 
seeing eye, to which [also] belong its brightness and heat. [There is 
no] separation in location between the sun disc and its brightness 
and heat because of their union. That which is incarnated of [the 
light, heat, etc.] in the eye is the brightness alone, not the disc and 
heat. And no one says that he sees the disc and the heat incarnated 
in the seeing eye in the same way its brightness is incarnated.

8 Now, if they say: “The incarnated One can only become incar-
nated by emerging from its primary state, in the manner of frozen 
water. If you bring the body into relationship with the Word [of 
God], making the incarnation necessary for it, what is it?” it should 
be said to them: It is necessary for you to pay close attention to what 
we say to you in reply, so that you will understand our conclusion. 
If it is false, everything that we have clearly laid out is a great defeat 
for us, just as if you were ignorant of it.
 You claim that our addition of the body to God is an excess,4

when we describe Him as incarnated, and this is like the state of 
[frozen] water, embodied in its own being, not in something else. 
Your example in this aspect is like someone determining that all 
people are an army when he finds that some of them are soldiers! 
Now, if it were found that the incarnated One is not different from 
what you have said about frozen water, then what you have described 
would be [an acceptable] likeness. But if it is found that a thing can 
be incarnated in another ousia without change in its state, then [your 
argument] is not proven by what you say.

9 What do you say about fire, whose ousia is absolutely not seen 
nor felt nor perceived through something of the senses because of 
its immateriality, except when it is embodied in some bodies, either 

3 Ü is certainly incorrect (Graf, 131, p. 41, ftn. 3).
4 Cf. Sura 4:171; 5:78; 9:30-31; 112:1
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wood or candles or gold or silver or some other corporeal bodies 
[like] this? Are you of the opinion that when fire is embodied in some 
of these corporeal bodies [just] described, it changes or is altered 
from its fire-ness or the corporeal bodies in which they are embodied 
[become something] other than [their] primary state? Fire is always 
fire, even when it is embodied in some bodies, and the corporeal 
body is always a corporeal body, even when the fire is embodied in 
it.
 What do you say about the light of the sun, which remained for 
three days after its creation without being embodied in its disc? This 
is understood by the one who has read the Torah. [The light] was 
embodied in the disc without change in its primary ousia, and it was 
light before it was embodied and after its embodiment.

10 Is not every soul of every one of us also incarnated in a cor-
poreal body [to make] a complete human being? Do you separate 
[the soul] from its spirituality and its immateriality in its embodi-
ment or in the transformation of the body [back] into its first state 
[of death]? The soul is always a soul and the body is always a body 
without the composite of these two being two different things; rather 
it is one in the union [of the two].5

 Just as the fire is embodied in some corporeal bodies, and the 
sun in the disc, and the soul in the body, without any of them being 
transformed from its ousia [into something else], just so is the teach-
ing about the Word [of God], and even more so than this, in that 
He has no space and no measure. [The Word] is incarnated in a 
corporeal body, possessing a rational soul in a true, eternal, neces-
sary incarnation, without separation, alteration or change. It is the 
Word [of God] eternally, and the body a body eternally, without 
that in which they are joined together being two. Rather, the one 
incarnated hypostasis is true God, and He is a true human being; He 
is one, not two, as we have mentioned.

5 These examples are common among Monophysite writers.  The comparison 
with union between the human soul and body is especially favored, and was devel-
oped by Severus of Antioch.  Griffith, “Abå R§"itah,” 193.  Cf. Joseph Lebon, “La 
christologie du monophysisme syrien,” pp. 425-580, in: Das Konzil von Chalkedon: 
Geschichte und Gegenwart, ed. Aloys Grillmeier u. Heinrich Bacht, Band I: Der Glaube 
von Chalkedon (Würzburg: Echter-Verlag, 1951) and  Le monophysisme sévérien: étude 
historique, littéraire et théologique sur la résistance monophysite au concile de Chalcédoine jusq’à 
la constitution de l’église jacobite (Louvain: Excudebat Josephus van Linthout, 1909).
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11 If they say: “Are you claiming that God, His remembrance is 
exalted! dwells in this body?” it should be said to them: Of course! 
We describe Him as dwelling in the body in the manner of [His] 
incarnation in it, not the “dwelling” that is sent out [from God], like 
His dwelling in creatures other than Himself.6

 If they say: “If He dwells in the body, as you have described, 
then the body confines Him, and what is confined is limited, and 
what is limited is created. Is God therefore a creature, according to 
your claims?” it should be said to them: Certainly, what you have 
described must be necessary for God. Your syllogism has accurate 
and true premises, just as when one maintains that the human being 
is an ousia, and demonstrates this, saying that the human being is 
living, and what is living is an ousia. The syllogism returns to its first 
part, so he says: “The human being is without a doubt an ousia.” 
The syllogism is formulated from true and accurate premises.
 However, if his syllogism is formulated from false premises that 
should be rejected and denied, certainly it is not possible that the 
conclusion of the syllogism will be accurate. As when one states: the 
human being is eternal, eternity has no7 beginning, the human being 
is, therefore, God. His syllogism is formulated from many premises, 
the first of which is false. For if the beginning of the syllogism is 
formulated invalidly, then the conclusion will not result in the truth, 
even if the premises linked to it are accurate and true. This is the 
same as what you have argued, [when you say] that the body confines 
the Word, and you build the syllogism on a premise that should be 
rejected, adding further accurate and acceptable premises. Then you 
reach the conclusion [you desire] with what you set out, although 
the conclusion is not necessarily what you have described.

12 If they say: “How are we building our syllogism on a premise 
that should be rejected, as you have described? Have you not made 
it necessary that the Word [of God] dwells in the body? Then it 
must be one of two things: either the body is encompassed by [the 
Word] which has come into it, or the Word grasps it, then [the 
body] is devoid of [the Word], just as [all of] the rest of bodies,” it 
should be said to them: if we have made it necessary that the Word 

6 That is, the dwelling of the Holy Spirit in creatures. If applied to the Incarna-
tion, this would lead to some form of adoptionism.

7 Ü is missing in Graf.
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dwells in the body, we have [also] denied that it dwells in it in a 
similar [manner] to its dwelling in the rest of bodies. We have only 
described its dwelling in the body as a dwelling of “incarnation” in 
it, not like a dwelling [of the Holy Spirit] sent out [by God].
 Yet, it is necessary that you ask us: According to your affirmation 
of the dwelling of the Word in the body, does [the body] encompass 
it, or not? Now, if we say it encompasses it, you are permitted to 
pursue the syllogism, [saying]: In what does this result? And if we 
deny this, you must pay attention to what is necessary for us [to 
make the argument]. For we are obligated to set out for you sound 
evidence, that should not be rejected nor denied.

13 If they say: “Verily, can something dwell in something [else] 
without being encompassed by it?” it should be said to them: Either 
[it is something] in corporeal things, and then it is not possible that 
one dwells in another, without being encompassed by it, or [it is 
something] which does not have a body, and it is not possible for 
the body to encompass it when it dwells in it. Rather, the body is 
encompassed by it, as is the case of the light embodied in the disc 
of the sun, just as fire is embodied in coal and so, [too] the soul is 
incarnated in the body. For the disc of the sun is encompassed by 
its light, not [the light by the sun], and the coal is encompassed by 
the fire burning in it, [the fire] is not [encompassed] by the coal, 
and the body is encompassed by the soul, not [the soul] by [the 
body].8

14 The sun and its light, and the coal and its fire, and the soul 
and its body are a mysterion for the incarnation of the Word of God 
in the body. For just as each one of these three things mentioned is 
embodied in what embodies it, without change in its state or alteration 
in its ousia, and without the thing with which it is embodied being 
two, but rather that it is in truth one, just so is it in the teaching on 
the Word of God: [it is an] Incarnation [of the Word in] a body 
possessing a soul, through Mary, the immaculate, without change in 
its state nor alteration in its ousia, without being limited by the body; 
rather, the body is limited by [the Word]. And [the Word] and the 

8 The contrast is being made here between those things that are contained 
when they are embodied in something else and those things that are not contained 
when they are embodied. Abå R§"iãah is arguing that some things, like fire, can be 
embodied in something else, like coal, but not limited or contained by it.
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body are one in a real and eternal union, without difference [like that 
which] occurs in number, and they are not drawn to become two. 
Yet, a substantial distinction is inherent in [the body] and enduring 
in it, just like the substantial distinction between the sun and the fire 
and the soul, and those [things] which are embodied in them.

15 Now if they say: “Why do you deny that the body contains 
and limits the Word, yet you make it necessary that [the Word] is 
in it, just as it is in other corporeal things and bodies? It must be 
one of two things: Either all of the things that it is in have a body, 
or that body you have described, which [the Word took] to itself 
to became incarnated in, is not a body, since [the Word] is in [the 
body] without limit, as it is in other things,” it should be said to 
them: Why should this descending [of the Word] into the body 
happen in the same way as its descending into everything else, for 
it is incarnated in [the body] and is united with it, and is in [other] 
things without being incarnated in them nor united with them? If 
we had described [the Word] so in its body, by my life! then you 
are right. But since our descriptions of [the Word] in its body and in 
[other] things are different, it is necessary for you to examine what 
we have described.

16 Similarly, the light of the sun is described in its disc and in the 
air and on the earth and on a house and other things with different 
relations and in many ways, because [the light] is bound up in [the 
sun’s] disc and it is incarnated in it, and the air encloses it, uniting 
with it, without there being a composite or persisting union, and 
on the earth and house it is the same. [It is also] like [the relation-
ship of] the sight of the eye of the viewer to the things [it sees]: the 
seeing is associated with the eye and with the things seen by it, yet 
[the sight] does not take possession over what it is associated with, 
because [the sight] is incarnated and bound up with its eye, without 
being united or a composite with the things, both those near and far. 
And it is like the intellect in the soul, through which it is rational, 
and other [things] that do not need to be described [here] in order 
restrict [ourselves] to what precedes us.9

17 It is the same with the teaching about the Word of God, may 
He be praised! [The Word] is described in its [own] body and in 
things: in its body as a united composite, lasting and eternal, and 

9 I.e., the questions that are being asked.
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in things as one that has no limit and no end, without being bound 
up with them or embodied in them. Because it is not possible of 
an attribute of God, may He be praised! that He be described as 
[being] in one place to the exclusion of another place, since He is 
in everything, without limit, exalted over everything, without end, 
there is nothing, praise to Him! in which He is embodied or with 
which He is a composite, except that pure body [of Christ], as we 
have described.

18 Now if they say: “Is there a separation or differentiation 
between the body in which He became incarnated, and the rest of 
bodies, since you describe it as created?” it should be said to them: 
From the perspective of the creation, no; [from the perspective] of 
the union and honor and esteem, there is a great [difference] between 
them and that [body] in which He became incarnated and with which 
He united Himself. For He adorned it with His [own] ornamentation, 
He clothed it with His light and the garment of His rank, enclosing 
it in the rays of His brightness, and filled it with His holiness, so that 
it became living, pure and holy, like the coal, described as burning, 
becomes luminous and light-giving, and anything else with which one 
describes fire, without the coal being two [different things]. Rather, 
[the coal] is one from two: from immaterial fire and a perceptible 
corporeal body, without the fire changing its ousia, or the corporeal 
thing [changing] its nature.

19 Now, if they say: “What is it that caused God, may He be 
praised! to be incarnated and become human?” it should be said to 
them: That which caused Him, may He be praised! in the beginning 
to create Adam and his descendants from dust, after there had been 
nothing, and breathe into him from His [own] spirit, and from His 
own authority [allow] him to act freely, and [allow] him to bring 
about his own condition completely,10 and bestow on him what is in 
the sea and the land and the air, and command him with [the use 
of] its benefits and forbid him and warn him from what will harm 
him, and give him His Garden as a home and promised him His 
Kingdom, is that which caused Him to the Incarnation and becoming 
human. [God] sought by this [Adam’s] deliverance and [that of] his 
descendants, and their salvation from the error that had mastered 

10 Through God’s authority humanity is endowed with free will and self-deter-
mination.
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them, weakening them through their long inclination toward it, 
and He aroused them up from their destruction to their original 
rank.
 Now if they say: “What is it that caused Him to create Adam and 
his descendents?” it should be said to them: That which caused Him 
to do this was His goodness and His esteem.

20 If they say: “Was He not good and estimable until He cre-
ated?” it should be said to them: With regard to something cre-
ated, no, because it did not exist until He created it and revealed 
His graciousness and His goodness to it, although He, may He be 
praised! never ceased to be good in His being. [It was] that which 
caused Him to incline towards what was [previously] not existent, 
useless and without purpose, making it something possessing value 
and importance. It caused [God] to restore His creation which sin 
had made shabby. And so He returned His creation to its original 
state, as He, may He be praised! had always known [He would do] 
before. The deliverance of [creation] is more than the ability to 
assemble it together. Because of this, He did not refrain from creating 
it, [although He] had the knowledge of what would befall it when 
it committed sin and became entangled in error, since it was previ-
ously in His knowledge, great is His praise! and He caused Himself 
to be its Deliverer and Savior from error, as we have mentioned.

21 Now, if they say: “Did He not have the power to deliver 
them without becoming a human being?” it should be said to them: 
Certainly, may He be praised! He is powerful over what He wills. 
However, He did not will that their salvation and deliverance would 
be an act from Him alone without them, in order not to deprive 
them of the reward from following Him, because the reward and 
recompense comes to [the ones who do] the work [earning] the 
reward, not the work of others on their behalf.11 And what would 
have caused Him, may He be praised! not to become human to 
save those whom His goodness has caused Him to create? Which 
of [God’s] acts that are inseparable from Himself do you regard as 
the disgrace and do not make plain His goodness: His allowing a 
‘nothing’ to become an existent thing, and renewing His creation by 

11 God could not have justly rewarded human beings for following Him if He 
had not become incarnated as a human being, since then human beings would not 
have participated in the plan for their own salvation.
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what He did in His incarnation for its deliverance, or His neglect of 
it in destruction after He had made it into an existent thing? That 
which caused Him to become incarnated and become human is His 
goodness and mercy, as we have mentioned.

22 If they say: “What about the salvation you have mentioned, 
are you saved, apart from your opponents? We see that death is 
obviously upon you, just as [it affects] the rest of the peoples who are 
your opponents?” it should be said to them: Death is of two [kinds]. 
One of these is true death and the other is metaphor [drawn] from 
the expression “true death” ([that is,] the death of sin and error), and 
it is a metaphor for12 the expression “a separation of the spirit from 
the body”. Just as the body dies with the separation of the soul from 
it, so the soul dies separated from faith. [Through the Incarnation,] 
we are delivered and saved from both [kinds] of death.
 [We are saved] from true [death of the soul] by what He confirmed 
for us and taught us concerning the correct faith in God about His 
true predication [as one and three]. And He cast off from us the 
practices that were harsh and misleading for their own people, and 
[gave us] the work of obedience to Him in contrast to the works of 
the peoples, which are motivated by love of the world and immer-
sion in it.

23 [We were saved] from the metaphorical [death of the body] 
when He effected the resurrection of bodies and their restoration 
forever by the resurrection of His [own] body and His raising up 
of the people He raised up. The one who is certain of the restora-
tion of his life is not dead with death, and [one who is] alive is not 
living when [he believes] in death and the extinction [of existence] 
while he is still alive. For the source of true death is ignorance of the 
resurrection, and the source of true life is the certainty of it, because 
the one who is certain of [the resurrection] is afraid of his sins and 
hopes in his good works, and the one who doubts it refrains from 
good works, [instead] committing sins. So has He, praise to Him! 
saved us from the two [kinds of] death, as we have described.

24 If they say: “Would it not have been better, if He had sent 
someone else, either an angel or someone from among the holy 
people, for the salvation and deliverance of the world, than to have 
carried it out Himself?” it should be said to them: It would not have 

12 Error in the manuscripts: Å¿ for ¾.
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been better if He had entrusted it to someone other than Himself, 
either an angel or someone else. For just as it is necessary for Adam 
and his descendents to worship [God] because He created them, 
so it would be necessary [for them] to worship the One who had 
been entrusted with their deliverance and salvation. Because their 
deliverance is the renewal of their creation, and it is impossible that 
someone other than the One who was entrusted with producing them 
renew their creation.
 To be sure, He sent [to the people] some, such as Noah, Abra-
ham, Moses, and other prophets and messengers, but each one of 
them was a warner to his people in his own time.13 But all of [the 
people] did not follow [the prophet], they only followed him a little 
for a short time, then they returned to what they were before, being 
overpowered by error.14 Also, these messengers were afflicted by 
weakness [themselves], because they were creatures, not outside of 
the destruction [of sin], although it was not master over them, as 
it mastered the [rest] of the people. When one of them was killed 
or died, he was not worthier [than the others] of the ability to [be 
resurrected and to] return, and this led their tribe to abandon them 
and to scorn their commands when they did not have the power to 
raise themselves up after their deaths.15

25 Because of this and similar things, which we do not describe 
[here, God], may He be praised! did not send another to deliver 
and save the world. His compassion and mercy caused Him, Whose 
praise is exalted! [to effect] the Incarnation of the Word, which can 
be described [thus]: it is begotten from the Father without beginning, 
Perfect from a Perfect, true God from true God. And the reason He 
describes Himself as “son” is in the identity of His being with the 
being of the One from Whom He was begotten in all relations of 
His being, in the same way the being of each one of [the relations] 
is identical with the being of His Father, although what is necessary 
for created fathers and sons is not necessary for Him.
 [The Word] became a human being without change in its ousia,
and delivered humanity and saved it from error through the proc-
lamation of faith and [good] works. And this was shown to be true 

13 Cf. Sura 3:33-34; 4:165; 5:19; 6:83-88
14 Cf. Sura 23:23-50; 34:43-45
15 Cf. Sura 14:10-13; 16:43-44; 21:7-9; 25:7-8
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to [humanity] when [the Word] raised itself with the body into eter-
nity, after its body had been killed. This is the reason why [people] 
desire [the Word] and make [His] glorification the highest object 
[of worship] and feel themselves compelled to His service, because 
they recognize the difference between His state and the state of all 
other creatures.

26 If they say: “Your understanding is astonishing, how it bears 
this teaching and believes in a God Who dies and is killed!16 Tell 
us about someone who dies: is it possible that he is alive, and about 
[someone] who is not living: is it possible that he is the God Who 
rules [all of creation]? When you make it necessary that He died, 
then He ceased [to exist], and when He ceased [to exist], then the 
rule and government [of creation] ceased, and when government 
ceased, then the world remained without a Ruler”, it should be 
said to them: If we have described God as having died death [like] 
humanity, as you think, then by my life! our understanding would 
be feeble and our minds would be deficient! But when His death 
according to us is something other than what you mean, no censure of 
what we mean is necessary. Because we only mean killing and death 
of the body, that is, with regard to the body, not with regard to His 
divinity, even while the term “death” is applied to the Incarnation 
in its entirety on account of the union [of humanity and divinity], 
so it is possible that the killing and death were effected in His body, 
not in His divinity, which is exalted above death and change, as we 
have [already] mentioned.

27 He is living and dead at the same time, [like] the status of the 
person described as seeing and blind at the same time: he is seeing 
in his heart, [yet] afflicted by his blindness, [he is] one [person] not 
two. The affliction affects all of [the person] completely, [although] 
the blindness is only a part of him, without the blindness entering 
into any part of him other than the eye. Blindness is the death of 
sight: the death of the body is the rigor of its senses, and blindness is 
the rigor of sight. For the human being, when he dies in his sight, is 
living in his other senses. In the same way, the one who is wounded 
in his head is [both] wounded and not wounded: wounded in his 
head, but not wounded in his hand. Because it is absurd speech to 
describe one of his hands as wounded, since it is not the site of the 

16 This is meant sarcastically.
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wound! yet the wounded person is one [and the same]. The teaching 
about the Messiah, may He be praised! is like this: He was killed, 
died in His body, and is living, not killed in His divinity, and He is 
one, not two.

28 Now, we say that He died in His body, but this is not like 
someone who dies in a city, or a house or a home. That which 
died was the object, not the subject. Further, the Merciful [One] 
was killed and died for our sufferings and for our deliverance and 
our salvation, just as the blind and wounded, who both have the 
attribute that affects him in [one of] his parts, the name “blind” and 
“wounded” is applied to the person in his entirety.

29 If they say: “Since you make the killing and death necessary 
for Him, then His divinity was separated from His body, and the 
union, which you have described as eternal, ceases [to be]. For the 
death of a human being and His disintegration is the separation 
of his soul and his body, and [the soul’s] leaving [the body]. What 
statement is a greater contradiction between two things than this? 
You claim that God was united with His body in an eternal union, 
having no disintegraion or nor separation, then you describe [Him] 
as having been killed and died. It must be one of two things: either 
His union is a lasting and eternal union, then He cannot have been 
killed nor died, or His union with His body is a transitory, separable 
union, because it is necessary for Him what is necessary for one 
who is killed and dies concerning a separation of His body from 
His divinity. Whichever of these two statements you assert, it will 
contradict your teaching.”
 It should be said to them: We have already described in another 
place in this book that the Messiah, may He be praised! is God 
become human, and that He was only killed and died in His body, 
not in His divinity, and His death in His body was the separation of 
His created soul from His created body, not the abandoning of His 
body and His soul by His divinity. Rather, the divinity was united 
with them in a lasting union, just as we have described. Because His 
death was a human death with regard to His becoming human, not 
a divine [death] with regard to His divinity. We only describe the 
union of the Word with the body and the soul together as a lasting 
and eternal union, because the soul is united with the body.

30 The ascription, therefore, [pertains to] the separation of the 
soul from the body, not the union of the Word with both of them, 
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like the growth of a large17 tree with branches: one of [the branches] 
is cut and planted, and yet growth remains in both the tree and its 
shoot. If it is so in this [case], then the teaching about His being 
killed and His death in His humanity are true, and consequently it 
is established: the union of His divinity with His soul and His body 
is a lasting, eternal union, without what you say being incumbent 
upon us.

31 If they say: “Which of the two descriptions of God is more 
suitable and better (if His goodness caused Him to deliver His servants 
and save them, as you have described, and it was impossible for Him 
to send an angel or a human being for the reason you explained): 
that He permitted their salvation without inconvenience [to Himself] 
or departure from His place, or that He carried this out Himself, 
becoming incarnated and suffering what [He] suffered, being killed 
and death and other things that you have described?” it should be 
said to them: The better and more suitable is in what He did, may 
He be praised! not in what He might have done, even if this is subtle 
and knowledge of it is concealed, because we are not given all of 
the hidden knowledge, nor do we commit an offense [having] part 
of it.
 Now if the salvation and deliverance of the servants from error 
was [done] by the permission of [God] alone, secretly, without being 
manifest or the Saviour being seen, then the muddle, confusion and 
collapse into destruction would necessarily be greater for them than 
if they had been left in their original [state of] ruin. Because the 
permission of the One Who permits is concealed and subtle, and 
it is impossible that the occurrence [of something done] by [His] 
permission [is known] except by the One who makes it known, seen 
and perceived.

32 And whom should [human beings] thank for their salvation if 
this had been obscure to them? For it is one of two things: either they 
would not thank their Savior because of their ignorance, then they 
would be ungrateful for the grace, or they would thank one whom 
they did not know, and they would not be commended for their 
thankfulness. Further, it cannot be said: “if only He had permitted 
their salvation to be secret”, because their salvation and deliverance 
is in their following Him, and in their surrender to what He has 

17 Sbath ms.
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called them voluntarily, without being compelled, by belief in Him 
and [doing good] works in obedience to Him after His accomplish-
ment of the resurrection of His body in their presence. Truly, He 
saved them in the way which it was possible they could be saved, 
not [simply] by [His] permission, even though He was powerful 
[enough to do] this.

33 What would they say, if we asked them in the same manner 
they question us: Which of the two ways is better and more suitable 
of God, may He be praised and Glory to Him! [that He] decided 
to call human beings to serve Him and obey Him, and to make 
them His obedient servants without commissioning His delegation of 
messengers and the revelation or that He sent messengers to them, 
calling them to belief in Him and to works of obedience to Him, so 
that they would be reviled and beaten and killed?

34 Certainly they should know that God, the Blessed and the 
Exalted, only calls human beings to Himself in the way in which 
He knows that they will deserve merit through their response to it, 
and which has reward and recompense, not in the way in which 
He [alone] acts, even though He is powerful [enough to do] this. 
What act, small or great, could God, may He be praised! not have 
[accomplished] in another way with [His] power? So, does one say 
about every act of God, “if only He had done something else, it would 
have been more suitable and better”, even though He is powerful 
[enough to do] this?

35 As for what they mentioned concerning the issue of the incon-
venience [to Himself] and departure from His place, they are neglect-
ing [something]. If there were not this negligence, they would not 
speak of such a thing. Inconvenience is for the unable and the weak, 
for whom only some work is easy. But for God, may He be praised! 
an act He permitted [to be done by another] is not easier for Him 
than His directly causing what He carried out in His Incarnation, 
because nothing prevents Him from commanding His will, and there 
is nothing difficult for Him [in attaining] His desire. Regarding leav-
ing and change of position, this is only for corporeal things that are 
limited and contained by a place. With regard to what is not limited 
and does not have an end, [this] fills up everything, comprehends 
everything and is exalted, mastering over everything. How is leaving 
and changing position possible for Him?

36 If they say: “Is it possible in a predication of God that an 
increase be sustained His ousia?” it should be said to them that “sus-
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taining an increase” cannot be [predicated] in a description of God, 
because He is perfect, exalted over perfection. Increase is an attribute 
of bodies and corporeal things.
 If they say: “Is not the body, in which He incarnated Himself, 
increased?” it should be said to them that the increase is only [found] 
in corporeal things, as we have mentioned. Do not overlook [the fact] 
that increase is found either in weight, or in length, or in volume or 
in number. Tell us about what is without a body and has no weight 
nor length nor volume nor number: how is it possible that increase 
is sustained in one of these aspects? Increase is only sustained when 
one of these increases in number. So let us turn our attention to 
whether He sustains an increase in number. Now, before He was 
incarnated, He was one, simple and immaterial. And also after His 
Incarnation He was one, although incarnated. We do not see that 
He sustained increase in any way.

37 If they say: “How can it be that the body was not an increase 
for Him, when He had existed [before] and had no body?” it should 
be said to them: The body was not an increase in Him, because 
this is not necessary for God, since [increase] is only predicated of 
corporeal things and bodies, as we have described. What do you say 
about the human being: do you see an increase in His body when 
His spirit is in Him? If there were an increase, then it would be in 
[the spirit].
 Clarify this for us, in which of these ways described is it? It is 
either in weight, but we see that it does not increase, because [the 
spirit] has no weight. Nor is it in length, because it does not have 
length, nor is it in volume, because volume does not occur in it, nor 
is it in number, because it is one together with its body, since [the 
body] is united with [the spirit] without the body being an increase 
in [the spirit], nor is [the spirit an increase] in [the body]. Tell us 
about a corporeal body in which a fire burns: is it an increase in 
the fire, because it burns in it, or is it only united with [the body] 
without being an increase in [the fire] or [the fire] being an increase 
in [the body]?

38 If they say: “Why should a corporeal body with fire burning 
in it not be described as increased by [the fire], for [the fire] changes 
it from its primary state when it overcomes [the body] until nothing 
of it is visible, because it makes [the body] into fire”, it should be 
said to them: Things are only known correctly by their definitions. 
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Clarify for us what the definition of a corporeal body is, so that we 
may know whether it changes or not.
 The definition of a corporeal body, according to the definitions 
of people who examine things [carefully] is: a visible ousia possessing 
three aspects, and these are length, breadth and thickness. So let 
us examine it. Is this definition found in the corporeal body burn-
ing in the fire as a visible ousia, its [three] aspects persisting even 
though the fire clothes it with its light and adorns it with its finery? 
They should know that the corporeal body burning from fire does 
not increase [the fire] and [the fire] is not changed from its original 
state. This is so in what is created and made, why do you find what 
is said about what is not created or made so difficult?

39 Now, if they say: “Tell us about the Word: is it something 
limited or not limited?” it should be said to them: It is not limited. 
Rather, everything is limited18 by it. If they say: “The Word, then, is 
in everything”, it should be said to them: Indeed! It is in everything 
and exalted over everything. If they say: “Was the Word incarnated 
in its entirety or [was] only a part of it [incarnated]?” it should be 
said to them: We have [already] clarified before this point, that the 
Word cannot be described as a “part” or a “whole” or [even] by 
a metaphorical statement. That is to say, the part is related to the 
whole and the whole is related to the parts, but God is exalted above 
both predications. If the meaning of your statement “the Word was 
incarnated in its entirety” is “it is encompassed by the body”, then 
we deny this description of [the Word].

40 Now, if they say: “If you acknowledge that the Word was 
incarnated in its entirety, and the Word is in everyone, the body, 
therefore, is in every[one], so that nothing of the Word remains that 
is not incarnated,” it should be said to them: Your view is astonish-
ing! How can [anyone] hold [such a] view? By my life! If the Word 
were a vast body filling everything, and if it had become incarnated 
in another body, then it would have been necessary that this body 
in which [the Word] was incarnated be equal [in size] to it, so that 
no part of it remained free and not incarnated. However, since 
according to us [the Word] is spiritual, incorporeal, exalted above 
components and parts, we are not compelled to describe the body as 
being in everything in the same way we describe [the Word], even 

18 I.e., contained or bounded.
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if it is incarnated in [the body]. For it is in everything without limit 
and without end, incarnated, without the body being [present] in 
everything.

41 Do you not describe God, glory be to Him! as being in heaven 
and on the Throne?19 Clarify [this] for us: is He in heaven and on 
the Throne in His entirety or is a part of Him in heaven and on 
the Throne, and a part of Him in something else? Now if they say: 
“We do not describe God with a part, so that it must be said that 
part of Him is in this and in that, and part of Him is not”, it should 
be said to them: When you describe Him as in heaven and on the 
Throne, does He vanish from them, or is He in everything without 
limit? Without a doubt, it is necessary for them that He is in heaven 
and on the Throne and in everything.
 It should be said to them: When you describe Him as being in 
heaven and on the Throne, it is necessary for you to describe heaven 
as being in everything, too, so that nothing of Him remains that is 
not in heaven and on the Throne, following your statement about 
the Word and its body. So you should know that even if the Word 
was incarnated in its entirety, it is [still] in everything. Thus, we are 
not compelled to describe the body as being in everything.

42 If they say: “Our statement that God is in heaven and on 
the Throne only means that He is Lord of Heaven and Lord of the 
Throne, not that He is in them, as something is in something else,” 
it should be said to them: Then He is in them, in a way other than 
something is in something else, or He is not described as in things 
at all: not as something is in something else, or in a way other than 
this. There are only three ways. Either you describe God as in heaven 
and on the Throne without Him being contained by anything of 
them, because of His exaltedness over them, or He is in them and 
encompassed by them, or He is outside of them and not in anything 
of them. 
 If you say: “He is in them, [not]20 outside of them” or “He is 
outside of them, and not in them”, then God, may He be praised! 
is limited by His creation with this description, which is not possible 
in a description of [God]. If you say that He is in them and outside 
of them, you have described [God] correctly, and you have come 

19 Sura 2:256
20 Graf correctly adds Ü.
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to what you [previously] paid no attention to; nevertheless, you say 
that it is other than these three ways: He is not described [as being] 
in them and not outside of them.

43 Yet, it is necessarily both of these descriptions: that He is in 
them and He is outside of them. [He is] in them insofar as you deny 
He is outside of them, and He is outside of them insofar as you have 
established that He is [not]21 in them, just as someone describes the 
sun as [both] not luminous and not dark. He affirms it has both 
attributes, because these remain [constantly] with it: dark because 
he describes it as not luminous, and luminous insofar as he describes 
it as not dark. But a third attribute is found along with these two 
attributes, which is neither light nor darkness, as with [the color] 
red, which is described as not white and not black, because it has a 
third attribute, namely, redness. So you should know that it is not 
necessary that something inhabited by something else without limits 
be without limits [itself], like [that which dwells in it].

44 They may say: “How is it possible that one who is without 
flesh be born of a corporeal woman? Flesh can only be born from 
flesh. You should know that it is impossible that what is without 
flesh be born.” It should be said to them: If we had described the 
Word [of God] as having been born from a corporeal woman free 
of a body, then you would [be correct] in this statement. However, 
when our description is: “the birth of the Word from a corporeal 
woman is a corporeal birth”, there is no fault necessary for us in 
this. The “being born” only belongs to the state of the body, which 
is taken from the woman and unified with [the Word], because it is 
born from her as spiritual and corporeal.

45 Is not something similar in a certain way said about the 
births of humans from their mothers as the birth of the Word from 
Mary? Are they born from their mothers as spirits without bodies, 
or embodied spirits? And since they are not born simply as spirits, 
can it be denied that they have a bodily birth? Just as it is impossible 
that spirits be born from mothers if they are not united with bodies, 
and are born of [mothers] because of their being united with bodies 
from the beginning of their creation, so is the teaching about the 
incarnated Word: [the Word] was born into the state of having a 

21 Graf correctly adds Ü.
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body, which was taken from Mary, and incarnated with [the Word], 
[the Word was] not free from a body, as you think.

46 Now if they say: “How does something without a body become 
incarnated?” it should be said to them: As for the “how”, we are 
in agreement that we have no knowledge. But our ignorance of the 
“how” does not invalidate our teaching concerning it, because what is 
of greatest [importance] in it is what they do not doubt. And we are 
[only] uncertain of [what] we are ignorant of, the “how” of it, and 
this is primarily the creation of creatures, and everyone acknowledges 
[creatures] are things created by God, but with regard to the “how” 
of their creation, we do not see the invitation [from God] to know 
this. And the dwelling of the spirit [in] the body no one disputes, 
but with regard to the “how” of its dwelling, this is concealed and 
hidden from us. But this does not hinder us from acknowledging 
the creation of creatures and the dwelling of the spirit in the body. 
This is the same with the teaching of the union of the Word and 
the body: we believe it and do not deny it, even if this is so subtle 
that we do not understand it.

47 Now, if they say, “Tell us about the Messiah, the Son of God, 
is He adopted, that is, did He take Him up22 without His being a 
real son, or did He beget Him from His ousia?” it should be said to 
them: the Messiah, may He be praised! is according to us the Son of 
God, Whom He begot without time and without beginning, because 
an adopted son is not a true son, even if he is described as a son.
 If they say: “Did not Mary give birth to Him at the time of the 
Israelites? How do you claim that [the Messiah] did not take up son-
ship, so that He is a son, whom [God] adopted, without begetting 
Him?” it should be said to them: We do not describe the Messiah, 
may He be praised! as a son of God because of what was born of 
Mary later as incarnated, but because He was begotten from the 
Father previously without time and without beginning.

48 If they say: “The Son, according to your description, is born 
two times, from the Father and from Mary, as you have mentioned”, 
it should be said to them: Yes, it is like this.
 If they say: “It should be then, that the Father was in existence 
before the Son,” it should be said to them: By my life! If the Father 
had a beginning in the manner of created fathers, then there is no 

22 I.e., adopt him.
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doubt the Son would have a beginning. But if it happens that the 
Father is a father without a beginning, in the same way the Son is 
a son without beginning. Because created sons only have beginnings 
on account of the beginnings their fathers had before [them].

49 Now if [the opponents] are unable to accept [this] because their 
understanding conflicts with it and they dismiss it on the basis of what 
is known about creatures, it should be said to them: If it follows from 
our description of God as Begetter and Begotten, Father and Son, 
that we are compelled to make necessary for Him all predications 
of creaturely begetters and begotten, fathers and sons, then [since] 
you would describe Him and we would describe Him as a Doer of 
things, so, [too,] we must make everything necessary for Him that 
is necessary for someone who does something. But does a doer from 
among created things know how do something without movement 
or place or time or thought or a tool or an instrument to make it, 
or anything else that we have not described? Then we must describe 
God, may He be praised! as not making [any]thing without these 
[things], as humanity needs them when it does something.

50 Now, if they say: “God, the Praiseworthy, does not have what 
you argue [is necessary] when He does something, because when He 
wills something, He [only] says of it, “Be! and it is”,23 it should be 
said to them: does this not happen with the actions of humanity?
 If they say: “The actions of God are not things like the actions 
of [His] servants,24 because He is powerful over them and master 
over what He wants”, [it should be said to them: In this way, the 
statement about the birth of God should be allowed,]25 for the birth 
of the servants is different [from the birth of God]. For, just as 
the servants act through movement and time and place and with 
carefulness and costs and requirements, their births also require 
movement and time and place and the precedence of the progenitor 
to his offspring. In the same way God, may He be praised! is free 
from want and exalted above the needs of the servants when they 
do something, so His birth is eternal, everlasting, and exalted above 
birth [like] the servants.

23 Cf. Sura 2:111; 3:42, etc.
24 A creature who submits to the Creator.
25 Omitted in Sbath.
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51 If they say: “It is impossible for a begetter to beget offspring 
apart from the known [manner] of begetting”, it should be said to 
them: Then it is impossible that He do anything without doing it like 
creatures. Nevertheless, [the opponents] will put forward the reason 
it is necessary that He begets like living things, as they think. But 
[God’s] actions are different from [creaturely] actions.

52  Now, if they say: “If His begetting is different from the beget-
ting of creatures, it is not correct to name [Him] as “father” and 
“son”, since the father is only named “father” and [the son]26 “son” 
because the father precedes the son, and the son is after his father 
[temporally]”, it should be said to them: Why is it that the name 
“father” is something that indicates [he] precedes the son, since the 
name “fatherhood” is only granted with [the existence of] the son? 
How is one described as father who does not have a son, and one 
who does not have a father as a son? These names are reciprocal 
attributes: one part does not exist with the lack of the other part, 
and one part [only] exists with the existence of the other part. The 
father, therefore, and the son are together equally, one of them does 
not precede the other, nor come after [the other]. This is so with 
created [fathers and sons]. Why do you find our teaching hard when 
with God it has a more subtle and precise meaning than it has with 
creation?

53 As for their statement: “If [God’s] begetting is different from 
the begetting of creatures, then it is not correct that He be named 
“father”,” they27 are not studying [the issue] carefully in this place. 
Because all living things are different from each other in the manner 
of their begetting, and [yet] all are described as “father” and “son”. 
No one doubts this, [asking] if they are different [from each other], 
or [asking], is it not that the father is only really one who is not a 
son, and the son is really one who has never become a father? For 
fatherhood and sonship are properties and [their] real particularity 
can be neither exchanged nor altered. As for that which has one of 
these attributes, [that attribute] is better for it than another. How does 
one in reality become a father or a son? All of those who are called 
father and son among creatures are only called this as a metaphor, 

26 Missing in the Arabic text.
27 Following Sbath; Graf: you.
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as the saying about from where [a child] is: he is given to [a father] 
from God.28

54 If they say: “How is it possible that the Messiah be God and 
Lord, and consented to be a servant,29 establishing [this] when He 
so named Himself along with His disciples as He said: “I am going 
up to my Father and your Father, to my God and your God”,30 and 
“My Father Who sent me is greater than I”.31 And He denied He 
had knowledge of the Hour [of Judgement],32 and He said to the 
two men, when they asked Him for the seats on His right and His 
left in His Kingdom, “this is not mine to give”.33 And He called for 
help from death,34 and other things, similar to what has [already] 
been said”.
 It should be said to them: If the Messiah, may He be praised! had 
spoken [only] the words of a humble [person] when He confirmed 
His humanity, as you have described, [and] not spoken with sublime 
speech pointing to His divinity and His lordship, then you would 
be [correct] in this contention. However, since He spoke with both 
[types of] statements and described Himself with both predications, 
it is necessary for you to study the difference between the statements 
and predications. Because He Whom you describe as saying: “I am 
going up to my Father and your Father, to my God and your God”, 
(this reference is from [His] words of humility), is He Who said: “The 
one who sees me sees my Father”,35 “I am in my Father, and my 
Father is in me”,36 and “I and my Father are one”,37 that is, one 
ousia.
 And He described Himself as “Lord of the Sabbath”,38 and “Lord 
of the disciples”,39 and “Lord of the World”,40 and [said] that He 

28 Creaturely fathers and sons are only called so derivatively, since fatherhood 
and sonship are from God, and according to Christian understanding, reflect the 
relations of the Trinity in a limited way, not vice versa.

29 I.e., human being.
30 Jn 20:17
31 Similar to Jn 14:28.
32 Mk 13:32
33 Mt 20:23
34 Cf. Mt 27:47
35 Jn 14:9
36 Jn 10:38
37 Jn 10:30
38 Mt 12:8
39 Cf. Jn 13:13
40 Cf. Mt 28:18
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always was, [even] before Abraham existed,41 and [made] other 
sublime statements that point to His divinity. He has a right to say 
both [types] of statements and describe Himself with both predica-
tions, because He is true God and true human being, and He is 
one, and not two. The words of humility that He uttered are a clear 
confirmation of His humanity, and [those] sublime, exalted [words] 
are an affirmation and confirmation of His divinity.

55 This is like someone who wants to describe the human being 
with his correct attributes, and is not contented to describe him as 
“capable of speech”, but describes him as “mortal” [as well]. For 
if he describes [a human being] as “capable of speech”, without 
“mortal”, what would distinguish [a human being] from the angels 
and demons and every other [being] capable of speech? And if he 
describes him as “mortal” without “capable of speech”, what would 
distinguish between [a human being] and the rest of dumb living 
things? If the statement is as we describe, it was appropriate, may 
He be praised! that He omitted [any] statement that confirmed 
and established His divinity and His humanity, except what He 
said, and with it He uprooted doubt and uncertainty from the soul 
of those who wanted to be [His] followers and disciples. With this, 
the argument against His opponent, the one asking that [something] 
new be added to His description with which He did not describe 
Himself, glory be to Him! becomes obvious. He elevated the issue 
[to a high level] and established this in a complete teaching, as we 
have described.

56 As for their statement that the Messiah, may He be praised! 
said, “I am going up to my Father and your Father, to my God 
and your God”, they are correct. However, they are mistaken when 
they think that what is identical in names and attributes is also 
identical in meaning. The issue is not as they think, this being that 
God, glory be to Him! describes Himself as living, hearing, seeing 
and knowing, and human beings are [also] described like this. He, 
may He be praised! did not refrain from describing Himself with 
[the attributes] with which His servants were described. [Yet] none 
of the intellectuals would come to say that God is identical to and 
resembles His creatures because of the identity of His names and 
attributes with their names and attributes.

57 Just as God is living, hearing, seeing and knowing, and human 

41 Jn 8:58
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beings are those [beings] described with these, [too], the identity 
between the names and attributes results from His gracious bestowal 
[of them] on His servants, so that they are named with His names 
and described with His attributes, [yet] the two differ in meaning. 
The statement of the Messiah, may He be praised! to His disciples 
is like this, when He said: “I am going up to my Father and your 
Father”, [that is], “my Father” is true because I am begotten from 
Him, and “your Father” because I have bestowed blessing on you, 
when I made you brothers through My becoming human and My 
setting you above the brothers of the donkey and the cow.42 “My 
God and your God” [is true] because of my favor to you when I 
became incarnated among you and [and because of] My communion 
with you in My becoming human, and [because] I humbled Myself 
for your deliverance and your salvation.

58 For a grace in which the lofty humbles itself to the lowly is 
greater than the lowly raising itself to the lofty. God deserves praise 
for what is a great grace and marvelous favor. [Saying] “Your God” 
is correct because He created you and formed you and rules over 
you, at the same time He strengthens you in the belief in Him and 
in Me and in the Holy Spirit, and draws you toward His obedience 
through what is prescribed in the excellent practices43 and praise-
worthy, lofty duties placed upon you. For the Father is too exalted 
to be the God of someone ignorant of His [true] attribute[s], and 
who does not acknowledge His Word and His Spirit, and to be 
unknown through His Incarnation, but, glory be to Him! with regard 
to creation, [He is] their God and ruler and Lord over them.” This 
is the explanation of His statement: “my Father and your Father, 
to my God and your God”.

59 As for what they mentioned, namely, that the Messiah said: 
“My Father Who sent me is greater than I”, that is, superior, they 
should know that greatness and superiority are spoken of in different 
ways. For something can be said to have greatness and superiority 
in a manner like the superiority of the king over people44 and the 
superiority of human beings over the animals, and in a corporeal thing 
like the superiority of the mountain over the hill, and in [the right 

42 Human beings are favored by God above animals.
43 Sunna.
44 I.e., in social class.
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to] prohibition, like the superiority of the king over the subjects.45

Superiority is also said [with resect to a] cause, like the superiority of 
a begetter over his offspring in [its] cause, because the begetter is the 
cause of his offspring, not the offspring the cause of the be getter.

60 Now, [as for] the statement of the Messiah, may He be praised!: 
“My Father Who sent me is greater than I”, He is not superior in 
His ousia, because the two of them are one ousia, just as He described 
Himself [saying] that He and [the Father] are one. Nor is He supe-
rior in importance, because the are both one in glory and honor. 
This is [seen] in His true statement: “The one who honors the Son, 
honors the Father, and the one who does not honor the Son, does 
not honor the Father”.46

61 If we deny Him the superiority of the first two descriptions 
[given], it is necessary for us [only] to describe the Father as superior 
to the Son in cause, not in ousia, because the Son is from the Father, 
as we have [already] described. A son is only from a father. Now if 
the Father were superior to the Son in ousia [in the Holy Trinity], it 
would be impossible for the Son to say: “I and my Father are one”, 
because what is elevated in ousia, and what is diminished [in ousia]
are not one.
 They should know that the Son does not [attribute] superiority to 
the Father because [the Son] is diminished in ousia [when compared] 
to [the Father], but rather by this, to point the hearers, [that is,] 
the people, to the Name of the Father, and to unite their hearts to 
His love, and to cause them to serve Him and believe in Him and 
His Spirit. For the purpose of His Incarnation, glory be to Him! 
was to make plain the true attribute of God, and the elucidation of 
knowledge of faith in Him and His Son and His Spirit.

62 For the ancestors were charged with worshipping God in 
general, in as much as He is one [God], without Him giving them an 
explicit explanation of His Word and His Spirit. And this is because 
shortly before, they had been in thrall to many gods, and so they 
were not to think that to which they were called was similar to the 
many gods and to worship of them [that they had practiced]. For 
they were too weak for belief in the unity of God in His ousia, and 
His Word and His Spirit, even if the mysterion for the Trinity with 

45 I.e., in authority.
46 Jn 5:23
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[its] particularities was discernable and apparent in their midst.
 So they were charged with worshipping God as one in general, 
until [the time] when they had advanced in knowledge, and they 
had cast off the many gods and their ostentation was left behind. 
And [when] their hearts and minds had been siezed [by God] and 
become firm, so that they were able to [intellectually] distinguish 
between different things and combine things that are connected, 
[God] revealed to them the explanation and elucidated for them 
the complete description, since it was not necessary to guard them 
from the proclivity to worship what is not in truth God.47

63 As for what they refer to concerning the Messiah’s knowledge, 
Veneration is for His remembrance!48 [saying He] was lacking in 
knowledge of the Hour [of Judgement], and [consequently] they 
impose the status of a servant on Him, because, according to their 
suspicion, He is ignorant of this, their ill suspicion can be deterred 
and they can be turned back to what is correct, if it is not difficult 
for them to be fair. Glory be to God, may He be praised! He Who 
has mercy and compassion for His servants! Nothing intervenes 
between Him and [His] beneficence for them in all of their affairs, 
[when] He commands His act or utters His speech, even if this calls 
for humility, because He does not require a measure of praise with 
words, because His being is free from want of praise.

64 And, according to Him, the Compassionate, there is nothing 
of the affairs of the universe, big or small, equal to the salvation of 
a single soul of His servants, even if His administration [of the uni-
verse] is subtle and concealed from the knowledge of the servants, 
above their thoughts and hidden [from them], though their souls 
long to comprehend [God’s governance] and to grasp it, and this 
is on account of His compassion for them and His pity on them, as 
we have [already] mentioned. Out of His great beneficence for His 
servants and His vast benevolence toward them, He keeps knowl-
edge of the Hour [of Judgement] from them, because He, glory be 
to Him! takes care of them and He knows of the great importance 

47 This is a defense of the notion of divine pedagogy and the legitimacy of 
speculative theology against the Islamic idea that God has sent only one unchang-
ing revelation to all people.

48 Christ is remembered in the Christian act of veneration. The exclamation 
is probably to be understood within the context of the contemporary debate over 
the veneration of icons. See Proof 38-39.
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of warning them, and the intensity of the harm that pervades the 
world [resulting from the anticipation] of losses [when] these are 
announced, on account of the harm of the announcement of all that 
is not known if it is announced, and of keeping secret what has been 
disclosed if it is kept secret. Because God does not reveal a matter 
nor keep it hidden from His servants, except for the purpose of their 
benefits and the cause of their usefulness.49

65 For when the disciples asked Him for knowledge about the 
Hour [of Judgement] so they could be certain of it, He, may He 
be praised! declined this, because of what we have described of His 
compassion for them, and His care for them.
 Now, when He said: “No one among human beings or the angels 
or the [even] the Son knows that Hour, except the Father”,50 He 
offered up the knowledge of this, and handed it over to the Father, 
so that it was hidden from [His disciples] and prevented them from 
[putting] troublesome pressure on Him to reveal to them knowledge 
of what He knew, [since] ignorance of it would be better for them 
than understanding and their knowledge of it. The Wise One51 does 
not disdain to take to Himself [the same] ignorance of the Hour that 
is necessary for the servants,52 certainly it is a mercy from Him on 
them, and He does not resent sharing their condition in His becom-
ing human, even though He sets the appointed time to the moments, 
and its assignment is based on what He already knows of it.53

66 If they say: “How is a denial of knowledge of what He will do 
and [how He] will act as He wills possible in a description of God, 
as you describe, without deceit being necessary for Him? Is it not 
the case that one who denies something should [either] be ignorant 
of it or be a liar? For it must be one of two things: either He was 
ignorant of the Hour [of Judgement], as He explained, and then 
servitude54 is a necessary [attribute] for [the Messiah], or He knew 
it, so by denying knowledge of it, deceit is a necessary [attribute] for 
Him”, it should be said to them: By my life! if the Messiah, glory be 

49 God knows that if the details of future events are made known, they will 
cause great suffering for human beings; therefore, He only reveals or keeps hidden 
those things that are necessary for the benefit of humanity.

50 Mk 13:32
51 I.e., God.
52 I.e., human beings.
53 The text is unclear here.
54 I.e., He is only a creature.
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to Him! had wanted to gain benefits or to repel harm from Himself 
in His concealing knowledge of the Hour from the disciples, and if 
He were under [another’s] lordship and commanded [by someone 
else], then certainly deceit would be a necessary [attribute] for Him 
(as you have described) when He denied He knew what He did 
know.

67 Deceit is attached to human beings in one of two ways: to gain 
benefits for themselves or to repel harm from themselves. However, 
this is something prohibited [for one Who] has no need in His being, 
from Whom gifts gush forth and protection from harm [comes]. No 
deceit is attached to Him in concealing what He saw, if He con-
cealed [something] from the servants55 because of His antecedent 
knowledge of what benefit would come to them by His concealing 
it, and the harm that would come to them by His disclosing it. If the 
Messiah denied Himself knowledge of the Hour for the reason we 
have described, then what is necessary for the servants when they 
deny knowing what they know is not necessary for Him, [that is,] 
ignorance or lying.

68 Is doubt necessarily [attributed] to God, may He be praised! 
as it is necessary for servants with their statements “perhaps” and 
“maybe” and “what is this” and “did you say such and such” and 
“should I say”? [These statements] indicate doubt [when made] by 
servants. You must remember that God said to Moses in your Book,56

not to mention what we find in the Torah: “Speak to Pharaoh mildly, 
perhaps he will take warning or fear [God]”.57 And in another place 
in your Book: “Perhaps your Lord will grant friendship between you 
and your enemies”,58 [and] “Did you59 say to people, ‘take me and 
my mother as gods instead of Allah’?”60 and “Did you . . . ”61 and 
other [statements] like this which have been said.

69 Do you think that God, in what we have described, is doubtful 
or is hiding [something], since doubt and concealment would neces-
sarily be the case for servants in what has been mentioned?  In the 

55 Human beings. The emphasis in the following lines is on the great difference 
between creatures and Creator, servants and Master.

56 The Qur"§n.
57 Sura 20:44
58 Sura 60:7
59 The question is from God directed to #^s§ (Jesus), son of Maryam.
60 Sura 5:116
61 Manuscript is corrupt here.
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same way, this statement, when we utter it, [indicates] doubt and 
concealment, but when God utters it, either it is an argument62 or 
governance [of creation] by Him, or a threat or reprimand or an 
explanation. This [is like] the statement of the Messiah, may He be 
praised! denying knowledge of the Hour [of Judgement]: it is [God’s] 
governance [of creation] and a warning of His second coming.
 For the Hour is of His coming alone, and He will set it. How 
could He be ignorant of the Hour, when He described its signs and 
indications, in that He said to His disciples, “When you see such and 
such [a sign], [the time of ] my return has arrived, and the Hour has 
come to you,”63 so that you will know that this is [God’s] governance 
and a warning and something [that has been] concealed, because 
He knows what would be destroyed in the world if He announced 
[the Hour] to them, as we have mentioned, not because He lacked 
the knowledge of the Hour, as [the opponents] think.

70 As for their statement that the Messiah said to the two men of 
His disciples when they asked Him to be seated at His right and His 
left, that: “This is not for me [to give]”, it is a reproach and [a rebuke 
for their] ignorance from Him against them, and it chastised [them] 
and prompted [them] to goodness. [The reason for] the reproach and 
[the rebuke for their] ignorance was that they asked Him to grant 
that to them particularly, to the exclusion of the [other] ten, which 
He would grant to all of them. Since they had asked Him, “What is 
it that you will grant to us when you come into your Kingdom, for 
we have abandoned the world and followed you,” He said to them: 
“Truly, I say to you, if you abandon the world and follow me, when 
I appear in my Kingdom, you will be seated to my right and to my 
left upon the Twelve Thrones, and you will pass judgment upon the 
Twelve Tribes of Israel”.64

71 He turned away from [the question] of the two and ignored 
their request [to be granted] in particular what He would grant to 
all of them. And it was because of this He said to them: “This is 
not for me [to give].” [He meant:] “If you believed that this was 
mine [to give], then you would not have asked me for what I have 
[already] granted to you along with the other disciples.” However, 

62 I.e., proof or demonstration.
63 Similar to Lk 22:31
64 Mt 19:27-28
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He chastised [them], in that He made fun of the two when they 
asked for what He had [already] bestowed on all [of the disciples] 
without exception.

72 Now if He, the Wise One, had granted the two of them what 
was asked of Him, He would have caused hostility and hatred between 
them and the ten. But because He said to them: “This is not mine 
[to give]”, He prevented the ten from expressing [the hostility] in 
their hearts openly against the two when [He] forbade what was 
asked of Him, [namely] to grant [the request to them] particularly 
to the exclusion of [the other ten]. Instead, He spurred them on to 
virtue, because He is just, and does not inspire fear. The particular 
[virtue] of each one of the disciples before [the Messiah] is mea-
sured according to the high degree of virtue of the other disciples, 
because each soul is responsible for what it earns.65 And the one 
who hopes to find his Lord will not find Him except when he does 
good deeds.66

 If this is as I have described, [the Messiah means to say]: “What 
you [two] have asked of me is not mine to give. Rather, it is for 
you to strive for greater and higher virtue, through which you will 
attain what you ask of me. When you do this, you will receive what 
you ask of me by merit and worthiness, [for then] I shall give to you 
[two] particularly, apart from the other disciples.”

73 As for their statement that He called for help against death 
and begged for deliverance from it, this was confirmation of His 
becoming human, and raising His evidence against Satan and the 
Jews, who carried out His crucifixion and death. [This] was a confir-
mation of His becoming human, because human beings are anxious 
before death, having an aversion to it. He confirmed this with what 
He presented them when He showed anxiety and fear at the time 
of His death, [and] with what He showed in His becoming human. 
Through this, it was shown that His Incarnation was a true incarna-
tion, [in a body] like our [own] bodies, having an aversion to death. 
And by this He refuted the one who proclaims that His Incarnation 
is from heaven, not from humankind; [some] people who refer to 
themselves as Christians allege this.67

65 Sura 74:38
66 Cf. Sura 18:110.
67 That Christ’s body is not a true fleshly body, but only appears to be so. A 

reference to the Docetists.
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74 As for His raising evidence against Satan and the Jews, [this] 
is so that they will not excuse themselves from [the crime] they have 
committed in killing Him, and so that they will not say: “There was 
no crime for us in what we did, because we only did this with His 
permission.”68 Since all [present] were witnesses to His aversion 
to this [death], since He called for help against death, by my life! 
He was angry with them and detested the crime they had commit-
ted, even though He permitted His [own] suffering of this at [their 
hands], glory be to Him! Because His purpose in His submission 
and its completion, [even] in His Incarnation which He took upon 
Himself, was His crucifixion and His death, that the world might 
be saved from error and true death.

75 The witness that this ([that is], what we have mentioned about 
His beseeching [God]) is a confirmation of His becoming human 
and cuts off the arguments Satan and the Jews put forward  with 
the their evil hearts and their defective inclinations, is [that] He 
rebuked some of His disciples when He told them: “I will go up to 
Jerusalem, and the Jews will crucify me and kill me, and I will die, 
and be buried for three days and three nights. Then I will rise from 
the grave with glory and honor in order to accomplish the proph-
ecy about me, that I, [while] incarnated, shall be crucified.69 I shall 
accept death and inaugurate the resurrection of the ousia of all of 
humanity, which death and the Deceiver have ruled over because 
of the disobedience of Adam towards his Lord and his indifference 
to obedience [to God] and his throwing aside worship of Him.”

76 When [the disciple] said: “Far be it from You, o Lord, that 
this come upon You!”, the Messiah, may He be praised! said to him: 
“Get behind me, Satan! You are a stumbling [block] to me, because 
your concerns are with human beings, not with God.”70 Then that 
He said to the Jews: “The wicked tribe begs for a sign. None will be 
given other than the miracle of Jonah, son of Amittai.71 Truly, I say 
to you: just as Jonah, son of Amittai, remained in belly of the whale
three days and three nights, in the same way the Son of Man will 

68 Cf. Sura 2:87; 4:157.
69 Cf. Mt 16:21; Lk 18:31-33.
70 Cf. Mt 16:22-23.
71 Jon 1-2
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remain in the depths72 of the earth three days and three nights.”73

 And He gave an example, saying: “Truly, I say to you, if the seed 
does not fall upon the earth and die, it remains alone, without bear-
ing fruit. But when it mixes with the earth and dies in it, it grows, 
and the hope [placed in it] increases.”74 [There are] other signs than 
these which He uttered in His Book [of the Gospels] demonstrating 
that He suffered death and crucifixion in His Incarnation by His 
own consent. He was not compelled [to accept it], even though, in 
His justice and His fairness, He detested and was angry with the 
ones who had carried this out.

77 Now if they say: “His being killed and His crucifixion [either 
occurred] with His consent or through coercion. Now if it was with 
His consent, then it cannot be held against those who carried out 
His crucifixion. Rather, they deserve a reward and are entitled to 
the most abundent of the portions [of the reward], because they 
complied with His consenting [to it].75 And if His being killed and 
His crucifixion were through His coercion, what god can be com-
pelled [to do something]? Now this statement is a terrible thing!” it 
should be said to them: The killing and the crucifixion, according to 
us [refer to] two aspects, because they are related to two [separate 
persons]: the one who does it and the one to whom it is done.76

 For one says that ‘the killing of so-and-so was by so-and-so on 
such-and-such a day’ and ‘so-and-so killed so-and-so on such-and-
such a day’. That which is related to the Jews in the killing of the 
Messiah is their act against Him and that which is related to Him in 
His killing is His deliverance of them, and His suffering what they 
[committed] against Him, without interfering with what they wanted. 
The killing and the crucifixion are themselves neither praiseworthy 
nor blameworthy, because what is blameworthy is only so in relation 
to the one who does it and the one to whom it is done.

78 When we put forward an explanation of the two aspects that 
we have described concerning the killing and crucifixion, we must  
examine carefully the answer to your question to us: was His cru-

72 Literally, “the pit”.
73 Mt 12:39-40
74 Jn 12:24
75 That is, they complied and did not try to stop what He had consented to.
76 In the following passage, Abå R§"iãah is examining the active and passive 

forms of the verb.
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cifixion and killing [done] with His consent or through coercion? 
If your meaning is: that which happened happened; that is, He 
consented to what the Jews [did] to Him because of their envy and 
their wicked intention, we say: God forbid that He had consented 
to this and wants it! Because He does not what anything that is an 
outrage, and this [which they did] was an outrage.

79 If you say: “He consented to what they did to Him, that is, 
He consented to what He suffered from them, without being com-
pelled to it,” [then] we say: Yes, indeed! He consented to accept 
this because through it He saved the world and delivered [human 
beings] from the error that had overpowered them, without willing 
their act, as we have described.
 Now if they say: “How did He consent to what He suffered at 
their hands77 without consenting to what they did, as if their action 
before Him78 were different from what He suffered at their hands?”  
it should be said to them: Yes, indeed! His suffering at their hands, 
according to us, is not their act against Him. In this way, we make 
His consent necessary for His suffering this [act] at their hands and 
their punishment [necessary] for their act. The suffering of the one 
killed because of the [act of] killing is different from the suffering of 
the killing79 caused by the killer,80 otherwise the killer would be the 
one killed, and the one killed would be the killer.

80 Now, if you maintain that the act of the killer and the suf-
fering of the one who is killed are one [and the same], we shall ask 
you: What do you say of the one among you who is a martyr: is the 
act of the unbeliever against him his [own] act, and is his act their 
act? If they are one [and the same] then the martyr is the killer, and 
the killer is the martyr, and all are blameworthy and praiseworthy, 
the killer and the one who is killed are blameworthy because of the 
killing, and praiseworthy because of the martyrdom.

81 What might you say if we asked you, similar to what you asked 
us about the killing [of the Messiah]: Does God consent to the killing 
of His martyrs, or does He abhor [it]? If you say: “He consented”, 
we say: then it is not an outrage for the unbeliever who carried out 

77 Literally, “from them”.
78 In His sight; that is, in His judgement.
79 Arabic is “the one killed”.
80 That is, the suffering inflicted by a killer is different from the suffering received 

by the one killed.
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the killing of the martyr, and they would deserve the most abundant 
reward when, with His consent, they complied in killing His martyrs. 
And if you say: He abhors [it], we say: Certainly we [also say] He 
is a God [Who] abhors [it]. Is not the crucifixion and killing of the 
body of the [same] degree in offense as insult[s] and lie[s] all are a 
degradation of the one who does it and the one to whom it is done? 
What do you say about the one who lies about God, may He be 
praised? Does He consent to this [act] against Himself, or does He 
abhor [it]? Your answer to us in this is the answer to what you have 
asked us concerning the crucifixion and killing [of the Messiah].

82 Now if they say: “Why should what you have described con-
cerning the crucifixion and the killing be similar to your statement 
about a lie about God? Does anything of slander reach God?81 Yet, 
you have [even] imposed killing and death on Him! What speech is 
more abominable and a greater absurdity than this?” it should be 
said to them: What do you mean by your statement that nothing 
of slander reaches God? You may say: No one slanders God. But 
your Book82 is a witness against you when it says: ‘They slandered 
against God, lying’.83

83 If you say that nothing of slander reaches Him because His 
ousia is above suffering slander, then we ask you: what do you say 
about the one who slanders against God, when nothing of this reaches 
Him: is he is punishable for the slander against God or is his slander 
overlooked? If they say: “Indeed, he is punishable for his slander 
against God”, it should be said to them: Why should he be punished 
for the slander against God, [even though] nothing of this thing 
reachs Him? If they say: “It is hidden and it is manifested in His 
act, even though God, Glory be to Him! is above the slander”, it 
should be said to them: You are correct. The teaching about the 
Messiah, may He be praised! is like this. For He is God incarnated, 
Whose divine being is not reached by anything of the crucifixion 
and death, even though He is the Crucified and the Mortal in His 
Incarnation, just as we have described in a [another] place where 
His death is mentioned in this book.

81 Can slander affect God?
82 The Qur"§n.
83 Sura 4:50; 5:103; 10:60, 69; 16:116
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84 The Jews are punishable for His crucifixion and His killing, 
because they intended His annihilation, even if He is exalted above 
this, glory be to Him! because His ousia rises above killing and death, 
just as the one who is punishable for slander against God, even 
though God is sublimely and greatly exalted above this,84 as we have 
described. This is like the teaching about all that is uttered by the 
Messiah, may He be praised! or [every] act He does.

85 What points to the humiliation and the death [of the Messiah], 
and what we put forward as its explanation in this book is only a 
confirmation and an affirmation of His becoming human. Because 
it would be superfluous to what we have [already] explained for 
us to put forward its [further] elucidation in this book, we rather 
omit its interpretaion in order to be cautious of prolongation and 
multiplication [of the arguments]. For honey, even if it is good, is 
not agreeable when too much of it [is eaten]. We have [already] put 
forward an explanation of what the Messiah, glory be to Him! said as 
a description of His humiliation [while] in the state of His Incarna-
tion in His book, the Gospel, word by word, act by act, [and] of the 
purpose of the humiliation. [It is] in a ris§lah from us to the People 
of BaÈrÊn in answer to their ris§lah, illuminating [it] in constructing85

an explanation of this [issue] for them. In it, we have followed the 
example of the Prophets and the Apostles and the Fathers as they 
have laid down, without innovation or inventing [something from 
our own] opinion.

86 If what we have written to you86 in this book is a convincing 
[response] to what you have asked, we give glory to God for His gift. 
And if it [appears] mistaken, contradictory to your expectation and 
not convincing, then you deserve to be counted among [those who 
are] incapable of attaining the extreme limit of what has no limit, 
because of His exaltedness above every understanding and utterance, 
for His exaltation is without end. For what we have written in [this 
book] to you is like the A and B for the one who desires to write, 
although the two [letters] individually are nothing, it is impossible 
to learn to write without them.

84 Sura 2:61; 4:155
85 Manuscript is unclear here
86 Beginning here, “you” is singular, refering to the “brother” mentioned 

throughout.
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 May God put us and you with the one who fulfills his days in the 
search for useful knowledge and throws slackness and laziness in his 
commitment to learning behind himself—if God wills!
 Glory be to God forever and always!
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WITNESSES FROM THE WORDS OF THE TORAH, 
THE PROPHETS AND THE SAINTS

Introduction

The untitled text designated as “Witnesses from the Words of the 
Torah and the Prophets and the Saints” in its opening line, is at 
first glance an unusual document, being simply a list of biblical 
citations from the Old Testament in no apparent order. Although 
it is included as the sixth of his eight extant writings in the most 
complete manuscript collection his works, Bibl. P. Sbath 1001,1 it 
contains no specific reference within itself tying it to Abå R§"iãah.
It is also found in Par. Ar. 169 as the last of six, suggesting that the 
copyist had received the original manuscripts in a single collection.2

In addition, many of the biblical passages found in Witnesses are 
reproduced elsewhere in Abå R§"iãah’s writings, especially in On the 
Trinity and Proof. As a consequence, there is no obvious reason not 
to attribute it to Abå R§"iãah. In fact, closer examination of the list 
reveals its likely purpose and a particular motive why Abå R§"iãah
would have created such a document, increasing the likelihood that 
it can be counted among his literary output.
 The text itself consists of approximately eighty quotations taken 
exclusively from the Old Testament to be used as proof texts to 
substantiate the Trinity and Incarnation. All of the passages are 
brief, none is more than ten verses long according to modern num-
bering and many are only a few words. The author’s motivation 
for producing this document is not immediately apparent, since no 
formal introduction is given. However, the time period in which it 
was composed and the purpose behind Abå R§"iãah’s other writings 
suggests an interesting possibility. This collection of verses may well 
represent an initial effort to translate important and useful biblical 
passages into Arabic and make them accessible to those who needed 
to avail themselves of apologetical materials. If this is in fact the case, 

1 Sbath, Bibliothèque, 116.
2 Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 130/iii, 131/iii.
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it may indicate that the Jacobite church did not have at its disposal 
a complete Arabic translation of the Bible at the beginning of the 
ninth century.
 Some scholars have claimed to have found proof that the biblical 
texts were translated into Arabic even before the time of MuÈam-
mad. On the face of it, it seems strange that Christian missionar-
ies from Abyssinia, Ethiopia, Yemen, and the Roman empire who 
penetrated the Arabian peninsula did not attempt to translate the 
scriptures into the local language. However, in spite of a few scat-
tered pre-Islamic sacred inscriptions in Arabic that can be identified 
as Christian, to date there is no concrete evidence that significant 
texts were translated until much later.3

 The earliest known Arabic translations of both the Old and New 
Testament are from the beginning of the ninth century found in 
manuscripts primarily from St. Catherine’s and Mar Sabas monas-
teries. Studies have also shown that the Gospel first became avail-
able to the Melkite church in Palestine in the ninth century, when 
it began to be used there for liturgical and apologetical purposes.4

It is notable that while nearly all of the writings of the New Testa-
ment can be accounted for in translation at this time, only isolated 
portions of the Old Testament, in particular the Wisdom of Jesus 
ben Sirach and Psalm 79, appear to have been made.5 The lack of 
a full translation of the Old Testament into Arabic before the ninth 
century seems to be confirmed by the fact that Muslims did not 
have access to more than some commonly repeated passages which 
were often taken completely out of their context. Very often these 
verses are quoted by Muslims with apparently no knowledge of those 
immediately preceding or following them.6

 It has long been recognized that the version of the text which 

3 Most of the manuscripts which were thought to have been early translations 
have now been positively dated much later. Arthur Vööbus, Early Versions of the New 
Testament: Manuscript Studies, Papers of the Estonian Theological Society in Exile 6 
(Stockholm: [Estonian Theological Society in Exile], 1954), 271-277.

4 Griffith, “Gospel,” 128.
5 Ibid., 131-134; see also Sidney H. Griffith, “The Monks of Palestine and the 

Growth of Christian Literature in Arabic,” The Muslim World 78, no. 1 (January 
1988): 1-28.

6 Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, Intertwined Worlds: Medieval Islam and Bible Criticism (Princ-
eton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992), 118.
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underlies the earliest available translations of the scriptures into 
Arabic is the Old Syriac. There are a limited number of extant 
texts that include biblical citations revealing characteristics which 
indicate an original Old Syriac source. Some of the first of these 
were authored by Abå R§"iãah’s literary adversary, Theodore Abå 
Qurrah. In fact, Vööbus includes Abå R§"iãah’s writings among those 
containing passages which show a definite relationship with the Old 
Syriac version.7 The question remains whether the translations can 
be attributed to Abå R§"iãah himself, or whether he copied them 
from an existing translation.
 The text containing the scriptural evidence from “the Torah, 
prophets and saints” does not begin with a clear introduction. 
Although the Sbath manuscript 1001 includes a longer title (prob-
ably added by a copiest), it immediately moves into citations from 
Genesis. The verses do not appear to be set down in any particular 
order, and those from the same book are not always listed together. 
It is possible, however, to identify a general outline to the document. 
The first group of citations (§§1-7) provides excerpts that can be used 
to show that the Trinity was foreshadowed in the Torah. These 
are followed by similar proofs for the Incarnation (§§8-25), with an 
emphasis on the suffering, crucifixion and death of the Messiah.
 The first, and most extensive group, are those passages which 
point to the existence of a plurality in God. Some of these speak of 
the activity of one or more of the hypostaseis of the Trinity, such as 
the Spirit or the Word, others describe God as speaking with the 
first person plural, while others portray God revealing Himself to 
individuals. Many of these are texts which Abå R§"iãah uses else-
where in his other writings. For the sake of clarity, the passages are 
divided here into the three categories, followed by the other texts 
of Abå R§"iãah in which they appear.

I. Activity of one or more hypostaseis
Gen 1:2; 18:1-3 (Trinity), 19:10-14; Ex 34:5-6; Ps 33:6 (Trinity); 56:10 (Trin-
ity, Proof); 74:12; 84:8 (Proof); 107:20 (Trinity, Proof); 110:1 (Trinity); 119:89 
(Proof), 105; 139:7; 141:10.

7 Vööbus, Early Versions, 277-280. Vööbus suggests that this is evidence that an 
“archaic translation” of the Gospels in Arabic was available to those who include 
passages in their Arabic writings (280).
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II. God’s self-reference in the plural
Gen 1:26 (Trinity, Refutation, Proof); 3:22 (Trinity, Refutation, Proof); 11:7 (Trin-
ity, Proof).

III. God reveals Himself to human beings
Gen 18:16, 22-32; Ex 3:1-6.

The second group of verses are those substantiating the Incarnation. 
Some of the passages could be counted under category (I) above, since 
they refer to the activity of the Word of God. However, nearly all of 
them mention the Son or something which Christians later attributed 
to the second person of the Trinity specifically. This group can also 
be somewhat organized into four general categories: apocalyptic or 
future expectation, prophecy of the coming of a Son or Ruler, the 
suffering, crucifixion and death of the Messiah, the signs, wonders 
and victory of the Messiah. The number of passages that appear 
elsewhere in Abå R§"iãah’s writings is significantly less than those 
for the Trinity. These have been noted here.

I. Apocalyptic / Future Expectation
Prov 30:4; Is 48:16 (Trinity); Dan 4:28 (Trinity); 7:9-14.

II. Prophecy of the Coming of a Son / Ruler
Is 7:14 (Proof); 9:6; Jer 23:5-6; Mic 5:1; Bar 3:36-38 (Proof); Zech 6:12; 
9:9.

III. Suffering, Crucifixion and Death of the Messiah
Gen 49:10-11; Is 50:4-8; 53:2-12; Zech 11:12-13; (Mt 28:9-10);8 12:10; 13:1, 
7; 14:6-7; Mic 5:1; Amos 8:9; Jer 11:19;9 Wis 14:7; Ps 22:17-19; 41:6-8, 
10; 69:22; 78:65; 88:5.

IV. Signs, Wonders and Victory of the Messiah (God)
Is 35:3-8; 40:22;10 49:7-10; 63:1; 65:1-2; Wis 2:12; Ps 8:1-2; 15:3; 24:7-8; 
46:6, 9; 56:6; 67:2, 5, 19, 25, 33-34; 106:43; 118:22-23; Zeph 3:8; Dan 
9:25-26; Hab 3:4; Mic 1:2-3; Job 19:25.

A single passage cannot be identified with any known writing from 
the Old Testament: “And Jeremiah the prophet said about the dead: 
“The dead will live, as the Lord of Lords has said.” (§23)

8 The verses of Zechariah cited are based on this text of Matthew.
9 Graf notes that the text given by Abå R§"iãah is not found in Jeremiah; 

however, this verse is very similar to it (Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 130/124, n. 9).
10 Graf states that the text, “Truly, certainly, God sits upon the Earth” 

(~iÜA Ó¼§ É¼»A o¼U çBÄÎ´Í çB´Y), is not found in Wisdom (Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 131/120, 
n. 6). However, it is similar to this passage in Isaiah.
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In light of this analysis, two points are striking about the contents of 
Witnesses. The first is that the passages themselves and their repeti-
tion in Abå R§"iãah’s other writings make clear the purpose of the 
document. One notices immediately that the types of verses that have 
been included have all been used to substantiate Christian teachings 
challenged by Muslims: the plurality of hypostaseis in God and the 
interaction of these hypostaseis with creation, the expectation of the 
incarnated Son of God, His suffering, crucifixion, death, resurrection 
and miracles. This evidence thus suggests that the list was compiled 
primarily for use as an apologetic “source book” of biblical texts to 
be used in defense of Christian doctrines. That they are all drawn 
from the Old Testament adds support to this hypothesis.11

 As was mentioned above, the problem of taÈrÊf appears to have 
compelled Abå R§"iãah to rely generally on non-biblical arguments 
to defend Christian beliefs. However, within limited confines he 
still employed passages from the Old Testament in his apologetical 
writings. He apparently did this because it was easier to provide 
convincing evidence for the Old Testament than for the New that 
it had not been tampered with, since the same texts had also been 
preserved by the Jews. In view of this issue, the value of this compila-
tion becomes obvious. It seems very likely that Abå R§"iãah created 
the document to provide those who would be engaged in apologeti-
cal activities with Muslims with a ready-made list of biblical texts 
that could be used to substantiate the central Christian doctrines 
of the Trinity and Incarnation that would be acceptable to both 
Christians and Muslims. This document may have been intended 
for Abå R§"iãah’s own students, for those engaged in face-to-face 
confrontation with Muslims, or for clergy faced with the rising tide 
of conversions to Islam.
 Second, a closer look at the various instances of the verses through-
out Abå R§"iãah’s writings makes it almost impossible to believe that 
he had a pre-existing Arabic translation of the Scriptures before him. 
The numerous verses contained in Witnesses that appear in several 
other texts show an extraordinary diversity of renderings. At the 

11 Mark Swanson has drawn my attention to the similarity between this text 
and the so-called ‘testimonia’ found in the Church Fathers. Cf. Martin C. Albl, “And 
Scripture Cannot Be Broken”: The Form and Function of the Early Christian Testimonia Col-
lections, Supplements to Novum Testamentum, v. XCVI (Leiden, Boston, Köln: Brill, 
1999). See my forthcoming article on this topic.
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same time, one notes that the basic sentence structure is usually 
maintained, and important terms repeatedly make their appearance 
in each of the instances. It is necessary only to give a few examples 
to illustrate this phenomenon:

Gen 1:26:

(W):12 .BÄ»BR¿Ë BÄMiÌv· çBÃBnÃA μ¼bÃ
(T): .BÄÈJr·Ë BÄMiÌvI çBÃBnÃA ©ÄvÄ»
(R): .BÄ»BR¿Ë BÄÈJrI çBÃBnÃA ©ÄvÄ»
(P): .BÄÈJqË BÄMiÌv· çBÃBnÃA μ¼bÄ»

Gen 3:22

(W): .BÄ¿ fYAÌ· iBu f³ ÂAeA
(T): .BÄ¿ fYAÌ· iBu f³ ÂeA
(R): .BÃfYB· iBu ÂeA
(P): .BÃfYB· iBu f³ ÂeA

Ps 33:6

(W): .ÊeBÄUA ½· ÉÎ¯ `ËjIË PAÌÀn»A O´¼a É¼»A
(T): .BÈMAÌ³ ½· ÉÎ¯ `ËjIË PAÌÀn»A O´¼a É¼»A

Ps 107:20

(W): .¾BJZ»A Å¿ ÁÈv¼aË ÁÇCjIB¯ ÉNÀ¼· ½miA
(T): .PÌÀ»A Å¿ ÁÈv¼aË ÁÇB°r¯ ÉNÀ¼· ½miA
(P): .eBn°»A Å¿ ÁÈv¼aË ÁÇCjIB¯ ÉNÀ¼·

The multitude of variations allows some conclusions to be drawn 
about the relationship between Witnesses and the remainder of Abå 
R§"iãah’s writings. First, it seems clear that Abå R§"iãah is trans-
lating from the Old Syriac version as he goes. Consequently, one 
can conclude that he did not have anything that he considered to 
be an authoritative translation into Arabic available to him. The 
inconsistency of his adaptations further implies that he made them 
sporadically over a space of time, and was only later prompted to 
set down a more complete and consistent list of useful texts. This 
suggests two points. Since Abå R§"iãah does not appear to have used 
his own translation to provide any consistency in his writings, he 
probably compiled the list some time after he had composed most 

12 W=Witnesses; T=Trinity; R=Refutation; P=Proof
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of his other works, perhaps after having gathered together passages 
that he knew from experience could be used effectively. Further, this 
list includes many passages that are not incorporated in his extant 
writings in places where they would have been useful, particularly 
for questions concerning the Incarnation.13 In light of these consid-
erations, the compilation of the Old Testament texts can probably 
be dated later in Abå R§"iãah’s career, sometime before 830 and 
no earlier than 820.
 The impetus for setting down this group of verses in translation 
may have been the realization that Arabic was beginning to take 
a firm hold among Jacobite Christians in Iraq and the necessity of 
translating important texts was increasing. The escalating confron-
tation with Muslims on questions of religion, clearly evidenced in 
Abå R§"iãah’s other writings, is also likely what motivated him to 
create the collection to make the texts available in the language of 
the debate. He may even have been prompted by someone who 
considered him to be an authority on the subject. Such a handbook 
would have been invaluable to those caught in the fray, explaining 
why it has been preserved for nearly twelve centuries.

Thus, in spite of a decided lack of explicit internal evidence, it is 
possible to offer some impressions about this compilation of Old 
Testament passages included among Abå R§"iãah’s writings. First, 
the subjects of the verses collected reveal that the primary motivation 
behind it was apologetical. Many of the passages are found in Abå 
R§"iãah’s writings in defense of the Trinity and the Incarnation, albeit 
with variations. Within the context and stated intent of his other 
apologetical texts, the supposition that he created the document at 
the request of a church official or member of the clergy in defending 
Christian doctrines against Muslim charges is probably not far from 
the truth. An alternative possibility is that he made it for his own 
use as a malpÙnÙ to train students in the art of apologetics.
 The context and contents of the text also suggest a secondary 
motivation—an attempt to set down important biblical texts in Arabic 
at a time when no translation was available to the Jacobite church in 
Iraq. Given the relationship between this text and the remainder of 

13 It should be borne in mind that at least one, and perhaps two, of Abå 
R§"iãah’s writings on the Incarnation have been lost, increasing the likelihood that 
he employed some of these passages elsewhere.
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his extant documents, it can be plausibly dated sometime between 820 
and 830.  For this reason the collection may be valuable to biblical 
scholars seeking to establish the details surrounding the transition 
from Syriac to Arabic in the church of ninth century Iraq. Finally, 
the uniqueness of the translations may also be of help in identify-
ing other texts not yet associated with Abå R§"iãah, with an eye to 
discovering those known to be lost.
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Witnesses from the Words of the Torah,
the Prophets and the Saints

1 In the name of the Powerful, the Mighty, the Holy. Witnesses 
for the Trinity from the Old [Testament].

2 From this, from the words of Moses in the Torah, when he 
said: “The Spirit of God hovered over the water.”1

Then he said, as was earlier mentioned:2 “We created human beings 
in our image and our likeness.”3

And he said: “Look, Adam has become like one of us.”4

And he said: “Come, let us go down and divide the languages.”5

3 And he said: “The Lord appeared before Abraham, and he 
was sitting before the door of his tent, at the time of the heat of the 
day, and Abraham lifted his eyes and suddenly, behold, three persons 
were standing before him. And when he saw them, he went quickly 
to them and said: ‘Lord, if you regard me with mercy, do not pass 
by your servant’.”6

“And they answered him, saying this after the meal of hospitality: 
‘I will return to you in a year at this time, and Sarah, your wife, will 
have a son.’ Now Abraham and Sarah were very old and Sarah was 
past the age of childbearing. And Sarah smiled to herself and said: 
‘After becoming old, I should be young? And my husband is [also] 
elderly.’ But the Lord said to Abraham: ‘Why is Sarah laughing?’ 
and she said: ‘Shall I really bear a son myself? I am already very 

1 Gen 1:2
2 It is not clear to what this refers. It may be that this was an appendix to 

another document.
3 Gen 1:26
4 Gen 3:22
5 Gen 11:7
6 Gen 18:1-3
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old. Perhaps the Lord can overcome [my old age].’”7

4 “The people rose from that place and turned in the direction 
of Sodom. Abraham went with them and bid them farewell. And the 
Lord said: ‘I do not wish to hide from Abraham my servant what I 
will do.’”8

“So when He had told him about the condition of Sodom and Gamor-
rah, Abraham then asked his Lord, and said: ‘Lord, if there are in 
the village or city one hundred just people, will You destroy it?’, and 
the Lord said to Abraham: ‘No’. So he said: ‘And if there are fifty 
in it?’,9 and He said: ‘No, I will not destroy it.’ And he did not stop 
until [he had reached ten].”10

“And the Lord caused fire and sulphur to rain down from heaven 
on Sodom and Gomorrah, [this was done] by the hand of the 
Lord.”11

5 And Moses said, too, that he came to Mount Horeb and an 
angel appeared to him in a burning fire in a thorn bush. And he 
saw the fire in the thorn bush, and the bush was lush, but it did not 
burn. And Moses said: “I will go and see this terrifying and great 
[wonder] in order [to know] why the thorn bush does not burn.” 
Then the Lord saw Moses going to look, and God called out to him 
from inside of the thorns [. . .]: “Do not come near here! Take off 
your sandals from your feet because the place on which you stand is 
holy.” And God also said to him [. . .] “I am the God of Abraham, 
the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob.” And Moses covered his face 
because he was afraid to look upon God.”12

7 Gen 19:10-14
8 Gen 18:16
9 Gloss in the margin of Sbath ms.: The first question of Abraham to God, 

he said fifty.
10 Gen 18:22-32
11 Gen 19:24
12 Cf. Ex 3:1-6
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And Moses also said, “And the Lord descended in the clouds and 
He spoke the Name of the Lord.”13

And he also said: “The Lord passed before [him].”14

6 And David, the Prophet, said: “By the Word of God the heavens 
were created, and by the Spirit of His mouth all of His hosts.”15

And he also said: “The Word of God I will praise.”16

And he also said: “He sent His Word to heal them and save them 
from the snares.”17

And he also said: “For eternity are You, o Lord, and Your word is 
forever in heaven.”18

And he said: “Your Word is a lamp for my feet and a light for my 
path.”19

And he said: “Where shall I go away from Your Spirit, and where 
can I hide from You?”20

And he said: “Your Spirit of goodness shall lead me on the path 
of life.”21

And he said: “The Lord said to my Lord: ‘Sit at my right’.”22

And he said: “My God is the King who has made salvation in the 
middle of the earth.”23

13 Ex 34:5
14 Ex 34:6
15 Cf. Ps 33:6
16 Ps 56:10
17 Ps 107:20
18 Ps 119:89
19 Ps 119:105
20 Ps 139:7
21 Cf. Ps 143:10
22 Cf. Ps 110:1
23 Ps 74:12
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7 And Solomon, the Wise, said: “Who has ascended to heaven 
and come down [again]? And Who has spanned heaven with  His 
measure? Who has measured the dust of the earth, and Who has 
grasped the winds in His palm? Who has bound up the water into 
the veil [of heaven]? What is His name, or the name of His Son, if 
you know it?”24

And Isaiah, the Prophet, said: “God sent me and His Spirit, to warn 
you.”25

And Daniel, the Prophet, said: “God said to you, o Nebuchadnezzar, 
they will take your kingdom from you.”26

8 And Daniel also said: “I saw thrones erected and the Ancient 
of Days sitting, His robe was white like white snow, and the hair of 
His head like pure wool. His throne was like burning fire, and its 
wheels fire that burned. And a flood of fire poured out before Him, 
and thousands upon thousands were running in His service, and a 
vast myriad stood before Him, and the Judge sat and the books were 
opened.”27

[. . .] “And I saw on the clouds of heaven [one] like a vision of a Son 
of Man. He came and approached until He was near the Ancient 
of Days, and He stopped before Him. And He was presented with 
authority and tribes and dominion and all the peoples and nations and 
all of the languages, that they might serve Him. And His authority 
is the authority of eternity, and His dominion does not change.”28

9 And Isaiah the Prophet said: “The Virgin will conceive and 
bear a son, and he will be called #Imm§nuel, which is explained 
‘God is with us’.”29

24 Prov 30:4
25 Is 48:16. In the Hebrew version, but not the Septuagint.
26 Cf. Dan 4:31
27 Dan 7:9-10
28 Dan 7:13-14
29 Is 7:14
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And he also said: “For a boy has been born for us, and a son given 
to us, whose authority is on His shoulder. And His name is won-
derful, and Angel of the Great Council, God the Almighty of the 
Worlds, Lord of Peace, Lord of the Coming Age, Governor of All, 
His authority and His dominion are His without end.”30

10 And Jeremiah, the Prophet, said: “The Lord will come. 
The Lord said: I will raise to [the House of] David the Light of 
Right eousness and His dominion will have righteousness and justice, 
and He will carry out justice on the earth, and in His days Israel will 
be saved and Judah will dwell in tranquility. And this is His name: 
the Lord our God.”31

And Micah, the Prophet, said: “And you, Bethlehem, Land of Eph-
rata, you are not the least among the Kings of Judah, from you shall 
come one who has power to tend My people, Israel, whose departure 
is from the beginning of the ages.”32

11 And Jeremiah the Prophet also said: “This is Our God, and 
we do not count other gods with Him. This Lord is the One Who 
makes the Path of Wisdom and Righteousness, and He presented 
it to Jacob, His servant, and Israel, His beloved. And after this He 
was seen on the earth and He moved among the people.”33

And Solomon also said: “Truly, certainly, God sits upon the 
earth.”34

And Zachariah the Prophet said: “This is a man, His name is Light, 
and from the lowest [place] He will rise and build the Temple of 
the Lord, and He will be entrusted with it.”35

And Habakkuk the Prophet said: “In the Horn of His hands, His 
might is produced from [His] belly.”36

30 Is 9:6-7
31 Jer 23:5-6
32 Mic 5:2
33 Bar 3:36-38
34 Citation not found. Cf. Ps 4:8
35 Zech 6:12
36 Hab 3:4
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12 And Micah, the Prophet, said: “The Lord of Lords is a witness 
among you, for the Lord is going out from His city and is decending 
to earth manifestly.”37

And Job the Righteous, said: “I know that my Savior lives, and at 
the end of the ages He will be seen on the earth.”38

And David the Prophet, said: “They saw Your going, O God, the 
going of my God and my Holy King.”39

And Jacob said, in what Moses related about him in his book, when 
he blessed his children: “The ruler shall not disappear from Judah, 
nor the prophet from its descendants until the one comes to whom 
the authority belongs, and whom the tribes and the peoples await. 
He ties His donkey to the vine and to the branch the son of His 
donkey.”40

13 And Zachariah the Prophet said: “Be joyful greatly, O Daugh-
ter of Zion, cry out in exaltation, O Jerusalem! See, your King is 
coming to you, faithful, devoted, righteous, humble, mounted upon 
a foal, the son of His donkey. He banishes war from Ephram and 
the horse[men] from Jerusalem, and shatters the bows of battle. 
He inspires the peoples with peace and His authority encompasses 
[the land] from sea to sea and from the rivers to the edges of the 
earth.”41

And David the Prophet also said: “The Lord, our Lord, how wonder-
ful is Your name in all the earth! From the mouths of the children 
and sucklings you have prepared praise.”42

14 Isaiah the Prophet said about his sufferings, which he accepted: 
“God, the Lord, gave to me a tongue for teaching to explain [it] 

37 Mic 1:3
38 Job 19:25
39 Ps 68:24
40 Gen 49:11. In the margin of Sbath in a later hand: “tying to the vine His 

donkey foal and to the grapevine the donkey.”
41 Zech 9:9-10
42 Ps 8:1-2
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to the oppressd and tell them of the Word. He caused it to grow 
in the morning, and in the morning He opened my ear to hear the 
knowledge. God, the Lord, opened my ear, but I did not turn back, 
nor did I resist nor did I oppose [it]. Rather, I sacrificed my body 
to beating and my face to blows, and I did not keep my face from 
disgrace and spittle. God, the Lord, is my Help, and because of this 
I am not disgraced. Rather I shall make my face like a stone, and 
I know that I will not be disgraced. Because near to me is the One 
Who will vindicate me.”43

15 He also said concerning the miracles at the coming of the 
Messiah, the Savior, to the tribes: “O you peoples! strengthen your 
weak hands and make firm [your] knees. Say to those who are weak-
hearted: See your God, the Seeker, comes and saves you. At that time 
the eyes of the blind will be opened and the ears of the deaf will be 
opened. Then the lame will leap like the stag, and the tongues of the 
speechless and dumb will be loosened. For the water will burst forth 
from the desert and the rivers flow in the wasteland until there are 
vessels of water in parched places, and water gushes forth from the 
thirsty earth. Living things and reeds and papyrus will grow in the 
lands of the jackels. There is the straight way, and it will be called 
the Holy Path, and no[one] unclean will be on it, and it will not be 
the path of the shameless.44

16 Isaiah the Prophet also said: “Thus says the Lord, Who aids 
Israel and is its Savior, Who makes Himself lowly and Who is despised 
by the tribes and by the servants of the those who have authority, 
the kings will see and the rulers will prostrate [themselves] before 
Him because the Lord is true and the Holy [One] of Israel Who 
has chosen you. Thus says the Lord: ‘In an acceptable time I have 
answered you, and on the day of salvation I have helped you. And 
I have formed you and made you a Covenant for the tribes and a 
light45 to the peoples so that you will build up the land and inherit 
the ruined legacy, and say to the prisoners: ‘Come out!’ [and] to 

43 Is 50:4-7
44 Is 35:3-8
45 Other manuscripts have mysterion.
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those confined: ‘Appear!’ They will graze upon the streets and their 
pastures will be on every path. They will not hunger, nor thirst, the 
hot wind and the sun will not harm them, for He Who is merciful 
leads them and He brings them to springs of water.”46

17 He also said about His incarnation and His suffering: “He 
rose up before Him like the young plant47 and like the root from the 
thirsty earth. He did not have an [attractive] appearance or beauty, 
and we saw Him and He did not have an [attractive] appearance 
and we despised Him.
 We counted Him contemptible, humiliated by human beings. And 
He was a man of sufferings [and] acquainted with grief. We turned 
our faces from Him and we reviled Him and did not count Him.
 And He truly bore our sufferings and carried our griefs. We reck-
oned Him a warrior, and He was struck by God Himself. And because 
of our offenses He was killed and abased because of our sin. Upon 
Him was the chastisement of our integrity and by His wounds we 
are freed from blame. We were all like sheep scattered and every 
person among us had gone to his own way, and the Lord has laid 
upon Him all of our offenses.
 He was contemptible and He was humiliated and [yet] He did not 
open His mouth. He was driven like the lamb to the slaughter, and 
quiet like the sheep silent before its shearers and He did not open 
His mouth. He was driven from imprisonment to the tribunal. Who 
is able to tell what He endured? For He was taken away from the 
land of the living and the sin of my people drew near to Him. The 
hypocrite learned of His burial and the rich of His death, because 
He had not committed a sin and in His mouth was no deceit.
 The Lord wished to humiliate Him and to cause Him to suffer 
and bear the offenses upon Himself, so that the seed will grow and 
the days will become longer and the desire of the Lord will succeed 
by His hand. He will see the work of His soul, and be satisfied in 
the knowledge [of it], and He will purify the righteous and become 
the servant of the many and their offenses He will bear.
 Because of this, I shall give Him a share among the many, and 
He will give a share of the booty to the mighty. He sacrificed His 

46 Is 49:7-10
47 Literally: the child.
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soul to death, and was counted among the sinners, and bore the sins 
of the many and endured [at the hands of] the sinners.”48

18 Zachariah the prophet said: “And truly they will look to me, 
the one whom they have pierced and they will weep over him as 
they weep over the only [child] and truly they will mourn over him 
as they mourn over a first-born.”49

And he also said: “Truly on that day there will be opened a spring 
for the family of David and for the inhabitants of Jerusalem for 
cleansing50 and purification.”51

And Zachariah also said: “I shall awaken the sword against My shep-
herd Israel, the man who is my beloved. The Lord, the Almighty, 
said: ‘Strike the shepherd, so the sheep will scatter. I shall turn my 
hand against the flock.’”52

19 And Micah the prophet said: “They struck the cheek of the 
shepherd of Israel with the whip.”53

And Solomon the Wise said: “We shall destroy the righteous [man]. 
He is not like us. He opposes the cleverness of our speech and 
reproaches us for evil deeds and reminds us of the misdeeds of our 
enemies.”54

And Zachariah the prophet said: “On that day there will be no light, 
but there will be ice and darkness, and there will be one [continu-
ous] day. And this day will not know either night nor daylight, and 
evening time will be light.”55

And Zachariah also said: “I took the price of what has no price, the 

48 Is 53:2-12
49 Zech 12:10
50 Not clear: jñ³
51 Zech 13:1
52 Zech 13:7
53 Mic 5:1
54 Wis 2:12
55 Zech 14:6-7
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thirty silver [pieces], with which the Sons of Israel concluded the 
agreement, and I gave them as a price for the field of the potters, 
the burial place of foreigners, as the Lord had commanded.”56

20 And Amos said: “Truly on that day the Lord will say: ‘I shall 
make the sun vanish at the time of midday and I shall make the 
earth dark in the daylight.’”57

And Jeremiah the prophet said: “Arise! A good tree shall become 
ruined.”58

And Solomon the prophet also said: “The blessing is upon the wood 
by which the righteous is made manifest.”59

And Isaiah the prophet also said: “I have appeared to the ones who 
did not seek me, and am found by the ones who did not ask after 
me. And I said: ‘Here I am! Here I am! I spread out my hand the 
[entire] day to a difficult and rebellious people.’”60

21 And David the prophet said in numerous places as a witness: 
“You have let not your friend see the corruption.”61

And he said: “The one who is wise should understand this, and 
should know the scorn of the Lord.”62

And he said: “He in whom I trusted, [who] has eaten my food, has 
betrayed me.”63

And he said: “My enemies said: ‘When will he die and his memory 
pass away?’ When they come to see me, they speak with lies, and in 
their hearts they imagine mischief, and they go out into the streets 

56 Cf. Zech 11:12-14; Mt 27:10
57 Amos 8:9
58 Source not known. Cf. 2 Ki 3:19
59 Wis 14:7
60 Is 65:1-2
61 Ps 16:10
62 Ps 107:43
63 Ps 41:9
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and tell it. And they deliberate against me, drinking wine.”64

And he also said: “When I was thirsty they gave me vinegar to drink, 
and for my food they gave me bitters.”65

And he also said: “Praise to the One who rides over the places of 
the west from the east, the Lord is His name.”66

22 And he said: “The Most High gave His voice, a mighty 
voice.”67

And he said: “Sing to the Lord, Who goes up to the heaven of 
heavens, and extol Him with songs of praise.”68

And he also said: “They have pierced my hand and my feet, and 
have alloted all of my bones, and they have divided my clothing 
among them, and for my garment they have cast lots.”69

And he also said: “I am counted among those falling into the abyss, 
and [I am] like the one who has no helper.”70

23 And Jeremiah the prophet said about the dead: “The dead 
will live, as the Lord of Lords has said.”71

And Sophonias the prophet said: “The Lord said: ‘From now on 
they will wait for Me in expectation as on the day I will stand as a 
witness.”72

And David the prophet also said: “God will arise and all of His 
enemies scatter, and they flee from before Him who hate Him.”73

64 Ps 41:5-7
65 Ps 69:21
66 Ps 68:4
67 Ps 68:33
68 Ps 68:33-34
69 Ps 22:16-17
70 Ps 88:4
71 Not found in the prophets.
72 Zeph 3:8
73 Ps 68:1
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And he also said: “The Lord is awakened like the sleeper, and like 
the drunken man waking from his wine.”74

And he also said: “The stone which the builders rejected, this has 
become the head of the corner. And this is from the Lord, and it is 
wonderful in our eyes.”75

24 And Isaiah said: “Who is this who comes from Edom and 
whose clothes are red, like safflower, like one who rises from the 
[wine] press?”76

And David the prophet said: “Arise, ancient doors, so that the King 
of glory might enter! Who is the King of glory? God the powerful 
is the King of glory, the Almighty forever.”77

And he also said: “God is exalted with glory and songs of praise, 
and the Lord with voices of honor and glory.”78

And he said: “God reigns over the peoples and has ascended His 
holy throne.”79

And he said: “He has gone up on high and has taken a prisoner 
captive, and the people have given Him gifts.”80

And he also said: “God is exalted over the heavens and His honor 
is over all the earth.”81

25 And Daniel the prophet said: “To the coming of the Messiah, 
the King, are seven weeks and also sixty-two weeks, and after this 
the Messiah will be killed, and the Holy City destroyed and it will 

74 Ps 78:65
75 Ps 118:22-23
76 Cf. Ps 63:1-2
77 Ps 24:7-8
78 Cf. Ps 46:5-6
79 Ps 47:8
80 Ps 68:18
81 Ps 57:5
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become contemptible to the king who is coming. After this it will 
not rise up.”82

This is the end.83 This is completed in the peace of the Lord. 
Amen.

This blessed book is finished with the help of God, the Exalted, and 
may He be praised!

82 Cf. Dan 9:25-26
83 Note in Sbath ms.: “The copy from which it was transcribed includes to 

here where the discussion ends and no other ris§la is mentioned. In the original 
copy is a white page as here.”
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demonstration of the credibility of christianity 335

FROM THE TEACHING OF AB— R$"I•AH 
AL-TAKR^T^, THE SYRIAN, BISHOP OF NISIBIS, 

‘ON THE DEMONSTRATION OF THE 
CREDIBILITY OF CHRISTIANITY WHICH WAS 
RECEIVED FROM THE PREACHING OF THE 
EVANGELISTS IN THE HOLY SCRIPTURES’

Introduction

Context and Addressee

Throughout all of his writings providing responses to potential ques-
tions, Abå R§"iãah shows a particular interest in providing a “proof” 
that will be acceptable to Muslims, certainly in answer to the Qur"anic
demand that Christians produce a burh§n, or proof, for their teach-
ings (Sura 2:111, 28:75). Abå R§"iãah does this using all available 
theological and philosophical means. In several of his other treatises 
he turns to reason to bypass the charge of taÈrÊf, the claim that the 
scriptures of Christians and Jews have been altered, and for that 
reason are no longer reliable. Using logical deduction, he formulates 
arguments intended to convince Muslims that Christian teachings are 
not only not absurd, but actually the best possible expressions of the 
common understanding of the divine attributes, the ßif§t. Demonstra-
tion also provides a “proof” of the truth of Christianity, although it 
is unique in Abå R§"iãah’s writings both in its intended readership 
and in its form.
 The proof makes up the shortest of Abå R§"iãah’s extant works: 
a single page of Arabic in Georg Graf’s edition (130/162, 131/197); 
twelve lines in the French translation by Khalil Samir.1 Its brev-
ity is not, however, indicative of its importance. It is a neat and 
succinct demonstration of the validity of Christianity based on the 
universal acceptance of the Christian message. Like many of Abå 
R§"iãah’s other writings, little is known about the purpose of the 
proof and it is designated differently by the editors of the various 
manuscripts in which it is found. Graf’s edition, which is based 

1 Samir, “Liberté,” 100-102. Samir gives a full examination of the text in this 
article.
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on a 13th century compilation of texts entitled “A Collection of 
the Principles of Religion” (ÅÍf»A ¾ÌuA ªÌÀV¿) (Vat. ar. 103), enti-
tles it: “From the Teaching of Abå R§"iãah al-Takriti, the Syrian, 
Bishop of Nisibis, ‘On the Demonstration of the Truth of Chris-
tianity Received from the Preaching of the Evangelists in the Holy 
Gospel’”.2 The text of Abå R§"iãah is included along with a trea-
tise by the Nestorian Hunayn ibn Ish§q (808-873) in the twelfth 
chapter concerned with the manner of discerning the truth of a religion 
(ÒÃBÍf»A Ò´Î´Y ºAieA ÒÎé°Î· Ó¼§ ½ÀNrÍ).3 No mention is made of the 
original purpose or addressee.
 More helpful are four manuscripts Samir has collected from two 
separate sources which he has used to published a new edition and 
French translation of the text. Two of these manuscripts provide 
very important information as to the origin of the text and its pur-
pose. The first late 13th century manuscript4 mentions only that 
Abå R§"iãah is responding to a Mu#tazilÊ, who has asked “that he 
explain to him the religion of the Christians in a way that reason 
can accept.”5 The second manuscript found in the Sbath Collection 
(Sbath 1017),6 more explicitly identifies itself as: “The Response of 
Abå R§"iãah at-TakrÊtÊ, Bishop of Nisibis, to Yum§mah, the Mu#tazilÊ,
Concerning His Question about the Proof of the Authenticity of 
Christianity.”7 Samir points out, I think correctly, that the name of 
the Mu#tazilÊ should be Tum§mah,8 a mistake that can be attributed 
to a scribal error. In fact, a well-known mu#tazilÊ by this name was 

2 Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 131/iii. This text was previously edited by Cheikho, “\onein,”
1/287, trans. 291. Cheikho’s edition was prepared from two manuscripts owned 
by the Université St. Joseph in Beirut of Abå IsÈ§q al-Mu"taman ad-Dawlah ibn 
al-#Ass§l’s ÅÍf»A ¾ÌuA LBN·. The earliest of these can be dated to the 14th or 15th 
century, the second is not dated, but is written in Garshuni (ibid., 293-284). See 
GCAL II (1947): 407-414 for a complete list of Ibn al-#Ass§l’s works.

3 Cheikho, “\onein,” 284.
4 ’ams ar-Riy§sah Abå l-Barak§t ibn Kabar (c. 1305). See GCAL II (1947), 

438-445 for a complete list of his works.
5 The full title reads: ÒRÍfY ÅIA KÎJY ÒñÖAi BIA LÜA Ò»lN¨À»A |¨I ¾Dm : ½Î³

ÒÎÃAjvÄ»A ÅÍe É» \yÌÍ ÆA XËjm Ómj· Å¿ OÍj¸M ±´mA ÓÃBÍjn»A ÓIÌ´¨Î»A ÓNÍj¸N»A

.½´¨»A É¼J´Í SÎY Å¿ Samir, “Liberté,» 99.
6 Sbath, Manuscrits, 133-134. Samir notes that he did not consult the manu-

script itself.
7 The title given by Sbath is: Ò¿BÀÎ» ÅÎJÎvÃ ±´mA ÓNÍj¸N»A ÒñÖAi ÓIA LAÌU

ÒÎÃAjvÄ»A ÒZu Ó¼§ ½Î»f»A Å§ É»Dm B¿fÄ§ Ó»lN¨À»A 
8 Samir, “Liberté,” 100, n. 15.
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a contemporary of Abå R§"iãah—(Abå Ma#an) Tum§mah ibn al-
Aàras (an-NumaryÊ) al-BaßrÊ (d.c. 828).9 He was active during the 
period which has been suggested for Abå R§"iãah’s floruit, and there 
is no obvious reason to doubt the claim of the Sbath manuscript.

Tum§mah ibn al-Aàras was a student of the well-known Biàr ibn 
al-Mu#tamir al-Hil§lÊ (d. 210/825),10 and the teacher of al-@§Èiz
(775-868).11 Ibn Murta·a places him in the seventh generation of 
the school of Baßra, after Abå l-Hudayl al-#Allaf (d. 226/840),12 and 
he was a friend of the caliph Harån ar-RaàÊd (170-193/786-809), 
who invited him to the court at Baghdad. Tum§mah remained there 
as an adviser to al-Ma"mån (198-218/813-833) and died during his 
reign. Unfortunately, he is known only through his opponents, and 
none of his own writings have survived. However, it is clear that he 
belonged to the early #Abb§sid movement of the Mu#tazilah who were 
concerned with the question of whether God or human beings are 
the creators of human actions.13

 Since Tum§mah lived and was active in Baghdad, only a few miles 
from TakrÊt, it is not unlikely that he and Abå R§"iãah crossed paths 
at some point, as the Sbath manuscript suggests, resulting in some 
sort of intellectual exchange. If this is true, several things about the 
text might be determined. First, a general date can be assigned to this 
text between the arrival of Harån ar-RaàÊd in Baghdad and before 
the death of Tum§mah, that is, somewhere between 790 and 828. 
Second, the existence of this text is evidence that actual exchanges 
took place between Abå R§"iãah and Muslim scholars, which he 
then used as the basis for his other treatises responding to Islam. 
With a notable exception (On the Union), Abå R§"iãah’s other writ-
ings do not name his audience explicitly. Nonetheless, they reveal a 
great awareness of the scholarly debate occurring in Muslims circles 
of his day. This text, purporting to be a response to a well-known 

9 See GAS I (1967): 615-616 for Tum§mah’s known writings.
10 See GAL, S. 1, 338-339.
11 al-@§Èiz is known to have been interested in the teachings of Christianity 

and wrote his Radd #al§ an-naß§r§ as a refutation of them. Cf. Ch. Pellat, “DJ$\I£,” 
EI2, vol. 2: 385-387.

12 AÈmad ibn Yahya ibn al-Murtada, Kit§b al-Milal wa-l-NiÈal, T.W. Arnold, 
ed. (Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz, 1902), 35.

13 Max Horton, “Thum§ma b. Ashras,” EI1, 8/739-740. For further informa-
tion, see Max Horten, Die philosophischen Systeme (Bonn: F. Cohen, 1912), 309-317.
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Mu#tazilÊ lends credibility to the contention that Abå R§"iãah was 
in some manner an active participant in that debate. With this in 
mind, the purpose and significance of the text becomes clearer. Abå 
R§"iãah intends to provide a logical proof of Christianity that does 
not appeal to scripture, but rather to what can be demonstrated by 
reason. Further, he formulates it in a manner that he expects will 
be acceptable to a Muslims scholar committed to the particular 
philosophical principals held by the Mu#tazilah.

Contents

Apart from the various titles given to it in the known manuscripts, 
the proof itself offers no explicit information about its context. What 
is provided is simply a syllogism in a style that is found extensively 
in several other of Abå R§"iãah’s extant writings. He begins with 
the proposition that Christianity must either be true or false, and 
those who have accepted it must either be wise (ÕÝ´§) or ignorant 
(ÕÝÈU).14

 The first aspect of this brief writing that strikes one is the syllogistic 
form of the proof. In light of the interest in the Greek philosophical 
tradition in Abå R§"iãah’s day, it is not surprising that this demon-
stration the rational credibility of Christianity in logical terms should 
come to light. The first line of Abå R§"iãah’s exercise immediately 
establishes that this is a logical, not a scriptural or theological proof, 
by juxtaposing two opposites using B¿A . . . B¿A, “either . . . or”.15 In 
only twelve lines he uses this grammatical construct three times to 
lead the reader to a logical conclusion of the truth of Christianity.
 It may also strike the modern reader that in his proof through 
reason Abå R§"iãah insists on the necessity of miracles to demonstrate 
the truth of a religion. However, on closer examination the reason 
for his insistence becomes clear. A religion can only be from God 
and true if it is a universal religion, that is, one that is accessible to all 
people. All people, he argues, fall into one of two categories: the wise, 
who will accept something that is true because they are bound by 
intellectual integrity, and the ignorant, who will accept something 

14 Abå R§"iãah not infrequently refers to “the ignorant and intelligent” to 
include all people, i.e., Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 130/131, 131/159. Samir also points out 
the recurrence of the terms in Paul’s letters, especially Rom 1:14,22; I Cor 1:25,27; 
Eph 5:15. Samir, “Liberté,» 104.

15 Ibid., 102.
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that is true only by force, since they are naturally unwilling to limit 
their material comforts.
 Second, Abå R§"iãah makes the argument that a true religion 
will appear to be contrary to what both the wise and the ignorant 
desire. Since religion is truly beyond human comprehension, the 
wise will not be able to attain certitude through rational proof. The 
true religion will also certainly limit worldly comforts and desires, 
resulting in the necessity of coercing the ignorant into accepting it 
against their lower inclinations. In fact, Abå R§"iãah argues in his 
extensive Proof, that the most common reasons why someone might 
convert to another religion are invalid. He points especially to the 
worldly temptations of wealth, power, privilege, the allowance of 
what is forbidden—divorce, adultery and the accumulation of wealth, 
and to over-powering fear for one’s safety. This means that the true 
religion must be identified by means other than what can be ratio-
nally proven or what appears to be personally advantageous. One 
must be “coerced”, that is, compelled, to believe that a religion is 
true by something beyond one’s control.
 According to Abå R§"iãah, coercion is of two types: that of the 
sword by humans and that of miracles by God. Coercion by the sword 
is never successful. Coercion can bring both wise and ignorant to 
accept something at least superficially against their own judgement. 
But accepting it does not make it true. Nonetheless, Abå R§"iãah
points out, those who are wise have indeed accepted something that 
cannot be rationally demonstrated, and the ignorant have embraced 
a religion that forbids worldly pleasures. This is because of the com-
pelling evidence of signs and miracles, not because of the sword. All 
people, both ignorant and wise, can see clearly that miracles are from 
God, while coercion by the sword is from humans. Consequently, 
Abå R§"iãah claims, miracles are the strongest confirmation that the 
religion in which they appear is the true religion from God. Given the 
numerous examples of miracles found in Christianity, Abå R§"iãah
leaves his reader to conclude that it is the true religion. This is similar 
to the conclusion found in his Proof that the only acceptable reason 
to convert to a religion is because one is convinced by the authentic 
signs of the Apostles that are impossible to deny (§10).
 In the present syllogism, the presence of miracles in Christianity 
is the crux of the argument. Although no context is given, the result 
of the demonstration is to lead the reader to the conclusion that a 
religion of the sword will not succeed where a religion of miracles 
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will. Without naming a “religion of the sword” specifically, it is clear 
within the known context that Abå R§"iãah is referring to the initial 
spread of Islam, and perhaps even to the Islamization policies com-
ing into full effect in his day. For Muslims, the rapid expansion of 
Arab power and the subsequent influence of Islam was identified as 
a sign of its truth. Abå R§"iãah obviously rejects this, claiming that 
the presence of the sword may bring the population to submission, 
but it does not make a religion true. In fact, he implies, the appar-
ent absence of miracles in Islam calls its basic truth seriously into 
question.
 For most of the history of Christianity, the miracles associated 
with Jesus, particularly that of the Resurrection, as well as those 
related in the Old Testament, were seen as signs of God’s participa-
tion in and confirmation of a particular historical event. The New 
Testament and other early Christian writings abound with miracles 
that are understood to affirm God’s will in the lives of individuals 
and in the church as a whole. For Muslims, on the other hand, 
miracles associated with MuÈammad did not play a crucial role as 
an affirmation of the truth of Islam. In fact, the early Muslim com-
munity made very little claim to miracles. The Qur"§n records that 
the Makkans refused to accept MuÈammad’s message because he 
did not perform miracles (Suras 13:7, 27; 17:94; 25:4-9). However, 
later Muslim tradition attributes a great number of miracles to him.16

The two most important miracles were held to be the revelation and 
perfection of the Qur"an itself, and the rapid spread of Arab control 
in the Mediterranean world.
 Further, and particularly relevant here, the Mu#tazilah are known 
to have rejected the very notion of miracles by the saints, and were 
hesitant about accepting certain interpretations of eschatological 
suras that involved miracles.17 There is evidence, on the contrary, 
that the connection between miracles and important persons, espe-
cially MuÈammad, became increasingly significant for orthodox 
Muslims. By the tenth century, the second Fiqh Akbar contains an 
article affirming the belief in “signs of the Prophets and the miracles 
of the saints”,18 a theme that does not appear earlier.

16 Wensinck, Creed, 225-226.
17 Ibid., 224.
18 Ibid., 193. This is found in article 16 of the Fiqh Akbar II. For a full explana-

tion and dating of the Fiqh, see ibid., 188-247.
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 Several modern scholars have argued that the appearance of mira-
cles as the subject of theological reflection, as well as the proliferation 
of traditions and legends about MuÈammad as a miracle-worker, 
have their roots in responses to the charge of Jews and Christians 
that his message could not be true if it was not accompanied by 
God’s confirmation through miracles.19 If this is the case, then this 
exchange between Abå R§"iãah and Tum§mah may provide an 
insight into the manner in which the argument for the necessity of 
miracles was made. Abå R§"iãah makes a case for clear signs from 
God that reflects both the intuitions of potential converts to Islam 
from Christianity (if other prophets performed miracles and signs 
by God’s leave, as the Qur’an says, then why not MuÈammad? How 
else can one know that MuÈammad is a true prophet of God?) and 
the argument for God’s universal activity (what is the single type 
of proof convincing to all people?). The strength of Abå R§"iãah’s 
conclusion may well have been identified by orthodox Muslims as 
a problematic implication of the extreme views of the Mu#tazilah,
prompting a insistence on the existence of miracles to confirm Islam 
is the true religion of God.

Although the proof for Christianity offered in this brief text is a com-
mon one and adds little to what is already known of Abå R§"iãah’s 
theological work, it is significant for the information it provides 
about those with whom he was in conversation. If it is in fact the 
case that this text is a remnant of correspondence between him 
and the Mu#tazilÊ Tum§mah ibn al-Aàras, it is evidence of the close 
contact that he had with Muslim scholars of the period, and adds 
significantly to the few clues available for the context of his life and 
works. Further, this text adds support to the notion that Christian 
expectations of miracles as signs of God’s confirmation of the truth 
of a religion contribued to their increasing importance in Islam.

19 Abdelmajid Charfi, “La fonction historique de la polémique islamochrétienne 
à l’époque abbassid,” in Christian Arabic Apologetics During the Abbasid Period (750-1258), 
ed. Samir Khalil Samir and Jorgen S. Nielsen, Studies in the History of Religions 
(Numen Bookseries), vol. LXIII (Leiden, New York, Köln: E.J. Brill, 1994), 52-53.
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From the Teaching of Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ,
the Syrian, Bishop of Nisibis,1 ‘On the Demonstration2 of 

the Credibility of Christianity Which Was Received from the 
Preaching of the Evangelists 

in the Holy Scriptures’

The Response of Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ, Bishop of Nisibis, to Yum§mah,3

the Mu#tazilÊ, Concerning His Question about the Proof of the Authenticity 
of Christianity.

He said: It must be the case that Christianity is either true or false
And those who have accepted it are either wise or ignorant.

Those who are wise will not accept what has not been demonstrated 
to be true by a logical proof, except by compulsion,
And the ignorant are not restrained from abandoning [themselves] 
to worldly things, except by compulsion.

There are two kinds of compulsion: either it is compulsion by the 
sword or compulsion by signs from God.
We do not see that there are among the wise who have accepted 
the religion of Christianity those who have been compelled by the 
sword to accept something that is not been demonstrated to be true 
by a logic proof.
And the ignorant are not compelled by the sword to refrain from 
abandoning [themselves] to worldly things.

The wise have accepted [Christianity], although it has not been 
demonstrated to be true by a logical proof.
And the ignorant have accepted it, although it discourages [one] 
from worldly things.

1 This ecclesiastical title is a mistaken later addition. 
2 Literally, “demonstrating in it”.
3 Read: Tum§mah.
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All of them have been compelled by signs, not by the sword.
Signs are the surest proof that the religion in which they appear is 
the true religion, according to God, the Powerful and Mighty.
And the Christian law is consistent with these presuppositions.
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CHRISTOLOGICAL DISCUSSION

Introduction

Context and Date

This untitled text included in Graf’s edition of Abå R§"iãah’s writings 
has simply been labeled “Christologisches Gespräch” to identify its 
contents. The document is unlike those examined up to this point, in 
that Abå R§"iãah’s thought does not play an exclusive role. Rather, 
it gives a brief summary of the doctrines of the Nestorians, Melkites 
and Jacobites as presented by representatives from each Christian 
community in a staged encounter before a Muslim official. All three 
manuscript copies in which the text is contained include a short 
introduction explaining the circumstances of the discussion, with 
slight variations.1 The opening to two of the manuscripts reads: 
“It is said that #Abd ^så#, the Nestorian Muãr§n, Abå Qurrah, the 
Melkite Bishop, and Abå R§"iãah, the Jacobite, were gathered before 
one of the Ministers.2 He requested each of them to describe their 
faith in a brief statement, without making objections against either 
of his colleagues.”
 Two of the three persons mentioned are immediately identifi-
able: Theodore Abå Qurrah, the Melkite Bishop of \arr§n, and 
of course, Abå R§"iãah. Both of them are also correctly identified, 
Abå Qurrah as a bishop, and Abå R§"iãah simply as a Jacobite. The 
latter point is significant, since it adds credence to the view outlined 
above that Abå R§"iãah was only given the title of bishop much later, 
probably to supply him an ecclesiastical status more on par with the 
importance of his writings for the Monophysite community.
 The identity of the third person, “#Abd ^så#, the Nestorian Muãr§n”, 
is more mysterious. Graf has argued that the first Nestorian who can 
be associated with this name is the famous author and Metropolitan 

1 They are Bodl. ar. christ. Uri 38, Vat. ar. 1492, and Par. ar. 82. The varia-
tions are found in the first of these, which labels the text as “the eleventh treatise” 
(jr§ ÒÍeBZ»A Ò»B´À»A . . . .) (Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 130/163, 131/iii).

2 Ms. Hunt. 240 (Bodl. ar. christ. Uri 38) adds ¶jr»A AikË fYA fÄ§—“before 
one of the Ministers of the East”.
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of Nisibis, $bdÊàÙ#, who died in 1318. For this reason, he dates the 
text sometime after the middle of the fourteenth century. This has 
led some to conclude that the exchange depicted here was fabri-
cated by a later writer who wished to lend an air of authenticity to 
his composition by placing his words in the mouths of well-known 
personages.3

 Griffith has quite rightly rejected Graf’s conclusion, pointing out 
that it “discounts two known persons in favor of an unknown one”, 
as well as ignoring the numerous occasions on which Christians were 
called before Muslim officials to explain their doctrines.4 Several 
other factors also call Graf’s dating into question. First, Graf himself 
admits that the paleographical evidence of Vat. ar. 1492 situates it 
in the thirteenth century, although it may perhaps be as late as the 
fourteenth.5 Second, it seems odd that a writer who wished to give 
credibility to an imaginary exchange would have pitted a contem-
porary figure against two well-known controversialists from at least 
four centuries earlier. Certainly he would have chosen someone 
who might conceivably been a colleague of Abå Qurrah and Abå 
R§"iãah, instead of simply inventing a name.
 In fact, an actual person can be identified who fits the description 
of the “#Abd ^så#” in question: IàÙ# bar nån, who was the successor 
to the Nestorian Catholicos Timothy I. IàÙ# only occupied the posi-
tion for the short period between 823 and 828 at a time when the 
Nestorian church was experiencing some complications internally, as 
well as in its relations with the Muslims authorities.6 The variation of 
the name found in Discussion might be the result of a mistranslitera-
tion, particularly if the editor of this text were a Jacobite or Melkite 
who was not familiar with the person in question.
 In favor of this suggestion is the fact that IàÙ# bar nån was Catholi-
cos precisely at the time when Abå R§"iãah’s literary participation 
in debates with Muslims and other Christians was at its height. In 

3 Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 131/xxvi-xxvii.
4 Griffith, “Abå R§"itah,” 166. Several of these encounters have been edited 

and translated into a modern language, including: Nau, “Colloque,” 225-279; 
Putman, Timothée I; Kurt Vollers, ed., “Das Religionsgespräch von Jerusalem (um 
800 D),“ Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte 29 (1908): 29-71, 197-221.

5 Graf, Abå R§"iãah, 131/xxvii.
6 Fiey, Oriens Christianus, 29, Chrétiens syriaques, 65-67, Jean-Maurice Fiey, Nisibe: 

métropole syriaque orientale et ses suffragants des origines à nos jours, CSCO 388, Subsidia 
54 (Louvain: Secrétariat du CorpusSCO, 1977), 81-82.
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addition, IàÙ# bar nån’s death is known to have occurred about five 
years before both Abå R§"iãah and Abå Qurrah disappear from the 
pages of history. This makes all three roughly contemporary and 
generally the same age. In light of these considerations, it seems more 
likely than not that the Nestorian Metropolitan #Abd ^så# mentioned 
in Discussion can be identified as the Nestorian Catholicos IàÙ# bar 
nån.
 If this is correct, it adds a great deal of credibility to the doc-
ument’s claim to be an historical account of a meeting between 
the three ecclesiastical representatives before an unnamed Muslim 
official. Unfortunately, the editor of the text appears to have been 
uninterested in the circumstances surrounding the occasion of the 
discussion, and recorded only the names of the Christian participants 
and what they said. However, the date of the meeting can be nar-
rowed to between 823 and 828, the period during which IàÙ# bar 
nån was the Nestorian Catholicos. This neatly coincides with the 
time of the Caliph al-Ma"mån’s reign when it is known that such 
encounters were encouraged and often staged by Muslim officials. 
Consequently, it is possible to accept this text as an authentic report 
of an event organized by a minister which brought together three 
of the most renowned clergymen of the early ninth century. 

Contents

The text of Discussion is simply divided into three parts, with each 
of the named persons presenting a brief summary of the faith of his 
denomination. Each one is asked first to give a short description of 
the community he represents, and then to provide a proof for it, 
following the demand for a “proof” from Christians for their belief 
in the Trinity and Incarnation traceable to the Qur"§n. In the chris-
tological discussion, each of the spokesmen is given the opportunity 
only to present his view without giving his opinion or arguments 
against any of his colleagues. 
 A few observations can be made about the statements given by 
each of the representatives. First, each of the explanations is offered 
in an unbiased way, with no obvious “winner” in the encounter. 
The only hint of the origin of the text is found in the position pre-
sented by the Jacobite, which is slightly longer and by far the most 
theologically complex. It is also placed last, implying that the editor 
wished the reader to be convinced by it. This possibility is further 
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substantiated by the fact that the document was preserved along 
with other unrelated Monophysite texts.
 It is also significant that the synopsis given by each of the partici-
pants is indicative of the Christian community he represents. The 
terminology and explanations are common and would have been 
acceptable to authorities in each of the churches, making it more 
likely that they are based on an eyewitness account in which actual 
persons representing those views were present. One sees a great deal 
of similarity between the statements given here and Abå R§"iãah’s 
own presentation of the positions of each denomination in Refutation
§§3-5, which are clearly rooted in his own experience of debate with 
authoritative Melkite and Nestorian spokesmen.
 The main argument made by the Jacobite is based on the ways 
in which something can be one, either in number, genus, or species. 
This is, of course, the centerpiece of Abå R§"iãah’s defense of the 
Christian doctrine of the Trinity in On the Trinity. In Discussion, the 
principle is adapted so that “number” is understood as an individual 
“hypostasis”. Since it is clear that the incarnated Messiah cannot be 
classified as either one in genus or one in species, he must be one in 
number, that is, in hypostasis. Although this argument is not found as 
such in Abå R§"iãah’s extant writings, the similarity between it and 
that found in On the Trinity is great enough to confidently associate 
it with him.
 At the same time discrepancies can be detected between this 
account and details found in other writings by Abå R§"iãah. The 
most obvious difference is found in particular terms used here, espe-
cially wbq (individual hypostasis) and Ò¨ÎJ� (nature). The first of these 
appears throughout Abå R§"iãah’s writings, but almost always to 
mean “single individual”. For hypostasis, he uses the term ÂÌÄ³A almost 
exclusively in all of his texts on the Trinity and Incarnation. The 
term Ò¨ÎJ�, on the other hand, is very rare in his works. One finds 
it in On the Incarnation §11 in reference to the “nature” of fire, and 
in Proof §25 in a discussion of unity of the hypostaseis. Neither is the 
phrase “the separation in name and meaning” (ÓÄ¨¿Ë ÑÌÀnM ¶AjN¯ÜA), 
which appears twice here, found anywhere in Abå R§"iãah’s extant 
works.
 Given the general similarity of the arguments made by the Jacobite 
to those of Abå R§"iãah, however, one must conclude some connec-
tion between the two. In light of the identification of the other two 
participants in the discussion and the accuracy of the general sce-
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nario, it seems justified to suppose that Discussion is an account which 
reflects an actual historical event in which Abå R§"iãah, Abå Qurrah,
and #Abd ^så# presented the teachings of their respective Christian 
communities before a Muslim official. However, it also seems likely 
that a later editor or compiler of the statements “updated” particular 
terms to coincide with current usage. In doing so, he also threw the 
main point of conflict between the three denominations into relief: 
the disagreement over the meaning of the term “hypostasis”.
 In light of this analysis, there seems to be no compelling rea-
son not to believe that the three persons representing the Jacobite, 
Melkite and Nestorian positions are to be identified with the well-
known figures named by the editor of the text. In favor of this is the 
accuracy of the report of the formulations of their doctrines, as well 
as the fact that Abå R§"iãah, Abå Qurrah, and #Abd ^så# can all 
be established as contemporaries who conceivably could have been 
in close proximity with each other at some point, probably in the 
city of Baghdad. Although the vocabulary shows some divergence 
from the usual terminology used by Abå R§"iãah, this can easily be 
accounted for in the editing process. One can well imagine that a 
later editor replaced his usual ÂÌÄ³A with the more current wbq in 
order to more intelligibly draw the parallels between the positions 
of the three participants.
 This text is of interest to modern scholars for two reasons. First, 
it clearly lays out the christological formulae of the three major 
confessions at the beginning of the ninth century in terms that were 
apparently acceptable to each of them. The account establishes that 
the problem lay in defining the term hypostasis, and the implications 
of the definition for each viewpoint. Further, the editor has organized 
the presentations of each in such a way as to draw out the differences 
and highlight the issues, indicating that he was aware of the root of 
the problem.
 Second, if the three figures participating in the interview can be 
identified with Abå R§"iãah, Abå Qurrah, and #Abd ^så#, the pos-
sibility that this is a reference to an actual historical meeting before 
an unnamed Muslim minister is greatly increased. It seems improb-
able that the summaries given in this text are a verbatim report 
of the presentations given. Nonetheless, the text provides valuable 
corroborating evidence that Abå R§"iãah was indeed a participant 
in staged discussions and mun§íar§t, and that his writings reflect his 
own personal experience in them.
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Christological Discussion1

It is said that #Abd ^àå#, the Nestorian Muãr§n, Abå Qurrah, the 
Melkite Bishop, and Abå R§"iãah, the Jacobite, were gathered before 
one of the Ministers. He requested each of them to describe their 
faith in a brief statement, without making objections against either 
of his colleagues.

1 The Nestorian said: I say that the Messiah is two aàh§ß2—a per-
son unceasingly begotten from the Father, the same as [the Father] 
in His nature and in all of His attributes, and a human àahß taken 
from Mary, the same as all human aàh§ß, the only difference being 
sin. The name “Messiah” is not applied to one of the two aàh§ß to 
the exclusion of the other, but rather [is applied] to both of them. 
For the Messiah is two aàh§ß and two natures, divine and human.
 The proof of this is that when we find two things bound together, 
they necessarily occur either in an ousia or in an accident, and this 
occurrance can only be general or specific. Now we agree that the 
Messiah is not an accident, so it is necessary that He is an ousia, and 
we find that an ousia can only be general or specific. Now if the names 
applied to Him (that is, “God” and “human being”) are applied dif-
ferently, and are applied in the manner of a general ousia, then it is 
necessary that the name the “Messiah” embrace the Father and the 
Son and the Holy Spirit, as well as embrace the entire human being, 
and this is impossible, for it has been established that the different 
names are only applied to the being of the persons. So it is necessary 
that He is two individual proper ousiae: a divine ousia and a human 
ousia.

2 The Melkite said: I say that the Messiah is one àahß and two 
natures, divine and human.  Through the divinity, He is God and 

1 There is no title given to this texts in the manuscripts.
2 “Persons” or “individuals”. I have retained the Arabic term (àahß, pl. aàh§ß)

here to underscore the confusion introduced by the lack of a definition of it from 
the outset.
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through the humanity He is human, and He is one àahß, divine and 
human in two different ways.
 The proof is this: We agree that the Messiah is one, God in nature 
and human in nature. It is necessary that the one who is God in 
nature is [either] the one who is human in nature or He is something 
else. Now if He is [the former], it is necessary that He is one àahß,
God in His nature and human in His nature, and this is what we 
have said. And if He who is God in nature is other than He who is 
human in nature, and He who is God in nature is the eternal Son 
of God, and the Messiah is [both] God in His nature and human in 
His nature,3 then the Messiah is not the Son of God and the Son of 
God is not the Messiah, and this destroys what Christianity holds.

3 The Jacobite said: I believe that the Messiah is one àahß,4 one 
nature, divine and human. For I claim that the divine àahß is united 
with the human in a union which precludes [any] separation in name 
and meaning, for He is one àahß and one nature.
 The proof is this: We agree that the Messiah is one in number. 
We find that “one” in logic can only be a àahß or a species or a 
genus. Now, it is impossible [to say] by analogy that the Messiah 
is one genus or species. It remains, then, that He is one àahß and 
one nature. We also find that number can only be applied to things 
which are differentiated in their properties ([these] are the aàh§ß). And 
since we find that the eternal àahß is united with the temporal àahß
from the beginning of His existence, a separation between them in 
name and meaning is impossible. And if separation [between them] 
is eliminated, an assertion of number [applied to the aàh§ß] is false, 
because it is invalid.5 And if the condition of union is two, and if 
the condition of separation is two, then the condition of union is 
the condition of separation and the condition of separation is the 
condition of union, and this is absurd in name and meaning.

3 This phrase following.
4 Abå R§"iãah rarely uses the term àahß in his other extant writings, nearly 

always prefering uqnåm (hypostasis).
5 Things that cannot be distinguished from each other by separation cannot 

be counted.
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The Wazir deemed what they brought him to be good, and he sent 
them away honorably.
Thanks be to God forever! 
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299, 301-306, 335-341, 343, 347-351, 
353, 355

Abyssinia 300
Adam 76, 115, 117, 127, 135, 187, 189, 

191, 195, 201, 209, 213, 215, 239, 
241, 245, 287, 309

adoptionism 233
ahl al-kit§b 13, 75, 76; see also People of 

the Book
ahl ar-ra"y 187
Aleppo, Syria 69
al-AmÊn, #Abb§sid caliph 41, 55
Allah 281
#AlÊ b. AbÊ T§lib 39
#Amm§r al-BaârÊ, Nestorian 23, 51, 53, 

55, 59, 362
Amos 302, 327
#Amr b. #Ubayd 49
#Amram, father of Moses and Aaron 95
Ancient Southern Palestinian 34; see also

Christian Arabic
Anthony the Rhetor 34
anthropomorphism 50, 199
anti-Islamic polemic 23
A Vpiku Vra 36, 37, 43
apocalyptic 6, 14, 152, 302

literature 14
apologetic (-al, -ist) 3, 6, 11, 19, 23, 24, 

27, 31, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 60, 61, 65, 
157, 299, 300, 303, 305
literature 3, 6, 21, 23, 27, 56, 59, 63, 

148, 303, 305
Arab Christian 11, 23, 32, 51, 59, 

157, 341
Apostles 75, 93, 117, 119, 135, 295, 339
caqÊda 154

proto- caqÊda 156
Arab (Arabia) 1-3, 5-7, 13, 14, 300; see 

also Arabic
Arabic 3, 5, 6. 9, 10, 16, 19-24. 27, 32-35, 

37, 45, 47, 48, 51-55, 57, 59, 60, 62, 
64-70, 77, 91, 148, 149, 151-153, 195, 
299, 300, 301, 303-306, 335, 353
Middle Arabic 34

Arabization 12, 16, 67, 75; see also #Ab -
b§sid Arabization Policy

Arabophone Christians 6, 22
Aristotle (Aristotelian) 4, 9, 10, 25, 30, 

55, 111, 157, 158, 173, 175, 177, 179, 
199, 223
Categories 111, 175, 177, 179, 223
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De Caelo 199
Metaphysics 173, 175
Sophistikoi Elenchoi 25
Topics VIII 25, 30

Armenia 23, 35-40, 42-48, 62
Armenian iàxan 35-37, 42, 44, 45, 62
al-Aà"arÊ, Abå-l-\asan #AlÊ ibn Ism§"Êl 154, 

155
Aàot, Abå ’l#Abb§s ibn Simb§t Msaker, 

Armenian iàxan 35, 37, 40, 42, 43, 
45, 48, 60, 62

Asphoulos 39
Assyria 97
attribute (divine) 10, 31, 38, 45, 52, 80, 

103, 105, 107. 109, 113, 117, 119, 
123, 127, 143, 149, 154, 155, 158, 
171, 179, 181, 183, 189, 191, 193, 
195, 197, 199, 201, 215, 239, 249, 
255, 261, 267, 271, 273, 275, 279, 
281, 299, 301, 335, 353

Babel 117
Babylon 97
Baghdad 1, 9, 10, 13, 20, 34, 41, 47, 

49, 53, 55, 75, 152, 155, 156, 160, 
337, 351

Bagratid dynasty 35, 37
BaÈrayn 58
BaÈrÊn 58, 59, 72, 147, 159, 218, 295
Bar Hebraeus see Abå ’l-FaraÅ, Gregory 

(Bar Hebraeus)
BarhÊs, Nestorian diocese 58
Baruch 131
Basil of Caesarea 107, 177
Basilius of Balad I, Jacobite Maphrien 40, 

41
Baâra 49, 55, 337
Beirut 7, 25, 33, 41, 336
Bethlehem 317
Biàr ibn al-Mu#tamir al-Hil§lÊ 55, 337
Black Stone see Ka"bah
Buhtanaâar (Nebuchadnezzar)  203
Buret 36, 37, 43
burh§n 148, 335
Byzantine (Byzantium) 1, 2, 3, 14, 16, 

21, 23, 358

caliph(s) 9, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 
26, 27, 28, 34, 39, 41, 49, 55, 77, 78, 
79, 80, 85, 161, 337, 349

Canons of Hen§n§ 47
Cappadocian (Fathers) 8, 11, 52, 158, 177
Categories (Aristotle) see Aristotle

census 15
Chalcedon, Council of 2, 4, 35, 36
Chalcedonian (Melkite) Christians 4, 21, 

38, 56
Christian:

– Arabic apologetic see Arab Christian 
apologetic

evangelization 22
mutakallim(ån) 3, 49, 51, 54, 65, 162
scriptures 4, 7, 24, 52, 53, 56, 217

“Christians of the East” 58; see also Nes-
torians

Christological (Christology) 4, 10, 57, 72, 
160, 231, 347, 349, 351, 352-356

Chronicle (of Dionysius) 15, 38, 39
Chronicle (of Michael the Syrian) 38-39, 44
Chronicon see Chronicle of Dionysius
Chronicon ad annum Christi 1234, anon 39, 

152
Chronicon Ecclesiasticum 44
Church Fathers 10, 12, 25, 31, 46, 47, 50, 

52, 55, 115, 135, 295, 303, 358
Clement of Alexandria 25
concubines 74
Constantine 21
Coptic

language, culture 23, 33, 41, 57, 65, 
69, 70

church 32, 58, 65
corporeal body 231, 239, 251, 255, 257
cosmology 5
Council of Chalcedon see Chalcedon, 

Council of
Covenant

of God, Law of 61, 85, 97, 117, 137, 
141, 143, 321

of #Umar 17, 18, 77, 365
Cross 17, 24, 61, 74, 77, 89, 101, 131, 

133, 135
Crucifixion 8, 218, 219, 285, 287, 289, 

293, 295, 301, 302, 303
Cyprian 8
Cyriacus of Antioch, Jacobite Patriarch 34, 

38, 39, 40, 41, 44, 48
Cyril, Bishop of Alexandria 2

Daniel, Jacobite Maphrien 41
De Caelo see Aristotle
dialectical (method) 56, 60, 61, 149, 157, 

162
Didascalia (James, Hieronymous of Jeru-

salem) 25
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dimmah 13, 76
dimmÊ  (conversion and exemption) 5, 14, 

15, 16, 17, 18, 32, 39, 77
Dionysius of Tell MaÈr¿, Patriarch of 

Antioch 15, 19, 38, 39, 40, 44
Diophysite 35
4ir§r ibn #Amr 28, 49
distinctive dress 17
divinity 72, 127, 141, 148, 195, 223, 247, 

249, 251, 269, 271, 353
Docetists 285
Dome of the Rock 16, 361

Ecumenical Councils 2, 4, 56
Edessa 15, 47
Edom 331
Egypt, Egyptian 15, 40, 69, 95, 97, 99, 

137, 139, 141
Elchasaites 76
Elias, deacon 45
Emmanuel see #Imm§nuel
Ephraem the Syrian 47
E Vpiku Vra see A Vpiku Vra
Erotapokriseis 60
eschatological 6, 340
Ethiopia 300
Eve 115, 117, 187, 189, 191, 195, 201, 

213, 215

Fall of Adam 135
fasting 6
Father (First Person of the Trinity) 107, 

113, 115, 119, 143, 189, 195, 207, 209, 
211, 213, 215, 223, 245, 263, 265, 269, 
271, 273, 275, 279, 353

fear of the sword 36, 75
Fiqh Akbar 154
Fiqh Akbar II 154, 340
free-will 24, 49, 52, 239

Åahada (Åih§d, iÅtih§d) 66
al->§Èií, Abå #Utm§n 50, 337
Galen 9
Garden (of Eden) 181, 227, 239
Garshuni 336
Georgia 23, 37
Åizyah 13-17, 19, 32
Golden Age (of Islam) 1
Gospel 5, 6, 8, 21, 22, 85, 89, 137, 143, 

167, 289, 295, 300, 301, 336
Graf, Georg 24, 25, 35, 41, 42, 57, 58, 

68, 70, 335

grammar, grammarians 20, 34, 295
Greek

culture, tradition, language 5, 9, 19, 
20, 23, 25, 34, 49, 57, 60, 69, 78, 
149, 150, 203

philosophy 9, 10, 19, 31, 34, 50, 52, 
55, 66, 78, 154, 157, 158, 162, 338

Gregory of Nazianzus 115
Gregory of Nyssa 115

\abÊb ibn Hidmah Abå R§"iãah al-Ta-
krÊtÊ, see Abå R§"iãah al-TakrÊtÊ, \abÊb
ibn Hidmah, the Jacobite

Èadit (aÈ§dit) 9, 78 
Harån ar-RaàÊd, #Abb§sid caliph 12, 18, 

19, 55, 337
al-H§àimÊ 161
heaven 83, 85, 87, 109, 119, 129, 177, 

181, 205, 207, 259, 285, 311, 313, 
315, 329, 331

Hebrew
culture 203
scriptures 4, 7, 315

Hellenism 4, 7, 9, 49, 52
heresy 5, 23, 39, 43, 44
Holy Land 95, 97
Holy Spirit (Third Person of the 

Trinity) 11, 36, 107, 115, 119, 143, 
189, 195, 205-215, 233, 235, 273, 275, 
301, 309, 313, 315, 353

Hunayn ibn Ish§q, Nestorian 336
Hypocrates 9
hypostasis (hypostaseis) 8, 103, 107, 109, 

113, 115, 127, 177, 185-211, 217, 218, 
223-231, 301, 303, 350, 351, 355

IblÊs 145
Ibn \anbal, AÈmad 80
Ibn al-R§wandÊ 28
Ibr§hÊm ibn Sayy§r an-Naííam 55
Idolatry 7, 8, 24, 362
ihl§s 7
#ilm al-kal§m 25, 49, 50, 60
Ily§n, Deacon see Nonnus of Nisibis, Ar -

chdeacon
#Imm§nuel 131, 315
#Imr§n, father of Mary 95
Incarnation 4-8, 11, 24, 28, 33, 50-62, 

68, 70, 71, 73, 81, 103, 121-135, 141-
149, 154-162, 173, 207, 217-305, 323, 
349, 350

Iraq 2, 12, 75, 305, 306
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Irenaeus 8
#^s§ 281; see also Jesus of Nazareth
Isaac 311
Ishmaelites 5, 364
Islam(ic) 1-26, 28, 33, 36, 47, 48, 49, 50-7, 

60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 66, 68, 73-81, 119, 
143, 148, 149, 151-157, 160, 161, 163, 
173, 187, 218, 219, 277, 300, 313, 
337, 340, 341, 358
apostasy 22
mun§íara (mun§íar§t) 25-31, 157, 158, 

160, 351
Islamization 16, 32, 47, 56, 340 

ism (personal name) 33
IàÙ# bar nån, Nestorian Catholicos 348-

349
Israel (Israelites) 3, 8, 95, 97, 99, 101, 

131, 137, 139, 141, 145, 205, 263, 
283, 317, 321, 325, 327

iàxan 35-37, 42, 44, 42, 62

Jacob, the Patriarch 131, 311, 317, 319
Jacob of SaruÅ 47
Jacobite (Cyrillian Monophysites) 2, 10, 

15, 21, 22, 23, 31, 32, , 33, 35, 40, 41, 
42, 45, 47, 48, 53, 55, 56, 58, 59, 60, 
62, 63, 66, 67, 72, 79, 131, 147-149, 
159, 162, 165, 217, 231, 235, 347-
351, 353, 355
Church 41, 45, 47, 48, 55, 62, 149, 

300, 305
Syrian 2, 32 , 45, 55, 60, 62, 159

Jerusalem 16, 25, 33, 135, 137, 287, 319, 
325, 348

Jesus of Nazareth 4-6, 8, 9, 51, 72, 75, 
76, 95, 167, 218, 281, 340

Jew (Judaism) 1-9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 22, 
26, 27, 29, 51, 53, 55, 56, 61, 63, 64, 
74, 75, 76, 77, 156, 157, 209, 285, 287, 
289, 291, 295, 303, 335, 341

John Catholicos 37
John III, Jacobite Patriarch of Antioch 6, 

53
John of Damascus 3, 5, 23, 25, 115
Jonah, Son of Amittai 287
Jovian, Emperor 21
Judah 131, 141, 317, 319
Judgment 51, 148, 269, 277, 279, 283, 

291
Justin Martyr 8

Ka"bah 135, 152

kal§m 10, 52 (see also cilm al-kal§m, madahib 
al-kal§m)

karaÅ (land tax) 14, 15, 16
al-KindÊ see #Abd al-MasÊÈ ibn Ish§q al-

KindÊ
Kingdom (of Heaven, of God) 21, 87, 

89, 239, 269, 283
kit§b al-burh§n 148
kit§b al-Umm 18
kunya (surname) 33

law 17, 21, 22, 61, 75-77, 83, 87, 91, 93, 
99, 139, 141, 143, 151, 165, 345, 

Leo V, Emperor 37
lexicographers 20
logos 113

madahib al-kal§m 49
Magians 76; see also Zoroastrians
al-MahdÊ, ’Abb§sid caliph 22, 23, 27
Makka (Makkans) 13, 133, 152, 340
malpônô 47, 48, 55, 305
al-Ma"mån, #Abb§sid caliph 27, 39, 41, 

49, 55, 79-80, 155, 161, 337, 349
Mandaeans 76
Manicheism 50
Maphrien 40, 41 
M§r Dionysius of Asphoulos, Patriarch of 

Antioch see Dionysius of Tell Mahr¿
Mar Sabas monastery 300
Maronites 2
martyrdom 291
Maryam 95, 281
Mary 95
mas"alah ÈaÅr 30, 158
mas"alah tafwÊ· 30
Matthew (Gospel of) 74, 302
Maximus the Confessor 35, 38
Mazdaism 5, 50
Mediterranean 6, 14, 20, 35, 55, 63, 67, 

152, 340
Melkite 2, 23, 35, 43, 48, 55, 56, 59, 62, 

63, 69, 72, 127, 159, 300, 347, 348, 
350, 351, 353
Chalcedonians 2
Church 56, 300

Mesopotamia 1, 2, 13, 15, 36, 43, 46, 
48

Messiah 6, 51, 72, 85, 87, 93, 119, 127, 
135, 137, 141, 143, 145, 167, 218, 219, 
249, 263, 269, 271-295, 301, 302, 321, 
331, 350, 353, 355
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Metaphysics (Aristotle) see Aristotle
Michael the Syrian, Orthodox Patriarch 

of Antioch 15, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43
MiÈna (“Mohammedan Inquisition”) 80
military service 1, 17, 101
Miriam 95
modalism 227 
Mongol (invasions) 2, 38
Monophysite 2, 21, 32, 35, 45, 58, 62, 

63, 160, 231, 347, 350
Monotheism 4-6, 7, 8, 11, 24, 51, 61, 64, 

76; see also tawÈÊd
Mosaic law 21; see also law
Moses, the Prophet, son of #Imr§n 51, 

76, 95-101, 117, 119, 131, 139, 143, 
187, 189, 201, 203, 205, 209, 211, 213, 
245, 281, 309, 311, 313, 319

Mossål 58, 159
Mount Horeb 311
Msaker see Aàot, Abå ’l#Abb§s ibn Simb§t
Mu"§wiyah ibn AbÊ Sufy§n, Umayyad 

caliph 26
mu#tazilah (mu#tazilÊ) 28, 30, 40, 49, 55, 

62, 80, 81, 154, 155, 158, 336, 337, 
338, 340, 341, 343

MuÈammad, the Prophet 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 
9, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 75, 76, 
143, 151, 153, 300, 340, 341

Multiplicity (in God) 6, 24, 50
mun§íara (mun§íar§t) 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 

30, 31, 157, 158, 160, 351
Muslim proselytism 21
muàrikån 8
mutakallim(ån) 3, 9, 49-50, 51, 54, 65, 

149, 162, 217; see also Christian muta-
kallim(ån)

al-Mu"tasim, #Abb§sid caliph 55
al-Mutawakkil, #Abb§sid caliph 19, 77, 

80
Mxithar of Ayrivankh 37
mysterion 101, 137, 141, 189, 197, 205, 

207, 235, 275, 321

Nana, Deacon 36; see also Nonnus of 
Nisibis, Archdeacon

nasab (kinship name) 33
Nebuchadnezzar 315
Neo-Platonism 4, 54, 150, 199
Nestorian School of Nisibis 47
Nestorius, Patriarch of Constantinople 

(Nestorians) 2, 10, 22, 23, 37, 43, 48, 
51, 55, 56, 58, 59, 62, 63, 336, 347, 
348, 349, 350, 351, 353

New Testament 21, 219, 300, 340
nisbah (place of origin) 33, 41, 45
Nisibis 23, 32, 35, 36, 38-48, 71, 148, 

177, 335, 336, 343, 348
Noah 145, 245
nomadic 5, 7
Nonnus of Nisibis, Archdeacon 23, 35-

45, 148, 
North Africa 2

Old Syriac 301, 304
Old Testament 21, 51, 157, 219, 299, 

300, 302, 303, 305, 340
Origen 8, 50
ousia (ousiai) 103, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115, 

123, 127, 133, 143, 169, 175, 177, 179, 
183, 185, 187, 189, 191, 195, 197, 
199, 201, 205, 211, 223, 229, 231, 
233, 235, 239, 245, 253, 257, 263, 
269, 275, 287, 293, 295, 353

pagans 7, 9, 12, 13, 21, 199
Palestine 23, 300
Patriarch Dionysius of Tell Mahr¿ see

Dionysius of Tell Mahr¿
Patriarch Cyriacus of Antioch see Cyriacus 

of Antioch
patristic 6, 61, 66, 177
“People of the Book” 13, 25, 75; see also

ahl al-kit§b
“People of the South” 63, 148, 151, 

152, 153, 154, 156, 165, 169; see also
Muslim

“People of Truth” 62, 65, 85, 148, 159, 
165, 171; see also Syrian Orthodox

“People of Wisdom” (philosophers) 158, 
175

persecution of dimmÊ 18
Persia (Persian) 1, 2, 5, 17, 19, 20, 152
Pharaoh 97, 99, 101, 281
Philoxenus of Nisibis 39, 44, 48
Plato 4, 9, 199
 Parmenides 199
 Timaeus 199
polygamy 74
polytheism (polytheistic) 5, 7, 8, 24
pre-Islamic 7, 300
property ownership 16, 17, 87
prophesy (prophet) 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 

16, 21, 23, 41, 53, 57, 71, 75, 76, 79, 
95, 117, 119, 129-143, 151, 203, 205, 
207, 245, 287, 295, 299, 301, 302, 309, 
313-331, 340, 341
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Ptolemy 9
Pygla (Theodore Abå Qurrah) 43, 44
Pythagoreans 199

qiblah 133, 135, 152
Qur"§n 1, 4-10, 12, 13, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 

25, 49, 50, 51, 52, 55, 61, 63, 66, 73, 
75, 76, 79, 80, 87, 93, 95, 113, 117, 
123, 125, 133, 137, 143, 148, 151, 
152, 153, 154, 155, 157, 173, 183, 
202, 209, 218, 219, 281, 293, 335, 
340, 341, 349

quraiàÊ (-dialect) 20

radd 28, 337
Raà #Ayna (Reà#ayna) 39, 40, 42, 44, 48
religion, public displays 17
resurrection 8, 9, 87, 137, 219, 227, 243, 

253, 287, 303, 340
revelation 1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 13, 22, 25, 51, 

63, 76, 79, 117, 129, 141, 143, 151, 
209, 227, 253, 277, 340

“Rightly-Guided Caliphs” 85
ris§lah (ras§"il) 28, 53, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 

71, 72, 73, 78, 79, 81, 83, 147, 148, 
149-210, 212-280, 282-296; see also
radd

Roman empire 300

Sabbath 143, 269
‘§bi"a 13, 76
SabrÊàÙ, Nestorian Catholicos 47
sacraments 6, 24
sacred books 150, 197, 201
salvation 99, 121, 125, 129, 135, 218, 

220, 239, 241, 243, 245, 249, 251, 
273, 277, 313, 321

Sarah 309
Sarbil, Maphrien Jacobite 40
SaråÅ (Diocese) 41, 42, 47
S§s§nian Empire 14, 46
Satan 125, 285, 287
Savior 241, 251, 319, 321
scripture

Christian 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 21, 24, 30, 32, 
47, 48, 51, 52, 53, 55, 56, 71, 79, 
117, 150, 157, 163, 207, 217, 219, 
300, 301, 303, 335, 338, 343

Hebrew 7, 157
Muslim 6, 8, 9, 22, 30, 217
Other 76

“Seal of the Prophets” (MuÈammad) 76

Seluecia-Ctesiphon 47
Septuagint 315
Severus of Antioch 231
aà-’§fi"Ê 18
àah§da (Islamic profession of faith) 16, 

75
’am"ån I, Jacobite Maphrien 40
’am"ån II, Jacobite Maphrien 40
’ams ar-Riy"§sah Abå l-Barak§t ibn 

Ka bar see Abå l-Barak§t ibn Kabar, 
’ams ar-Riy"§sah

’apuh Bagratuni 37
’arÊcah see law
àirk 7, 8, 24
‘ibawayh of Baßra 20
Simeon (brother of Abiram) 39
Sinai 139
Sodom and Gamorrah 311
Solomon 315, 317, 325
Son (Second Person of the Trinity) 5, 

115, 119, 189, 195, 207, 209, 211, 
213, 215, 223, 225, 263, 265, 267, 
275, 279, 287, 302, 353, 355

Sophistikoi Elenchoi (see Aristotle)
Sophonias the Prophet 329
soul 85, 87, 95, 127, 129, 167, 193, 195, 

203, 227, 231, 235, 237, 243, 249, 251, 
271, 277, 285, 323, 325

St. Catherine’s monastery 300
Stoic 4
sunna (sunan) 75, 99, 101, 151, 273 
Synod of Raà #Ayna (Reà#ayna) 39, 40, 

42, 44, 48
Syriac 3, 6, 9, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 

24, 27, 34, 41, 47, 48, 52, 55, 57, 66, 
67, 69, 301
literature / texts 6, 9, 14, 19, 21, 22, 

23, 24, 27, 48, 53, 60, 61, 65, 148, 
150, 152, 177, 301, 304, 306, 314

anaphora 137
Syrian Orthodox 32, 38, 42, 45, 47, 62, 

65, 67, 72; see also Jacobite
Syrians 203
Syro-Christian 9

aã-•abari, Abå  ’l-\asan #AlÊ  Sahl 
Rabb§n 50

tafrÊq 30, 31, 158
taÈrÊf (falsification of the scriptures) 8, 30, 

31, 62, 157, 158, 219, 303, 335
tak§fu" al-adilla (religious truth) 26
TakrÊt 1, 34, 41, 42, 43, 58, 152, 162, 

217, 337
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taqsÊm 30, 31, 158
tawÈÊd (monotheistic belief) 8, 24
testimonia 303
Thomas Aquinas 11
Timothy I, Nestorian Catholicos 22, 27, 

28, 43, 55, 193, 348
•irh§n district 58, 159
Topics VIII (Aristotle) see Aristotle
Torah 5, 53, 57, 71, 117, 139, 141, 143, 

145, 205, 231, 281, 299, 301, 303, 
305, 308-332

Traditionalists 80
Trinity 3-8, 11, 24, 26, 27, 28, 31, 33, 50, 

51, 53, 54, 57-64, 69, 70, 71, 73, 81, 
83, 101, 109, 115, 117, 119, 147-220, 
269, 275, 299, 301-305, 309, 349, 350
begetter 189, 201, 213, 215, 265, 267, 

275
begotten 113, 115, 189, 201, 213, 

215, 245, 263, 265, 273, 353
procession 113, 115, 189, 215
property (of persons in the Trinity) 107, 

111, 181, 189, 195, 201, 227
Trinitarian 5, 10, 11, 53, 219
Trinitarian economy 11

Trishagion 69
Tritheism 7, 8
Tum§mah ibn al-Aàras (an-NumaryÊ) al-

BaßrÊ, Abå Ma#an 40, 55, 62, 155, 
336-7, 341, 343

Twelve Thrones 283
Twelve Tribes of Israel 283

#Ubayd All§h b. Ziy§d, Umayyad gover-
nor 12

#ulam§" 80
#Umar ibn #Abd al-#AzÊz (#Umar II, Umay-

yad caliph) 17, 77, 361
#Umar ibn al-Ha ã ã §b (Umar I, 

caliph) 18
#Umayr ibn Sa"d al"AnâarÊ 21
Umayyad 12, 15, 16, 17, 77
umma (umam) 26, 153
uqnåm (aq§nÊm) 67, 355 see also hypos ta-

sis

vardapet (teacher) 36, 37, 43, 46-48
veneration of images 6
Virgin Mary 127, 227

al-WalÊd b. #Abd al-Malik, Umayyad ca  -
liph 19

al-Warr§q, Abå #^s§ 3, 28, 50, 5
W§ßil b. #Aã§ 49
Western Syriac community 34
Wisdom 165, 179, 183, 300, 302, 317
Word of God 10, 80, 113, 119, 127, 205, 

207, 225, 235, 237, 302, 313

Yatrib (MadÊnat an-NabÊ, “City of the 
Prophet”) 13

Yemen 300
YoÈannan Sedr§, Jacobite Patriarch of 

Antioch 21

zak§t (alms tax) 16, 17
zan§diqa (unbelievers) 49
Zion 129, 319
Zoroastrians 13, 46, 47, 76
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